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SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY C9OPERATION
BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND CHINA

MONDAY; OCTOBER 31; 1983

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,_
SPECIAL SUBCOMMITTE

U;S. TRADE WIT NA,
COMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND MERCE; --

W ington, D.C.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 10:30 a.m. in room

2322, Rayburn House Office Building; Hon Al Swift (chairman of
the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Swift; Sikorski, and tent.
Staff preserft: Frank Potter, chief counsel; Michael Kitzmiller,

professional staff coordinator; Greg Mounts; professional staff; and
Don Bosco,mmoritstaff.

Mr. Swirl% Good morning
Today's hearing, the first of two on this- address .the

cooperative efforts of the United 'States and the People's Republic
of China under the 1979 agreement on science and technology:

So far, there are more than 20 signed protocols implementing the
agreenient in a host of scientific and technologiCal areas: Activities
in areas such as energy, health, communications; transportation,
and management science have important implications for the de-
velopment of trade between our two countries. Useful exchtnges in
.these areas are essential ingredients for an economic- ghd cZmmer-
cial relationship that benefits- both nations.

The subcommittee is Interested in reviewing the history and
status of protocols to identify where important- progress has been
madeand where it has not. We are interested in learning about
any special problems that may exist so that we may help overcome

diments to fuller cooperation and stron_ger ties.
would like to welcome our witnesses today: We will hear an

overview of tilie activity under the 1979 agreement -from the State
Department: State is responsible for coordinating the United
States-China science and technology relationship on a daily basis:

_Follovvitg alai; we will hear testimony on the histo and status
&

ry
of the Ai 4protocols involving the Department of Commerce: We
will hear about the protocol-related work of 'the Department of
Energy, and, finally, we will hear about the prospects for the newly
signed protocol of thp Department o-

In our second hearing on this issue; scheduled for Thursday; No-
vember 3, at 2 p.m., we will hear testimony from the Department

(1)



of Health and Human Services, the Environmental Protection
Agency, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration; and
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

I will recognize the gentleman from New York for comment:
Mr. LENT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I also want to thank our witnesses for appearing before this sub-

comtnittiNe: this morning. The program of scientific and technologi-
cal cooperation between the United States and China is a signifi-
cant expression of our growing friendship with China, and along
with thb direct scientific and technological benefits of such coopera-
tion and the furtherance of foreign policy objectives, significant

trade opportunities for U.S. firms may be generated:
Clearly the U.S. agencies involved in the cooperative efforts can

do muck if assist the United States private sector by providing' in-
formation as to China's foreign procurement needs. Active and
direct- contact between the engineers; scientists; and technical per-

' sonnel in, China and the specialized technical agencies of the U.S.
Government will work to maximize the benefits of their effort; and
is to be encouraged.

As a result of my visits to China along with the chairman; par-
ticularly, with the committee, I feel that there are great opportuni-
ties fothe Ullited States and China to expand our commercial ties
based on equality, reciprocity, and mutual benefit. So we look for-
ward to your testimony:

And thank you for giving me this opportunity, Mr. Chairman.
Mr: Swirl; Thar* you; gentlemen:
Mr. Horner, I understand yOu have some prepared remarks this

Morning: Those will be included in the record without objection.
Following your comments, the subconimittee will have questions
for you:

You may proceed as you wish.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES HORNER; DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRE-
TARY FOR SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY AFFAIRS, U.S. DEPART:
MENT OF STATE. ACCOMPANIED BY DONALD C. FERGUSON, DI-
RECTOR; bFFICE OF COOPERATIVE SCIENCE AND TECHNOL-
OGY PROGRAMS,,U.S. DEPARTMENT OF STATE
Mr: HORNER. Thank you_very much; Mr: Chairman.
I would like to mention first that I am accompanied this morning

by Mr. Donald Ferguson; who is the Director .4 the Office of Tech-
nology programs in the Department of State and who serves also as
U.S. Executive Secretary to the Joint China-United States Commis-
sion on Scientific and Technological Cooperation.

Swim: If you don't mind; we will go ahead for the sake of
the record and identify Mr. Lawson at this point and down the line
have some exchange:

Mr. LAwsoN. I am Gene Lawson, Deputy Assistant Secretary for
East Asia and the Pacific, Department of Commerce, Mr. Chair-
man.

Mr. SWIrr..Mr. Horner, I identified you, but would you identify
yourself?

Mr. HORNER. Charles Horner, Deputy- Assistant Secretary of
State for Science and Technology:
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Mr. SWitt, Thank you very much.
Mr, HORNER: As you mentioned; Mr. Chairman We have a gov-

erning agreement on science and technology with the People's Re-
public of China which dates from 1979, even though official science
and technology cooperation betwt*ii the United States and China
had begun some months earlier with the 'signing of agreements in
agriculture, Space, and student/scholar exchanges late in 1978.,

The China program is today the most active bilateral science an-
technology intergovernmental program that the United States has
In less than 5 years of this formal science and technology relation-
ship; about 300 specific exchangeOn projects ranging from visits by
individual scientists to major cooperative research progranis in
areas such as medicine and earthquakes have either been carried
out or are in the process of implementation. - , .

I should also like to stress that the science and technology .pro.
train _receives the personal attention of senior officials in both. of
our countries. It affords the United States excellent opportimities
for frequent and very positive contacts with Chinese leaders at'
high levels. It fosters the rapid development of personal and insti.:
tutional ties between the science and technology establishments _of
our two countries both within, the framework of the specific proto-

'Col§ and within an independent relationship between U.S. scientists
and their Chinese colleagues.

And of particular interest to us are the extensive nonofficial
teeth. Scores of U.S. colleges and universities have at least one
formal Cooperative or exchange agreement with an institution in
China. Many of our universities have multiple ties_

New relatiOnships are continually being established. All these re-
lationships will continue to expand over the years as large num-
hers of Chinese studentS and scholars complete- their education
and/or research in this country,

There are now more -than 10,000 Chinese studying in our country
and about half of them are sponsored by the Chinese Government: ,

The rest are studying under_private auspices and about 80 percent
of these students are studying in areas of science and technology:

We feel. that in terms of our broader interests, the science and
technology program with China contributes to several objectives of
U.S. policy. In encouraging the specific projects that are decided
upon by- American scientific and technological_agencies and coun-
terpart Chinese institutions, we seek to insure that they also serve
broader national interests..

PoliticallY, these exchanges add substance to diplomatic contacts
and they help to expand rerationships both at Senior governmental
levels and between the scholarly and scientific communities of the
two countries, .

Of special' interest to this subcommittee is the thought that the
United States does benefit commercially from Chinese purchases of
US. products. Many sales are oftentimes an outgrowth of official
cooperation in a number of fields.

In a sense, this is a gical consequence of such cooperation be-
..cause China's im policy is oriented largely toward the_acquisi-
tion of technol equipment, and some of the joint Chinese-
American research projects exposed the Chinese to American prod-

0
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ucts and to-the American approat to scientific research in gener-
al. . e a . .

Finally {1 would like to say just a few words about the, role of the
Department of State in administering- this agreetnent and about
our relatiopship with other agencies and departments in the Feder:
al Government.

The governing agreement of 1979 established a structure for di-
recting and coordinating the science and technology relationship
betWeen the United States and China. The agreement created the
United StatestChina JoineCommission on Scientific and Technolog-
ical Cooperation, which_plans andIoordinates science_ and technol-
og'y cooperation, monitors and fac tates such' cooperatioh and Con-
siders proNsals for further Cooperative activities.

The cochairMen of the Joint Commission 'are; on the U.S. side,
the Science AdViiiter to the President and the Director of the, Office. k`of Science and Technology Policy, Dr. George eyworth, and for

./ the Chinese, State Councilor Fang Yi:-
The Joint Comthission has held three meetings, in Peking and

Washington, the latest meeting held in May of 1983 and the next
meeting is scheduled in Washington in the fall of 1984. The U.S.
delegation for the Joint Commission meetings regularly includes
senior officials from the various tqchnical agencies whiCh have pro-
tocols and understandings with the People's Republic of China.

We brought with Lis this morning the official report of the third
meeting of the Joint Commission; a meeting which took place in

. Peking on May 10 and 11 of 1983: We would like to submit thisIfOr',the record. . 1
Mr. -Swivr. We 'ill get it in the record.it ,

[The information follows:] .

9



REPqRT OP THE _THIRD MEETING _

__-0P2THE -'
0 .S.--P.R.C._70;NT _COMMI_SSION_

' '.ON SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOL9GICAL COOPERATION
---)r__

. '- .

J u_

-.
: '' e '

0
Tha;Thitd Meeting di-the US-PRM Joint_Comnission_on Scientific.

''' and-TechnoIogicaI.00operition took place May_1011_, 19838 in_
1 Beijiht: the Second Meetinirvis'beId in Washington in October

198Ig
. .

e
.

. _Qp._
.Dr. George A. Xeyvorth4_the Science_Advisor_to_the_President of
the United Systes and Director_of the:Office_of Scienbe and
Technology'Ptaity,_headed_the_U.S. Delegation.'_ Pang Xi_e'State_

.
Councplor ofthe PRC:-State Science Council_AndChairwan_of the

..StatelScience and,Tethnology Commission, headed_the_Chinese_
Delegation.- A Iitt_Of thersenbers_of the two' delegations is
attached (Appendix I and Appendix II).

The Joint geabiaiith_ttWied tbe_resuIts!of cooperatiop_in_the
17 fields n`scribed below -since the Second Meeting_i_discassed
general policy and.specific isaues related to_the_bilateeal
cooperation, and exchanged views on future activities; Also
during the aesting_additinnaI_protocoIs on_CoopeTatioiLin
Nuclear Physics -and tontrOILed Magnetic_Pusion_ReAeartb,_ _

Aeronautical Science .and TethnoIogy, and Transportation Science
and Technology were signed: Furthermore. th_e_Joint_CoMmitsion
decided that bpe two tides would actively explore cooperation'
in other netereas..

The Joint Commission noted_that there has_been_new and
productive development Of the_program_of_scientific and
techhital driOpetatiOn_since_the Second_Meeting._ Substantial
cooperatiOe glitk_baa begun in_nost_areas_and bps been devel-
oping fairly rapidly in seweraI.__The_two_sides_heId that the
cooperative programs are of mutual benefit and_are contributing
to the continuing development of relations_ between the two
-countries and_pattiemIatIy.to the strengthening_a_ties between
their respective scientific and technological communities.-

._ _ :
-.

The achievemente reviewed and plans approved by the Joint
Commission are as follnwst

a. STUDENTS AND SCHOLARS

Achieveaenta

The Understanding on the Exchange of Students and Scholars
between the U.S.- and P.R.C. has,provided studentk_and_scholars
.from both countries-the oppottunity_to study and do researtNeat
universities-and scholarly institutions in each other's country.

r
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In.1981-82-the'Chinese tide sent.;222__students and scholars
and in 1982-83; 1;780 students.and Wchaars tO study and work
in the 'United States._ The ;U.S._side_sent 620 (46 under its
nationarprOgram)_students_and_scholars in_1961-82 and 1,047
.(52 Onder its national_pro4remlistddentsjand scholars in
1982-13 to harry out studies_aMd_research in the humanities,_
social sciences and_natural sciences in China.- At die time of
the Third Meetitig_of'_the Joint- Commission there were mom -;:_
estimated 4;700 Chinese students -and stholarWin the Unifed
States:-and there were approXimately_25b tabout 50 under its'
national program): American students and_scholars snot including -01
students in- abort- term - courses) in_China. _The Exchange of
Students and Scholars hes grown and developed under the Science

and Technology Agreement;

Future .Plans

Since the incorporation of- the- Understanding on the Exchange of
Student/ and Scholars as_a_'_Protocol_of_the.Science and Tech-
nology Agreement in January 1979,__ numerous areas of cooperation
have been opened up; providing a wide_range of channe0s. and ,

opportunities for exchange_and cooperation between the scholar-
lycontUnitied_of the_twolcoOntries. The Joint Commission
expeCti_ead encourages scholers of_the_two countries to carry
out exchanges and cooperation in various fields. The_two sides
agreed to have furtber_discussionson arrangements for
continued eduCational_and_scholarlyiexchanges between the U.S.

and the PA.C. The Excnange of Students and Scholars has grown
and deVeIdpeeLUAderthe Science and Technology Agreement.

2. AGRICULTURE

Achievements,
-

Unihr the minutes Of_tbo_Tbird_Meeting of the Joint Working
Creep on Agricultural science_and TechnologV:Cooperation, the

Chinese side sent 12 Study;teamsi_a_totalof 45 scientists, to
the UnitedStatee:_and the U;S;_sidediSpatched to China 12
study teaMS inVoiVing"approximatelf 40 scientists. In

addition, the two aides lointly_beld the First U.S.-P.R.C.
Soybean Science symposia in_19e2_inthe Siete of Illinois: a
Chineie delegation of 8 scientkate_attended this syposium. The
Fourth seeting of the Joint Wprking Group on Agricultural
Science and TitChfidlogy_Cooperation took place orf becember, 6-8,

1983, in Waehingtoni where:both sides expressed-eatisfeation at
the execution of the projectw_xpecified in the minutes of the .

Third Meeting of the Joint Working Group.
;.

Future Plans .

.

Both sidei_agreed to direct_the Cooperation on Agricultural
Science and Technology between_the two Countries to greater
depth and to develop several forms of exchange, as follows:

(1) teams for study of specific subjects:

(2) cooperative itudyi _

1I
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(3) sYmposia and workthops;

(4) exchange of scholars and training ofpg,ersonneij

(5) exchange 'of germplasm; and'

(6) to Agopt effective measures to promote the_role
of U.S. Cooperators in strengthening exchanges in
agricultural science and technology and economics; and in
developing agricultural trade.

The Fifth Meeting of the Joint_Working Group will be held in
the first half of _1984 in Beiiing..

3. SPACE TECHNOLOGY

Achievements

The Orientoll Scientific Instrument Impor d Export Corpor__
ration of the Chinese Academy.of_Sdiences and_the Systems'and:
Applied Sciences Corporation. (SASC) Of the'CL.S; signed a
contract for the purchase of a Landsat ground station in
Beijing in December 1982. The Joint Commission expressed
satisfaction with thisdevelopment in the area of space
cooperation.

Future Plans

"The Joint Commission hopes that,_in.accordancE with the
Understanding on Cooperation in Space Technology_between the
governments of the two countries and -the MemorAndum of
Understanding between NASA and the-Chinese Academy of Sciences
and through joint effort, a technologically and_ economically
reasonable Landsat ground station Will ba installed and put
into operation on schedule.

Both sides hope that speCific'measures will be taken to advance
cooperation in-the field of space technology.

4. HIGH ENERGY;PHYSICS

Achievements_

The_ Third__ Meeting of the Joint_Committee on High
Energy Physics was held in Beijing in March_k982; At which both
sides approved_ the 0.S.-P.RTC. Cooperative Program_in High

.Energy physics for the period March 1982 to_June 1983 covering
ll_collaborative projects. Through joint effort, seven of
these projects have been completed. Three of the remaining _

ones will be implemented in the first half_of this year and the
other three will be put of until-1984. ThUS far_tbe Chinese_
side has received 4 American specialists and the 1:1_side has
hosted 31 Chinese specialists. The.Joint Commitsion_has_noted
that_the impleMentation of the program has been sound and
effective.
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Future Plans
.

. .

At the Fourth Meetingof the U.S.-P.R.C. Joint Committee-on

i

High .'Physics, t bheld in the latter half of this
year, the two sides wi 1 consult on furthercooperation-in the
building of-Beijing El ctron Positron Collider,(BEF:.!-, linear
proton accelerator applications, new technologies-r
accelerator bdildingrAind lassies concerned with_tbe procurement
of components and de7ices for BEPC in the United States.

5. MANAGEMENT OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY AND SCIENTIFIC AND
TEFBNICAL INFORMATION

Achievements -.

Representatives of the US-Department of Commerce and 'Aid
DellOation from the P.R.O. State Science arid_TechnoIog'y Com-
mission signed Annexes Wit, Three, and Four in Washington on
March 1, 1962, specifying further_cooperitive activities -
between the two sides in the-fields-tf-science and technology
management and scientific and technical information.- Annex_
Three described the cooperative program between- the National-
Technical Information Service (NTIS) of the United States and
the Institute for Scientific and Technical Infermation of China
(ISTIC). After two Chinese information specialists coppleted
their program at NTIS, fOnr more Chinese specialists arrived to
carry out professional work there.. In'AUgust 19621.4e. NTIS_
Delegation visited IST/C, vbere the two sides met and signed a
Summary of the Talks.

.

The National Training Center for Industrial.,Scienca_and _..
Technology Management. at Dalian successfully concluded -the.
teaching program. for the second and third sessions in 1981_apd
1982 respectiVelyikerning out a total of 400 stcdents. The
Center providedopptrtumity for -mutual anderitanding between
the U.S. 'and P.R.:C.. and is beneficial to both sides.

Future Plans

Consultations between the two sides are under way concerning
. the 1983 implementing program under-Annex Wt. Activities -set-

forth'-in the Summary of Talks signed-in August 19E2 by-ms and
'ISTIC will be carried out. The-teaching program for -the fourth
-session st.tbe Dalian Center will -be completed in 1983; .The_
two sides will exchange views on-future arrangements -since the
five-year cooperati e prtgam expires at the end of 1984.

E.. METROLOGY AND ST NDARDS

Achieveients

Under Annex Two of the Protocol on Metrology and Standards,
satisfactory results have been achieved in the cooperative
program. In 1982, the Chinese aide invited nine speciaIietS
from the U.S. National Bureau of Standards (NBS) to conduct
lectures in China, Four Chinese metrologists are continuing
their work started in 1981 at NBS. They include the Chief of
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the Quantum_ Laboratory of the_National_Institute_of Metrologyi
who is at the_invitation_of_NBS,_currently working on research
and_development_of anew type_of absolute_gravity instrument at
Boulder, Colorado With joint effort from both sides, signi--
icant results have been2aohievedin this cooperattye project.

__ _

Future Plans

Too expects: that the_Chinese_metrOloistewilI extendWIAuration_of their work_at_NES4 so as to bring_their ongoing
experiments to_a aucoessful concluston which_is_signifiCant_to
both sides._ The U.S. side_is_prepared_to_assist_the Chinese
side_actively in assembling_within_a_short_period of_time a
Iravity_instrdment_ofthe typeideveloped_at_NBSTheLChinese
side will-weIcote_-the-.B_;Sside_to7send-speciailists to give
lectures or_to attend_international_measurement symposia held
in_China. The-two sides_will_actively_seek_new topics of
mutual interest to give greater depth to the cooperation.

7; ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES

Achievements

The Third Meeting:of the Joint Working Group on Cooperation in
ktmospheric_Sciencee was-held-in Washington in November 19814
at which_the_Summary Report and Annexes Five and Six were.
concluded; _The_program on the conversion of applications
software for processing'polar orbiting satellite data provided ,

in Annex Five_has_been successfully completed) the result of
which_is beneficial: to both sides. In the latter half of 1982,
ten- Chinese _spicialists-went to the U.S. to carry out the

1-training'and participatiOn_program at NOAA specified in Item'
Three; Annex Six.__Both_sides are satisfied with the coop-
eration and pro9reas made in the field of atmospheric sciences.

...PUturt Plans

The Summary Report_ofthe Fourth Meeting of the Joint Working
GroUp4_heId in.Beijing_in_October$ 1982i_furthv determined
that the-two sides_wouId_continue to develop cooperation in
comparative studies ofjciimates 'and agriculture of the North
China Plain_and the_North American Great Plains" monsoon -
research; Tibetan_plateau_and_mountain meteorology;
paleoclimatic studies_using proxy data and the exbhange of -

climatic data A 'Remecter_in China" project will be conducted
in_1983 or 1984_;_ The_two sides are also exchanging views on

,other; codperative_topics.__Twelve Chinese specialists will
carry out a_training_and participation program.at NOAA
following the completion of the program of the ten specialists
who arrived in 1982.

8 'MARINE AND FISHERY

Achievements

Since the Second Meeting of thett.S.-P:R.C. Joint Commission,
cooperation in_marine_and fishery science and technology has
undergone new development. The two sides have exchan9ed some
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new Marine data. _Scientfsts from both countries concluded

RAovember_1981" duri g which the P.R.C. sent
joint Studies on two_cruises_off the r nuary of the Chagjiang
iver in June and_

four vessels; More_tban 100 scientists from-both sides
participated in_this_reseatch. on sedimentation processes, which-
involved investigations and research activities in various
apecialities In January 1982, twelve.Chinese scientists went
to relevant U,S. universities and research institutions to

7-''participate in data Analysis and research on:relevant topics:

Ten Chinese- personnel will work at U.S. institutions at the
latest_in_the third quarter of 1984. Another 'five scientists
from China_will be hosted by the g-s; to participate in marine
science - investigations " such as-on mangpnese nodules,
biogical resources; ocean circulation, deep sea.and ocean,
geology; and air-sea interaction studies on board U.S..research
vessels; They will go at the latest in the third- quarter of
1984.

In -order to_riview the achievements made on the jbint sedimen-
tation processes project and exchange views with regard to new
advancements in sedimentation dynamics and bottom-layer
Oceanography,__the !Symposium ft-Sedimentation on the Conti-
nental Shelf -with Special Refer(nce to the East China Sea' was
held by the U.S. and P.R.C. in Hangzhou in April 1983.

Progress has also been made in various degrees in other
projects under the Protocol' such as marine services,
oceanographic instruments and buoys, marine metrology and
`standards; marine environmental monitoring and forecast, and
aquacultureDuring the latter half of 1982, the U.S. Air-Sea
Intetaction_Delegation'paid a visit to five coastal cities in
China and_the P.R.C. Marine Pollution Study Group and .
Oceanographic Instrumentation Delegations visited the U.S.

The Fourth Meeting of-the Joint liotki.hg Group mes.beld in
Beijing:in__April 1983. Both Aides were pleased with the Marine
and Fishery Cooperation, which is beneficial to both, sides.

Future Plans

Both sides_expressed willingness to continue the implementation
Of the projects under Category One, deepen the projects under
Category Two, and explore the possibility of.implementing the
projects under Category Three. The cooperation is expected to
progress satisfactorily. Both sides expect'that the coop-
eration will continue to experience steady development.

9. MEDICINE AND PUBLIC HEALTH '

Achievemenii

The two sides are carrying out cooperative activities in tee
areas. Chineee and American scientists have conducted col-
laborative research on topics iuch as hepatitis B vaccine,
cardigvascular epidemiology, descriptive investigations in
Shanghai County, mental disease, etc. In addition, study
groups, lecture tours, symposia, and workshops have been

4



conducted.

Future Plans
I

At the Third Meeting of the U.S.-Y. Tt. Joint Committee on
Medicine and Public Health, held in Bethesda, Maryland, in
Rovember, 1982, the two sides signed Annex Three to the -

Protocol, setting forth the cooperative program for the next
two years. In addition to continuing the activities listed in
Annex One and Annex,Two, collaborative research topics will
also include studies of the morbidity and mortality of viral
hepatitas and studies on HBV-related di Artselected sites
in rural areas, child health, nutrition hygiene, abnormal
allergy, etc. Collaborative research projeOts of mutual
interest in other areas will also be etplored. The Fourth
Meeting of the U.S.-P.R.C. Joint Committee on Medicine -and -'
Public Health will be held at an appropriate time in 1984 in
Beijing -to- discuss th progress }lade on the-above-mentioned

'projects and future plans.

10. -117DROPOWER

Achievements
. -Under Annex One to the Protocol between the U-S. and the P.R.C.
On_Cooperation in Hydropower, the P.R.C. was o send a team on
estuary- regulation and another on power grid technology_to the
U:S. The two activities were successfully carried out in

February and September 19A2., In June 1982, a grant agreement
was signed in Beijing between-the U.S. Trade and Development
Program and the Department of Foreign Aifairs of the
Ministry- Of Water Resourcts and Electric Power, under which _the
U:S:_would make,erailable a grant of four hundred thousand U:S.
Dollars 14400,000) for Chiha's Tianshenggiao Hydro6Ower Project

(TAP). The grant would be used for professional and technical
services_performed by a-U.S. firm to assist the Ministry-o
Water_Resources and Electric Power in cairying out a feasi-
bility study and rn providihg guidance for preparation of
tender_documents for IMP. In7Augnst.ogAthe.saame_yeax,_whlas
visiting China at the invitation of-tete Ministry, the U.S. Army
Corps of_Engineers discussed issues related to.the above-,
mentioned agreement and studied the location of THF.

From_SepeembeN16-20, 1982,:the 'National Coordinators from both
Sides met in Washington, reviewed the implementation of the
projects listed in Annex One to the Protocol, expressed
satisfaction at the progress achieved, and signed -Annex Two 0'

During these meetings both sides expressed their interest -in
having U.S. companies participate in the implementation of--

Chinese hydropower projects through commercial Contract*.

Future Plans

The bilateral cooperation for 1983-84-is expected -to make new_

progress. A. U.S. firm will come to China-to provide teChnical',
services for THP as specified above. Seminars between the U.S.
and the P;R.C. on hydropower technology sales and-on methods of
financing large hydropower projects will be held in Beijing,
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and a U.S.-P.R.C._technical_seminar_on_multipurpose river basin
planning- Will be- hosted by the_Tennessee_Valley.Authority.
Furthermore, exchanges of visits are- scheduled byteams from
the U.S. and the P.R.C.concerning_theTbree_qorgesi Longtan,
and Erten prOjeCtS to discuss_related_technical.matters. The
Chinese side Will SIso send, for -the- first -timer engineers to'
do profetsidhAI Work at appropriate organizations in.the U.S.

11. EARTH SCIENCES

. Achielftments
4 -

The-Second Meeting-of the _U.S.-P.R.C._Joint Working Group.on
Scientific and_TeChnical Cooperation in_Earth Sciendes was held
in Washingt6h in OCtober_198/. _As_a result of the meeting,
Annex Tbree,wa* ddhcluded, which_aet_forth seven cooperative
projects for the lIrst phase_of_implementation. Four of these
projects are alteAdy underway;

In Moveaber 1982; the Thira_Meeting of- the Joint Working Group
vas held in Beijing; The two sides - reviewed the situation of
the projects Set fOrth_in_the Second_Meeting which have been
undertaken and Were yet to_be_undertakeni discussedgeneral
timing and - arrangements gor_implementaton in 19831 and, through
consult/MI.6n, decided onothe projects:that were to begin__
implementation in 1983_and_thereafter. _Both sides were pleased
with the progress On_the_four_projects already underway. In

addition, the two sides axchanged_views,on measures for pro-
moting project advancement,- strengthening communications and
contacts, and enbnhcingsbilateral_academic exChanges: An
agreement in principle_ was readhed_at_the meeting on Apnex Four
which was dtafted by the Joint Working-Group..

Future Plans ,
. ,

lb* Co- chairpersons of-tie Joint_Working_Group will sign Annex
Four through correspondence: _Collaborative activities under
the 17 projects already agreed are_expected to undergo rapid
development. nillOvang tte Meeting of the Joint Commission.

*the DireCtor Of the 13;8; Geological_Survey will continue hie
visit to China as a guest of the P.R.C. Ministry of Geology and

Mineral Resource*.

12. EARTHQUAXE STUDIES

Achievements

All eight Annexes to the Protocol for Scientific and Technical
Cooperation in Earthquake_Studies_bave been undertaken. The
Chinese Side bas completed the construction'of West Yunnan!and
Beijing-experimental_ sites for_eartbquake studies and scien-
tists of both Sides have conducted_their-research work in the

field.- Pitt O the equipment_ provided by the_U.S. tide,
including strogg:smotion accelerometers; geomagnetometers,
seismic date,p1ACessing_equipment, etc. has arrived in place
and some_haVt"heeirin_operation. The two sides_have obtained
data repdrts on seititiC, geomagnotic_and_gravity Observations

. in the cooperative earthquake precursor projects.
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U.S._and PAlt.C. scientists have conducted investigations and
research on geological structures and fault activity in West
Yunnan, Shandong, and Ningxia in China, andtle San Andreas
faultjof the United States:' Strong ground;motiOn instrument
arrhrs bave.been installed in Beijing area .anc
acceleration records have beeh acquired in the -vicinity of
Tangshan. Probabilistic desicn models-far-4ar:,1quake resistant
structures baie been,simplified and eiIIeCthrough utilizing
the data_collected by Chinese Ntew discriminating
method ofsoil liquefaction ha. been put forwar..: based upon
Chinese experience.A-proficts .re being,parriedfint on bridges,
reinforced concrete structures, arch- am and bL:ried ..N
pipelines. \ Four workshops have been held to_st.t.dy earthqdake
hazard mitigation actions and t, develop the discipline of
earthquake engineering.

Future Plans \ .. . _ . .

The_represeniatives and coordinators on both sides will meet at *
an appropriate time to makean overa21 review and evaluation of
the Protocol for\SciehtifiE and. Technical Cooperation in
Earthquake Studiesfand to'dfscuss the program for the final
year -of the Prbtotbl and, _cooperative prospects thereafter. The
Chinese and U.S.IPsles plan and have :.iscussed the development
of a digital seismi information nftworN in China, jointly
conducted studies of\rock mechanics, stress measurement,
observatioff of crustal_deformition, seismo-geoobemistry, deep
seismitk_sounding, seismic microzonation, seismic hazard
estimation; seismic reaPonse,of various structures and so on.

k

13. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECtION
. \

kchievements .:.

.
_Nor..i.,7..."

In_February 1982 the Chinese Acadimy of Medical Science
received an epidemiologist f rom.the Fealth Effects Laboratory

%oof the U.S. Environmental Pr tection :.gency, who subsequently
woritmd -for two-months at the Academy' Institute of Hygiene.
On- eptember 5-12_the Chinese side hosted a group of three
from EPA and the two sides exchanged views on the
implementation of specific activities contained in Item A,
Paragraph II, Annex One, and signed m.nutes of the talks.
Recently-, the two sides exchanged letters concerning the
cooperative program under Paragraph C of Annex Three .(modeling
of air pollutant transport and trmnsfc-mation).

Future Plans

The_two_sides will conduct in the ar ..uture an epidemiologic
study on the relation between air O' due tq coal
combustion and lung cancer at Xuanwei Yunnan, the
Peoples_Republic of China. It is also anticipated that the
two_sidea will begin joint lahoratory and field studies in the
BeijingTianjin area on the transport and transformation of
atmospheric polutants.

29-568 (3-84 -- 2
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leOBASIC.SC/ENCES

Achievements

The Second Meeting of the_O.S-r C Joint:Working Grpup.kor
Cooperation ih the:hasic_ScieeCes was held in Washington in-

1982. At thet_meeting the scope_of the program was expanded to

eleven areas ChOperatioh in-the Basic Sciences. The

venting agendieS on bOth_sides have so &air approved 25 --

cooperative prolectsi which include five lointmeminers, 19 '

cOlaberatiVe research_projedts and one program develOpteht

Meeting. Three_seminars_beve been held to date, namely in
"MetallUrgy,_the 'Beginnings ofkosetellurgy'in China," and

''Inorganic And Organometallic_Chemistry.' A program
develop:Tient ieeting'on 'Beat Transfer" has also been

conducted; Of the_19 collaborative research projects, 16Aire
under Wity,While_three_mere completed in 1982. The two bidet

expressed SetiSfaetion_at the smooth_implementation of the -
..cooperative program under_the_Protocol as well as the highly,

enthokiaStid cooperation of the scientists-of the two cpuntriet,

Future Plans

'The two sidet plan to bold two bilateralseminarsin May 1983

on (1) Midrottructute araP_Rroperties of Ceramic Materials and

w(2) BiomedhinieS,_ The Third_Meetinff_of the Joint. WorkingiGreUp

will be held inmediately_after the Meeting of the Joint °

Commissioh and the two sides will discuss the direction* *lid

prospects for enhanced cooperation._ The two sides'litpeCt to
lurther to'expand the scope of_activities under the Protocol
and maintain the number of projecf.at approximately 30 per

year.

Both sides cdheide; thai_it is the common aspiration of both
.sides,.t.omax1142ersppoit-ustiXims-fox.sciecitists-o.f.t.txii two

_

countrieltb engage itt mutually beneficial cooperation in the

Basic Sciences.

15. BOILbING CONSTRUCTION AND URBAN PLANNING

Achievements

Implementation Of the Protocol on Cooperatkon in the Field Of

'Building CondtrOction_Knd_Urban'Planning science and TeChnelogy

is being undertaken by,_the U.S. Department of.Bousing_and Urban

.. Development and the P.,Ft:C. Ministry_of Urban and Rural-Coh-

struction and EnVironmental_Frotection. A delegation led_by

Mr. Samuel R. Pierce; Secretary_of, Rousing and Urban Develdp- _

ment,, visited China Au.gust_1020: 1982. Both *ides have agreed

on the Aaex to the Protocol.

Future Plans

In 1983'two delegations from China_will visit the United

States. -A symposium on *Building Constructioh and Urban
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Plannihg" Will-be-held in China = _Both sides will also begin to
compile an English-Chinese aba Chnese-English glossary on _
building construction_9d I:Oar:To/arming. ..

_ 41,
16. NUCLEAR SAFETY

,Achievements

The Protocololop-CoopitatiOn:in NUcIear_Safety_matteteLvas_ _. _...

signed by the U.S. NddloatoReguIatOty COMM1SSion (NRC)_and the
P.R.C. State-Science:and Technology Commission in- Washington on
October IS, l981.,- In January 1982 the Chinese side sent a
nuclear safety deie4ation to-the U.S.. In JuIy_1982_a z___

deleation of.three persons heeded by VidtOr GilinSky, NRC
Commissioner, visited China.- AIso_duripg_the year three
members of the NRC-Staff individualIy_trIsited'schini to lecture
n reacior.safety 411auesnf mutual interest. These visits andn
he,excliange crdoCubenta-and the_NRC afety computer codes
oVider4 for an active exchange Of nuclear safety: information

between the two sides.

Future Plans

Future-plann_CIII for the continuation of the_above cooperation
and will include one-year _technical:assignments_for several
Chinese-engineers involved_in_nucIesr safety matterkWwork
and study at NRC or appropriate NRC contracted instanations;

17. VORFACE WATER HYDROLOGY
-- .

Achievements ,-

_ ___ _ _ _ _

The Protocol-on Scientific and Technical Cooperation in -the
Study of Surface Water Hydrology was signed on; October 17,: _

1981, in Waibington. -Prom_May to June_1982,4a_U.S._Geological
survey delegatiod visited -China -sad -held detailed discussions
on annexes to the Protocol. BOth sides agreed to sign the
following Annexes: :. .

(1) The interchange -of scientific- and technical
-information on-hydrology and analytical techniques of water
tesources studies;

(2) hydrologichydrologic sei urqient procedures, instruments,
and equipment; and

.A

(3) hydrologic eXtremes.

The Parties will firs-ft sign -the three_Annexes mentioned_abovei
and their implementation will begin this_year. During April
.1.983, one USGS sediment expert also visited China in_ ____.

conjunction with-d o:s ospagtment of Agriculture_delegation to
continue discussions of potential river sedimentation studies._

Future Plans '4

The two sides are alai* expected. to exchange,views on the
following cooperative projects:
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(I)_Scientific and technical cooperation on hydrology

in frigid zones (glaciology)l

121 collaborative:research on river sediVentatiOn
studies; and

(3) Flood measuring and forecasting techniques.c.

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY ACTIyiTiES GENERAL

The AgNement on Cooperationi'in Science and_Technology_calls
for_tbe Contractihgjarties to encourage and facilitate
development of contacts and cooperation among a_range_ot_
entities, both public and private lArtiCIe_Fonr).. _AccordAglYi
there_bas been a significant growth of activities_ which, while
not_under the aegis of any specific Protocol, contribute to the

objectives of the Agreement.

The Commission is particularly gratified to note_thatthe U.S.
National Academy of Sciences and the Chinese ACademy of
Sciences haVe discussed, during this meeting, future____ _

cooper ive programs under the guidance of the_Memorandum_of
Unders ending signed at this Meeting between them, and that the

Memor ndum'of Understanding between the 13;s; National _ _

inati ptes of Health and the Chinese Academy -of SCiencemon

Coops tion in Basic Biomedical-Sciences will providenew
opport nities to scientists on both sides to carry out

scholar y exchanges.

itie Commission is additionally gtatified_to note_the progress
'achieved by institutions of higher-learning bf_both_conntries
in_ implementing__ existing agreements-for scieptiic_and:
technical exchange and in establishing new agreementsv___TbeAwg
sides will continue to support And encourage such actkvittes.

In view of the Siooth progreMs OfIthe Co-operation to ante arid

of_tbe fact that the Agreement between the_ Government_ of the

United States of Amarica and the'Government of_the PeoPle's
Republic of China on Cooperation --.in- Science and_Technology
expires on january 31, 1984, both;eidemagreed_to extend the

'
Agreement by an exchange of noteit0 take place in 'Beijing

through diplomatic channels.

It was agreed that the Fourth Meeting of the_1.S.r1,_.R.C._ Joint

Commission on Scientific and TOChnOlogicaI_Cooperatton will he

held in the United States in the latter half-of-1984.

Done_at Beijing, on the Eleventh eity of May_of 1983, in
duplicate in the English and Chine/id languages, both texts

being - equally authentic.

Bead of the U.S. Delegation

/

Head of the'PRC Delegation
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Mr. HORNER. The Office of SCience and Technology Policy is the
official U.S. exeCutive agent for the agreement, and the Director of
the Office Of Cooperative Science and Technology Programs in the
Department of State is the U.S. Executive .Secretary, and officers
in that Office serve in effect as the U.S. Secretariat:

On the Chinese side, the executive agent is the Sate Science and
Technology Commission and the Deputy Director of its Internation-
al Affairs Department serves as the Chinese Executive Secretary.

Together; the two Executive Secretaries are responsible for the
day-to-day management and coordination of activities; planning for
meetings and facilitating the communications among participants
on both sidet.
_On a day-to-day basis, the U.S. Executive Secretary and his

office, which has a full-time China program officer; is in frequent
contact with the Office of the Science Adviser; colleagues both on
the China desk and in other bureaus-in the State Department, and
other personnel in the participating Federal agencies.

When warranted; meetings of the various technical agency repre-
sentatives and relevant State Department officers are_held:

That concludes my introductory remarks, Mr. Chairman. Again,
I:would like to express our appreciation for bei1'g invited here this
morning.

Mr. Swimr. Mr. Horneri, thank you very much for your sta+
merit.

[The statement of Mr: Horner follows:]

a
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STATEMENT BY CHARLES HORNER,

DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY OP STATE

POR SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY AFFAIRS,

I'd THE SPECIAL SUBCOMMITTEE ON U.S. TRADE WITH CHINA,

THEHOUSE OP REPRESENTATIVES,

OCTOBER 31, 1983

Mr. Chairman:

)

I appreciate this opportunity to discuss with the

Subcommittee official scientific and technological cooperation

with China. The US science and teOlinoIogy relationshipWith

the-PRC has grown steadily since the belie Agreement on

operation in Scienci and Technology was signed on January 31i

179 four weeks after the normalization of dip;omatic

relations between the UnitedStates and the People's'Republic

Of. China; Actually; official SiT cooperation between the US

and the PRC had begun aevaisalmontha earli4ii with the signing .

Of agreenients in agriculture, space, and student-scholar

exchanges in late 1978. 'Those agreements were then brought
...

under the purview.of th
_:.

basic Agreement. Since-,t)ga, ,"

. 0
.

additional protopolb a ndetstandings havi-been signed and .

there are now 21 pp menting accords involving over .'dozen US

*
a
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scientific and technological subjects. lIst-Of the protocols

is attached.

The China program is today the most active bilateral Sir:T

program the United States has. In he less than five yeato of

'the formal SiT relationship, close to 300 specific exchanged
,

and projecti, ranging from visits by individual scientiste to;

major cooperative research projects in such areas as medicine

and earthquake studies, either have been carried out or are in

the process of implementation. In the first.years of

cooperation; much of the activity involved orientation visits,

identification of appropriate counterpart institutions and

Scientists, and the planning of cooperative work. Since then

more substantive projects have been undertaken.

A few examples will illustrate the scope of work under the

Agreement. In seismology, there are significant projects of

interest to scientists in both countries in monitoring

earthquake phenomena and studying possible ways to predidt

. eirthqdakes -- with important potential benefit.in reducing

death, injury and otherAage. in the program administered by

the Department of Agriculture, plant and-animal Vermplasm are

being'exchanged, which can.eignfiCantIy iMprove both nations'

stocks, With benefits in, terms of productivity and disease



resistance. The comparative study of the climates and -

agriCUItures of the North China Plain and the North American

Gfeat Plains is a project which involves a number of scientifid

disciplines and is intended to enhance our undersVtanding of the
_ .

relationship between climate and crop production. In medicine;

cooperative studies of cancer epidemiology -hold real promise

for gaining new insights into the disease, and an extensive

joint project in heart research is just getting underway:

The SiT program receives the persona' attention of senior

officials on both sides, and affords the US excellent

opportunities for frequent, positive contact with Chinese-.

leaders at high levels. It fosters the rapid development of

personal and institutional ties between the SaT establishments

of the two Countries, both within the framework Of-the specific

protocols and in independent relationships between US

scientists and their Chinese colleagues.

:Non-official contacts are extensive. Scores of'US colleges

and universities have at least one formal cooperation or

exchange agreement with an institution in China. Many have

mdTtThle ties and new relationships are contimuaIly being

estab ished. All of these relationships will continue to-

exgdnd over the years as the large numbers of Chinese students
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and scholar, complete their education end /or research in the

United States. Currently, over 10,000 Chinese are studying in

thiS country, about half oethem sponsored by the Chinese.

goverment, the rest study under private auspices. About 80 -

percent of these-students are studying in fields of science and

technology;

' In terms of our broader interests, the Sier program with

China contributes to several US foreign policy goals. In

encouraging the specific projects mutually decided upon by

American scientific and technical agencies and institutions and

-their Chinese counterparts, the Department Of State tleeki to

ensure that they also serve our broader- national. intereats.
4

politically, the SiT exchanges add substance to the

normalization process and, as noted, they help to expand

relationships at senior governmental levels and between the

cholarly and 'Scientific communities of the two countries:

The United States benefits commercially from Chinese
.

purchases of US technology and equipment that-are an outgrowth

of official cooperation in a number of fields. This is a

logical consequence of such cooperation because the PRC's

import policy is Criented-largely toward the acquisitibn of

technology and equipment from abroad, and some of the research
-4r

-projects expose the Chinese participants to American scientific
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equipment and the America approach to scientific research:

Two examples are the purchaseof components for the Beijing

Electron Positron Collider facility, which iS a Subject of

cooperation under the High Energy Protocol with the DOE, and

procurement through the USGS Of earthquake detection

equipment. Other protocols, such as that on hydropower -

development, hold the prospect of larger contracts arising from

feasibility Studies on these major developmental'. projects,-,

Article 4-of the 1979 basig SiT Agreement-provides that.both.

sides wilt promote, where appropriate, mutually beneficial

economic activities.

The basic SiT Agreement of 1979 established the structure

for directing and coordinating the SiT relationship betWeen the

US and China. This is the US-PRC Joint Commission on

Scientific and Technological Cooperation, which plaht and

coordinates SST cooperation, monitors and fadilitAte8

suchcooperation, and considers proposal& for further

cooperative activities. The Co-chairmen of the Joint

Commission are, on.the ns'elde; the Sc -ce Advisor to the

President and Direetor Of the Office at Science and Technology

Policy (OSTP), -Dr. George. A. xeywdrth: andi.for the Chinese,

State Councillor (formerly Vice Premieh Pang Yi.



The Joint Commission has held three meetings; alternately

,in Beijing and Washington. .The latest meeting wap held in

Beijing in May 1983; and the next meeting is presAtIk

scheduled for wahington In the Fan of 1984. -The US

delegatiOn to the Joint Commission meetings includes senior .

Officials from the-various technical agencies which have

protocols and understandings with the PRC. Among the delegates

to the May 1983 'meeting were the Director of the National

Science Foundation; the Administrator of NOAA, the Direqtor of

the US Geological Survey, and the Director of.. the National.

Institutes of Health, all of whom participated in talks'with

leaders of Chinese counterpart agencies. Following an agreed

agenda, the Joint Commission reviewed in detail progress in the

Sia relationship, discussed program procedures and problems,

and looked into further areas of cooperation.

The basic Agreement calls for executive agencies to oversee. '-
the on-going relationship and prepare for the Joint Commission

meetings. The,OSTP it the US Executive Agent for the

Agreement.' The Director of tile Office of Cooperative Science

and TeChnoIogy PrograMe in the Bureatrof Oceans and

International Environmental and Scientific Affairs (OES/SCT) in

the Department of State is the US Executive Secretary, with his

office serving' as the US secretariat. On the Chinese side, the
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,Executive Agency is the State Science and Technology Commission

(SSTC), the Deputy Director of the Department of International.

Science and Technology of the SSTC serves as the Chinese

Executive Secretary. Together they are responsible for the

day-to-day management of the cooperationi coordination of the

Joint Commission's activities, planning. for Joint Commission

meetings, and facilitating communications between cooperating

technical agencies on the two sides. TheExecutive Agents

coordinate closely to promote proper implementation of all

activities and programs. This is accomplished by

correspondence and periodic meetings,

In carrying out its primary responsibility:of coordinating

tbe:S&T relationship with Chin .on a daily basis, OES/SCT,

Which also has a fun-time China program officer, is it

frequent contact with OSTP and colleagues on thd China desk and

in other state bureaus and with the coordinators and other

personnel in the p'articipating technical agencies in regard-to

specific programs under the various protocols. When warranted,

OES/SCT also convenes meetings of technical agency

representatives and officers from other State bureaus to

discuss programs, direction and priorities with respect to

particular protocols or programs.

In concluding my remarks, Mr. Chairman, I would again like

to express my appreciationfor being invited here today, I

will be pleased to answer any questions.
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US-7_PaC SCIENCE AND TECHNO;XGY
AGREEMENT AND IMPLEMENTING,PROTOCOLS

Agreement.on Cooperation in Science and Technology
(January 31, 1979)

Understanding on the Exchange of Students and Scholars
(October 1978) USIA

understanding on Agricultural Exchange (November 1978) -- -USDA

Understanding -on Cooperation in Space,Technology
Jr(December 1978) NASA

Implementing Accord in the Field of High Energy Physics
(JanuaXy 31i 1979) -- DOE

Protocol_on_Cooperation in the Fields of Management of Science
and Technology and Scientific and Technical Information
(May 8, 1979) -- USDOC

Protocol on Cooperation in the Fields of Metrology and
Standards .(May 8i 1979) -- USDOC/NHS

ProtocoI_on Cooperation in the Field of Atmospheric Science and
Technology (May 8, 1979) - MOAA, NSF

Protocol on.Cooperation in the'Field of Marine and Fishery
science and Technology (May 8i'1979) NOAA, NSF

Protocol for Cooperatioh.in the Science and, Technology of
medicine and Public Health (June 12, 1979) -- DHHS

PrOtocol on Cooperation in Hydroelectric PoWer and Related
' water Resource Management (August 28, 1979) -- USDOC

Pr.440col_for Scientific and Technical Cooperation in Earthquake
Studies (JAQuary 24i 1980) -- USGS

PrOt0c0I for Scientific and Technical Cooperation in the Earth
Sciences (January 24;-1980) USGS

PrOtOo0I for Scientific and Technical Cooperation in the Field
of Environmental Protection (February 5, 1980) -- EPA

34
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Protocol on Cooperation inlhe Basic Sciences
(oecember 100 1980) -- NSF--

ear.'

Protocol oh Cooperation in the Field of Building CongtrUc'tiOS
Ana Urban Planning Science and Technology (October 17,. 1981) --
HUD-

protocol on'Cooperation in Nuclear Safety Mitters
(October 17, 19'81) -- NRC,

Protocol on Scientific and Technical Cooperation in the Study
of Surface Water Hydrology (October 17, 1981:) USGS

ProtbCof on COoperation in Aeronautidal Science and Technology
(May 11, 1983) NASA

Protocol on Cooperation in the Fields of Nuclear, Physics and
Contiolled Magnetic Fusion Research (May 11, 1983) -- DOE

Protocol on'Cooperation in Science and Technology of
Transportation (May. 11, 1983) -- DOT

Memorandum of Understanding on Cooperatioi in the Basic
Biomedical Sciences (May 11, 1983) -- NTH

1V1r. SWirt I would like to ask fairly elemental questions both_for

-the_edificatiOn ofthe_members of the subcommittee and the record:

Clearly, the State Department has the lead role in coordinating

our activities and is,_therefore; if I understand_correctty, the lead

negotiator aifiar as the specifics of a protocol are concerned. Is that

correct?.
_AIT.1-10saqxx.SpecifiC prct&ols_are npgotiated by the

the agencies concerned: .

_Now;_tmder both law and in_ practice- agreements -are re-
viewed by the tkpartment of State both for conformity with over-

all national policy and with the usuadinternationad an diplomatic

practices.
However; we do not make decisions regarding_e0 the scientif-

ic merit -or the managerdent ofinly particular projec .It has been

our experience that the "Scientific_ and technological_ personnel

thernseives are theheatjitdge_as _to _how to proCeed irr any of-these

thinga,andWeiVOUld not rbutinety_second-guess them:
Insteadi_our_interest is in insuring comformity with policy and

.
assuring that that which is agreed to can be implemented and car-

riedout. _

.SWirrir._Then is it correct to suggest that you help facilitate

the negotiations, _to set it up and get people in Witch and let, the

agencyinVOlVed.dOthe essential negotiation; reserving the right to

be sure that.anything agreed to is consistent with our foreign

Hoaisria. That is currect.
Swfirr. What role does State play if there are any misunder-

atandingt or disagreements that develop between the parties under

a protocol? _ _ _

mi. Huilwat. our basic ---le in such.a situation is to help the rep-

resentatives of the age es involved, both on the Chinese side and

;

5
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on our own, to reach an understanding with respect to the points
at issue.

Now, from time to time, there arise differences of interpretation
of protocols, as to the division of responsibilities and commitment
of resources.

Our relationship with other agencies of the Federal Government
is not such that we are able to .instruct them to resolve an issue
one particular way. Nor are we in a _position to make decisions for
them tMt affect their own programs or their own budgets. None
theless, we try to bp as persuasive as we can even though we do not
exercise any kind of direct control over the operational aspects of
any of these protocols.

Mr. Swim. A facilitating function as much as anything else.
One would assume that the key location of diplomatic talent in

-the U.S. Government would, be in the State Department. I do know
--filAt"--thre are some people with diplomatic training who serve in

other departments. There are some in Commerce, for example,
either on leave or transfer or so forth.

What is fairly typical? How often do other agencies have people
with, those particular skills and background knowledge to be able
to do the negotiating for them? And how often, typically, does an
agency need to rely on the State Department for some assistance in
that regard?

Mr. HORNER. The people who actually operate and implement
these programs in the technical agencies are individuals of some
quite substantial international experience, and even of internation-
al standing. Almost all of our technical agencies and cabinet de-
partments have had for many years extensive infernational pro-
grams and extensive international contacts. I think, therefore, they
are quite skilled at the business of international science coopera-
tion, and quite adept at it also

I think that we have found that absent arcane questions of poli-
tics and questions of phraseology which in this relationship .some-
times can be rather important, we don't _really expect people to be
expert in that kind of thing. But I think we do have in our Govern
ment substantial expertise in the management of international
programs, especially with regard to China.

Mr. Swim So the roleyou_play in that kind of thing is not so
much extending, State Department expertise but rather the role of

,--the lead agency, facilitating and trying tAkeep things going.
od Mr. HORNER. And from time to time the reporting of our own

representatives in China makes us aware of opportunities for coop-
eration or changes in Chinese -Interest we can then sometimes
advise agencies in the Federal Government tcc explore these possi-
bilities.

Mr. Swim In negotiating these agreements with the PRC, what
special problems have you incurred?

I am not asking for an encyclopedic lig, but what have been the
key- kinds of problems that you run across?

Mr. HORNER. I would say in the first and most general sense,
that we have to recognize that we are dealing with two different
kinds of societies; differently organized, with rather different views
of the relationship between the citizen and the state. And two gov-
ernments also which are rather differently organized, two agencies
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which have different relationships, both politically, and so on. This
is the first problem. i

I think that one encounters how a society organized the way ours
his or deals with a society ich is organized the way that society is;

there is always an assuz-n tion, I think, on the part of the Chinese
that both individual citize s and parts of the Federal Government
can exercise an authority over each other that sometimes is hard
to explain that is not the case.

We also from time to time, have to discuss U.S. oostitutional
procedures, the involvement of the U.S. Congress witNx espect to
the appropriation of funds, first and foremost, but also with respect
to various statutes that we have and statutory- requirements that
Federal agencies have to meet.

Sometimes we get the impression that our Chinese counterparts
think that these matters are artificial barriers that we raise; but in
fact we do have to explain to them about the budgetary process
and we have to explain to them sometimes about various statutory
requirements which govern all of our activities, both domestically
and overseas. _ "7-i

Those, I think, are really the main barriers and obstacles and
sources of difficulty and misunderstanding.

Mr. Swirl% Those might cause generic problems given -the two so-
cieties trying to work together and each not fully -understanding
the details and Subtleties of the other system.

I woultl like to also address specific issues such as the patent
issue. is that a particularly troublesome issue? Is progress being
made in that area?

Mr: HORNER: It is an issue which we have had to address in dif-
ferent contexts and not all of the aspects of it have been resolved.

We concluded three new protocols with the Chinese at this last
meeting in May There were in ea`ch of those or at least in two of
those serious discussion as to how the problem of intellectual prrop-
erty needs to be addressed.
- We have under discussion draft agreement for cooperation in the
field of telecommunications and that is also a question that needs
to be resolved: Sometimes it has been possible to "agree to agree"
later on some of these problems, but that is a difficult question.
Once again; it does raise questions of law and it is almost a generic
problem.

Mn SWIFT: Well, I know that this committee or virtually all the
membrs of this committee, when we were in China we would raise
this issue and they would say; "WeAfe working on that and we are
makin g progress, and then they would come back to something we
were not doing appropriately, 'often the technology transfer. issue.

We have taken some very significant steps on technology trans-
fer to China: The administration has really moved a great distance
in that area. We have passed in the House just last week some con-
siderable improvements in our law with regard to that

So I think we can demonstrate some real progress in 'that area
which I hope could be pointed out to them; because I suspect one of
the things that Con_gress and this committee wil4 be particularly
watching in terms of reciprocity is are we making significant prog-
ress on these patent issues, which I think to the 'private sector is a
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very important opposite side to the technology transfer kind of
Issue.

I am not telling you anything you don't know, but I would like to
put it on the record in case it is useful to show somebody some-
thing. ..

Mr. HORNER. In fact our discussions on these and related subjects
will benefit quite a bit from the fact that you have put it on the
record.

Mr. Swirr The House has in fact; within the last several weeks;
taken significant steps to be very supportive of the administration
in moving in a direction- that was sorely wanted by the Chinese.

I think Congress will also get very, very_ interested in this patent
issue at some point. It may even be the issue; rather than some of
the foreign policy implications, that could bring about an increased
reluctance oh the part of Congress down the lin if I have any
sense of how this institution operates at all:

4 may be a subtlety in our system that they may n fully appre-
ciate. If we can help clarify that in our ,minds, it may be helpful.

One last question before I recognize my colleague.
Are there, oflthe various agreements and protocols that have

been made, any that are not particularly successful at this poiht?
And; if so; are there any things we ran learn as to what has made
them less successful than the others?

Mr; HORNER: One is always_ reluctant to characterize some of,
them as more' or less successful than others.

Mr. Swim. Let me turn the question around.
Have there been some that are particularly successful, and, e

there some. aspects to those that make them part;eiyularly success-
ful? -

Mr. HORNER. I think that when there is a very clear understand-
ing of-costs and benefits, there is a' much, higher probability of suc-
cess. For example, when we are dealing in an area where the
United States is in a strong position either of technical excellence;
or, indeed, of unique scientific or technological capability in those
areas where we are clearly perceived to be and are the world
leader, if not a world leader, I think we have more success in those
areas than we do in what one could term; even though I am reluc-
tant to use the term, "softer disciplines" or "softerstibjects."

We have had difficulties reaching an understanding with the-
dhine 'about appropriate academic access for social scientists; and
even the field of environmental sciences, as you know, there
have been difficulties. -

.It.ii. my impression that when we are dealing with something
once again to use these termsa bit harder; something where the
U.S. position and reputation. for excellence is unambiguous, #,e find
it easier to deal with those kinds of subjects. I suppose that is what
one would expect . with respect to the calculation' of what the
mutual benefits are.in each of these situations. .-

Mr. SWIFT. During our trip to China, Congressman Wirth raised
the issue of limitations 'placed upon our social scientists and so
forth.-Ahd the. response was;-!`Well; what can you learn in a year
that you cal* learn in 3 months?"

At seems to me what you are saying is; where 2 and 2 makes '4;
they know it, we know it, and it is easier to define those areas.

-.
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Whether you learn more in the additional 9 months .of studying in
the community or not is something that is much more difficult to
prove. Is that an accurate understanding?

Mr. HORNER. That is part of it. But it is also the case that some-
thing that is very well defined, that is more easily compartmental-:
ized, will have more appeal for the Chinese.Governmer4.

Mr. Swim Do you feel that there is a sense that in some of the
nonscientific, nontechnical; more humanities oriented areas of
study that they may suspect we are trying to find -out something
other than just pure social science information? Is that part of the
suspicion that clouds those things?

Mr. HORNER. I would just say that I think it is quite obvious that
we have different views about freedom of investigation in the social
sciences and in the humanities. I think that those are areas where
the description of reality might lead to political judgments and
might have certain political consequences.

Mr. Swim So those sensitivities, which I think we can see, tend
to make it more difficult to establish protocols in those areas than
in a more clear-cut scientific or technical area?

Mn HORNER. Those are also areas where they conclude that we
have the greater interest and the greater incentive.

For instance; one should assume that if it somehow proves diffi-
cult to work out an arrangement whereby American social scien-
tists- have access to local society in China; the Chinese will not be
overly distressed by failure to conclude such an arrangement. It is
a question where they; it seems to me; feel that they are burying
costs; whether they are symbolic costa or political sostS or some-
thing which is at variance with their traditional prifctices, I don't
think they will feel a great sense of loss.

But in some of these other areas; where they perceive more im-
mediate, more practical, more tangible benefit, I think perhaps
their attitudes are different. One can see that- also in the workings
of various of the protocols. That is not surprising. It is more or less
what you would expect.

Mr. Swim The gentleman from New York?
Mr. LENT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman:
Mr. Horner, in your testimony you indicate that as of now, there

are 21 implementing accords involving over one dozen. U.S. Govern-
ment agencies.

Let me ask you something. How is each agency's participation in
protocol activities funded?

Mr. HORNER. -Generally speaking, technical agencies don't main-
tain a separate fund or a separate budgetary item for something
called "international cooperation." When they participate in-inter-
national programs, they are obliged to do so in support of the do-
mestic policy objectives which are spelled out for them in their own
organic legislation: So the funding is in fact, an adjunct of the do-
mestic program. I know of no agency that has a separate item
called China.

Mr. LENT. Has it been considered or has any effort been made by
State or the Office of Science and Technology Policy to request a
specific commitment of funds -for this overall program or to seek
specific commitments from each agency involved?
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Mr: HORNER. It has been our feeling_ and I know the feeling of
the WhitefliiiiSe, that programs improve when they emerge from a .

competitive process within the agencies with respect to priorities.
Therefore, we knOW that any program, be it with China or any
other country; that one of the agencies involves itself in: is almost
by definition a good and sound program because it has survived an
internal review, an internal study such that the management of
the agencies know and i-Wei-Stand that this particular internation-
al program is in fact of direct beneRt to them and it is not some-

! thing done merely for some cosmetic reason or merely to demon-
' strate that there is science cooperation with China.

Mr. LENT. Let me ask it this way: Under the science and technol-
ogy agreement of 1979, what are the steps; very briefly; that an
agency must take_to initiate a new protocol?

Mr. HORNER. If an agenny of the U.S. Government which does
not now have a protocbl with China finds that there are things
that it has reason to believe that there are things that you can use-
fully dO with the .Chi--- se, they might approach us and ask to be
placed in contact wii 'the appropriate Chinese agency to assess
what the degree of interest is on the Chinese side: We are always
happy to do that:

Mr.. LENT. So the iiiiPettia then comes from the agency rather
than the State Department?

Mr: HORNER.AVell, it can We are also sometimes able to identify
things which are either brought to our attention directly or things
which we come-upon in the ordinary course of business so that we
are in a position to Suggest to both sides what might besome useful
areas.

Mr. LENT. Maybe you could give us an exam le: What you are
saying is that sometimes the impetus comes from the agency and
then to a certain degree, at leaSt, the State Department encourages
agencies to seek out new areas for cooperative activities with China
and perhaps other countries as

But can you give us an idea of what new kinds of programs are
being discussed or have been diaCussed in recent months so we
have a little bit of a better grasp of this?

Mr. HORNER: For example; during this year, a fair amount of the
attention was devoted to concluding a protocol for cooperation in
the field of telecommunications with the Chinese. This )..s some-
thing that has occurred to both Of us, and it is a natural part of
What the Chinese call their modernization..program.

We have had visits to China by two_delegations; one led by the
Deputy Science Adviser and one led by the then Assistant &mcre-
tary4if Commerce for 7eleCommunications the idea being to identi-
fy potentially productive areas and to see whether or not we could
reach an agreement on them,

Now we have reached the point where we have made some tex-
tual suggestions to the Chinese WhiCh they are ,now considering:
Meanwhile, as an adjunct to some of these other protocol% new
subject matters will almost naturally present themselves. These
are constantly being examined in the counterpart groups them-
selves in these various areas:



.Mr. LENT. When something like this conies up; do you have some
mechanism, perhaps, for coordinating these new ideas with existing
efforts?

Mr. HoRNER. Oh, very definitely.
r. LENT have no further.questions, Mr.-Chairman.

Mr: Swim.. Thank you very much, Mr. Lent.
Following up.on the line of questions of the gentleman from New

,York. I can understand that the State - Department has some diffi:
culty-in assuring adequate funding in other agencies. We in the
Congress are not ignorant of territoriality and the problems that
we call jurisdiction and the problemsthat can cause.

. On the other hand; is the lead agency working with some a n-r
cies that quite rightly see their primary mission as domestic rather
than foreigh but whO contain the expertise to participate usefully
in a protocol? What are the mechanisms by which you can make
an agency aware of opportunities that it might not see on its own
and what ability do you, have as the lead agency to encourage ade-
quate funding for them to participate in these?

Mr: I-IoRNER._Well, I suppose we like to feel that we have friends
in high places. We have found that oftentimes in these internation-
al matters the strong backing.of the White House and of the Office
Of the SOience.Adviser, especially in conveying to the agencies the
strong interest of the President in these activities, especially with
China, more often than not are extremely persuasive in convincing
people that they might devote some of these resources to these par-
ticular _projects.

The division in which I am involved in the Department of State
has activities.of this sort with about 35 countries. Frankly, it is
easy with China because there \is; first of all; a lot of interest in the
agency. Second, there is an awful lot of respect for the capabilities
of individual Chinen scientists. And ',third; there is a general
awareness of the imPortance of this activity to the country as a
whole.

So we really have not had what I would call major difficulties in
getting very good cooperation from individual agencies with respect
to China.

I think just aS it is the most conspicuous of the intergovernmen-
. tal-agreements we have; I think that_ when individual agencies are

very pleased to be able to somethin_g in China or with Chinese,
when the opportunity prest.-rit,iitself sometimes with other coun-
tries, it is a problem. 11

Mr. Swirl% Ones that are less focused and are not as essentially
right at-the moment.

Mr. HORNRR. Sure.
Mr. Swinc.°How do you -go about encouraging private sector par-

ticipation in the protocolS?
Mr. HORNE. We have done this in different ways. We have at-

tempted to have as one of the members of the joint commission on
the American side, a representative of what one might _call the pri-
vate sector in science and technology, usually a research and devel-
opment person but someone associated with one of our major corpo-
rations. _.

Second, I think that as these relationships expand and develop, it
becomes apparent to the Chinese that what we consistently say

1
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about the United States is true, which is that as much -as there is
extraordinary expertise in theVederal Government in this area, in
fact our own private sector isreally an enormous repository- no
only of research- experience but the actual technology in which
they are interested.

We sometimes have difficulty, or at least at the beginning had
difficulty; explaining that the U.S: Government is not of itself the
Source of industrial technolo_gy, nor can it_p _rsuade any particular
corporation to make its industrial technology available; save when
it wants to and at a price which it considerWr and under circum-
stances which it considers good for this You have pointed that out
in the context of national property,' intellectual property rights, for
example; so it has been our experience that "there is an almost nat-
ural continuum that leads to the American private sector as these
projects go in different areas..

As soon as the Chinese begin to develop an- interest in translat-
ing research into actual acquisition of technology for some useful
purpose, then_ it really becomes necessary -for them . to bectime in-
volved with the private sector. We ourselves and our colleagues
from the Commerce, Department try to acquaint our corporations
with the opportunitis that are presented by this kind of cedPera-
tion. r

Mr. Swims. Doesjthere seem to be any benefit to u to have our
private sector involved in some of the processes well in order
that they learn what w.e were referring ler as the generic

:;,problems? NS"--

I still heatand I must admit, these are not some of the more
sophisticated companies that have been doing a lot of workbut I
still hear American 'industry, fairly important industry who_ Valk
about China in ways that seem aflittle unrealistic. In terms' of Chi:
nese decisionmakink, they are a little surprised to _find that you
can't sit, down at the table and hammer out a deal 4ike we do here
and walk away In the-same- fashion.

One last question. The whol question of feasibtlity.studiesand
we' will be bringing this eras times today in different con-
texts. It seems to me that e participate in the feasibility study
of some specific Chinese project; there are sonte long-term benefits
that accrite to us.

Nhat is the State Department able i 'do to encourage apwopri-
ate agencies to look favorably and opti istically and- prith sorrib en-
thusiasm upon feasibility studies under the protocols7;

We get back to the funding procesS again. How do you encourage
them to spend.the money necessarygto be able to participate?

-Mr: HORN§R: Well; we have- consistently made the case that im-
plicit in many of these activities are very significant opportunities,
for U".S. trade and commerce; especially in exports of technology,
but other tt4gs too. A

Fr our_ifaint of view, ail ii problem or an obligation, really, to
pdh the interested Jagerities'the importance to the Unitgd

as a 'whole of this program, where it fits into our overall for-
eign polity.;Avhat its potential benefits are to U.S. exports and U.S.
economy generally; and to hope that they will_perceive the signifi-
cance of it in the same way that we do. That has been our experi-
ence,Otat in general that is the way it happened.

44.
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There is no doubt that from time to time people in the various
departments and agencies find thernselVes haviRg to compete for
agency resources, with colleagues in their own_ agencies for other
programs and other parts of the world, and we find that that for us
is an extremely difficult situation for, us even to involve ourselves
in let alone really influence in any useful way.

I think in -this sense we try and make the case. And we like to
think that the strength of the argument speaks for itself, and in
many cases it doea.

Mr. Swirr. I want to thank you
I suppose I will make a specific comment, which is not aimed di-

rectly at you but anyone who is listening. But we did bring_up the
topic of telecommunication and the initiatives that-the administra-
tion has made in that re_ gard._ _

One of the things that we found on,-,our trip was that the United
States,--in fact; has something unique to offer in telecommunica-
tions. We are the only industrialized nation in the world that has
integrated -both the production of the equipment for theAresearch
and the delivery of the services all in one'

When you are coming from where the Chinese are; which is yir=
tually tq move from very eleme.ntal telecommunication services to -t
21st _century services that 'will provide lorksophisticated data trans.
Mission and the Whole works; we probably are uniquely qualified to
offer theth planning and design service that will enable them to
put such a modern system in place at the absolute minimum of
cost.

We found that the officials with which we met were very respon-
sive to that point. Some of them, I believe had not_really put that
together before or had no_t been told that before; and it seems to
me we have a unique opportunity for a perms successful relationship
with China in the area of telecommunications;

I am happy to see the administration pursuing that
Mr--HORNER. Just to add; we think that that is absolutely cor-

rect. We recognize that it is an important challenge to our telecom-
munications companies to understand this that particular opportu-
nity is there and for them to become sufficiently interested in it to
compete aggressively for it.

I don't want to go beyond and intrude into perhaps areas where
the State Department perhaps Ought not to go, but the Govern-
ment makes available encouragement and access and support and
help to the U.S. private sector in many ways, but in the, final anal-
ysis, this is something which they must do for themselves. It is an
opportunity which they must perceive, and it is they who must win
the commercial struggle with other potential suppliers. By making
the caSe. We believe that they will do that But in the final analy-
sis; it is they; themselves, who must do it.

Mt. Swirl.. I thought it was a pretty good transition comment be-
tween State find Commerce.

Do you hrife any further questidns?
Mr. LENT. NO, sir.
Mr. Swim If you don't mind; Mr: Horner; we would appreciate it

if you could stay through the testimony and hear the next ques-
tions; because there may be some interrelationships we would like
to explore.
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[The following information was submitted for inclusion in the
reeord:]
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d States Department of State

Washington. D.C. 20520

BUREAU OF OCEANS AND__ INTERNATIONAL-_
ENVIRONMENTAL AND SCIENTIFIC AFFAIRS

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Thank you again for the opportunity- to appear before your
sUbcOMMittee on October 31, 1983.:._ I am_enclosing with this
letter the responses you requested to 10 additional questions
on the U.S-China science and technology protocols.

Ilease do not imaitate to can upon us- for additional
information on the extensive scientific and_technologicai
relations that are being developed with China.

Sinc y,

les Horner
uty Assistant Secretary for
Science and Technology

The Honorable
Al Swift,

Chairaian, _

Special Subcommittee_ on U.S.-Trade with Chinai
House of Representatives.
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.
What role does State_play in obtaining export licenses
for equipment required under the protocols?

A. The indiViduaI agencies that are parties to the protocols

are responsible for applying for an export license Or ensuring

that a supplier does. So. For most scientific equipment, these
#

Iidenses must be obtqined from the Department of Commerce under

the Export Administration RegulatiOhS. However; State plays a

prominent role in inter- agency review of applications'when that

is required, as it doet fOt other export requests for China.

State-is also responsibIerfor obtaining COCOM clearadce of

certain higher IdOel exports: Should problams.arise.with

specific license requests, State aseittts.the individUaI

agencies in ascertaining the status, attempting to resolve any

Unnecessary delays, and ensuring that the licensing decision

supports overall. U.S.'policy objectives:

2; Q. As:you_noted in your preparedBtatemeht, some 10,000

Chinese students are here in the U.S.Does State
coordinate their visits? Can yOu provide_anY
information on the acadelaid disciplines these students

are putsuing?

A. The Department of State does not coordinate the visits of

these students as such. Arrangements for study are usually

made directly between the student, the sponsor (whether the PRC

or a private person or entity), and the educational

institUtibn USIA does coordinate the seleCtioh and facilitate

the placement of the Chinese under the FuIbtight program, who

Currently number 10 students and eight scholars. By operating

regulations, the State Department is required to give clearance

before visas are issued to officially sponsored Chinese

students and scholars. Approximately one half of the 10,000
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students are offioially sponsored by thePRc and enter -on

visas.,Ti remainder are privately sponsored and are give F-1

visas. fn all instahces, the applications are carefully

scrutinized to ensure that they meet statutory requirements for

,.the requested statue.

As noted in our prepared testimony, spout 80 percent of .the

Chinese students pdeSue courses of study ithe sciences. This

esticateiti in line with the survey of exchanges.from1978 tb:

1981 conducted by the US-China Education Clearing' House. This

,survey also indicated that particularly among the graquate.

students and scholars, the predominant'oourses of study were in

mathematics and..phylical sciences and in-engineering;- The

Committee on Scholarly Communication with the PRC (CSCPRC),

with funding by USIA, is undertaking a more comprehensive
. 4

survey of US/China academic exchange which is scheduled for

completion in the first half of 1985.

3. Q Some of the'first protocols are scheduled to. expire in
1984.- What role will State play in negotiations_to_
renew these accords or to modify, clarify, or expand
their 'scope?

A. The State Department is already discussing renewal of the

protocols with the USG agencies concerned and'withthe -

Chinese. Where neither side sees need fOrttObritantive revision

of a protocol, the Depar%Meni wilIprepare the proper

documentation for a simple extension and will coordinate all

required:clearances. Simple extension is typically affected by

an exchange of diplomatic notes or lettes. s

If amendments to the agreement are considered necessary,

the Depair win coordinate the US position with the

ea
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concerned agency. In suctOnstanCes, negotiations on the

amendments are often conducted through theScience Offide of

our Embassy in Beijing. In other cases,.the relevant agencies

on both aides may undertake the negotiations directly during

visits or annual working meetings. The TermIts of such

negotiations are subject to the interagency Approvals required

by law and regulation; The Department coordinates such

clearances.

4. Q. Could -you identify_and_describe current efforts to
negetiate_new:protocola?_ Please provide a
Step-by,;step_account of Statd's role in initiating,
conducting and concluding negotiations for a new
protocol.

A; The drafting of a new protocol may be initiated in a nUM

of ways.. It may be suggestecyoy the Department Of State or .by_

the PRO's State Science. and Technology Commiseien or by

specific ministry or agency on either aide; Drafting a

protocol is far from being the first step in the procesa,_

however. Typically, some interest in greater cooperation

develops within the relevant sectors of the scientific

communities of both countries, and then there is consideration

given to waysito effect it. Sometimes, the project is

appropriately a matter for the private sector; inCIUding the
- . 4_

universities, and it'is pursued in private channels. On oth

occasions, the project would reasonably involve U.S. Gov.,eufinent

agencies or laboratories. Ih that case we encourage an

exchange of visits by working scientists and administraqrs to

sound out further the interest of both sides in cooperative

projects and to identify appropriate counterpart laborateries

And scientists.

If informal consultations indicate sufficient interest on

both side4r, the concerned agency prepares a draft protocol.

After fully.clearing it through its own agency or parent
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dqpartmenti as.its own regulations may require, the agency

submits the draft to the Department of. State Which initiates

two actions. It circulates the draft within the Department and

to other interested agencies, indIUding OSTP and OMB, for

Comment and clearance: It also prepares the documentation
_

required for authority to negotiate the prOtocol with a foreign

2government or agency.

Once authority to negotiate is approved and,the draft is

fully cleared or amended to meet the comments of other

interested agencies, the draft protocol is tranimitted to the

Chinese for their comments. Most protocols go through several

drafts to accommodate the interests Of both sides; The,

response to Question 8 Further discusses State's coordinating

role in the negotiating process;

Two proposed protocols are currently being negotiated: one

in telecommunications between the NTIA of the Department of

Commerce and the PRC's Ministry of Telecommunications. We are

awaiting Chinese response to a US-prepared draft which was sent

to them some months ago. The Department Of Energy and a number

of Chinese agenciei haVe been discussing a protocol in fossil

energy. We.are in the process of reviewing and circulating for

clearance a DOE-prepared draft.

A number of other possible protocols have beeddiscussed

informally with the Chinese in the past few years These

discussions have not gone further as yet, howeVer, either

because the Chinese have"not expressed a Strglig.interest or

because a U.S. agency proposed protocol has not yet been fully

cleared within the US government/.
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5. Q. There ate_thiee_signed accords which do not appear on
the_list submitted as part of your statement: one
with the National Academy of Sciences, one with the
Smithsonian Institution, and a third with the American
Nuclear Society. Are these outside the 1979 umbrella
agreement?

A. Yes, these are outside the Science and Technology

Agreement; they all invcave private American institutions

rather than US government agencies. The .National Academy-of
.

Sciences, although operating under a. congressiOnaI charteri is

a private organization.. The Smithsonian Institution is a trust

estahjishment created by Congress and managed by an independint
A

Board of Regents. The American Nuclear Society is a private

organization consisting of individuals and companies with an

interest in nuclear power.

It should be noted that a.great many private Affieritan .

4

,organizations, especially universities, have

institution-to-institution agreements with Chinese counterparts.

6. Q How does State_monitor the_protecol activity to ensure
that the_U.S._does_not_violate_international
agreements; such as the Nuclear Non-Proliferation
Treaty?

A. OSTP and the Department of State require that all

substantive communications on protocol activities be

transmitted through State Department and Embassy Beijing

channels. This enables the'Departmen; fb monitor ail

activities to ensure that they ate not.an Confrict_with

official policy or in Violation of Alternitional nomm4ments:
1

We:should note that USO'tedhniq#1'agendles working in

Sensitive areas are well intorma 'of the legislative and treaty

limitations on their cooperative activities. ;r1 regard to

proposed 'activities Di. possibly gray- reaor.they usually seek

the counsel of.the Department of State beiore undertaking any

4
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7. Mies your ofFice_lor_another_in_StateLmonitor science
and_technoIogy,agreements that the Chinese might have
with other nations? If so`, could you arrange to brief
the Subcommittee on these artangements?

A. Department of State officers monitor Chinese SAT relaions

with other nations to only a limited extent. Other government

agencies also watch for developments within-their spheres of

interest. Within the Department, OES/SCT is the focal point

for questions on this subject; and we seek the assistance and

expertise of other offices and agencies as appropriate.
Cl.

We would. be gIad.'to Wingea,befirig of the Stibcommittee.

8. Q Some agencies have bee periencing difficulty in
negotiating a satisfact patent clause in their
newest. protocols. Could you please provide a detailed
outline of how State coordinates agericy negotiations
on patent issues?' In this context, could you provide
a detailed review of State's role in negotiating the
patent language in the'Netional Science Foundations
protocol and how State coordinated with other agencies
regarding that language?

A; FUSE we would nate the negotiation of satisfactory patent

clauses has been one of the more difficult negotiating problems

with most of the protocols from the beginning, not simply with

those most recently signed.

In general, the Department's role in cordina ing agency

negotiations on patent (and other) issues, is to po mt out to

the concerned agency the perceived problemsjand difficmIties,

if any, with the language being proposed. State does

recognize, in so far as it does nSt'contradiet foreign policy

' directives, that the individual agencies, particularly in

highly technical areas, are'the best judge of what is

acceptable inareqs such as the protection of intellectual

property rights.

51
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Additionally, the Department attempts to ensure that

language on a particular issue, which is agreeable to one
. '

agency, does not create' problems for another agency

which' may be negotiating &similar agreementIn making its

determinetion the Department considerewhether the areas of

proposed activity of the two agencies are of sufficient

similarity to require consistency of.language on sqch subjects

as patent protection. In some cases, the issUe. of patent.

protection is unlikely to arise in the lifetime of, the

agreement and therefore may"be treated in moregeneral

language.- In others, protection or...the righte in question may

be crucial to the successful functioning'of the.

The Department of State4600rdinated with NSF on the patent

J -,'
Ianguage_fo the annex to the National Science'Foundation's

_

protocol with the Chinese Academy of Sciences. rekwas.at

that time no perceived, need for coordination on patent language

with other agencies as the Chinese then apparently accepted the

view-that patent clauses would be taiIored.to,the various .

substantive requireients of easel] protocol; Since-then, the

Chinese haVe sought to establish the NSF language as precedence

for all agreements and therefore, the Department has increased
_ ..

.

-ate coordinating effort among the agencies negotiating similar

clauses on this subject. t

.
%

9. Q Could you please provide a detailed__ analysis of_
expenditures by the Department of_State_under the 1979
Science and Technology Agreement with China?

A. There is no zeparate budget forChina SaT expenses within

IS,

the Department Of'Sgates financial accounting structure.

Department deds not fund Sal research activities with China

the Department's expenses are concerned with the management and



coor6ination of the Government's:4'SAT relations -with the PAC;

Therefore, the bulk of expenditures are contained in the'

general Salaries and Expenses appropriation. However, since

these expenditures are widely dispersed among the various

bureaus of the Departtent, a compilation and detailed analysis-

of total expenditures Would be an extremely,difficult

undertak.ing.

Personnel involved in the US-China SAT program in DES's

Office of Science and Technology ,Programe (OES/SCT) IncIUde One

full-time progrAp officer and portions of the time of the

Office Director, who_is the U.S. Executive Secretary, the

Deputy Office Director, and one secretary. The Assistant

Secretary, the Deputy:Assistant Secretary for Science and

Technology; and personnel in other offices in OES also spend

time on the China program, as do officers in other bureaus of

the Department, particularly EA-, as specific cooperative

policy, issues and activities warrant;

10. Q Could you please_compare State's role under the-
.: bilateral science_and technology- 'agreements -with'

Yugoslavia and China7Allio4 would you provide a
detailed analysis of State- Department expenditures
under the agreement with'Yugoslavia7

A. The role of the Department of State under the bilateral

science and technology (Sierragreement with Yugoslavia is quite

different from that under the agreement with China. The

formeri signed in 1980, succeeded an earlier agreement dating

from 1973. Under the current U.S.-Yugoslav agreementi the

Department of State is responsible for contributing; over the

five-year life of the agreement, up to *7000000i mainly in

Yugoslav dinars, to a U.S.-Yugoslav joint fund for SAT

cooperation. State staffs the U.S. side of the U7S.-Yugoslav
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Joint Board on Scientific and Technological cOoperation; which

adniniiitots the fund and genexally guides the conduct of'

cooperative research. 1The D.S. members of the Joint Board are

a deputy office director in State's Office of Cooperative

Science and Technology Programs and the Sckence Attache at the

'American Embassy in Belgrade ;) State also provides oversight

of and.policy guidance to the U.S. _technical agencies, wach

manage the actual research projects endi of course, works with

OMB and Congress throughout the year WV1 respect to Ehe

aUthorizations and appropriations eeded for the line item in

the Department of,State budget wh ch pertains to the

0:8:- Yugoslav SIT agreement.

Each, year the Yugoslav side matches, in dinars, the U.S.

contribution to the joint fund. OES, in.consultation with the

Comptrollfr's office at State, then allocatet this pooled money to

some eleven research areas by notifying participating u.S;

teehnicaI agencies of the percentage of the whole amount each Can

count on 'for its ongoing and prospective cooperative researc

projects. At the semi-annual meetings of the Joint Board, the

agenciesi-With State advisors, negotiate with the Yugoslav

delegation on which projects in a particular research area should
.

be funded and in what amount. The U.S.(State Department) members

Of the Joint Board then meet with the Yugoslav aide E0 approve

formally the funding for each project.

Betwee hoardoard meetings, the Department of State's role

covers both operations at state in Washington and those at the

Emhassy in Belgrade. In Washington, OES, with the assistance of

the comptroller's office, helps technical agencies manage their
.

programs, by providing advice, ruling on questions Of volley and

practice; and facilitating communications with the Embassy in

Belgrade and the agencies' Yugoslav counterparts. Embassy



Belgrade provides liaison with the Yugoslav aide at federal,

republic; and local leVels'as well as administrative support for

the any research scientists and occasional program managers

visitintOnecOUntry or tile:other; 0E;,arad the Science Office at

the Uneasy-are in constInti close, domTnication, and they
. . .

coordinate tdgether both the U.S. position when dealing with the

Yugoslav side and the necessary administrative guidelines When

assisting the U.S. technical Oencies.

AS ----rationed above, the Depaftment,of State is responsible

fOt.prOViding the U ;S; Share of the jaint'fund.- 'In FY -1983, State

expended the entire appropriation of $1,700i000 for U.S.-Yugoslav

S&T c operation by contributing that amount to the joint fund bank

acco nts. Other expenses which State incurred in fulfilling U.S.

obl ations under the,1980 agreement bre indirect and relatively

sm 1. We estimate that, in OES, 10% of the time of one officer

(the Joint Board member) and 25% Of another (the staff support

officer) are Spent On the logoalav program) in the Comptroller's

Office, perhaps um of one officer's time.ie similarly engaged.

At the Embassy in Belgrade, the Science Attache and his Yugoslav

assistant work nearly-full time on this program, and the majority

of the time of a Yugoslav budget assistant is spent on the

Embassy's SE,T accounts. The cost to the Sate Department of the

two Joint Board meetings in 1983 did not exceed $1,300, most of

which.represents.the cost of one round trip by air to Yugoslavia

for the annual meeting in that country; Out-of-pocket

representational expensei for_the State eMPIoyees. in connection

with the meetings probably did not exceed $400 total.

Attached are (1) a dopy of the latest annual report Of the

U.S.-Yugoslav Joint Board, which summarizqe the activities of

the Board, including project funding, snd-(2) a listing which

was prepaked for another Congressional hearing earlier this

year of U.S.Yugoslav SEAT.projects, arranged by U.S. technical

agency.,
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ATTACIMENT 1

ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE JOINT YUGOSLAV - U.S. BSIARD OS

SC/ENTI.DIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL COOPERATION

FOR TEE PERIOD OCTOBER 10, 1981 TO OCTOBER 8, 1982

TO

THE DIRECTOR OF THE FEDERAL ADMINISTRATION FOR

,ISTZENATIONAZ SCIENTIFIC, EDUCATIONAL, CULTURAL

AND TEC60i0GICAL COOPERATION OrlagLARZILLIST
FEMERALREPUBLIC 0, YUGOSIAVIk

AND TO

THE SECRETARY 00 STATE OF TEE UNITED STATES OF

AMERICA

Thit ninth annhel reportcis submitted in compliance with

article VI of the agreement befWeen the Governlent of the

United States of AteriCi'andthe Government of the Socialist

Federal Repyblic of IUgoslavia on scientifid eM toehnOIogiosI

cooperation, signed onApril 2, 1980. .

It describes.the activites ot,theaJant hoard Under thit

Agreementi.including cooperative projects approved by the

Board:-

e" 1973 _YUgOslav/U.R. -Aerifement
.

Undertthe 1973 4SZcement, throUgh OCtober 1982,. the Sint

ward approved .173 projects, of which 150 were supported by

diteot deposits and 23 from interest earnings. Decisions by

the Jbiht MOsrdbring the total cumulative tending approved

/tem direct-contributions to 283,098,854.67 dinars and

authorized disbursements to 271,468;565.97 dinars-* In

additibn, the total of 17,$54,705.00.diners from interest

eirninge has been allocated and 16,333,729.00dtnars ha*

been for 41Ournem'e4 thitougV0,,otober-1982;*
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The 1980 Yucoslev/U.S:Agreements-_

Through September 29, 1982 the total U.S. contribution to

the Joint Pad under the 1980 Agreement was 131,956,500.00

dinars, and Yugoslavia had also contributed 131,956i500.00

dinars.

Each side plans to mike deposits te the value ofy:S.A.7

million, either in dollars or'the dinar equivalent.
_

Under the 1980 Agreement, the Joint Board has decided to

fund 134 projects and allocated 339,783,100 dinars ror

that.purpose.

The Magoslav/U.S. Joint Board has focused its attentiOn.On

the 1980 Joint Fund. During the reporting period the Board

approved '4 projects' having mutual benefit to both aides

and substantial technical meritt

The Board.addressed aaumber of procedural and other problems

and made considerable progress in developing solutions Sor

them. Such efforts will continue.

The Board expects to approve additional projects in the

Aftt year and has begun discus$iona on continuing cooperation

boyOnd the I980-84_Joitt Mind.

APPROVED BY THE JOINT BOARD

Zagreb, October 1982,

Yugoslavia
.

.1ammoop R. STABBMBD:

CRAIRHAN

01 THE YUGOgLAV/O.S. JOINT
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ATTACHMENT 2

Hearings
Committee on Appropriations, House of Representatives
Subcommittee on the Departments of Commerce, Justice,

_ and-State, the Judiciary, and Related Agencies
]Mardh 22,;1983

W

UNWED STATIO.Y1700114.11 1220.110111 0.711122114;iiiiEGIWILi DOMINO ?MIL TSAI _/
.

A W-1111.-irYmoslav reeserch projects tem' e_mrt.whey.-tiarnikv. re
=ear-tun-CM peetecial the 1 P6nalcoallitusewc4BCO) the Nation-

on the -U.& Ade were tbe Depient
EnFencilfoundation-011 prate) and the Departhinnt_of Be= Human

Depaint of7==BureatiofRIthnital2 lb= Depattmeet as the Interior. and the Environmental Pinta:don

Dounricorr ae Atiascuthunt

Breetthig-Meiselbr improved Protain_Apality and incrairmi Oil_Ctatenip t_
YieltleripouransKratIon and Yield-Water Application Relationships for Inf.ration. Pienninand Itenagetnent

Evaluating t Cultivate for Resistance to the Sven Pentin Yoyalevrnsu=aedState&
oe in Ckraiplann for Use to smell Grains Breeding Program

their
Factors of hicompatibility between Black Pin. and Smith Pth-
Rairetory _Diemwes of YoungCattW._
Integrated Control of Apainsitic_Nematodes.

prkot Ecotypes of the Prunus and Purus Species (Plumend Pear).

ed
lhoductirtaon of haticiallata Forms of Pepper with rust which an be ly wrpara-from Wynn;



Application of an Inbred Lane or the Gypsy Mott FM Biological CoOtiol of the
PM_

Evaluation of the potential of Superior Wild Hops Ilumulw Lupuha in Yegords
via.

Unmet Infastation_on Stored Soybeans.
Use of Celluiolytic Fungi for Bioconversion-of Food-Processing Wastes.
Prevalence, Pathogenle. Prophy of Prom= Parve Virus IPPV)-induced Be-

productive_Failure of Swine.
Exchange-of scientists in order to develop priority leriarch ProMts in such &I&

as-Food-logy al Foreerzi.
Biological cent& of insects and weeds.
Mane parasitic nematodes in vineyards in the territory of SWviiishar Ind -Berl *
Advanced evaluation of new aromatic bop varieties for high resistmce to downy

mildew.
Breeding new varieties-of Broomcorn resistant to Fumed= aln iththresmosa
WortirotadmPopW_Biemsult_Poshiction..
The development of immunsdiagn.ortic.... testa for selected behniethic Pars:has
Comptes &udy a VI fliflOrret; ann SoYbesan-Orsfo.

__BitiaWtion of UgnoCellulose Material by means of mixed Culture of Mao-

ciraism..orm*, haestiim .itisitritl_GireilinreAGermplivern_tor±bsipirrient
JFgronomicMmphaogftl; and Physiological Characters at Wisest Species T. Amid-
; tom asp, Vi).

Effects of sree.ing Different Bra& and troto of PW on isisesing Preduc-
: tiori_of_Pork

hosymes as Marken of Genetic Diversity -in Higher Planta.
1Y...elopement Of Computer ProghTnYs for Evaluation of Different Agrohydrolegiad

Ptmotion
to Knowlalgi of Diagnosis. 14)=.0f40-143' Piith*TITam of Lbwrk.

as of Cower
_E.:mains _far Solaces of Disease Reaistaisos to Wild Bonne wer Forms to order to
create resistant Hybrids

af_Cootrol_ottbe mod harmful Nottuids on alto-
mad Plants Using specific micro-biological Preparations.

Da-Alma:ter or ARAL= am Wow/ hem=
Heath &fleas Studies of People working ins _Cad Godhead= Plant.
Comparison of iodine 128 and i=09 Agents fro 'Thyroid

Newarassmitters and their Metabolism bicchanitol =pros= to Weurepeydia-
tic Disorders.

U_Epicle:=ologittaA Study °Mendez Trends in OW Risk Factors.
Study of Brent Cancer in Reference to Oral Contraceptive Um.
Pwimtioa of BB &Mtiatiai With _RH UG_M_&iirW.
Ilatogeormieiad_Difhtrimaatioo of tbe Cerebral Cortez. '
Esperimental analysis of early rodent-
PItysicis7chinnicil Aspects Of_UrriWy_SILI:e_brr;v4row
Molecular and cellular Basis of the Anemia Syndrome to Belgrade b/b Ram.
Oinicel. experimental and organizational Aspects of bone marrow Tranindr.

Wort
Bialect of Diagnostic Ultrasound.
The Synthesis of plasminogen Activator by Orli* I 111 1114 traarmed Odd

ice-1:XlWre. -
The Research of potential Toxicity of some myeotosins to the area where Saban

endemic nephropathy is
Darelidati _between_the- Malignant Cell Differentiation and Sprawl of Ovarian

Censer in Rommel to Multiple G aotoxie Drug Therapy.

nipmn-mnrr or TILANIVORTATP0/1

Development of stresgth in cement.
Design Critene and Predictive Techniques for Embankments on Soft Soils.

DEPAIMMIT Or ENERGY

Sardy OUDerecuin_Materials of Interest for Solar Cell Energy Conversion.
Investigation of Resonances in Nuclear Reactions induced by heavy Ions.
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Computer Networks.
Fracture mechanics of weldments.
,thange of scientists in order to develop priority projects.

NemomM. 7itcs FOUNDATION

Development ottaimr fluid Particle Spent=
Seismic Resistance-of high-rise Buildings- constructed by iisaMitTria lS Idethoa.
Studies id Particle Phyii and thWtiLiirtielm_BinesUcip_Reections
Wtheunatitiagnd_cout utational Studies In Molecular Quantum ilechsnks.
Improvements of the Cbaraderisl lto of Gear-end Worm-Gikr Drives.
A-novel Approach to CrYttWine_FruttoM_Mid Gluconic Acid_

Relation between the Working System and Workability in
the metal Deformation PrOCONIOA.

TyClaioaroistr.. =Ws?, tn4 CWracreriMtron krrodlated polymeric Systems.
enom

Pluametar S -Identification-of Smut:turn for dyes Lorfiatic mitts its IMuld storagemsd_Pipeliaits.
Sjembemistmd Characterisadoa of some rbeoly Interesting Poly:nem-
Eziterimental and eatalytic investigation of biers/Amon EtWeim on

Dynamic IWponeet=rs and Found
Sturham of The,
Studies of irradiation Resistance -of mandIdate kfatailib lirMpploati ; one.

&tidy Of tcM Cluter-Vibration Modal in 'he Region of
Medium Nag y Nuclol.

lamer Wit Scattering in Ferroelectrics and -FerroeW
Low Frmigwncv mWeeuWUWraceeins_rn_Solhtatuml
Prohletwein elettrocMlaical and chemical lion and Dimolution of Valetta

Aluminum Alto for Electrochemical Power
Chiral ild
New_=terals_forefacisint molar/ electrochemical energy converters.
Quantum flavour dynamidc Phenoutenoksgrand granZ

SICTIOPONIAN Immo:sow

Comparative In of "texcmemy Of -frit
TIM Nan Predator /prey Link in the Northern Adri-

M3c Markle )rood Web.
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Mr. SWIFT. With that Kr. Lawson, thank you =very' much forbeing here. We ate delighted to hear from the -Department' of anti=
merge, and Particularly_ from you as Deputy Assistant Secretaryfor.East Asian afid.Pacific Affairs.

Your formal statement will be made a part of the record. You
may proceed as you wish.

STATEMENT OF EUGENE K. LAWSON, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRE-
TARY FOR EAST ASIA AND THE PACIFIC, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF
COMMERCE

LAWSorg. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman# and Mr.Lent; I am very pleaSed to testify here before this committee.
We in the Department of Commerce administer, as you know,two protocols under the agreement: the hydra .wer protocol andthe protocol on the management of science a.. technology and sci-entific and technological information.
The statement that I have submitted f the_record, which is ailengthy statement, describes e status of these protocols

and their operation. But what Lwould like to do_this morning is tovery briefly review in An Oral +summary our objectives under eachof the protocols and to give you my own assessment of their impact.
On the developmeht of United States-China trade relations. .FirSt, let me briefly describe -the evolution of the hydropower,
protocol for which I serve as the U.S. national coordinator.

This_program was initially viewed primarily as a government-to-
government effort, and the involvement of the U.S. Governmentagencies in assisting the Chinese to develop an overall hydropower
program was intended to give an edge to the U.S. private sectorover foreign competitors when China was ready to purchase con.
suiting and engineering services as well as equipment and machin:ery.

By strengthening the profeSSional relationships between UnitedStates and Chinese personnel; the program did advance _this objec-tive. But there was some disappointment that annex 1 had pre-empted private engineering and consulting companies from any in-volvement in China's hydropower projects,
The reswnSibility for the management of the program was traiii=ferred from the Department Of the Energy to the Commerce

partment and this coincided vgththe closeout of annex 1 activities.
We made -a decision to try to give the protocol greater commercialcontent, more private_ sector content.

After 'rather lengthy and close consultations with the privatesector in preparation for the negotiations on a work program forthe following 2 years; that is annex 2, we concluded that the mo-
mentum of cooperation Should be maintained. Both Governmentand the industry officials agreed that despite the fact that in 1980-
81; when the Chinese Were in the process of scaling beck t it hy-dropower plans as part of their overall readjustment .progi m, bi-
lateral cooperation could, indeed, bolster U.S. industry's pos' ion tocompete for future business.

However; it was also decided that in order to obtain maximum
commercial benefit:s for the United States from this cooperative ac-tivity, the private sector must be Significantly involved and the

62
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focus of activities should shift from the more general planning pro-
grams of annex I to project specific activities in annex 2.

Now; Mr: chairman, we are generally satisfied that these objec-
tives are being Met. The significant expansion of the role of the,pri-
Vate sector and protocol activity is, in my view, a major achieve-
ment under annex 2. . .

Although the Chinese remain keenly intevested in U.S. Govern-
ment involvement, they have agreed to give the private sector a
major role in virtually all of annex 2 activities: And just to illus
trate this change, the recent six-man delegation to China which
traveled to China to discuss the Ertan hydropower project included -.

four private sector participants._ .

One other aSpect of annex 2 -which we feel -would advance our
commercial_ interests is the shift toward activities directly related
to .specific hydropoiver projects. For.example, one major annex -2
activity involves U.S. engineering companies in a feasibilitystudy
for a iii-ibrity Chinese project *Yet others focus on planned projects
which are likely to be implemented as China's modernization pro-
gram progresses. . i ... : .

I believe that the 'U.S. Government agencies and companies par-
ticipating in protocol activities agree that the cooperative effort at
this stage with the Chinese will pay off in the long

.
run.

The Chinese have the _world's .largest hydroelectric resources by
far; but they lack the technical, managerial and financial resources
to try to develop_ them quickly without foreign assistance. I believe
that the modest investment that weore making now will yield sig-

. nificant. Opportunities on down the line for U:S. cpmpanies.
Nekt? the protocol on the management of science apd technol

and scientific and "_technological information Icpnsists of two pro-
grams. Let me briefly review the results thus f* on cooperation in"
the field of information which is administered' by the National
Technical Information Service: )'.

This is a cooperative_program with China's Institute of Scientific
and Technical Information; which is an agency of the State Scien-
tific and Technological Commission. The specific objectives are to
establish communication lines atthe upper mana

a
ent levels of

the two,gencies, to provide for Mutual access to d
re

exchange Of
certain kinds of scientific and technical informal on, to train Chi
nese information managers, and to _Provide for the translation of
Chinese technical materials into English. -

In general, these programs have been useful by providing the
United States for the first time a look at Chinese_iristitutions deal-
ing with open source technological information. We will continue
to work, however, to expand access to Chinese technical literature
sirriilar_i nature to that made available to the Chinese by us;_ty
the _, which thus far, frankly, has been relatively limited: But

expect that as the program progresses that the exchange of in-
formation will also expand. .

Finally; I wish to report on a progrom that has been characer-
ized as perhaps the most successful of our cooperative .effo
During the recent meeting with Secretary_Paldridge; Chinese °r-
eign Mir}ister Wu Xueciian singled but the Dalian Management
Center for its contribution to China's modernization. The center,
which is administered jointly by us, the Commerce. Department;
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and three Chinese Orgribilations, has provided- intensive manage-
ment :training to approximately 750 Chinese Officials and manag-ers.

Many of the participants have received recognition and, promo-tion to positions Of substantially greater responsibility in induStry
and governme,p.t._

I believe, Mr. Chairman; that the program has, at an extremely
modest cost; yielded substantial benefits for the United States.

FirSt, the Dalian Center promotes. pro -U.S. attitudes among cur-
rent and future leadeit hi Chinese Government; industry and edti=cation.

Second, it will enhance opportunities for United States-China
trade since the graduates of Dalian have responsibility for purchas-
ing equipment and technology from abroad as well as establishing
policies for procurement.

And third, the center serves as an indispensible window for the
United States; yielding valuable insights into China's economy.

PerhaPs the major indicator of the;suctesS of the program is thg
fact that several foreign cOuntrOs, including Japan, West Germany' ,and the EEC; have proposed- to sponsor similar programs. Chiria- isplanning to evehtirelly establish a total of eight such centers.

We are currently giving favorable coriSideratioli to extending the
period of cooperation for another 5-year period: They have akked us
to expand the program. While we are'renthusiastic in principle to
the Chinese ideas for3 expanding the- program, we are ,not certain to
what extent the Department Of Commerce will be able to sponsor
these activities under current budgetary constraints will we havethe money, Mr. Cheiririan.

.

In conclusion; I believe that the activities that I have described
are an important element in our effort to contribute to China's
modernization program and that they haVe been highly successful
in advancing U.S. economic; commercial and trade policies inChina.

Thank Mr. Chairman.
Mr: Swim Thank you very much, Mr. Lawson. I appreciate yourstatement.
[The statement of Mr. Lawson follows:]
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INTRODUCTION

./

'A am pleased to testify_today before this Committee on the

programs being implemented by the Department of_Commerce under

the Protocols_on Cooperation in Hydroelectric Power_and Related

Water ResourCe Nanagement and on the-Management of_Science and

Technology and Scientific and Technological Information The
AdMinistration believes that these activities are -an important

element in-our effort to contribute to China's_modernixation_:_

program and that they have been highly successful in- advancing

U.S. economic, commercial; and foreign policy objectives in

China.

HYDROPOWER PROTOCOLDEVELOPMENT AND CURRENT STATUS

Prompted by the high priority gi development_of_energy

resources and to solving probleMS f energy - distribution in

China's modernization_programi discussions-beganduring_Energy
Secretary SChlesinger's visit to China-in 196h:potential
'avenues fok bilateral cooperation. Subsequent discussions

resulted in agreement:to_pursue cooperation in the -area of

hydropower where the Chinese_were_planning_a massive expansion

of their d1es4Fid power supply; Signed_during Vice President

-Mondale's visit to China in August,_1979,_the_Hydropower :

Protocol betame the starting point_for_developing a prograd .

for bilateral cooperation in thiS field; _Specific_projects to

be_undertaken were agreed to under Annex I to_the Protocol,
Whith_was_concTuded in March, 1080,- Administered_ow_the U.S.

side by the_Dipartment of Energy, the activities under_Annex I

were carried out by a number of interested U.S, agencies;
including the - Bureau of Reclamation, the Army Corps .of

Engineers, and the Tennessee_Valley.Authority. The_

implementing agency on the Chinese side was the MiniStry of

Electric Power.

-.Activities under Annex -I included exchanges_of delegationS,
traininVi and feaiibility Studies; These_ exchanges covered a

Wide range of subjects; fkOM multi-purpose_river_basin
planning to engineering design and construction_planning for

specific planned.- hydropower projects. All but_two of the

activities provided forin Annex I were completed:__ The
implementation_of the- remaining activities, specifically the

placement of- Chinese specialists with the Army Corps of _

Engineers and the training of 50 Chinese specialists,1were

deferred to Annei II..

L
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Annex-I was perceived as an initial phase in the hydropower
development program, which would focus on the development of
an overall program; including identification of projects and
possible development of design concepts leading to the
construction stage. At this initial_stage, therefore, the
program was seen as primarily a_governmentto-government_
effort. As cooperation under Annex 1 progressed, however,
delegation visits increasingly included representatives from
U.S. private industry. Although the exchanges were successful
in strengthening the professional relationships between U.S.
and Chinese water resources personnel, there was some industry
disappointment that Annex I had preempted private sector
involvement in Chinese hydropower projects.

.

As Annex I activales'were drawing to a close, responsibility
for the management oft the program was transferred from the
Department of Energy to the Department of Commerce.' In
preparation for negotiations on a new work program (Annex II),
-the Department carried -our consultations with the U.S. private
sector to discuss our future approach to this cooperative-
program. The conclusions which emerged from those discussions
were later incopporated in the U.S. negotiating position.
Specifically, it was felt that the momentum of bilateral
hydropower cooperation should be maintained despite the
scaling back of Chinese hydropower plans which was occurring
at that time, so as to bolster U.S. industry's position to
compete for future business. Because the primary value of the
Protocol to the United_States lies in the potential to_provide
for U.S. private sector participation in Chinese hydropower
projects; it was agred. that private industry must be
significantly involved in Annex II activities. To_obtain
maximum commercial benefits for the United States -from-
bilateral cooperativeactivity it was also felt that the focus.
of activities under Annex II should shift further toward
project-specific efforts.

Annex II to the U.S.-PRC Hy ropower Protocol. signed in

ISeptember 19824 sets forth two-year cooperative work_program
in which U.S. private com nies play a major_role. The
technical capabilities of several U.S. Government agencies,
including the Bureau of Reclamation, Army Corps of Engineers,
and Tennessee Valley Authority, are being utilized to help
organize and carry out technical exchanges under the protocol.
Actiyities under Annex II include exchanges of delegations, Ak
-seminars, training, and feasibility studies. For the most
part,the delegation exchanges, feasibility studies and
training are connected with specific Chinese hydropower
projects that are either underway or in the planning stage.
For example, one major Annex II_activity involies U.S.
engineering companies in a feasibility study, overseen by the
Army Corps of Engineers, for a priority Chinese hydropower

0
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.projects Tianshengqiao,' Likewise, most of the-delegation
exchanges focus_on planned projects i such as Erten, Longtan,-
and Three Gorges. Although these have been delayed for the
time being; they are_likely_to be revived as China's
modernization program develops;_ The seminars -cover a wide
range of subjects, from muItipurpose_river basin_planning to
financing of-large hydropower projects; Annex II activities
probably will extend through 1984; .

The following activities provided for in Annex II have been
or are currently' being implemented:

o placement of Chinese specialists for training in u.s.°
Government agencies with the first contingent expected
January, 1984;

o completion -of a feasibitilty study fin. the
Tianshengqiao project by_a U;S; engineering.company
-funded by the Trade and Development Program;

o _Chinese delegation on the three Gorges project .

currently in the United States under Bureau of
Reclkmation sponsorship;

'o delegation visited China in the spring of this
yearto discuss technical aspects of the Erten project; '

o technical seminar on hydropower_engineering and
equipment co- sponsored by the Ministry of_Water _

Resoutces and'Electric Power and the Department of
Commerce in June, 1983;

o seminar on multipurpose river basin planning hosted by
'TVA in the spring of this year.

The_significant expansion of the role of the private sector in
Protocol activities is a major achievement under Annex II.
Although the Chinese_remain keenly interested in maintaining

Government, invoivement_in_bilateral cooperation, they
have agreed -to -give the private sector a major role in
virtually all Annex II. activities;

In conclusiOn,-I-believe_that the-LS; Government agencies.and
companies participating in Annex II attivities_agree_that
these bilateral cooperative efforts.will-pay off-in'the
long7run. The Chinese have the world's largest hydroelectric -
resources, but'lack the technical, nanagerial, and:financial .
resources to-develop. the* rapidly without:fpreign.ASslitance
We believe that cooperative actIvitiei'Ait this 'stagnwiStlY..tlead
to significant commercialopportuni0eiromnanlpsi

I
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HEIM OF SC IEN .

ANDTECHNOLOGY AND SqIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION

The Protocol was signred on May 8, 1979'in Beijing by then
Commerce Secretary Juanita Krone, and_Fang Yi,_Chairman of
China's State Scientific and_TechnologicaI Commission.- The
Protocol consists of two principal parts: (I) cooperation in
the field of management af_science and technology, and (2)
cooperation1n_the_fieldftf scientific and technical
information. The former is administered by the International
Trade Administration's Bureau of East Asia and the Pacific,
the latter by the National Technical Information, Service.

Management Of Science and Technology

Activities carried out under this_part of_the_ProtocoI include
exchanges of delegations on industrial management and
management training, joint symposia and cemfefences on such
topics as systems engineering and on management and economic_
Nanning- However, the most_significant activity has been the
establishment of -a joint training/management pfOgram, the
National Center for Industrial Science and Technology
Management Development, (NCISTMD), Dalian, located in Liaoning
Province, China. The Center has been iop operation since 1980.

The training program is planned and administered jointly by
the Bureau of East Asia and the Pacific in the Department's
International Trade Administrationv_and the following Chinese
agencies: the.State Economic' Commission (SEC), State
Scientific and Technological Commiision (SSTC), and the
Ministry af Education.

The Center pro4ides an intensive treining program which
approximates that of a two-year MBA curriculum commonly found
in the leading U.S. business schools, but with more emphasis
on the manaOment of scientific and technological change. The
U.S. has been responsible for the initial curriculum design;
development of teaching materials and instructibn. Dater
Chinese faculty will assume responsibility for a significant
portion of the program.

Each year, a_U.S. faculty and a Chinese faculty are
organized. From 1980 to- I983, -44 American faculty members,
representing 26 U.S. universities, nine private,corporations
and three government agencies have participated. The Chinese
Ministry of Education has organized a nine-university
consortium to support the Center by providing'facuity'and
staff support.

6 8
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Typically, subjects such as managerial accounting, statistics;
, managerial economics, financial systems and controli__
marketing, organizational behavior, and production and
operations management are taught_in the initial part of the
program. In the second part of the program more attention is
given to research andengineering management, information,
systems,_strategy and policy formulation, -as well as a.variety
of spectatt-v6pics such as legal aspects of
trade, project management, tertrade, project financing,
etc.

Although much of the work, especia ly early in the program; is
accomplished through lectures and readings,, the U.S.
professors use problems, cases and computer_ exercises which
engage the participants more actively in the learning
process. The courses in theAlat6r portions of the program
tend to focus-more on appli# integrative-work,- including
class teams working togethe ,on management problems and such
exercises as computer-based _ianagement simulation. Thus,:
participants gain some familiarity with the types of data and
decisions which American managers commonly face.

Since the inception-of the program, American corporations
have supported Ihe Center through donations of equipment and
teaching peon 1. These' include data processing and
computing e4iiipment (20 IBM Personal.Computers; one CDC Cyber
18 with IS terminals; one Wang OIS Word Processor, and
CalculatorsJrop Hewlett Packard and Texas__Instruments),
audio-visual equipment (from RCA, Eastman Kodak and- 3:M), and ?-
xerographic machine (from Xerox).

The students who participate in the Cent are selected by the
three Chinese agencies from throughout ina. The State
Economic Commission sends guidelines to provincial and
municipal econOMic.commissionsi which solicit nominate from
local enterpri*es.-,-The Ministry of Education_seIects
participants.frgx.-uni4rtIty_faculties; and the State Science
and Technology 0160.41_pm_seiects RAD administrators_..__ The
average age of_pertil t-s-;is in the_midlorties. The
caliber of studentha, 'en nigh, and they all. have had
college-level education_ s'years of experience in leadership
positions. About two th 4s of the participants ar-e
industrial executtOet (fACOry'ditectors, deputy directors and
'chief engineers gredominatt&and. ministry and bureau
Officials. The_,rem4inder come from the Chinese Academy of
Sciences and variouniYiprsities.
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prom 1980,to 198S, approximately 7S0 participants have
graduated from the Center.. Manyhave sincereceived
recognition and promotions to positions a substantially
greaterresgonsibility_in_industry_and_in*government which can
be traced airectiyto their_participation in_the_program;
Among .them_are_tke current First Secretary_of__China'sL _

CommunIst-Youth League;- Vice- Minister of the Ministrf of Coal
Industry,-Vice Governor of Shanxi Province, and semesal
mayors, chairien of provincial municipal economic eOMMissions
and science and technologk dommissions, directors of
government bureaus and responsible persons in joint venture
companies.

Perhaps_the_major_indicator_of_the_success_of_the program is
the fact - that - several foreign countries (including Japan;
Canada; West Germany; -EEC; Hong -Yong) have proposed to sponsor
similar prograMs jeantIy with the Chinese Government. China
is planning to eventually establish a total of eight such
centers throughout China.

From the U.S. point of view, the rogram has a-long-term,'
positive impact on U.S.-China_re tions with substantial
benefits accruing to both sides Thenter promotes pro-U.S.
attitudes among current and fut re leaders In_Shinese
government, industry and education. It will dhhance
opportunities for_U.S._7China_trade,_since_graduates have_
responsibility for,purchasing equipment and technology from
abrpad. as well as establishing policies for- such- procurement.
The_Cent'er can_also_Serve as a window fop the-U.S. to gain
insightS into Chkna's economy. The Center's'programs,_on-the
other hand, can serve as models of effective U.S. involvement
in economic development in developing countries. If we assess,
these benefiWagainst the modest cost of the program, it.is
considered a mnstcost-effective investment for the U.S.

-r,

We are now inghtprocess_of-_considering the future of the -

Dalian Centere Annex_IV_of the Protocol- provides -for-
continuation of the program for-five years_(1980-1984); _Due
to -the success of the Center; the-Chinese Government'wooId
Like to expand program activities to encompass the following
comprehensive three-tier management training activities:

,

o a 7-8 week program each year'for about 40 Senior-
executives at the level of bureau director and above on
macro economic planning and management;, .
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o .a mine-month program for the mid to_upper level senior
cadres on microeconomic planning and management (the
Base Program); approximately 200 -250 enterprise
managers; government-offiCials,-F8D'administrators and
university faculty would participate each year; and

o a three -year program -for younger, mid-level management
cadres to be selected based on'their demonstrated4
.leadership quality and career potential. The first_
year would be preparatory im nature; and the last two
years would involve a.formilli'MPA4rogram conducted in
cooperatiOn with a, U.S.: gmirVetOty under the aegis of
the Department. of Commerce;

_

During his recent_meeting with craft ry Baldrige, Chinese
Foreign_Minister Wu_Xuegian sin ed Out the.Daltan-program,
and expressed the Chinese Cover,: nr!s.wish that the

1:Department expand its support,c4;

the Department is currently giving4trorab''-' onsideration to
extending the period of coop atiton Or ,er five years
(19851089)'. Although we inciple_to_support
the conept of the three-tl, taiMitsi OposedA,y_the
Chinese; it" is not certainie t-',,etent -the
Department will be able_to_lpo viir the activities under 0;,
current budgetary constraim,P0*.

Scientific and Technical Ibfor t(Annex III)

heyrogrmlit.,

A A

The working participants of Appex thet-Tommerce-
Department's National TicbMital Information Service (T1Wand-,
the Institute of Scientific /Ind Technital Information af-Otine.
(ISTIC),,an agency of the State Scientific andiTechnbtotical
Commission. The overallobjective of_the_prograitrs_to_engage40
ln cooperative projectsof mutual 'Interest in stientific:amd_
technical information. The speCific program goals are Ii ted'-'..V
below and discussed in subequent .paragraehs,

a communication link at the upper management
level.

-- Provide for mutual access to and exchange of certain
kinds'Of STI.

,

-- Initiate a work-study program involving ISTIC managers
.esident at NTIS. "



-- Provide fez. the translation of 'technical materials into

English.

Communication links The Direct-6i And__Deputy_Director_of ISTIC

have on separate occasions, visited-NTIS;__In May 1981i___

Melvin Day; then Director visited ISTIC. This was_folIowed in

August 1982 by_a_small delegation led by current NTIS

Directors Dr.cidseph_Caponio. Both delegatiOnt-Viatted a
number of teOnical. Information facilities fir additilbn to

ISTIC.
-

During Melvin D1406 visit; it wasSA greed to add the work=itUdy
and translation components to Anoex III; Dr._Caponio's visit

r d
translation

the estabtiShtheht of a program; not part of_the
Protocol; which - provides an opportunity -for U.S. technical

'information profesatonals.t6 lettUre and observe in China.

The-exchanges of- visits -have, for the firit-tibe, provided a

look at-the institutions_ and individuals comprising the
open-tofitte_technicaLinformation infrastructure in Chi a. -

They have alte put both. ides on friendly terms.

'Exchange -o-f-4-c4-eritifit_and technIcal:_infortration.____The
Protocol states that ISTICand_NTIS'will provide each other
with_scientific and tethnital information from_thelK
respective institutions at-faVetedprices. _Accordinglyi ISTIC.

is permitted-to purchase NTIS products and services_at_
domestic_pricesi_rather than at fOreign_prices.; This -means

that ISTIC pays one-half of what a foreign buyer would
normally be expected to pay.

ISTIC has a atandinvorder_for two microfiche bdOies'of every .

NTIS technical report*_which_is available in micrefithe; This

amounts to approximately 60;000_individual titles per year;'
Documents not available on microfiche and subscription items

are also purchased d6-611-individual _baSit. The total dollar

value.of sales to ISTIC is about $260;006 per_year. This

makes China the sixtnargeat foreign buyer of NTIS materials.

For-its- part;-_ISTIC offered to a/16Q NTIC-to purchase some .

designated technical and-:semi-technicalChinese - language

journals at Chinese domestic prices; Thia-Wat the -same

package of materials that ISTICnormally offers libraries -with

Abich i.t establishes exchange relations. Since the NTIS data

Elite is intended to cover_on;iy technical report literature,

not Flurnal literature; tbe_TSTIC material was of n6-diteCt

use to NTIS. Initally, NTIS did:subscribe to some of-ihe

journals and passed them-to_inxenigence analysts.
The

practice_was discontinued, however; in view of_the relatively

'easy availability of the items from other sources.



It would be highly desirable to obtain from_the_Cl*ese
technical reports similar in nature to those_ihat_-they obtain
through NTIS. Requests to ISTIC for_such materials yeild
"will look into it" -type_responses; but.as_yet ao.tangible
result: It is highly IikeIy_that technical materials not
published in the open journal literature are considered
security classified.

Work-study program- NTIS has agreed to accept Chinese
information scientists in a resident work-study program.' The
period of residence in each case is one year. Thus far, s_ix_
Chinese have participated in the programi five from ISTICiind
onejrom the eijing Documentation Center. All have been

anagerS.
-

eneral_; theparticipants_have eventually adjusted quite
1 to the U.S. work situation andhave_been quite
ductive._ However; no real exchange-of ideas has taken

ace; This has been dUe_to.a virtually uniform reticence of
e Chinese to put forward any suggestions or even discuss the

Ways in which. comparable tasks are accomplished in their own '

brganizations.

.rranslations.,ZSTIC has a translation_staff_;, which is
something that NTIS does not have Therefore; a pilot_program
was launched lii.order to explore the possibiiity_of_ISTIC
translatingShfnese- and Japanese- language_technical documents
into English',. _der-.o compensate ISTIC for-the-work, NTIS
would give I s° !':'"t,;.21L;Aetoward9!,the Purchase of NTT's
material vasiailm-

.

One testbatch of,trAtisiations Kas produced. The quality of
the translations proved to -be of too low a quality to be of.
use to It may.have been possible to work toward_an
improved quality. However, the resources to operate the
project were being furnished by the NTIS Foreign Tedvolegy
Acquisition Program. This Program was one of the -few NTIS
rograms to rec-eive appropriated funding since_NTIS__became

a
p110 Self-supporting agency in the'eariy 1970's; The

appropriation was not reviewed and the translation activity
was not renewed.

.

4

Tho reports under consideration are_unclassified technical __

documents which have resulted from research done by or for the
U,S. GOvernment. _
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_ Mr: Swim Incidentally, there are some fairly technical queStions
that we will submit to you for .yoUr response in writing, and we
will_leave_the record open for your response.

[The information may be found on p..:77;1
Mr: _Swim Are you talking about just -the generic -budgetary_con-

- -straintS that we _have with $200 billion deficits" hanging over us; or
do you 'feel there is_ soinething in addition.to those -pressures that
are posing problems? In_other words; do these particular activities
have an inordinately low_ priority in your judgment or were you
just referring to the generic? -_;

.Mr. Lawson. 'I was really=t*rfibg to the former category, the
generic Category, becauwObviously MrHorner agrees with me
that we .have placed:a":"'Wy. high priority on all these projects and
devoted many_man-hours to them.

Mr. SWIFT. .Well; those generic constraints are very Teal; and we
all are struggling:

What.arethe current prospects; do you _think right now; for US:
firms In China's hydropower development? Are they really pretty
good, as you look down the line? :

Mr. LAWSON. Well; it is a little bit hard to look into the cryStal
ball heie because the hydropower projects by their nature are ex-

7.1 tremely large, technical projects_ here:.- The - .Chinese in their 5 -year'
tievelopme-dt, plan haVe put a high priority on at not the highest
priOrity:..qhe highest' priority for their energy development ha$
been in offshore oiI,4irid coal, and hydropower prects,_ of_course;
b.cause.thetinv_olve moving a lot' of people out of the way of these
pitiiect$;. of recjetthianett.issues which are very complex and compli-
041Asd '

ouurthan, that in the next 10 to 15 years
--10.14,-,;:arid. we 'have gottoliayt :some measure of patience in this _I

lierle; that LJ:a industry :ia to benefit mightily from partici-
tii5rOti:'cItna!s 'hYdliopoWet7, i.eCts.' There are at least six to

thplecbv-that heeptti studied more.'and have to have
f- I s idea e. on thekil but-I can foresee that thoSe six toeight* 'tis of dollars -in each of the proj-.
ects..w- come o ru he next .10 to 15 years. So we are
talking ere about large_ expendittires. by__ the 'Chinese:- _

Mr: -Swim is it also true that most of their hydroelectric Wen=
tial is in the West and-most of their peed is in the East? And_ that
they have.: a .problem with transmission loss, and continuing,,deAlk;J
opments in the efficiency of electrical_ power_ triansmissidt- will
make those ,projects.moreAtiractive for_them in the long run?

-Mr. LAwsoN. Thaejs ptecisely said. That is the reason why; I sort
of put it off _sonieWhat. 10 to :15 years-to .allow for a certain infra-
structure to be built up to accommodate the transmission of power
into the areas aking the coast where it is needed and in the_mean-
time coal development and other thipgs, 'nuclear energy, will make
up for that temporary gap. 0 -

I
.

Mr. SWIFT._ And I know the crystal ball is hard to-look into, it is
-cloudy, but it seems to me you have two kinds of financing _prob,
lems. One; simply, because those projectare so- massive thek4ttight
pose serious financing problems; and two, American industries
might be less able to.-participate if they have problerns.obtaining
competitive financinefbetheir participation.
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Mi. LAWSON. I think there are three or four went sources of
possible funding for the Chinese: First, of Mutt :recourse to the
World Bank and the World Bank has becomtkiicieasingly a friend-
ly lender to the Chinese:

Second it is to the IMF to soft window areas. The Chinese are
going to go to that window first before they go to the large interna-
tional commercial markets.

But third is the large commercial markets. We in this country
have informed the Chinese that the United States has the largest
capital market in the world. They have not really availed them-
selves of our markets yet because they want to, go- to the soft, win,
dows first; to draw that down.' But throughput the world:4n ,th6
United States and in the Western- countries; there is probably on
the order of somewhere between $30 and $32 billion of credit sit=
ting there waiting for the Chinese to take advantage of that if they
should .Kt to.

Now, the - fourth of financing is their own internal financ,
ing. In the last 2 years they built up a trade -surplus of almost $11
billion. So if_they want a project badly enough; they can pay for it
themselves. It is a question of4heir own priorities here.

Mr: Swim I didn't hear the "M"
'or

the "B"; is it $11 billioTh?".
Mr. LAwsoN. $11 billion, yes, sir. Conventional Wisdom used to

have it that the Chinese really_ couldn't pay for things. That is not
the case anymore. It is up to them what they -want to pay for; but
they do have the resources to pay for some of these things.

Now, as to the other question of U.S. funding; it is very dificult
for U.S. hydropower companies to come up with fmaifcing. Exim-
bank financing in modest sums is available, but it doesn't begin to
cover; as you know; Mr. Chairman, better than anybody, the kinds
of large dollar amounts that are_neded for these kinds of pro'ects.

If I could add a fifth source of financing, that is the Hong Kong
financial market. Many of the ethnic Hong Kong Chinese have
enormous capital resources, and those are being tapped by the Peo-
ple's Republic_

Mr; SWIFT. I mentioned the issue of feasibility studies-in a ques-
tion for the.preceding witness. I would like you to comment and fill
in the record on how Amejican industry may benefit if U:S: firms
are able to conduct or participate in. feasibility studies under the
protocols. Would you lay out that relationship?

Mr. _LA'wsoN. I think it is an historical fact that where the
United States has been- able to assume a feasibility study that
there is a high chance that U.S. business will follow immediately
afterward. We are severely handicapped in China, Mr. Chairman,

ti by the fact that the trade development program. has such a Modest
budget, That is; frankly; about the only source of feasibility money
that the U.S. Government has to operate in China,

Last year I think that. kudget was about $5.5 million, ad they
are going to expand it to about double that this year and even
more in fiscal year 1984. I would love to see it go Up to $20, $30,
$50 million here.

OPEC has a little tiny feasibility program that sometimes we
have been able to tap into; but these are very small dollar
amounts. If we had more money to offer U.S. firms and offer the
Chinese for feasibility studies; I shouldn't make predictions, but the
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1 .
volume of our business and our trade with China would vastly in-
crease. It is not there in the U.S. Government now, except in the
trade development program,

Mr. Swim Accepting that and not laying any blame for that, but
recognizing it as the condition that persists, do you feel we are
missing an investment opportunity? In other- words; you have -got
to s nd some money sometimes to get your business started. You
have to invest money -to keep it goin and it seems to me that the
invest nt analogy fits pretty well, particularly at this stage of
China's evelopment: is that accurate?

Mr. LAWsort. Yes, sir.
I think that is entirely accurate. We lose business throughout

Eaat Aim and especially in China to our competitors like France,
Britain-and especially the Japanese. The Japanese have extremely
attractive export and project financing which we can't possibly
match.

I 'ink if there is one common theme that runs through the
talks that ehave had with U.S. businessmen in trying to do busi-
ness with China and in East Asia, it is the lack of financing. They
are severelycircumscribed by that -and it is certainly the case in
China when We are now on the eve, Mr. Chairman, of; I would say
a new phase in our trade and economic relationship.

We have noAw changed drastically; as you know; -our transfer of
.technology policy to allow exportS of high technology equipment
and technology to China: There is-a large market for telecommuni-
cations and electronics in China. We are now poised to take advan
tage of these opportunities in China where there is a natural fit of
China's natural resources and U.S. technology.

We are really the best; or among , st in the wora0;voff-
shore oil, in surface open pit coal mining t hniques and b ..dint
high-arch dams; and_in electronics equipme t, which you pointed
out previously with Mr. Horner alid.in'telecommtmications of all
kinds. And so there is a natural ht here, but we are circumscribed
and handicapped by the lack of adequate financing.

:Mr. Swim I would like to ask one more question along that line
before I recognize my colleague fr.,-4- Minnesota: What are our
trading competitors doing in :u ea of feasibility studies? Are,,

they better able to fund those ..' dies; so that their firms partici-
pate, than we are at th_e present t 6?

Mr: LAWSON; Yes; they are; a general statement. They do it
readily ;__ whenever they can, they do it. I have yet to run across an
instance; and ,I am sure there are some, but I just haven't seen it in -

the last couple of years° here, where one of our major competitors
would not be able to come up with the money for a feasibilitY

;:study. They realize, as we do, that trying to obtain that study is the
ey to future business.

t is a crucial factor; and we were pleased that tinder the hydro-
power protocol, we weee able to do the feasibility study on Tian-
shengqiao; which is one of the major hydropower projects that is
now moving to fruition, because that gives our engineers the inside
track for future business.

Mr. Swirr. In other words, our major competitors didn't become
major competitors because they were _too dumb to figure out the ad-
vantages of getting in on the grbund floor. 4

f
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'Mr. LAWSON, No; they didn't.
Mr: Swirr. We recognize it too, but we are having trouble getting

the funding to finance that kind of activity and make that kind of
investment.

Mr. LAWSON. That is right; Mr. Chairman.
Mr.,Swirr. I recognize the gentleman from Minnesota.,
Mr. SIKORSKI. Thank you; Mr: _Chairman.
On that item, the private sector clearly has played a major role

in. this Dalian project. _I know two Minnesoti corporations; 3 M and
CDC have been contributors to that.

Mr. LAWSON; They have been very generous contributors: We_are
thefourth year of a 5year agreement with the Chinese. The

Chinese have asked' us to extend for another _5 years; and we are in
the_process of talking about that with them. The _private sector has
been very generous with _them: They have given money: I have al),
proached some of the oil. companies. They have given goods and
technology as CDC -has: They have alsogiven time:

Part of the U.S. faculty that teaches the 9-month court- at
Dalian comes from the _U.S. private sector: Corporate execMves
are sent overt Dalian for weeks or months on end, and there is a
valuable contribution -in kind_too: -So the private sector has,been
very supportive and, frankly, I probably need to do a, letter job of
trYfing, to get more private sector support for this very-4iNdethWhile
etrait.:'.

Mr: Snioxsxf._Then I take it that it has been successful to the
-Point that the Chinese are interested in expanding it If that is
wise;.. and it probably. is, would there be potential for private
sector involvement in the expansion process?

Mr. _LAwsoN. Yes, there is, aneit 'would take the fopn of those
three kinds. of contributions I jukt:tnentioned The Chinese. want to
expand it in a rather- dramatic fkshion, Twill just mention
one of the things and that is establishment of a 3-year MBA _pro-
gram where a U.S. university would be the degree-giving instita-
tion. This would result in a doubling of the Department of Com-
merce's contribution if we were to agree with that. ,

Mr. SIKORSKI. What are the numbers on that now?
Me. LAWSON._ The funding right now is at- $180;000 per year: It

will go up to $220;000 for the fifth year and then if we were to add
this-3-year MBA- program, it would just about double that,.

Mr. Sixoxsxt. That has the impact, you know, in your statement,
of officials from the Sian province and ,everyishare.The§_are fil-
tered throughout the country in terms of people who had:this con-
tact and this background; and it -pays off for American companies
doing.business with China, as well as for official relations.

Do you look favorably on that _kind of explanation?
Mr. LAWSON. Yes, we do, and I think the private companies have

been helpful here: We have to realize-thatthe private companies
have been approached by many, many different kinds of organiza-
tions --and institutions in this country for fu ding of various kinds
for China, and sometimes the well runs a little bit dry even for
something that is so worthwhile as Dalian; which everybody agreed
is a jewel in our science and technology crown; nonetheless, you do
hit up against-,--
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- Mr. &ram. There are some money-making corporations thatT.
area t paying any Federal taxes: Maybe -they: cciAiltrotift some of
that; and I would guess part of it is because they are involved in
these_ types of projects;

Are -there any other nations that are going to be competitive to
US in this- particular fashion?

Mr: LAWSON. Yes, there are six or seven countries that are going
to be setting up centers similar to but not exactly; like Mtn. These
will be set up in the provinces, and they won't be national centers.
They won't -draw on_students from across the country; as we do. We
were the first ones to get there, and we set the Model for it. Immi-
tatitiii, I guess, 'is the most sincere form of flattery;

Mr. SncoRsict The Japanese?_
Mr. LAWsoN. The Japanese have one on the boards: The French;

the Germans; the EEC and- two or three others have been .60:-
ptoached too. The Carcadians have one.

Mr. Sixoaski. In your mind; looking_ at the scientific and techni---
cal information sharing process, hoW do the Chinese view our will-
ingness to- share_information with them in your mind?

Mr: Lawson.-Well, we can't give them enough. There will never
be_a way to satisfy their desires for as much information as we can
give them: Of course, we have in our own terSpective been enor-
iiiinialy generous in sharing.this information with them.

Mr: SIKORSKI: I didn't get the irn_preaSion that they are always
appreciative of that enormous willingness on our part; as you de-
scribe it. , -.._:_

-Mt._ tAWSc;isti, 4611; I_would say that the sharing of this kind of
information is part of the technology, transfer process. They°Were
extremely: criticallabout certain aspects of our export -licensing
policy. Our reply to them was; look, you have to look at transfer of
technology as a general thing and the shar g of,information iS

fidenitely part of technology transfer; as -is t filing and as 10,000
Chinese students in this country is techiiblogy ransfer:too.

Mr. SIKORSKI. The hearing aids,go off on those last two point.
Mr: LAWSON. They do.
Mr. SIKORSKI- Would good quality Chinese and ;Japanese transla-

, lions be helpful to us, English tranalationS of their dOciithents, be
helpful to our interests?

Mr. LAWSON. Yes; it would: It would depend on what scientific
fields we are talking about. Some ObViOusly would be more helpful
than others. We are; of course; more advanced than they are in
some of these areasbut-there -are, some areas in which they have
done some very interesting research from which we could certainly
benefit:

Mr. Snobasio. I am thinking we -have very few people in-compati-
son to the Japanese and Chinese who can speak thaSe languages. It
seems to me that they are using our information and developing it
and sending it out in different directions, and it Weitild be helpful to
us to do the round trip in the circuitry. I am wondering if you have
looked at that and what the cost attachments are to that?

Mr. LAWSON. Well I think it is an interesting phenomenon that
we really have considerably more Chinese speakers in this country
than we do Japandse speakers, althou '.16-4.1 of trade is vastly
diffetaiit between the two countries an nited States.
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NonetheleSS, for many, many years, China has exercised a tre7
Mendous attraction to the UPS. student. Apcl we have, in fact, built
a cadre of able Chinese speakers -in both the State Department; the
Foreign COmmerciaj Service; and the Department of COMmerce,
and I think you would pleasantly surprised at the number of
Chinese speakers that we have at the technical agencies that carry
out _the _scientific_ and technical_prograin_.,

Mr. Siltoksici. I was surprised that-in China all the people in the
embassy and others were fluent in Chinese.

Mr. LAwsoN. Yes.
Mr: SHEORSKI. But I am concerned about_ altritiSt an arrogance on

our Part that we imp/i- mg-nation but we don't close the circle
get back the infcir that we have imparted and it has

been improved upon, I a -cerned_that _that translation program
could play an importaht role-in that fiiiittiOn.

LAWsoN. Well we are expanding tliat translation program if
you are referring to the protocol _here _that. NTIS dties administer.
That program is being expanded. I would agree with you that there
IS a gap that needs to be closed. It just takes a little bit more ti
to do it I think, but we are working at that

Mr. SIKORSKI. Thank you Mr. Chairinan.
Mr. SWIFT. I recognize_ minority staff
Mr. Bosco. You mentioned programs that haVe funds

available for feasibility studies, such as TDP, OPIC,_ and then of
course, we have Eximbank: If I may ask, who takes the lead in or-
chestrating a comprehensive_ approach to export financing such as
in a major hydropower project?_

Mr. LAWSON. In a major hydropoWer project, the Commerce De-
partment certainly takes the lead, but we don't really have very
,many places_to go so the load _invariably_gbeS right back_ to Mr.
Christophe- Holmes of the trade development program._ Since he
devotes nearly 25 percent_ of his veey khan budget to China;
thatigh, I feel it is very hard to ask him to do more than that__

That involves expenditure at a larke_prtiporlion of his budget on
one country He is a believer in doing business, with China and he
knows that 'this is the single best way to get a little bit -of advan,
tage_on the Japanese and _Frenth.__B_ut it is a problem and we could
use -some more-financing for the TDP.

Mr. Bosco. YeS,-siiraiii also speaking towaliti the idea-4"M follow-_

ing _a project through from beginning to end,. from the feasibility
study stage on _through to the actual export of U.S. goods and serv-

_, ices which hopefully would involve Eiiiiiibahk.
HAS any project yet gone through that kind of approach by ldok:

ing at how U.S. Government programs can be:integrated?
_LAiAr§dr4. NM in the hydropower field: In the case of the one

project that we have_, Tianshengqiad, a feaSibility study has been
completed by Harza_Engineering and suffnitted to the ChineSe for
their approval. We would expect that in the next 6 months_ or so
decisions will -be made about how to finance that project. That. is -
when U.S: companies will come into_ the act.

The Major Projects Division at the Department of Commerce
.

be closely monito how, Why; what,wNere and when we can give
support to the U. ivate sector when that phase comes.

-7c?
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Mr: Bosco. You also mentioned that several major competitbrs in
the hydrofield in China, such as No-way; France; Japan; Australia;
giVe us a_pretty tough run of things. Can you give us a few exam-
ples of the types of programs they have and what type of export
financing they are able to provide?

Mr. LAWSON." I think first and foremost is the feasibility study
,which we mentioned here and second is the offer of long-term in-
terest rates, low interest; long-term rates that are highly competi-
tive and attractive to the Chinese as they are tO other countries in
East Asia.

Third, I think there is a tendency by some of those countries;
Japan in particular; to give official development assistance, but
haVe some of that development assistance be tied. We don't do as
much as the Japanese or Australians do in that regard, so in thoille
three areas they clearly can afford, or give to their private sector
an- advantage -that we de( not give.

Mr. Bosco. Thank you Mr._Lawson:
Mr.-Chairinan; if I may yield to Mr. Lent.
-Mr. SWIFT. You certainly may: I recognize the gentleman from

New York.
Mt. LENT. Thank you; Mr: Chairman:
I would like to ask you cretary Lawson, what is your view on

the- progress of .including the private sector in annex II activities
and has the private __sector been satisfied so far?

Mr, LAWSON= I_ think it is fair to say that the private sector is
reasonably satisfied. We brought them in through _a very lengthy
and detailed consultation process when we we e drawing up the
language for annex H. During the negotiations 'th_the Chinese we
made sure that every time we mentioned the- .S. Government, the .
U.S. private sector was mentioned simulta ously.

As far as actual commercial return goes, no would say that the'1/4
private sector is not yet satisfied_ It is going to be a long process.
which will involve a great deal of patience on the part of the U.S
private sector,

In the case of the one prc;ject that I mentioned before, Tian-
shengqiao, a.US.'private sector firm has done the feasibility study
on that and that project is mqving along rather rapidly.

f_would expect that ...Atha- 6Thionths bids. will go out on turbines
and generators, and "of cou.Se, the engineering services that need to
be done on that big project.

So. thete Will be some rather immediate- commercial return on
that one project. 4, ,,.

The other projects are large. Some of them are on paper. Some of
them_ are moving from paper to implementation"^very slowly. So it
is not going to be a very immediate payout for the U.S. industry
here.

Mr: LENT: po you think that any changes in American law are
required to move this thing along?

Mr. LAWSON. Well, I am not a legislator, but--
Mr. LENT. Is there somejegal way that we can change any of our

statutes to enhance the UPS. competitive position?
Mr. LAWSON. Well,- I thank you for that question, Mr. Lent. I

would just reiterate that a basic problem that U.S. exporters face
in doing business with China is the lack of adequate financing.

60
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If there were some-Viay to increase that; we would see trade with
Chahatevelop very quickly and very rapidly.

Mr. LENT. Thank -you, Mr. Chairman. N.

Mr. S.vvirr. I thank the gentleman from New York.
I have one last question. You are currently negotiating a new

protocol on telecommunications and we had a- discussion earlief It
is a matte of partidular interest to this committee.

you tell us what that protocol might involve and when it .

be completed?
r. LAwsoN. Let me answer the last part of that question first.
have now exchanged two different drafts of that protocol. I .

th nk_we are closing in on the final agreed text.
I=- fact, the JDeputy Under Secretary of Commerce; Olin Whetth-

in ; is in Chitia on a different 'mission, but he is going to raise
this p tocol again with the Chineseto move it along:

This a rather typica4protocol_and involves the exchange of del-
egations > nd seminars: What we want is early identification of
major pr -t_opportunities. We are trying to inject as much as we
can; Mr. Ch man; commercial interests into these protocols and
not merely ha them government to government exchanges in
which technical a vice is freely given by us, but Where we do not
see any commerci. payout. That is the purpose of this telecommu-
nications protocol, t pinpoint projects, include the private sector;
make it project _speci and focus it on private sector activitlps.

Mr. Swim_ How ar you going to involve the private s&ctor in
this,. and how are you ing to select who in the private sector you
would involve in this?

Mr: LivisoN. Well a we would work with the trade iiaatici:
Atkins. Of course; we cant make distinctions among various com-
peting firms.

So we normally approa the trade :associations and they
through their own process t =n pick various U.S. corripanies that
--f a participate in the semin, rs and exchanges.

, I *ink, is the fairest w y to go about it
...1*.wirr. Thank you very m ch. i;

e _earlier -Members of th panel have anything that they
"'aut. Wce to add to the most 'recen art of the discussion?

[No. response.]
f. SWIFT. Thank you all ofiyou, fo being here and helping the

o ittee as we explore this important area.
thout ction,,the prglocoIst,that re the subject of this hear-

ing arrdappro iate related doctime s will be entered in the
record.

Mr. LAWSON. T ank you:
[The information follows:I
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RESPONSE BWIt
EUGENE K. LAWSON TO QUESTIONS

FROMYTHZ-SUECOMMITITEE
ON U.S. TRADE WITH MINA

QUESTION:.

Please elaborate_on_the_process of__obtaining:greater
private_sector ihvolvement_in_Annex II_of_the_Hydropower
Protocol. Dtd_this require_special negotiations_ or
agreements with the PRC?__If so.would you provide
unclassified records of the negotiations?

ANSWER:

The process of obtaining greater private sector --

involvement in Annex II to the Hydropower Protocol did
not require special negotiations with the Chinesd%
Commerce officials met several times with private sector
representatives to confirm that the private sector was
interested in participattng and to discuss the type of
Participation contemplated (basiCally, participation in
delegation exchanges and seminars). We then informed t
Chinese_that we desired more private sector- participation
and wrote suitable_provisions into our draft-of Annex II.
The Chinese_did not object, so_the provisions were
incorporated in the finaI,versron of Annex Ir.

fis

QUESTION:

Please provide a'detailed review of the Department's Vole
in arranging for and implementing the feasibility study
for -the Tianshengqiao project.

ANSWER:

In early February 1982;.1 met with_his Chinese'
counterpart in Beij ing-to_discuss_future_cooperation
under the Hydropower Protocol; _At that time. I augge,sted
that in Annex II to the Protocol,-the two sided
concentrate on one_Chinese_priorlIy_project'for` -TDP;.
might ,fund_a feasibility study. _Later that_mont
Chinese informed our Embassy in_Beijing_that thelt
like to have TDP fund a feasibility study for te_
Tiansfiengqiao (TSQ) project. In late Fiebruary,_TDP
agreed in principle to furl the study, and decided ft) (Jo
ahead with the feasibility study grant without waiting

21)---511N 0
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for Anneic II to be finiTized,;(drafts of Annex II,were_nL
exchanged:untlI May;'soile three months later). TDP -then

went - -ahead with its_negotiation-of the TSQ grant, with
the understanding_that Ttwould be incorporated in Annex
II. The TDP grant agreement was signed on June 10, and

Annex' II was finally_signed three months later,
incorporating by reference the TDP grant agreement.

Commerce had, no direct- role' Ore actual negp/iation'and
implementation of theITSQ feasibility_study_DP
the negotiations, and the Corps' Seattle offTWoversaw'
.implementation.

. 40

QUEST ON "T.

Could you outline Chinese interests in iligotiat'ing for a
protocol on. telecommunications? For example, hgve they
Identified their development objectives for potential
projects? .

ANSWER:

Chinese interests in cooperation with the U.S. under a
telecommunications _protocol fall/ into the following
general Areas keyed to- specific objectives for improving
and upgrading their telecommunications system:

Long range 19-1-a-nn-i-nt --Netwohc analysis and network
engineering, especially software simulation;

'Intercity_distribution system - U.S. experience Ln
fiber optics; especially the Chicago and Atlanta
early -:on tests;

Intra-city systems_,- U..&._application of fiber optics
technology tespecially_installation of fiber optics
in the northeast corridor system from Boston -to New
York to Philadelphia, and on to Washington).

- Most cost effective mix :pk.
microwave, fiber optics, and satellite compOnerts':

The United States has proposed that the first annex to
the telecommunications protocol set the stage,f6r,
immediate_future_cooperative activities undet the terms
of the basic protocol.



Under the terms of the proposed annex we, 14.TOr the
fiOat time; send a teamof expert govern. ,iind_indu4try
telecommunitations...tePitnicians; planner s. andLongineorsto
study China's_scientific and technological development in
telecommunications'andAierform a-sOesequent.economiczand
management anaiysieof.China's telecommunication needs.

The analysis'could be completed wit'hirr six months of the
visit and would include specific recommendations. These
recommendations -would form the basis for discussion of
follow-on agreements that would include participation by
private as well as goVernment organizations.

In general_i.the Chinese appe into heye_estahlished:,the
following objectives for dev lopment of.lheir ..-e.

..,.

teIeccipMunications system':
...,.

(I) Improving local ttIephOne seriiice , especially in the
NW tities;. , ..4,

;5.!

I' ,,
. , ,

V4'..',. _ _ _ _ ,o,

(2.1 furtherevelopment of the toll telephone system;
.-.'-

.. ,

(1) increase in trank'lifies, both 14.61 to toll, and long.
--1:

. distante; :r

A'auiomatit.ot011 systems in provincia
`capitals; J Ile

(S) establishment" of office,for international
trunks; ,

,

(6) upgradint of Beijing, Shanghai.V4 GuangzhoPto
all-au tic and,aemi-automatic service;

7) replace open wire with cable and microwave.

:QUESTION: 4

h.

1
nhat is -the current status of

,
the translation- program

der-the protocol -annex administered h_y the National
chnical Information Service? What Mans exist to

expand this program?' How much- would it cost to-provide_
good quality translationS'of the most useful Chinese and
Japanese texts? : QS

.,...
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'13-rANSWER:

' ' .'

:1;

. . 4 ;
The7LtroWatioh-program inCluded in total annex.
adMintstered by thelia-/ii.nal TeChnica rmation '
Service (NTIS) is.nO:Atonger active; ogram_was_a
component ()en overali_foreign technical, information
acquisition effori'_which received appropriated funding
during the years 19'81,83. The acquisition.effOrt is now
being maintained-at NTIS on a smaller, strictly
cost' - recovery basis. (Note that, except fox an
occasional appropriation intended fer a specific project;
ail NTIS °lie:rations are self-sibportingj Experielse kas*.
shown_Abat.ANS can never recover the costs, of hio '..
quality te00 dal translation work so ttrat this:RT2graw,
component is:'no longer being pursued. _It_is_estimaTed-
that a_translation_program would cost approximaielY_:,-. _

4100,000 per 200 Chinese- and Japanese-luguage46-0-rtic
documents translated. .The.figure includes the,,sCritof-'
document acAuisiton, of-translation and,repr4441t1.6n.,
rights, translation work, technical edifing,-rept0OUCtron-,

: and dissemination to U.S. users.--fart-of the cos-t* could
be recovered through the sale of 0e,translated. detuments.

!::.-
* '..le ii.4

Mr. Swirr. The next two witnesses are Dr. James E. -Leiss;
sistant Director of High Energy Land Nuclear Physics; Department
of Energy._ and Mr. Bernard A. Ramundo, Chief, International Co-
operation Division, -US: _Department of Transportation:

Come forward. We Will take you in the order that I indicated.
First; Dr,-:Le4s and then Mr. Ramindo_ We will have you each
present your testimony and then we will ask you questions. The,. -_
formal portion of your testimony will be niade_ a part ofithe recta* ..',

without objection; you May proceed as you wish; Dr. LeUs. ;, ,. `V
k_

SfATEMUiT 0 ES E. LEISS, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OIL HIGH
ENERGY AN CLEAR PHYSICS.eOFEICE OF. ENERGY .11E- -:

SEARCH, U ARTMENT OF ENERGY; WASHINGTON, D.C.
Dr. LEISS. imfrici Mr...Chairrnan. ... -,'+ '. ,

amI a pleas-to 41Irear a:i
,

b ore you tod to di ss the Depart-
meht_of_Efiergy's_nctivities. r the proteColS of_ e 1`979 Aciance
and Te-chtiOlogy-Cooperatio eement with thg ple's Republic

. . . . .

Cf _ChinAIPRC]
I will discuss.SWO,_;-_protoCols.:.on- on "Ijigh .Energy Physics"_and

the Other, very recently signed, on "Cooperation_ in the Fields of
NUclear Physics.and-Controlled Magnetic Fusion 4search."

On January 31, 1979; the U.S. Government signekan agreement
with the- People's Republic of China _[PRC] onXobperation in Sci
ence and _Technology. The first implementing accord under: that _

agreement Was for cooperation_ in,the field of high energy physics
and it was signed on the same datO. .

The L.f.S_IPRE Joint ECinmittee on High Energy. Physics, estab-
lished under the terms of the implementing accord and ,,.chaired
jointly by Dr._ James E. Leiss, Associate Direclor for _High Energy
and Nuclear Physics, Department of Energy, for_ the UnitedStates
-and by Prof. Zhang Wenyu, Director of the Institute for High
Energy- Physics for the-PRC, had its first meeting- in Beijing on
June 10 to June 12, 1979; At that time a 1979-80 joiqt _program of
work and: a patent-copyright annex -to the implementing accord
were negotiated and signed and went into effect at that time

4.'
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COoperative work in high energy physics.research between U.S.
and PR scientists and-engineers has continued since 1979:

The Ant progrowork have included tasks covering a wide
range of actiVititgaiic*igh energy physics research: However; most,
of the work has...Keen- focused on research and _development and
-cleigri for a high energy physics accelerator facility to be construct-
ed in Beijing -by the. PRC scientists.

.

I high tk.The goal ofthe Chinese has 'been to :irritate a viable nationa
energy physits program by training' a cad_rec4if competent high
energy physicists and designing;_constructing; acid operating an an=
propnate research facility near Beijing. . - ' -

Originally; this was to be .a:.50--GeV proton synchrotron. Because
. of financial stringericieSitheVQ'found it necessary, to postpone in
definitely- the 5_0-GeV synchrotron and to refocus the immediate
program for high energy physiVs on a more modest goal:

After considerable study 'amfdisclission, it wasidecided toConcen,
trate 'the effert on the designand construction of an electron-posi-
troll: colliding beam facility -tBEPCJ 'Which would be an improved
version of the U.S. SPEAR facility, built about ICI year§ ago at -the
Stanford LineyAccelerator Center, Palo,Altb, Calif..

BEPC will initially ibave "2.1 gels,. energy in each .beam. The
BEPC project will .include an electron linear_ apvelerator operating
ifl the energy range:;1.1. to 2.21''GeNT; a, ring of magnets for storage l'
and collision the electron and positron* beams- with each other,_

,..aid a state -of -thee -art detector apparatus for study of the results of
the collisions. .. , .

The Central_ task of the, current programoof-work--egr te at
the March 1982 meetingis to complete the design of the PC fa,
allay_ The PRC'SkleSign team of _W scientists and engineers visited. ,-,
SLAV froth mid ne until-late-September 1982 and has coMpleted

--," the conceptual. design effort.:,,P--, 'r-
:,1_," '. i.The WOWS Republic of Chine scientists and engineers_ involved

in the program of ,tvoik are bright, haiklvorking, andidedicated
advancing_ researgh. The history Of basic research, proVides inaq ,

examples which Ifidicate.that in the long run the *People? eittiblici*:,
of China entry into the-main stream of ,Search in h' _:etkr_gy,. -'' '...,

physics will be highly neficial to the world'sprogress in iqeld
and, therefore; also of o all benefit to the U.S._ program__

From the beginning_ o he United' States-Peoplels Republic_ of
China cooperation in high energy physics, it was realized:Swithin
the Department Of Energy that monitoring and control of the ex-

:,. change of people; 'information, and equipment would be needed.
Before the first meeting of the United Statestreople's Republic of
China JCC-HEP at which it- was agreed to ao joint work on the
Beijing proton sy-nchrotron project; DOE organized a meeting_ in
Washington, D.C?, between appropriate represenOtives, of various
U.S. departments and agencies; _including the DODartnient of Com-
merce and the Department off' Defense, to describe _the project and
identify issues related to the expected exchange, it

Procedure§ satisfactory to the various participants were worked
out as a result of that meeting and subsequent discussions.' Whey
the People's Republic of China made substIstntial changer i ttM'
program in 1982, we got together with the various agen in-
volved in technology transfer issues, used the experience we

r.



had gained in how tti make technology transfer and export licens-
ing work, and develoPed improved procedures with the cooperation
of the other' agencies aikil.then agreed-ItthiliKfliroceduces at the
next meeting of our joint*Committeetifiink.;iffiat has _helped in.,;,.
what has been an annoying problem' carrying out the coopera-
tion on tlieSe programs.

It should be- noted that the Airs has followed a principle
that the benefjttirg side. pays. T fore the People's Republic of
China ithP baen4he pfirnae" benefic -ry_technically has paid
the cost wlieri it was apPropsiate.

Overall; we beWee the J.S.I considers that e collaboration has
been beneficial.. ,

orThe second protocol for cooperation in the fie d of nuclear physt
ics and controlled magnetic fusion is a new a eement signed in
Beijing on .May 11-of this year. Final tgreemen concerning protec-
tion of copyrightS and patents will be made an tnnex to this proto-
ebl.

&working group established -under the prot of to &ordinate the
activities is cochaired on the U.S. side by Dr. lvin W. Trivelpiece;
Director of Energy Research, Department of Energy, and on the
People's Republic of China side by Jia Weiw,e iCorninissjoner; Di-

--rector; Departmerit of Coordination for Specp Promoted Proj-
ec

While most of the work in the high energy 011ySics Cooperative
program has been focused on iesearch, detrelopment, and design for
a high energy physicsAacility to be constructed in the-Peoples Re-
public of China,,the emphasis in the cooperative program in Nucle-
ar physics and controlled magnetic fusion research will focus on a
number of smaller efforts such as assignments of scientists to speci-

lahoratories for both short-, and long-term aoeriods; specific joint o

ch studies; and joint worke,hops and laboratory tours.- The de;
tailed program of work developed from initial discussions between
the involved laboratogifs in -ffietwo:) countries:;, -

1 would like to turn now to the broader Question of how the work'
under these protocols relate te; or contribute to improved trade op-
portunities for the kinilted Stags withr t People's Republic of
Chita. The basic researth.arRis energy physics, and
nuclear, physics. after all,"'ilongpter fundamental research

.programs where tifij ain payoff-to socie genetfillyeipected to
occur only after many years._ Although, Ma etic fusion energy re- D

rearth and development ig ah applied program aimed at a precise
l; its:payoff is also expected to:eccur only after Mangyrors. I

uld t41 _assert, however, that these cooperative pro S and ".
other research collaborations with PRC have a great deal ,te`,,..a6'
with festering a climate for improved trade opportunities fez.. the.;
United States. ; ook

There is no question that the People'g Republic of China repre-
sents a vaspotenilial market .of demand fore many products. How-
ever; the ability tailurn tht,potential into trade opportunities de-
pends upon facprs.

These incltidZVIR:fibility of the People's R4ruhlic of China econo-
'My to absorb,thia frade_, the.development o*a high technology com-
ponent of the People's Republic *of Ciiina industry and culture
which is receptive to our high technology products, the fostering of



social. stability:,within the Pe 4ple'S Republic of China which comes
improved-quality of life Tor its citizens; and very importantly

mutual respect and understanding between the People s Repub-
f China and the United States which comes from our coopera-

tively working toget r in research &nd in other ways.
I believe that the cooperative programs and others under the

1979 science and technology cooperation agreement contribute to
these important condition e required for good trade relations be-
tween our nations.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my testimony. I would bepleased
to respond to any questions you might have

[The statement of Dr. Leissrollowsj

S.
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_ 16
Statameht-Of James E. Leiss

Associate Directdr far High Ehergy and Nuclear Ph9titt

Office of Energy Resaarpi

Department of Energy

SOecial SubcOMmittee on U.S. Trade with China'

House Committee on Energy and Commerce

October'31, 1983'

I am pleased to appear before you today to discuss Department Ort, Energy

activities under the ptotocols of the 19 9 Science. and Tecimology COOWratiOn

Agreement with the People's Republic of Ch will discuss two protocols:

one on High Energy Physics and the Other, eri:Tgcently signed on Cooperation

in the Fieldf,. of Nuclear PhY.sics'a4 COntr lied Magnetic Fusion Research. I

Will fitSt btiefly present the history and status of these two protocols and

activititCainder them, and then discuss my views on how.actNiti4s under

these prOtochls contribute toward improved trade opportunities for the United

States.

On January 31,. 1979, the U.S. GOvernment signed rig Agreement with.,thi
4/1

People's Republic of China (PRC) on Cooperationdn'Science and Tecitogy.:

The first implementing Accord under that Agreement was ,fortinS6eration in the

field of high energy physics and was signed on tffe'same date.

The USPRC_ Jo ittee on High tdergy Physics, estabAshed unddr''the

of S ,Accord -and visited jointly by Dr. Amet. E. iiisS.

.
rector to High Energy lAd-huilear Physics; Department of Energy;

,

A. "and by Professor Zhang Wenyu; Director ofthe-InStituta for High

C.,

Ap89
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Energy Physicor the PRC, had_07s first meeting in Beijing June 10-12, 1979.

At that time a 1979 - 1980 Joint Program of Work and a patent-copyright Annex

to the Implementing Accord were negotiated and signed:

Cooperative work in high energy physics research between U.S.and PRC.:

scientists and engineers has continued since 1979. The second meeting of the

US/PRC Joint Coordinating Committee on High Energy Physics (US/PRC JCC4IEP)
;

was held in the U.S. atjerm-11,0, Bataviik Illinois, on June 17-19:1980'. In

l982; Professorpia::angiang, ASSotiate Director of the ChinesgfAcadiMylf

Science; replaced ss9 7thang.Wenyu asgrairman gitthe Committee. Th4..

ittee metOn Beijing, People's Republic of China, on Meth 8-9, 1982:

The joinjprogi4i5 of worrhave included sks covering a wide range of

activities in higk4nergy physics research. 4ever; most of the work has
A:-

been focused on research -and development and design for a high energy:001w'

atteleratae facilit to be gonstructed in Beijingby the PROA.

Thg.goaq_ df the Chinese has.been to initiate a viable *tonal high
_

energy physicIpporam ty trafning a cadre of:gpmpetent high energy physicists:

and desighingl'constructing, and operating an appropriate research facility

neik4eiking. 'Originally this was to be a. 5D-GOV proton tyfitliteti-eh:

.*of, financial stringencies, the PR d found it necassary to itely

the 50-6ey synchtdAin-and to'refocus.the immedipe pPto

phytitS,ron a more modest goat: After 'considerable stud ,

wasfiqided to concentrate the effort on the desf of an

electron-podiftn collidipg beam facility (BEPC) Whfth Woulebi an improved ..

version of the U.S; SPEAR facility; built about 10 years ago at the

Stanford Linear Accelerator Center; Palo Alta; California: BEPC will

:4.1dAtially have 2.1 GeV energy in each beam. It is being designed so that

, *- :4:4

p.



ltsould go

-Air; electron linear acce e
. .

a ring Of magnets for storage

with each other:and a state-o

results-of the colliiions.

ture
1V 1

Imt Will include

yi;VIVfnizqx._ ;4'0:

Abe eled613
Ai..

'. f wiTkirii

pr apparltyS fbr sIudy-Of
,.

the

The central task of the c rentitogram of work (agreed to at the March

1982 meeting) is'to'OoMplete the deOlgn of the BEPC facility.. Tne'PRC's

design team of 16 scientist's and engine*visited SLAC froM mid-June until.

late September 1982 and'has completed the conceptual design of the lined and

the collider ring; The PRC scientists and engineers involved in the program

of work are bright; hard working, and dedicated to advanding research in high

energy physics. The history of basic research provides many examples which

indicate that in the long run the PRC's entry into the main stream of research

in high energy physics will be highly beneficial to the world's progress in

this field and, therefere;-altd of overall benefit to the U. ..program.

-, .-.;' .-

From fhe beginning o the US/PRC cooperationin high energy physics, it

wavicaliied Within the Department of Energy that,monitoring and control of

410
the ex of pepple; information; and equipMent would be needed. Before

the meeting-of the US/PRC JtC-HEP at which it was agreed to do joint work

# . .

on,thei1eijing Proton Synchrotron project, DOE organized a meeting in

Wasgington; D.C., between appropriate representatives of various U.S. depart-

ments and, igencies iqcluding the
D4artment of Commerce and the Department of

Defense, to describe the prOAFt and identify issues relptedoto_ the expected

exchange. PrOdedUteS,tattsfactory to the various participants were worked

Out as a result of thatlyting anI4Obsequent diietispons.
r
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e. Aiter it was clear that the PIC had decided to change to the plan to

'fillilittifthe electron-positron collider, which employs somewhat difteredt tech--

nology:a second interagency meeting was held to provide the arrested

rties with the latest information and to identify special characteristics

' of the electron-positron collider. At this time; and based on the experience

accrued in the first three years of the US/PRC cooperation, a new set of

detailed 'procedures for processing export licenses and handling technology

transfer were worked out and discussed. Subsequently, the new procedures were

presented and agreed to at the 1982 meeting of the US/PRC joint committee.

Byilding on established proCedures of the Departments of Commerce and Energy,

the new procedures provide that detailed end-use information and corresponding

equipment lists id@ntified by a PRC assigned control number be provided.to

DOE/High Energy Physics program managers and national laboratory collaborators

at the time of sybmitting export license applications to the Department of

Commerce. Thil Oroceidure has further reduced the license processing time.

It should be noted that the joint work has progressed following the

principle that the "benefitting side pays:" The PRC side has been tie primary

. beneficiary teChnically, and has pat4 the costs wheh appropriate. .The U.S:

side has considered that the collaboration has been benefiital overall..;
- :* ,

,-
ThetProtocol for Cooperation in the4fields -of Nuclear physics and

. :..

ContrVpd Magnetic Fusion Research is, a new lireement, signed!in+aBeijing on

: M4Akk-1983:- Tinal agreement concerning protection gr cop rights and patents
,, D 4

All probe,made,an Annex .tOly tocol/AO
., 41

All'Orking,Orcep eittv.T4 ed,under t _protocolprotocol iNcqprdirlate-the activities
io!

iS co-chained-on me_u.S. side by Dr. Allr'*W. trivelpieterirector.of..Energy
.... -c . 3

. ._

4
'rt,"

__, , j,,, _
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Research, Department of EhergY; and on the PRC side by Jia Weiwen; Commissioner,

Director, Department of Coordination f% specially Promoted Projects,46STC.

While most of the work in the highr,amergy physics cooperative program has

been focused on research; development; and-design for a high energy phyi-

facility to be constructed in PRC, the emphasis in the cooperative pr

Nuclear Physics and Controlled Magnetic Fusion Researc4-will focus
f7

of smaller efforts Suph as assignmentsAspentistt to specified
ik

for and long-terM periods, speCifit joint research studies; andboth short-

joint workshops and labo

from initiil "ditOttiOht

and agreed to by the Join

I would like to turn

The detailed program of work developed

involved laboratories will be colt:Minted

up established in the Protocol.

broader question of how the work under

theseprotoccas relate to or contribute to improved trade opportunities for the

__
Uni*: totes with the PRC. The basic research areas involved - =High Energy

i ik
Phys4 And Nuclear Physics--are, after all, long-teem fundamental research

-programs where the main payoff to society is generally expected to -occur

only after many years. Altlitidgh magnetic fusion energy research and develop-

ment is an applied program aimed at a precise goal; its payoff is also

expected to occur only after many years. I would like to assert however that

the _cooperative programs and other research collaborations with PRC haVe

great deal to do with fosteringA climate for improved trade opportunities

for the U.S. fie

There is no question that the People't Republic of ChinUtepresents a'

vast potential market of dernand for Many products. However, the ability to

turn that potential into trade opportunities depends upon many IAtors. These

ihtlUde the ability of the PRC economy to absorb this trade, the development



of a high technology compongnt of the PRC industry:and cul re which is

receptive to our high technology products. the fostering f social stability

within PRC which comes with improved qudilty of life for its citio and

Very importantly the mutual respect andunderstanding between.ACe

. United States which comeslrom outl cooperatively working together 16 re earch

and in other ways. I believe that these cooperative, programs and others
4

11111-41M46under the 1979 Science and Technology Cooperatio t contribute to

these important conditions required for good trade relations between our

nations.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my testimony. I would be pleased to
.

respond to any questions you might have.

Mr. SWIFT. Thank, you very much, Dr. Leiss. I, think we4ll hear
from Mr. Ramundo first and then ask questions 61 you both.

.STATEMENT OF BERNARD A. RAMUNDO, CHIEF, INTERNATIONAL
COOPERA ,DIVISION; OFFICE'OP INTERNATIONAL POLICY
AND PRO AMS, U.S: DEPARTMENT 03F TRANSPORTATION;
WASHINGTON, D.C.

. -74,

Mr. RAriuNno. Mr. Chairmati;_it iee.a pleasure; to represent the
Department of Transportation-before Your SUbpommittee.

In the interest of conserving time and leaving more time for
queations and to hit upon those _points that seem to me- to be of
greater interest to the subcommittee; I am going to skip around iny
prepared statement taking cognizance of the fact that it widll
appear in its entiety in the record:

Ay- iresL3onsibilities in the Office cif the Secretary of Transporta-
tion include management of the Department of Transportation's in-
ternational cooperation_program.

The purpose of the pridgam is to gain access to foreign transpor-
tation experience and research for the solution of our own trans-
itortistion problems,' thereby conserving DOT resources: The pro-

-grairialso serves to suppOrt U.S. Oreign_pciicy oNectives through
perative and reimbursable technical assistance activities

artners other than those whose experience iietechnology is of
cial interest to the department.

Another benefit, of the program is to $thltilate tbe sale of U.S. .

transportation technology as a result of the exposure it receives in
connectiorrwith cooperative activities. As a consequence, we consid-
er the foreign' dales aspect a collateral objective of the program.
This includes facilitative assistance to- the private sector, through
the showcasingif U.S. technology, and making contact.for it with-
key foreign tragsportation officials who become known to us
through our cooPerative activities.

The department has :cooperative arrangements with 30 foreign
governments and international_ organizatiohs, including the one re-
cently conclude.d..witlithe People's Republic of China:

;,911* 9 4
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As yoteuare aware; we are sort of one of the new kids on the block
in the sense that our protocol was concluded at the Joint Commis-
sion meeting in May. My prepared statement describes the manner
in which we conducted these negotiations:

Let me just highlight four or five points here.
First _of all we entered into this dialog principally because we

thought we could make a contribution to the normalization process
in the sense at transportation was an important element in the
modernization, program Of the PRC and we thought we had Some-
thing we could offer in -t1:013 regard. - i

We also thought that because of the centrality of trariSpOttatiOn.
to the modernization effort, there would be a way that we could; in
effect; contribute to the realization of our collateral objective and
promote the Sale of U.S. equipment and technology.

Yowrnust bear in mind that the negotiation of this protocol took
3 years and that_onlypart of the delays were bureaucratic: Part of
the delays represented the state of health of the Oolitical_telatibii:
ship between the_United_States and the PRC and this is something
that should be taken into account when think about private
sector interest in pursuing or commerci ssibilities with the
PRC.

We -made it Very Clear to the Chinese t we are one_of those
don-log.40y oriented agencies that do n ave funding for inter=
national cooperative activities and that ally we foresaw a pro,
gram that Would involve exchanges Alan, exchanges _ofo =
delegations and no real hard project because of the dispar-
ity of the interests on both ides

Du itrfd the course of the dialog, it clear that the Chinese
were vei-S7 interested in _cooperating: '.the :Corps of Engineers,
the U.S.-Army Corps Of Engineers. ad been exposed to some
of the. work of the Corps of Engi&eruarl because of their priority
interests in certain areas which_ are in the special expertise of
the corps, the Chinese requested, and w,,,eagreed, with the approval

the Corps of Engineers to includefhe ;corps' under the transpor-
ii protocol. So you have the Corps:oof Engineers as a junior
ner in thoseareaikhat pertain to its expertise. s

e are One of the agencies that conducted thc, negotiations di-
tty with the PRC. I conducted thoseiiregotiatigle for the United

States:
' 't'he trans pOrttion protocol was signed in May` Of this year We
are at the point that we have exchanged with the Chinese, in ac-
cordanE with the terms 9f the protocol, the senior level points of
cOntat for each side. So you might say we are poised to get start-
ed; but eally have not done muck_

NOW, let me co merit briefly about the nature of cooperative ac-
tivities that we mplate, and some of the areas we will beln-
VOlVed . Then - -would like to make a statement concerning the
trade opportunities. as we see it and thereafter I will be available
for whatever questions tie subcom ittee may have

The protocol' provides for coo ative activities in the ti.reas-of
highway engineering, shipping _ anagement, traffic management
.systems, port engineering, ma ne and Urban transportation; and
other areas as mutually agre
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- -
. . - note that the railroad area is not inOtided and this is
som t g that developed during the negotiation's. When we first
started h _negotiations;_the Chinese-wanted two protocols because
they d-, n t have a DOT that is multimodal.Vn the Chinese side

. there re two counterparts to DOT: one forrOrbads_and one- for
corn nicatibns. When we made it very clear to the Chinese that;
beca se of funding and personnel constraints we would be basically
in t e- business of exchanging information and delegations,_ 'they
elected to conclude only one protocol with the idea that the rail-
road_ area; if it were -to be included, would be added later. In other
words, the initial effort on the Chinese side to have two partners
for DOT-did not materialize.

As indicatedlEarlier, we anticipate that our initial cooperative ac-
tivities will be in the forni of information and delegation ex =.
changes. We have already received several delegations. In the in
terest _of- furthering the c e ve relationship ; we hosted, ar-
ranged and coordinated_ a -long visit_program for a
nine-member, seni e trggiportation delegation_ last Janu-
ary. The visit in h all elernents of ihe Depart.,rnent, other Gov t a t es a private industry: We are
pretty _much con to get prix e industry vgroups involved-
not only cause of C tiese interests,, but also becauSe they help
pay part of the hostin: bill. This summer,. the Corps of Engineers
hosted_a water transportation-oriented delegation.

. We anticipate only limited transferS- of technology under the pen=
gram. Our priniary objective is to participate in the government,
level S&T program:ill support of U.S, foreign policy jectiiO4;atid
to promote the sale of U.S transportation technology .eXpArri-

.ence. ir--- r ..!

1. We feel; the notential in this latter regard is good bechUse- the
Chinese modernization effort and the importance of trans.. AA on

rto it From the .v.pry outset of the dialog, 'departmental liStat,.. .

have Participated in private:sector delegatiorr,visits to th
TherFare, however, some aspects of the relationship have

a potentially negative impact on realization of the trade goteritial.
The length of time it took to conclUcliaAhe negtitiationboth of p0,=.
litica and bureaucratic delaysand the onset oti the recession re:
suited in some -loss of 'private sector interest in becoming involved

Y .in the cooperation program, - , .
Fi-stal constraints impfgeling_ both trayq and cooperative activity

on both sides also take i1tt6I1;CDOT is prima'rily a doingstically on - -"
,i,;.ented'technical agincy irtWhas no funds for genenal.Thternation-

-,.,,N_cooperative activities, including trade promcitioit Moneykfor spe-
'; erfooperative, activities comps out of project funds when it is '.
) clear to the _manager, of those, funds that a technical, benefit will

result from participation in the activities. . :1.*..
The lowelr level of exptcration concerning technical benefiffrom

cooperation with the PRC. has :resulted in little or no ndin_g avail-.
able for4`the ccihprative program. In the c. Vie,cut.
backs and delay in the mod nizia *ark pr h front-
end costs of doi g liksiness_:..liv h Nina" h e_ of the
private sector's 9,,rTier exptitt do -concpr al.pos:
sibilitlea.:-..;,,

f Ur ,..Thgnieu Al Chairr4
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BERNARD k. RNWMMMI,
CHIEF; INTERNATIONAL_COOPERATION DIVISION

AND SECRETARIAT

TESTIMONY BEFORE THE HOUSE SPECIAL
SUBCOMMITTEE ON U.S. TRADx.re MINA

t
My reaRonsibilities in the Office of the,Becietary of

Transportation include Menagement of the Department of

Transportation's (SOT) International Cooperation Program.

)The purpose f the Program is to gain access to foreign, trans=

portation.experience and research for the solution of.our own trans-

portation problems, thereby conserving DOT resources:- The PrOgram

also serves to 'Support U.S. foreign policy objectives through coop-

etative and reimbursable technical assistance activities with

partners other than those whose experience or technology is of

special interest to the Department. Another benefit of the Program.

is to stimulate the sale Of U.S. transportation technology, as a

result_of the exposure it receives in connection with cooperative

activities. As a consequeve; we consider the foreign sales aspect

a collateral objective of the Program. Itii includes facilitative

assistance to the private sector; through the showcasing of U.S.

0

29-568 O -84 -7,
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technology, and making contact for it with key foreign transporta-

/
tion officials who dome known to us through our..ccoArative-

activities; apartment has cooperative arrangements with 30

foreign govern ente.and international organizations, including the

one recently concluded with the People's Republic of China (PRC).

BiardiQUIS0

Ai part of the unormalizathe process with the PRC, DOT was

requested by the Department of State and. the White House Office of

ftionce and Technology Policy to participate in the O.S. -PRC Science

andTechnology (SAT) Preeam. The Department initiated the coopers

-
.

tion dialogue in Decebber 1979 by proposing activities in the form

of exchanges of technical informationi visits of specialists on a

se4ding-sige7pays basis, and reimbursable technical assiS4ance in
4

.._

theireas of special interest to the psople's Republic of Chinas
.k. 4.

highwiminland waterways, railroads, ports, and civil aviation. A

draft protocol was submitte0 to the People's RapubliC of China in

'Ju'y and a proposal suggesting a scenario in accordance with

whicl)ya DOT deleiation would visit the People's Republic of China to

8
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advance the dialogue and i PRC aologation would sake a return visit

during ihiCh the protocol would be concluded. The Chinese did not

respond until Nay 18181. when they submitted their draft proposali

1411

and stated their readiness to receive tbe DOT delegation AN We had

proposed. They also indicated their special desire to have the U.S.

Any Corps of Engineers participate in the program because of the

PRC.' interest ip water transport and port development. Theogorps

agreed and was included as one of the cooperating entitiee for the

U.S. side.

1

DOT had difficultiee With several aspects of the Chinese pro-

posal. The PRC 'odor to have all delegation travel funded on the

bailie that the receiving side bears1611.41xpenses except for the

international travel portion. DOT could not accept this provision

since it does not have the finide to handle delegation exchanges on

other than the sending-aide-pays basis; The PRC also asked that

technidel teams be composed of seven /eight experts for one to three

months visits per inclect. The Department cannot affetd to -send or

receive such large delegations for such extended periods; Finally.

10
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.the PRC Gilled for the elimination from the draft of an express

*
undertaking to reimburie.'DT fot'technical assistance. DOT did-net

intend, nor could it afford, to provide non-reimbursed technical

assistance to the Chinese:

To assure that costly delegationivisits would not'be made if

our difficulties with the PRC draft were to prove insurmountableo we

requested that the situs of the negotiations be shifted to

Washington; she Chinese agreed and itwas my pleasure to represent

the United States in working out the terms of the Transportation

)rotocol. Duking the period September 21 October lo 1981, we

were-able to favorably resolve major issues of principle.: On the

basis of DOT's fiscal and personnel constraints, we sought and
4 +'

-

obtained Chinese agreement that inithr cooperation-would-he quite

modest, consisting primarily of information and delegation

exchanges. The Chinese also accepted the DOT posit on'whict rejects

-
the principle of receiving side pays. The DOT position on reimburs-

able t4chnicaI assistance was accepted bY'the Chinese and it Wee

agreed that conditions-concerning fund of specific activities

would be covered in project arrangementi..

'101
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In February 1983, at the Chinese request._ meeting was held in

. .

illashingtoS to finalize negotiationsoi the /to °col.= On Na Y 11,

1983, the Protocol was signed in Beijing and both ipuntries have

appointed representatives to ceoxdiAte the cooperative activities

to be carried out under the Protocol.

COCLIMBALIZES

The Protocol provides for cooperative activit n. the areas

-

or
of highway engineering, shipping management., trafficmandge ant.

systems. port engineering, marine and urban trinspottation. and

other areas as Mutually agreed. As indicated earlier,We anticipate

that our initial cooperative activities will be in the.form of

information and delegation exchanges.

In the interest of furthering the cooperative relationship, we

hosted. arranged and coordinated a muIti-city, month long visit pro-

tgram for a nine- member, senior-lewel PRC transportation-daleg ion
/

last January. The visit included meetings with all elements of the

Department, other government agencies and private industry. This

summer, the Corps of Engineers hosted a water transportation-

oriented delegation.

-1
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We anticipate only limited, tranefers of technology under the

program. Chic. primary objective is to participate in the govern-
':-

mene-level S&T program in isupport of U.S. foreign plilicy objectives

and to promote,the sale of U.S. transporiationitechnology and'expe-

caprice. We feel the potential in thisiregard is good because of the

Irk

Chineee modernization effort and the importance of transportatiop_to

it. From the very outlet of the dialogue, departmental specialists

have participated in' private sector delegation visits to the PRC.

There ere,'''however, some aspectd of the relationship.whicil have

a potentially negative impact on realization of, the trade potential:

The length of time it took to conclude the negotiation (born of

political and bureaucratic delays) and the onset of the recession

resulted in some loss of private sector interest in :becomina

involved in the cooperation program. '4,iscal constraints impacting

both travel and cooperative activity On both aides also take its

toll. DO'rfevriMaFily. a domestically - oriented technical agency
4

t
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which hat no funds for general,-intarnational cooperative actiiitieso

including trade ptomation; Roney for specific cooperative_activi!-

ties cbmes out of pioject funds when it is clear to the manager of

those funds that a technical benefit will result from participation

-
in the activities. The lower level of expectation concerning tech-

nicli
.

benefit from cooperation with the PRC has resulted in_little
. ,

or no funding available fOr.tlim cOoperative Program. In the game .

of the PRC, the cutbacks and dilays in the Modernisation program

and the high froni=end costs of doing business with China has damp-

ened edge of the private sector's earlier expectations concerning

the colftercial possibilities.

Mr. Swim Thank ytiti very much; both of you.
Mr. Ramundo, you are going to have'to help me out a little bit: I

don't in any way mean to be critical of the Department of Trans =
portation, let aloneyou, but it is clear that you live got some real
bad funding probletna keeping you from participa _these pro=
grain§ with CIVna. I am wondering if this is generic to all agencies
other than State and Commerce or whether there is something
unique about the Department of Transportation?

Yoq went in to the negotiations saying we can only exchange in-

formation-and 'people. We can't do anything else beyond that be-
cause we don't have any moirey for it

Did you send somebody to Beijing to sign the protocol?
Mr. RAMUNDO. No sir. It was signed in IEWijing. In the course of

the negotiations,_ the negotiations were cdnducted in Washingten
principallY because we did have a_ funding problem. The. Chinese
Were kind enough to send their people here and we concluded the
negotiations hire. -

With respect to your first question.; the problem is generic and
Mr. Horner _pointed that out, that the technical agencies bckause of
their domestic Orientation do not generally have line item funding
for international cooperative activities. Unless there is technical
payoff that can be; in effect; properly included under a project or a
program budget, there just wouldn't be any funding:

Mr: Swirr: Then if that is a generic situationlien don t we have
a rigenec prOblem?tei words; it was also made fairly clear by'
Mr.M Horner that S is limited in what it can* do in its coordiriat-,
ing capacity.

They can't comedown there and tell you what to do, and they ,

should not be' able to. On the other hand, you doret have the-fund=
ing. ,

1 0 4 (.'
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Are you saying you don have th tatutory author' i to spend
o money_s:ri that Or are you saSTing you j at don't have funding?

Mr. RAmuiho. We don't have the funding for it
Mr. SWIFT. So you can't take the initiative. SQ if we want to be

active in international affairs; if we want to be active with the Chi..
nese in transportation matters, then something has to giVe, right?

- You are tellihg me you are ngt able to do this beyond just talking
to each °alai., right ?:

Mr. RAMUNDO. We are not able-to te actively involved, in trade
promotion: We have done so irnuch research and we have so much,

` material that would be of interest to the Chinese that, in effect,_ we
can participate meaningfully in 'the program 4sfram.the standpoint
of being responsivetto- Chinese Interests and do it on the cheap, so
to spek A

Mr. SwiFr. How could you coordinate with Commerce which has
some trade promotian capability? If I am the president of a U.S.

- firm manufacttiring transportation equipment of one sort or'
othei- and I.want to get involved with China, do I come &you?

Mr. RAMUNDO, You would come to me because you know that we
have a protocol and then we, would see what would be available
over at Commerce. The tother thing that we could do is- provide
some facilitative assistance in terms ofpassing on to the U.S. firm
any information we have concerning Chinese interests any
shopping lists they may have put them in touch with important
Chinese counterparts,.so that in effeet they don't spend all their
time in the hotel manias tryiffk to make those initial contacts. That
is what we can do and we do that in the programs we have with
more than .30 countries.

Mr. SwiFr. What Iitifesume you are telling me is that this is not
only true of the Department of Transportation but it would be
true of many other domestic agencies that have no funds set aside
specifically for bilateral- argareemetits?

Mr. RAMUNDO. I think that is the general situation, and _I believe
that is also the situation with respect to the Corps bf Engineers

Mr. SwiFr. Well we mentioned earlier with Mr. Horner that
sometimes the way we do business is perplexing to the Chinese.

Mr. RAMUNDO. This Might be another one of those.
Mr. Swirr. I- was going to say We have the State Department and

the CommercODepartment with some externalauthority for these
programs antirthe budget-to implement it They, however, can't be
telling you and other agencies how. to handle your business._ But
when we get to yottlyou don't have the funding to be able to
tate and so you turn around and simply go back to where the Chi-
nese started from

That seems like it would be a very confusing way to 'do business;.
not_ only for the Chinese but for our industries as well, would it

. not?
Mr, RAMUNDO: _Vella the'Departmen oUCommerce has the func-

tional responsibility for trade promotion. That is not a responsibili-
ty of the'Departinent of Transportation: Because we are all part of
the team and,-14ve an interest- in redwing_ trade deficits, we have
assumed as a collateral objective the'promotion ortrade.

Mr. SWIFT. What could you do under laW, given your mission, if
you had mote money for international activities?

1 05:
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Mr. RifilUNDO. Well; we could do some of the aiings that I judge=
fcom listening to what have heard this'morning that you wou ld
kke us to do; such as femibility studies and mor active trade pro-
mOtilte It ig not quesSon that we suffet from. a disability in the
sense that; leially speaking,: these actfvitiek would be ultra viree. It
is a qiikttion of fun idfunding , ;

Mr. Swis=r. You have the authority, you- say?.
Mr. Rtiosurroo..No question about that.
Mr SWiPr. But you have no funding for that particular purpose?
Mr. RAmumoo. Right. In other words, unless there is a technical

benefit, we have no funding for international cooperative activities.
Where ig no seed money. =

Mr. Swim All right Do you think:you-Should have tiome seed
money?

What; I -am trying to get at here is, what is the attitude of the
E*partinent of Transportation with regard to that if we were to
trundle along and day, 'Hey, we really think you thould have more
money fol.- these activities, and we try to get you some money-for
that Would you be likely to go over to apprdtiriations and say, 'We
really don't want that money?"

I am not talking about OMB because know they don't wan t you-
to haye any money for anything.

Mr. RAMUN-I30. I can't conceive of that appeningin any agency.
Mr. Swim You feel you would be prepared to accept that money

and spend it and do good things with = it vis-a-vis China trade if you
could get the money?

Mr. RAmuNno. We would do gOOd and do well, sir,
Mr. Swim I am very happy to hear that:
I am going to recognize the gentleman from Minnesota. I may

return to sometpf these questions;
Mr. SIKORSKI.' Mr. Leiss, why is the patent clause not a part of

the new protocol? e
= Dr. LEISS. Sir, the development of agreement. on patent clauses is

the touchiest, 4nost_ difficult part of all of these agreements.
Mr. SIKOREKI. That is wily I milted it.

r ; Dr. LEISS. The high energy physics agreement was signed origi-
nally and_ we then negotiated the patent clause the following
summer. We have been hung up on the nuclear physics and can-
trolled magnetic fusion accord for approximately 2. years over the

....patent clause. .

I think the fundamental difficulty is that the Chinese do not ,

have as much experience in the area of developing international
patent and intellectual property accords as do the Unified States
-and other Countries. Therefore, they are essentially feeling their
way.

Now, we developed what we think are very good patent and in,
tellectual,propertycclauses in the high energy physics accord, and
we tried to convince them Aliat those were, in fact, excellent.
clauses_ to put in the nuclear physics and magnetic fusion prOpcol.
WO Still blieve that is correct, but due to essentially inadequate
coordination among the U.S. agencies that are-developing these dif-
ferent protocolsL a different pa nt Clause crept in in one of the ac-
cords, which we find, is very difficult for us to accept because it

106
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-would serve as a precedent that would cause us great difficulty
elsewhere in the-world:

Mr. SIKORSKI. 'Who negotiated them?
Dr: LEISS. I believe that was an accord negotiated by the Nation-

; al Science Foundation. -

Mr. Stitottsm. And that gives us problems with other countries in
terms Of American properties?

Dr: Liss I don't believe it would give the National Science
Foundation problems to the same extent as it would give the -De-
partment of Energy problems, and that is why we have great diffi
culty; because there are many other accords that are much more
trade and commercial competitive oriented that the Department of
Energy has with European countries; for example: It_ would create
great difficulty if that precedent were sitting there. so, that 43 4,fie
reason -why we have the difficulties now

Mr. SIKORSKI. There is some hope pie will go back to the original
language Or something akin to the language in the other` protocol?

Dr. LEISS. I think we will end up with a compromise somewhere
in_betw_een; if my- experience is a good judge:

Mr. SIKORSKI. How soon?
Dr. LEISS: That_Fam not prepared to say.
Mr. SIKORSKI. Based on your experience, what would yoti guess?
Dr:- LEISS. I would hope that within the nexr,few months we

would be able to gd with a proposed program, patent experts; and
try to hammer, out a final agreement as we drd in the initial agree-

nt. But it is very hard to be sure on these things.
r. SIKORSKI. Yon talked in your statement of the king term.

What is the long-term prospects for China's energy develbpment;
say_25 or 30 years? -

Df. Leis'. Well, itis a little bit hard to know how to answer that:
They have a very large population that has been getting along on a
rather low per-capita energy_consumption. And as they are trying
to modernize in many ways,_ I think it is almost .inevitable that tpre
energy -use per individual is going to rise along with the other as-
pects of quality of life.'

They are going to have to have a really and truly massive im-
provement of their; energy resources, probably-as fast as their skills
and economy will allow them to make that expansion. That will
,use the various resources the have,- which is pipbably relatively
well matched with those de the United States.

Mt. SIKORSKI. They have hiPtorically used wood and fibers that
have created some environmental and economic difficulties, in the
sense that they have serious erosion and other problems associated
with that.

Dr. LEISS. yes ;- that-is true : ,

Mr. SIKORSKI. Lboking at the high energy physics protocol, there
is a great deal of computer training involved with the Chinese; as I
understand it.

Dr: LEISS: Yds,
Mr. SMORSKI. Are there other applications of that training?
Dr: Ems, I would like to make a somewhat long answer to you,

but I think it is pertinent.
If you will look at countries that are trying to develop a, high

technology capability throughout the world; they have put high-
,
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energy physics research fairly high on. their agenda in trying to de-
velop this capability, And I don't think that is by accident.

First, it is 'an intellectual stimulation of their brightest people:
But if you look at what is involved in building a large, high energy
phybics research facility of the class that one builds nowadays; you
have to have it develop a capability in so many areas of science
and technology _that essentially the development of the capability
to build such a facility almost guarantees that you have mastered a
very broad set of sciences and engineering disciplines.

I think it has been valuable in that way. I think the leadership -
of China very much appreciates just exactly that point.

thatMr. SIKORSKI. With at point, in.looking at the new protocol and
nuclear physics research; are we in any way compromising our
policies on the transfer of nuclear technology?

Dr. 'Lem. No. ,

First, in my testimony I made a point of describing to you what I
think is a very responsible job that we have. done in making Sure
that we set 'up good procedures for handling technology transfer
questions and had the various agencies that had interests involved
before we ever started the programs, and we have updated them as
we went along.

The nuclear physics and magnetic fusion accord; in the case of
nuclear physics,_ almost exclusively fin' basic research in the
study of the nucleus: Certainly- that is the science that is behind
nuclear energy, but of course, building nuclear energy plants in-
volves a great deal more than that.

Mr. Swim Would the gentleman yield on that point?
Mr; SIKORSKL Yes.
Mr. Swim... What agency has the overall oversight responsibility

on nuclear issues vis-a-vis our international obligations suck as the
Nuclear NonProliferation Treaty?

Dr. LEIS& I believe the Department of Energy has primjry re-
sponsibility for many aspects of international nuclear nonpr lifera-
two. Certainly the Nuclear Regulatory Commission has res nsibil-
ities,.and-of course, the overall export license responsibilit resides
with theDe_pantment of Commerce.

Mr. Swum I thank the gentleman for_yieldihg.
Mr. SIKORSKI. T thank the gentleman for that goo-d question.
The answer; then; we no way jeopardize those U.S. polidies?
Dr. LEIS& Not in my opinion;
Mr; SIKORSKI. The subcommittee investigation of the full Com-

mittee on En and Commerce has some real concerns about how
DOE secur- U. . uclear facilities. I would like you in the context
of this mo ing's ting to tell us how you address security with
re ards to d visits at those

. LEIss. WP :ye to differentiate what kinds of facilities we are
talking about great deal of our _programs are carried out in uni-
versities this is all unclassified research,. They operate in the
norm university environment.

We ave several national- laboratories which are devoted to un-
classified resedtch, essentially in their entirety. The people come-to
those laboratoriewas visitors; Clearly; they aArexposed to the activ-
ities in the laboratories. They enter into the normal environment
of those laboratories. They are recognized as'chinese visitors, but it
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had been decidk1 before they are allowed to come that that is an
acceptable thing:

We also have laboratories Such as our weapons laboratories
where there are both classified and basic research activities located
on the same site. Under a very careful case-by-case condition, we
have allowed collaborative activities of individuals when it was
considered by thaDepartment and the laboratory to be :very much
in our interests for a particular scientific expert to come.

Mr. SIKORSKI. That includes,Savannah-River?_
Mr, LEISS. No; that includes Oak Ridge National Laboratory

facilities and the Los- Alamos Meson physics facility at Los Alamos:
It is a very controlled situation.

Mr. -Sixottsm. So the foreign visitors have come in and left at
those facilities? z

Mr. LEISS. Yes, Sir.,
Mr. SIKORSKI. No foreign visitors at Savannah River?
Mr: LEISS. I did notsay that: I said no foreign visitors under this

agreethent.
Mr: SIKORSKI. There was a question mark at the end of that-, no

foreign visitors at Savannah?
LEiss, I have no way of knowing, sir. I am not involved.

Mr. SIKORSKI. Under the benefiting side pays approach that -you
have negotiated with the Chinese,. how much have we spent and how
much have they spent?

Dr. LEISS. I do not have good numbers: for you because the activi-
ties under our bu'dgets are contained as part of the activities that
we support carried out by a particular :research group or labora-
tory.

jf; for exauiple, they find it to their advantage, and they know a
very good scientist who is- Chinese and invite him to come and join
them; they decide to use their allowed budget to hire that individu-
al to -come and join in their activities: If the Chinese send a team_ of
people to get assistance in the design of a facility, then they pay for
the -specific costs involved-.

Mr. Sg/IORSKI. Can you provide that for the record?
Dr. LEISS. I can try to make an estimate, but it will be only an

estimate.
[See post-hearing quotations and answers supplied on p. 107.]
Mr. SIKORSKI. Do othknations have similar types of agreements?
Dr.. LESS. There are some cooperative activities between particu-

larly the CERN Laboratory in Europe and between the Japanese.
Mr. SIKORSKI. Now, I understand that the Department currently

has negotiated new protOcols on nuclear energy and fossil energy.
Can you tell us, with the full understanding that it- is- difficult to

look into that murky crystal ball the chairman talked about, could
yoU tell us what these protocols might very well involve and what
kind of timeframe they are on?

Dr. LEISS. Sir, I have had some discussions; essentially as a mes-
sage carrier of PRC interests on these agreements, particularly in
the nuclear energy area; but I have not been involved at all in the
discussions. So I don't feel competent to discuss them.

Obviously the nuclear energy one has been difficult to negotiate.
Mr. SI KI. I would ask for the Department to contact whom-

ever or ever part of fhe agency to respond to that questiOn.
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LEISS. Yes, sir.
[See post-hearing questions and answers supplied on p. 107.1
Mr. Smortsio. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Swim Thank you.
I redognize minority staff briefly.
Mr. Bosco. Dr. Rinundo, two quick questions.
Despite your funding Nina/nit:ins, given Chinese plans to 'electrify

their short-haul rails and develop unitrapin systems to bring the`
coal for export to their ports and to the ambitious construction of a
Lanzhou to Tibet rail line through cold regions -in Tibet, it appears
that significant commercial opportunities do exist in the rail sector
for U.S. suppliers.

Will you folks at DOT continue your efforts to try to reach an
agreement of cooperation with the Ministry of Railroads?

Mr. RAMUNDO. We think on that one the initiative is on the Chi-
nese side, be-cause we made it very clear at the = outset of the dialog
and throughout the dialog that we are prepared to extend coopera-
tion into the railroad area. So it is basically a Chinese initiative atthis point:

Mr. Bosco. One other question.
In view of the activities detailed in the transportation protocol;in order to get things moving; can you give us just a rough esti-

mate of a dollar figure you would need just to get the ball rolling
to get a few delegations over there- to look at which projects may be
available for.U.S. private industry?

Mr. RAMUNDO. Basically you are talking about very little money
because we areonot talking about overhead type costs such as thesalaries.

All you are talking ab-out really is travel money and per diem
just to get some people there to look around and come back with
some ideas as to how, in effect, we could further the interests of
this subcommittee.

Mr. Bosco. Thank you, Dr. Ramundo.
Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Swirr. Thank you.
Mr. Ramundo, you mentioned that the Chinese decided not to

proceed with the protocol on railroads. I did not quite understand
what their concern was.

When they found out that you were not going to provide any
more than information, they backed Away?

Mr. RAMUNDO. Yes; when the dialog started the Chinese had ex-
pressed an interest in negotiating two protocols. When we indicat-
ed the fiscal and personnel constraints under which we _would be
operating; they changed their tack and said, in; effect, "Let's con-

- elude the general transpOration first," in effect covering all other
areas but railroad; "and then we will come back to that. ' The ini-

*: tiative is on the Chinese. side because we are waiting for them to
come back and do that

Mr. Swirl% You did not get the impression that they were going
to disregard altogether; that they wanted to just separate the two?

Mr. RAMUNDO. Only because of the institutional setup on the
Chinese side where they have t" nu n istries covering transports-
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tion, whereas in the United States, we have POT with multimodal
responsibility.

Mr._Swirr. I see: All right.
So far as you know, do the Chinese hav agreements with other

nations on transportation technology?
Mr, RAmursmo. I am not specifically aware of any, but it really is

. not all that important becauseithe kinds of support. that other gov-
ernments give to the commercial sector, in effect, provide whatever
we could do through an agreement that had potential for-stimulat-
ing or promoting trade. In other words, the problem is that because
our Government does not work that closely with industry; we have
to make use of other mechanisms to promote trade. Other foreign
governments that work very closely with industry have a sort of a
built-iwkind of trade promotion operation.

Mr.*wiFi. One last question.
Are there any impediments that. you know of to the private

sector participating in the' ansportation protocol?
Mr. RAMUNDO: None whatsoever. We welcome their participa-

tion. -
Mr. Swire Thank you very much, both of you. We appreciate

your help to the subcommittee and your testimony.
We will be sending in .vyriting some relatively technical ques-

tionsand we will'hold the record open for your response.
Thank you very much.
The subcommittee stands adjourned until 2 p.m., Thursday;_N_o,

vember 3; when we will take up further inquiries in the U.S.-PRC
protocols.

[The following was received for the record:]

4
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POST- HEARING QUESTIONS AND ANSWE

Relating to

OCTOBER 31.31, 1983 HEARING

Before the

SPECIAL SUBCOMMITTEE ON U.S. TRADE WITH CHINA

COMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND COMMERCE

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

WITNESS: JAMES E. LEISS

ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF HIGH ENERGY AND NUCLEAR PHYSICS

OFFICE OF ENERGY RESEARCH

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY,,.

?
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Question_l, As_you_agreed during the hearing; would you pleaSe provide
an analysis of Department of Energy expenditures under the two protocols
with - China?

Answer:

Activities under the High Energy Ph /sits protocol and the Nuclear

Physics and Magnetic Fusion tnergy Research protocol are carried out in

aCcordance with the general principle of "benefiting side pays."
_

Since the Nuclear Physics and Magnetic Fusion Energy Research protocol

has been signed very recently; no costs other than the relatively small

expenses for travel and negotiations Of the preto-col pive been incurred

by the Department of Energy;

For the High Energy Physics protocol the expenditures frOM JanLary 1979

through October 1983 by the two sides under the Pfbgram of joint work are as

follows:

A: For the Ohited States the expenditures. primarily by the

pirticipiting laboratories; Argonne National Laboratory. Brook-

haven National Laboratory; FerMi National Accelerator Laboratory..

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory; and Stanford Lintir ACcelerator

Center are approximately $1.300.000 ;11iii estimate inCludes

appropriate staff salaries. travel costs; and materialt and

supplies.

6. Although we have not been given a dollar value for the bulk of

the People's Republic of China's expeqditures. they consist of

the sum of salaries. housing. and travel expenses for the

approximately one Kindred fUlltite equivalent manyears PRC has

contributed in scientific personnel assigned to the U.S. for

the torint program of work; Where appropriate; the PRC paid money

directly to the U.S. laboratories. The total of payments to the

five laboratories is 8332.000.
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.
How does DOE coordinate with other agencies regarding patent

c ause language in new protocols?

Answer:

DOE does not coordinate directly with other agericies.regarding patent
o

language In any internotionaragreemen_t. ODE sends potential agreements

05 the Department of State and consults generally with them. The Department

of. State is responsible for coordination with all interested agtncies. On

an informal basis. DOE frequently discusses patent issues other

agencies, particularly NASA,as to the Chinese protocolS.

Question 3. In your opinion. what -could be done to- strengthen the_process
Of interagency coordination-for the development of patent clause language

within U.S.-China p &cols?

Answer:

years ago the State Department held a' meeting with representatives

All the agencies who dealt_vith the Chinese. The outcome of the meeting

was that every agency wanted to pursue its own patent aims. Nonetheless. a

Oractice of soliciting the coMments of other involved agencies on proposed

_0_
patent clauses'could be of beneAfit if the agencies hid staff who were cogni-

zant of patent matters and had some commitment to pursuing a consistent

approach even though it may involve diffitUltiet 1w negotiation:
-;

29-568 0- 84 --8 114
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estion 4.____As_you agreed during -the hearihg,-woUld you please id44tify.
wbo in.theilepartaent_of,Enetsy coup- provide information on the protocols
being neg ted on nuclear energy and-Oh hatil energy?

Answer:
. ;

The following infora ion regarding protocols in thett tWO area; hit
-

been provided by John A, Dugger, Acting Director. Office Of International
A

Energy Cooperation. If you heed furtlier infoOmation; he can be contacted

on 252-6770-.

_

A; Nuclett Energy Nretment

4
In view of possible participation of D.S. firms in the design. and

construction of nuclear power plinti in the People's-Republic of

China; and in order tQ export nuclear material and components. to
-,

China: a bilateral agreement on the peaCtfUl att of nuclear energy

is a prerequisite. SinC7july i983; two meet ngs were held to
ad

diatuss the problems with the proposed agreement; and further

'It

meetingsare required to resolve some sensitive outstanding issues.

kt'attitipate nigotiattng a separate-8feement which is not .

under the auspices of the 19791A-PRC Agreement on CoOperation in

Science and Technology: When both sides agree to a text; the final
4

agreement will be to Ctingreta as required by the Nuclear

NonzProliferation Act of 1978.

fassi-lEnergy -Agreement :

The United States and the People's Republic of China have exchanged

visits by experts and have identified specific fossil energy tech--.
noloay areas for pOssiblk cooperation of mutual benefit. These

areas include coal science research, coal preparation, coal

;

gasification and liquefittion; c us ion and environmental cleanup;

4
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fuel mixtures for engines and turbines, distillation of oil shale.

and other areas to be mutually agreed upon in; he future. In

August 1983, the Chinesi:asked'the U.S. ,to prepare a draft Protdcol

under the 1979 US:=PPC Agreement on Cooperation in Science and

Technology. The draft protocol is being reviewed by the

- AdMinistraiitin and upon ratification wilt cover a five-year

period; It i4 planned to send this draft Protocol to the Chinese

before the end of; the year;

v.
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DR. BERNARD A. =UMW
CHIRP, imrimmailolou. COOPERATION DIVISION

AND SECRETARIAT
Oararrnarr or TRANSPORTATION

TESTIMONY BEFORE Ti H GOOSE SPECIAL
SUBCONMITTEE ON.U.S. TRADE NITS CHINA

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS

OUESTIONs What role did the Department of Stet, play in negoti

it-r r ating the Transportation Protocol?

ANSWERi The Department of State'monitored the negotiation and,

on:reciuest, provided facilitative assistance to

advance the dialogue. It reviewed and approved the

final text of the Protocol.

QUESTION: How does the.Department of Transportation coordinate

with the Department of Commerce and other agencies in

working to implement tIp, Transportation.Protocol?

rl
ANSWERS As with all DOT cooperativelactivities whenever there

appears to be a trade' opportunity, We contact the

Department of Commerce and, where appropriate, tiee

associations to a4vise of the activity Which we

believe offers commercial poisibiIities; At the very

least, we keep the Department of Commerce and the

private sector apprised of the activities and

.developments related to it. If appropriate, we will

also arrange for Department of Commerce, and/or

private sector participation. Where it appears that

the activities touchuponthe interests of other

agencies we contact them to assure that they can

become involved;

11
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QUESTION:

113

Could you please provide a detailed reVew of expendi-

tures by the'Department of Transportation for proto-

col-related activities?

ANSWER: ; At this early stage in the imp;eMentatidi; Of the

Protocol..DOT has not incurred any expenditures

directly attributable to it. The only expenditures

which could be identified as protocol-related would

be the staff time of the officials of the Office of

the Secretary who were involeid in the negotiation_ of

the Protocol.

QUESTION:

ANSWER:

Could you please provide specific infereatieh on the

rjectives, potential benefitsi_and probable costs
as ciated with a DOT - sponsored mission to Chiha under

the rotocol?

The objectives of a possible DOT-sponsored mission to

China wouldbe'to observe and evaluate the Chinese

transportation system for problem areas, and explore

with counterparts cooperative activities under the

Protocol, 4:lauding partidipit On by the private sec-
tor. The benefits to the Unit- States of such a'

_ -
mission would be p concrete demonstration of interest

in implementing the Protocol and an opportunity to

assess on the ground the potential'for the ssle of

U.S. transportation technology and experienc4. We
feel the potential in this regard is good becadse of

the Chinese modernization effort and the So:portant

role transportation, especially railroads, inland

waterways and ports, Will play in this effort. The

estimated costs associated With such a Mission would

be approximately $25;000.00;
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QUESTION: Could DOT obtain support f&m.the private sector for

such an exploratory mission?

_

Chinese cutbacks and delays in-its modernization.pro--

gram and the high front-ehd costs of doing business .

with_Chine haVe dampened some oftheprivatesector's"

earlier expectations and enthusiasm concerning the

commercial possibilities of becoming involved in the

cooperation program Nonethelessi we feel that we

can stimulate limited support from the private sector

for-an exploratory mission to China because of. the

desire to become involved in a government effort

oriented,toward commercial possibilities:

ANSWER:

[Whereupon; at 12:50 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to recon-
vene at 2 Thursday, NOigber 3, 1983.1
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SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY: COOPERATION
BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND' CHINA

THURSDAV! NOVEMBER 3, 1983
So

. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVF:S.
" .PECIAL SUBCOMMITTEE. ON U.S: . TRADE With CHINA,

` / COMMtITER ON ENERGY AND _COMMERCE,
-- , .

Wo.sizington, D.C.

The_subco ittee met, pursuant to niitice, at 2 p.m., in room_
2218,.RaYbu House Office building; Hon. Al Swift (chairman of
the subcommit ), presiding. . . ,

Members present: Representatives Al Swift, 'Barbara A._ Mi:
kulski, Richard C. Shelby, Gerry Silt-di-Ski, and Thomas-J. Tauke:

Staff present: Grtig' Mounts; professional staff; Don BbScO, rni-,
nority staff. i

Mr, Swirr. The subcornmittee win coa to order.
Today's hearing .is the second this. week on the_cooperative ef-

forts under the 1979 _Agreement on Scienee and TeChnology be-
tween' the U.S. and People's Republic of .,China.

Str-far, there are More than 20 signed_protocols impleMenting the
agreement in, a host of Scientific and technological_ ,areftls. As I,
stated at our first hearing, activities in areas such as energy; '

t
health, communications,. transportation ; and management science,_
have important implicatiOns for
our two countries.

Useful exchanges in these -areas are essential ingredients- fo- r an
economic aitd coitimercial relationship that benefits: both nations.

The subcommittee. ...IL: inteitsted in reviewing the histor y and
.status. of protocols to identify yvhere important progreS4 hal been
madeand where it has hot We are 'Interested in learning about
any gpkial.problems that may exist; so that Weiriay help overcome
impediments to fuller cooperation and stronger ties.

Monday of this week; we heard an overvieW of 'the activity
under the 1979 tighrttfeht from the -State_Departrnent,_Which has
day-to-day responsibility coordinating the United States-China
science and technology relationship: .

We also heard testimony on the history-anci status of proto cols
.involving the Departments of Commerce; Energy, and reansport,a-
tion. .

I would like to welcome. today's witnesses. We Will hear from the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration about the.CoOp*ra-
tive activity in civil broadcasting and communications, access to
Landsat data, and aeronautics technology.

ti 1 2 0
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The Nuclear Regulatory Commission will pro-Vide-a review of ac-
tivity on nuclear safety matters. ,

The Environmental Protection Agency -will describe littivity
under_ it9 research protocol.

d the Department. of Health and Human' Services, Public
Health Service, will provide a sumniary,of work and expectations
for Coopenition in the iMportant area of public health.

At this timed recognize -the gentlemap from, Iowa:
Mr. TAtrici. Thai* you, Mr. ChairmEut. .

Lwish. to thank.Mr. Kenneth S. Pedersen, National Aeronautics
:; and Stiace-Adiiiinisiration Mr, Joseph D. LaFleur, Jr., Nuclear

Regulatory Cornmission;,Dr. Thomas E. Malone, Department of
Health arid HuMap Services; dnd Mr. 'Fitzhugh Green; Environr
meisktil Protection Al.encY,for appearing before the special suhcom-

- ' inittee this afternoort - - . ,
The. plwrmi of scientific and technorogical cooperation between

Untted States- and China is a significant aspect of our expand-
"ing relationship with China, and along with the direct scientific

;ana teolipologksal benefits of such cooperation and the furtherance
of foreign polity objectives, significant trade opportunities -for .U.S.
firms may he generated.

Clearly. the U.S. agencies involved in these cooperative efforts
can 4o. much_ to assilft the U.S. private sector by providing informs-
-tion as to China's foreign procurement-needs:
,'Attive and direct contact between engineers, scientists and tech,
riles' personnel in china and the specialized technical agencies of
the U.S. Government will maximize the benefits of this effort.and
is encouraged.

'I feel that there'are great opportunities for - the United States
and -Chink to ekpand our commercial ties, and I look forwari to
your testimony:

. Thank you.
Mr.'Sviwr. The gentleman from Alabama.

r. SHELBY. Mr. Chairman, I just want to say that I want to
coin'1nend you as the chairman of the special committee for pursu-
ing your objectives here between China and U.S. trade.

I look torward to participating in the hearing.
Mr. Swirr. I thank the gentlemen. ;
All-Of the members of the subtommitwho are present today

visited China lasts pring as part of the Energy and Commerce Com-
. mittee clegation. That is what sparked our considerable concern

in -this area,
I am glad that irty colle es have been able to join me today.
Mr. Pederson; I understa d you have some prepared remarks.

All of your prepared rema will be made a part of the record
without objection. You may p d as you wish; but first, for the
record, please identify yourselves. ;

Mr. LAFLEUR. I am Joseph D. Lafleur, Jr., NRC.
Mr. PEDERSON. I am Ken Pederson from NASA. I have with me

Mt. Peter Smith from NASA.
r. Swirl% Mr. Pederson; you are recognized.
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STATEMENT OF MR. KENNETH S. PEDERSON, DIRECTOR OF IN-
TERNATIONAL AFFAIRS; NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE
ADMINISTRATION, ACCOMPANIED BY MR. PETER gMITH, NA-
TIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
Mr: PpERSON. Thank you; Mr. Chairmdn. -

I_ hate -an -abbreviated oral statement. I «ill submit the longer
statement for the record with the subcommittee's permission.

Mr. Swfxr. Without objection.
Mr: PEDERSON. Mr; Chairman and memberS of the suLicomniittee, -

it is a Plqasure for me to appear before this distinguished subcom-
mittee to testify on NASA s activities under the 1919 Agreeinent
on- Scientific and Tethnological Cooperation with the People's Re-

; public of China.
NASA's Vivifies under this agreement are based cip two subor-

dinate documents: The Understanding on CaoPeratiVn in _Space
Technology_ of January 31, 1979,,and the Protocol on Cooperation in
Aeronautical Science and Technology, signed may 11, 1983.

In the fall of 1978, a Chinese space delegation; headed hy ihe
president of the Chinese:Acadern5(of Space Technology (CAST), De.
Hen Xinmip, was invited by NASA to come to the United States to
discuss Chinese interests in space technology and visit NASA and
aerospace industry facilities.

The visit took place from late November 1978 through January
1979, and resulted in agreement on the Understanding on Coopera-
tion in Space Technology. The main provisions of the understand-
ing were:

One China undertook to purchase, "under suitable conditions," a
U.S. satellite broadcasting and communications system, including
associated ground receiving and distribution equipment. The space
portion of the system was to be launched by NAS.A. Depending on
the extent of the ground segment, the cost of the system was esti-
mated at $150 to $500 million;

Two, China also declared its _intent to purchase, again under
suitable conditions,' a U.S: ground station capable of receiving

. Earth resources information from instruments aboard _the_NASA
Landsat remote-sensing satellites, including Landsat-D. Such a
ground station was estimated at $7 to $12 million.

Following the signing of the overall agreement, NASA and CAST
continued to correspond, further refining the Chinese proposals
and the U.S. response.

Miring may and June 1979, a U.S. space delegation visited Chi-
nese space facilities, including the Chinese satellite launch facility
near Jiuquan in Gansu Province.An the course of the visit; further
discussions were held on both the broadcasting and communica-
tions satellite system, and on the Landsat ground station.

In preparation for the visit of -the U.S. space delegation to China,
interagency- efforts were undertaken to develop technology transfer
guidelines for the proposed Chinese procurement of the two sys-
tems.

GuidglifieS fOr the broadcasting and communications satellite
system were developed and agreed to before the_delegation's visit
becat.06 of the relatively More sophisticated equipment involved in
the Landsat ground station, guidelines for its sale continued under
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study through' the next year, and were not finally completed until
April 1980:

It was NASA's practice at the time to permit foreign ground sta-
tions to receive Landsat data by direct downlink from the satellites
on the basis of memoranda of understanding between NASA and
the Foreign Government Agency. . . .

On this basis, NASA undertook _during 19'79 _to negotiate an
MOU with the Chinese Academy of ,ciences. The MOU was signed
on January 24; 1980; iii Beijing; airing the first meeting of the
United States-China Joint Commission on ScientificAnd Technolog-
ical Cooperation:

With NOAA's assumption of operational responsibility for the
Landsat system; a replacement NOAA-Chinese MOU is currently
under negotiation.

By mid-1980 reports of China's economic difficulties and plans for
economic retrenchment began tb reach the West

Finally, in a letter d4ted,December 30, 1980, CAST President
lien Xinmin informed NASA Administrator Frosch that due to
Chinese economic difficulties, procurement of the broadcasting and
communications system was being deferred indefinitely.

On February 4, 1981, in delivenng &Atter from Dr. Frosch ac-
knowledging that decision; the U.S. Emb in Beijing noted that
if and when the Chinese decided to resume he procurement, the
United States believed that the commitments of the two sides in
the understanding should "remain in effect.

Negotiations between the Chinese Academy of Sciences and U. S.
Landtat ground station suppliers continued inconclusively until
late 1982.

At that time the Academy entered contract negotiations -with
Systems & Applied Sciences Corp. [SA-SC], with ,)yhich the Chinese
Academy of Sciences signed .,,a ;procurement cofitract in January
1983.

-
SASC filed for export licenses in March; and _interagency co/mid-

eration of these applications continued through the recent China
visit of Commerce Secretary Baldridge.

AS a result of general understandings reached with tlf*.Chibese -
during that -_ trip, _and subsequent adjustments in U.S. export' con-
trols applied to China,. the SASC applications are now, ,proceeding
through the final stages_ of interagency review.

During, a meeting with NASA Administrator Beggs in June__1983;
and subsequently in conversations with' the U.S. aerospace firms,
Chinese- Vice Minister = of Astronautics Cheng Lianchang revealed
that China had decided to revive its plans for .a-broadcasting.satel-
lite system. .

'
It ap_pears that the system which the Chinese are now seeking is

subitantially identical-with the broadcasting portion of the original
hybrid satellite iiitcuss6d in-the1970.understanding: _

In _a letter to NASA in. July, thelginistry of Astronautics pro-
vided some further detail on this revived Chinese interest, and reit-
erated .Vice Miniater Cheng's..statementS.-during his visit that, in
addition to- the procurement of satellites said associated equipment,
China would seek extensive accesir`tb satellite design and _manufac
turing' technology" Chinese 'proposal is currently under inter-
agency review._
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FQ its part, NASA considers its role to be a contribution of its
twat expertise to the interagency _review a oeess and;'where

propritifei facilitating contacts between the Chinese and U.S. in-
dustry.

W8, of course, also have a programthatic interest in providing
launch services for future Chinese satellites as foreseen in the 1979
understanding._

During the January 1980 Joint Commission meeting in Beijing;
senior officials of the Chinese Academy of Space Technology 07-
proached NASA Administrator Frosch with proposals for coopera-
tion in aeronautics

AS in the case of space cooperation, we immediately sought inter-
agency guidance on the technology transfer implicatibna of the Chi-
nese proposals.

The response which we received indicated that_carefully Struc-
tured cooperation would be possible. On this basis, visits of aero-
nautics delegations were exchanged during 198Q, and negotiations
ikrere begun on a Protocol on Cooperation in Aeronautical Science
and Technology.

Draft language and proposals for cooperation were exchanged
over the next 2 years, and differences were narrowed finally to lan-
guage governing intellectual propertyspecifically language speci-
fying rights to patents in third countries arising out of the coopera-
tive activity, and language concerning the handling of proprietary
information, such as trade secreth, which might be introduced into
the cooperative relationship by either party.

Given the potential- economic significance of aeronautical tech-
nologies, ive felt; and continue to feel, that special care and atten-
tion to these issues are justified.

These issues remain unresolved and the aeronautics protocol
which was signed in Beijing on May 11 of this year contains the
explicit provision that cooperative activities would not commence
until an annex covering the remaining points on intellectual prop-
erty is concluded:

We have made new proposals to the Chinese aeronautical estab-
lishment on these apen questions, and are awaiting its response.

I believe that NASA's experience in scientific and technological
cooperation with China, makes _a couple of points which may be
particularly relevant to this subcommittee's interests.

Fiz'st, NASA sought, from the first, to generate trade benefits
from its activities; indeed; The focus of the 1979 underkanding was
almost exclusively-on purchases from U.S. industry-

Second, by its nature NASA operates near the_ technological cut-
ting edge, and the content of its understanding with China inevita-
bly raised legitimate technology transfer-concerns._ _

Under the new overall United tes-China technology transfer
guidelines which are now being put place, a' decision regarding
the LandSat ground station sale now se s relatively near.

I think that our experience also c nfirms -:ther important
point.

Products of aerospace technology ten. have lifige;rice tags;
howkrer good the long-term economic justification for the invest;
ment. In a time of particular economic stringency, it should not be
surprising that the Chinese chose to defer the broadcasting and

424
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'communications satellite procurement, and perhaps to slow the
pace nf the Liands-at ground station procureMent _

This was an experience shared with' many suppliers to China in
recent years, in fieldS .far from space technology. We naturally
intend to continue our _efforts with China .on`behalf of United
States industry, and in fulfillment of Unit6d States foreign policy
goals

Thank you Mr. Chairman.
[The statement of Mr. Pederson is as follows:]



Mr. Kenneth S._Pederseh_ _
Director of International.-.Affairs

IONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

before the

Special Subcommittee,on U.S. Trade with China
Committee on Energy and Commerce

house of Representatives

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

It_is:a pleasure for me to appear before this distinguished
Subcommittee to_testify on- NASA's activities-under the 1979
Agreement_on_Scientific_and Techhological Cooperation with the
People's Republic of China.

lia-Ckg-r °and-

.NASA's activities under this Agreement are-based_on.:two
subotdinate documents: the Understanding on. Cooperation
in Space Technology of January 31, 1979 and the Protocol on
Coopetation-in Aeronautical Science add Technology, signed
my 11, 1983;

The-Understanding on- Cooperation -in -Space Technology grew out
of a_visit to China in July, 1978 by-a delegation headed by
the_then_Science Advisor to the President, Dr,-FraniL Press.
NASA's_Administrator at that time, Dr.- Robert Frosch.
accompanied Dr,:Press. ,_During the visit; diScussions were-held
between Dr. Frosch_and_Chinese_space officials; WhiCh resulted
in the identification of two Chinese_areas of interest_,,
-Acquisition of a broadcasting and_communicatiotis satellite
systeh, including space and ground 4egmentsi-and acquisition of
a Landsit ground. station.

Broadcasting an em

Eatly Chinese interest focused on a satellite system to
perform two separate tasks: oint-to pofht communications,
including television program distribution; and direct
television broadcasting.- The former function was to be
bandled_by_a_conventional C,-band communicationspackage,
communIcating_with Chinese - built ground terminalt, some-of
which_were already_in existence. The latter,-repreSehting
near state-of-the-art technologyi_was_to_invoIve medium -power
t smission of Ku-band television_broadZasts direct to small
gro nd terminals. While the Chinese plans on_this_point never
bqc me definitive, they reportedly planned eventually to have
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one such ground station in each' of China's over 2600 counties,

roupled to a IOVIrpower_television transmitter to redistribute -

"the television Signal to_conventional receivers. Depending on -'

the extent and cost_of_the ground segment, and the degree to
Whith it could- be-provided by the Chinese themselves, the cost

Of the system the Chinese desired was then estimated to be in

the range $150-500 million:

Landsat Ground Station

During the 1978 visit, interest had aIso_been expressed
by the Chinese in buying Eton U.S. industry_a_tround..station
capable of receiving data free_the_instruments_on_NASA Landsat

satellites, inclUdifig.Lendsat41- tben_under development.

At that time, the Landsat system_alrealiv_included ground

stations in i number of_foreign_coun!rieei_but none in

2 Communist reifiitries. _After_interagenry review, NASA informed
the ChifieSe of itsi willingness eo enter into discussions.'

The_Understanding_ow_Coopera-tionl-nSpece Technology

A Chinese_Space Delegatfonheaded,by the-PreSideht of the
Chinese Academy of Space Technology (CAST); Dr.__Ren

invited by NASA to come, to the-U.S. to- discuss Chinese_interests
in_space technology' and visit NASA_ah& aerospace_industry

facilities. The visit took plart._frOm Iate_Novembei_1978
through January 1979, and-reSUIted in agreement_on the

Understanding on Cooperation-. in Space Technology. The main

provisions of the Understanding were:'

o China underteek to purchasei "under_ suitable conditions," a
U.S. satellite broadcasting and communications system,
including associated ground receiving and distribution-

equipaeht. The space portion of the system was to be launtheC

by NASA;

o China also declared- its intent to purchase,. again "under
suitable conditions,"'a U.S. ground station capabIe_of
receiving earth resources inforietieh_from instruments_aboord_
the NASA Landsat remote sensing Satellites; including Landsat-D.

o It was also agreed that_threugh_further_discuesions and

correspondence, the ttiO_Sides_would_develop_the details of the
Unterstanding_tfid consider Ifther_fields of civil spare .

codlieration Whith rOUId be'of mutual interest and. bonefit.

Follewing the signing_of the overall Agreement, NASA and CAST
continued te_correspondi_ further refining the Chinese
proposals and- the -U.S. response. During Hay-and-June 1979;.a
U.S. Space_Delegationyisited Chinese space facilities;._____

incIuding_the Chinese satellite launch,facility near_auquan

in_Gansu_Province. In the course of the visit; further
discussions were held on both the broadcasting and
communications satellite systek; and On the Landsat ground

-station.

2
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In preparation for the_visit 0f the U.S. Space Delegation to
China;_interagency_efforts_wer, undertaken to develop
technology_transfer_guidelines for the proposed Chinese

e. procurement of the two systems.. Guidelines for the
bnoadcasting and communications sate/kite.system weqo developed
and agreed to before the-delegation's visit; because of the
reletively more,sophitticated equipment involved in the Landsat

.
ground station,'guidelines for its sale continued under study
through'the next. year, and were not finally completed until
April, 1980.

. .

It was NASA's practice at the time to permit foreign_groUnd)
stations to receive Landsat_data by direct downlink from -the
satellites -on- the -basis of Memoranda of Understanding_between
NASA and the foreign_government_agency, On this_basis,_NASA
undertook_during_1979 to_negotiate_an_UOU_with the_Chinese
Academyof Sciences.. Yhe MOU was signed on January 24, 1980
in Beijing, Auring the first meeting of the U.S. - China Joint
Commission on Scientific and Technologicar'Cooperation. With
NOAA's assumption of operational responsibil4ty for the Landsat
system, a replacement NOAA-Chjnese MOU is currently under
negotiation. .

. a
Meanwhile,.Chinete negotiations with U.S. ustry continued.-
A Chinese Landiat-Users-Delegation visited .he United-States_in
thesummer of 1979, explored applications of Landsat data and
visited potential-ground station suppliers. Correspondence _

further refined Chinese requirements-for the broadcasting_and.
Communications satellite systemDoring_the_JanoarY._1980 1....-...

Joint COmmission_meeting,_the_Chinese provided- further
information_on_their_requirements and,asked NASA to arrange a
series_of visits to China by a "short list" of petential .

suppliers and systems consultants. Those visits took place.in
thelate spring of 1980,

By mid-1980, reports of China's economic difficulties- and -plans
for economic retrenchment began to- reach -the west. Finally,_
in-a letter- dated- December 30, 1980, -CAST President Ken Xinmin
informed NASM Administrator Frosch that due to Chinese _

economic difficulties procurement of the broadcasting and
communications_system_was being deferred indefiniteiy.__On
February 4, 1981;_in delivering a_letter_from Dr.__Frosch
acknoWIedging_that_decision; the_U.S._Embassy_in Beijing noted
that if_and-when the_Chinese_decided_to resume the
procurOmenti_the United States believed that the commitments
of the two sides in-the Understanding should - remain in effect.

Negotiations between the Chinese Academy of Sciences end U.S.
Landsat ground station suppliers continued inconclusively
through 1980'and most of.1981, on the basis of the technology-
transfer guidelines which had been made-available_to-qualified
U.S. vendors-in-April, 1980. Late in-1981, a new U.S. vendor
approached the Chinese, and, without-benefit of_ access to the

. guidelines, signed a- contract with the Chinese Academy of
Sciences in March, 1982. That contract was never confirmed by
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the Chinese Government, however; because_the U.S firm
-encountered legal difficulties and cIosed.its doors in
Mid-1982.

Further complicating the Aituation,_during_this_period_the
Chinese Acadey,of_Sciences_notified_NASA_that_technical

yr conditions_at_the_planned_Landsat_ground station. site
necessitated a "split-station" configurationi with the
receiving site remote from the data processing portion. In the
summer of 19824 an interagency group convened under the
auspices of the Office of Science and Technology Policy
produced -a new set of unclassified technology transfer
guidelines, incorporating the "split station' concept. These
guide)ines were published in the Federal Register on October 8,
1982.

Meanwhile, the Chinese had resumed their-negotiations-with
potential ground station suppIiers,_and by Iate_1982 had
entered contract- negotiations -with Systems and APIled Sciences
Corp.(SASC);_with_which the Chinese_Acadelay_of_Sciences signed
a_procurement_contract in_January__I983._7SASCHIed for export
Iicenses_in_Marchi_and interagency consideration of these
4PPlications continued through the recent China visit of
Commerce Secretarylealdrige. As a result of general
understandings reached with the Chinese during that trip, and
subsequent adjustments in U.S. export controls applied to
China, the SASC applications are now proceeding through the
final-stages of interagency review. .

Broadcasting satellite plans revived

In June- I983,; at the invitation_of NASA;_a Chinese delegation
:,headed by_the Vice Minister of_Astronautics,_Cheng Lianchang,
came_to the Onited_Statei for_the_launch of- STS-7. In
addition_to_visi_ting_NASA.facilities_and_meeting with NASA
Administrator_James Beggs, the delegation also met with several
U.S. firms which had earlier been interested in the
proposed procurement of the broadcasting and communicatiohs
satel4ite system under, the 1979 Understanding.

During a meeting with NASA Administrator 'Beggs,- and
subsequently in conversations with-the U.S. aerospdce'firms,
Vice Minister Cheng revealed that-China had decided, to revive.
its plans for a bgoadcasting_satenite system. It- appears -

that fhe_system_wflich the Chinese_are_now_seeking_is
substantially- identical -with the broadcasting- portion- o -the-
original hybrid satellite discussed in the_I979_Understanding.
The_Chinese apparentIy_have_decided;_for_the_time_being__
at_Ieast4__to_meet_their_point-to point telecommunications
needs_through leased Intelsat capacity and through:their first
domestically produced communications satellites whit is
scheduled for launch later-this year or in 1984.-

In a letter to NASA in JUly, the Ministry of Astronautics
provided some further detail on this revived Chinese JAttereit,
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and reiterated Vice Minister-Cheng's.statements during his
visit that, in- addition -to the procurement of satellites and
-associated equipment, China would seek-extensive access to
sateIIite_design and manufacturing technology. The Chinese
-propoSal_is_currently under interagency review.
For its_part_i_NASA considers its role to be contribution of its
technical expertise_to_the_interagency review process-and,

:

where appropriate, facilitating contacts between the Chinese
and U.S. industry. We also_have_a_programmatic_interett in
providing launch services for future Chinese satellites as
foreseen in the91979'Understanding.

Aeroneu-ti-c-eCooperat-i-on

During the 1980 Joint Commission meeting in Beijing;
senior official of the Chinese 'Academy of Space Technology
approached NAS Administrator Frosch with proposals for
cooperation in aeronautics. As in the case of space
cooperation, we, immediately sought-interagency guidance on the
technology_transfer implications of the-Chinese proposals.
The_response_which_we received indicated that carefully
structured cooperationtwouId be possible:
of aeronautics delegations were_exchanged_during 1980; and
negotiations were begun on a_ProtocoI on Cooperation in

_Aeronautical Science and Technology.__Draft_language and
proposals for cooperation were exchanged over_the next two
years, anddifferences were narroWed.finally to language
governing intellectual property---' specifically language
specifying rights to patents --in third countries arisinvout_of
the -cooperative activity; and language cqncerning the handling
of Vroprielary information, such'as trade secrets, which
might be introduced into"the cooperative relationship by
either party. .Given tho-potential economic
significince_of aeronautical technologies, we felt, and
continue_to_feel;_that special care and attention'to these-
issues are justified. ,

These issues remain unresolved and the Aeronautics Protocol
whichwas signed in Beijing on May 11 of this_year containS the
explicit provision that.cooperative activities
Eftmence-.until an Annex covering the remaining points on-
intellectull property is concluded. We-have,made new proposals
to the Chinese AerOnautical Establishment 'on these open
_questions, and are awaiting 'its response.

Conclusions

1_beIieve7that NASA's- experience -in scientific and
lechnological_cooperation with China makes a couple of points
which may be_particuIany relevant to_this Subcommittee s
interests. First, NASA sought; from the first;, to gefietatt
trade. benefits from its activitiesl_indeed;_the focut of the
1979 Understanding was almost exclusively_on_purchases from
U.S. industry. Seconds by its nature_NASA_operates near the
technological cutting -,edge, and the content of its

, .
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Understanding with China inevitably raised legitimate
technology transfer concerns. tinder the new overall U.S.-China
technology transfer guidelines which are now being put in,_
,place, a decision regarding the Landsat ground station satenoti
seems relatively'near.

I think'that our experience also confirms another important
point. Products of aerospace technology tend tor
have large price tags, however good-the long-term economic
justification for the investment. IA a time of particular
economic stringency, it should. not be surprising that the'
Chinese chose to defer the broadcasting -and communications
Satellite procurement, and perhaps -to- -slow the pace of the
Landsat-ground:station procurement. This. was an experience
shared with many suppliers_to_China_in recent
years i in fields far from space technology; We intend
to continue our efforts with China on behalf_of U.S. industry,
and in fulfillment of U.S. foreign policy goals.

Mr. Swimr._Thank you very much. Mr. Pederson.
We will take testimony from both witnesses and then ask ques-

tions.
ti

STATEMENT, OF DR JOSEPH r LAFLEUR; ASSISTANT DIREC-
TOR FOR INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION, U.S. NUCLEAR REGU-
LATORY COMMISSION
Mr. _LALEUR. Mr. Chairman and members-of the _cointnittee, I

am Joseph D. Lafleur; Deputy Director of the Office of Internation-
al Programs of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission: and the U.S.
administrator of the Protocol on Cooperation in Nuclear Safety
Matters between the Nuclear Regulatory _Commiasion _Mlle) and
China's State SCientific anerahnologicalo Commission (SSTC).

.To better explain the protocol that_you_have invited me here to
-discuss, I would Iike to descrihe brief NRC's Overall responsibil-
ities and our program of bilateral information exchange arrange-
ments, and then outline how the protocol' fits into our international
cooperation activities. _.

. In the interest of keeping my testimony brief, Mr. airman; I
request_ permission to supply for the record my letter to ou of Crc=
tober 21 that enclOaed a detailed reporteozi NRC's 'on with
the_People's Republic of China under the terms of a pro 1

Mr. SWIFT. That will be made part of the record.
Mr. LAFLEUR. Under the reorganization of U.S. nuclear en

activities in 1975, the US:_ Nuclear Regulatory Commissio
CU NRC) was given responsibilities for nuclear energy regulation.
NRC hag been pleased to cooperate with other countries concerned
with nucl-ear:safety and regulation matters to improve the safety of
their nuclear power programs and our own as well.

One means by Which. this is achieved is through bilateral infor-
mation exchange arrangements. These arrangements, which are
agreements -to exchange technical information and to provide for
training of individuals from foreign nations in nuclear safety areas,
form the foundation of our program for international nuclear
safety cooperation.

In the case of the People' Republic of China, the arrangement
takes-the form of a protoc under the United States-China Tech-
nology Cooperation Agree ent.
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Limited at first to those countries -which had made a major com-
mitment to light water reactor technology, this cooperation was
soon expended to include countries with developing nuclear power
programs or with firm plans to enter the field, particularly those
countries importing J.J.S. reactors and other equipment. tt

NRC currently has formal arrangements with the nuclear regu-
latory authorities of gelgium, Brazil, Denmark, Egypt, Finland,
-France; the Federal Republic of Germany; Greece; Israel; Italy;
Japan, Korea Mexico, the Netherlands, the Philippines; Spain,
Sweden; Switzerland; the United Kingdom; and the People's Repub-
lic of China.

We also exchange nuclear safety information with the Taiwan
nuclear energy program through the American Institute in
Taiwan.

cooperative safety research agreements with various
agencies and institutes of many of ithese same countries on a bi-
lateral f or multilateral 'basis; 'cooperative programs including ex-
change of information and actual cooperation on large research
projects; We save tens of millions of dollars a year by virtue of the
contributions of the foreign governments.

Advice by NRC to our arrangement partners typically includes
the timely notification of NRC licensing actions on reactor types,
similar to those exported. We are talking here about the technol-
ogy affecting the safety of reactors in their country.

We also give advice on our analyses of problems similar to those
encountered abroad; transmittal of written NRC standards; criteria
and other documentation pertinent to health, Safety, and environ-
mental concerns; and notification of construction and operating
events, including abnormal occurrences, with details on how the
problems are being investigated and corrected in this country.

NRC also arranges for representatives of foreign regulatory orga,
nizations to be assigned to the NRC technical staff for periods of 4
months to 2 years; to gain on,the-job experience; and for these as-
s*nees and others to attend NRC training courses on a wide range
of subjects such as regulatory, procedures; analysis techniques; and
nuclear_powerplant design and operation.

Foreign observers have also accompanied NRC inspectors-on, U.S.
nuclear facility inspections and have participated in the various
emergency exercises in this country.

In addition, about 500 foreign nuclear pfficialf3 visit NRC each
year, mostly to participate in detailed technical discussions of
safety analysis work that hasbeen done by the NRC staff, while a
number of senior foreign regulatory officials visit our Commission-.ers each year.

We receive in exchange large 'amounts of information shout ac-
tivities ixt their country_ and we send 'some of our engineers over
Seas to follow up on information that we lave gained in some of
these exchanges.

AS the foreign programs get more and more sophilitiCatecl, we are
beginning to get a lot of useful information from each prbgram. In
fact, some of the problems today that are bothering the nuclear in-
dustry in various places have occurred first in foreign countries.
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We have, throug these exchanges, recieved full information on
development of thAOroblems and the solutions that are being de-
veloped to use in our programs as a result of our cooperation.

Turning now to the NRC Protocol with the PRQ, on the basis of
reciprocity and mutual benefit the NRC and the Chinese SSTC
agreed in October 1981; following several years of discussions, to
conduct exchanges and collaborative activities in the field of nucle-
ar safety very similar to those described above for other countries
with which we cooperate.

We have had several visits back and forth to discuss and, ex-
change information. We are accepting assignments of PRC nuclear
engineers to work within NRC's safety program; and a substantial
number of U.S. safety documents, as well as a few reactor safety
computer codes, have been supplied to the Chinese:

Because the PRC power reactor program is in an early stage of
development, they are not yet in a poSition" to sdpply information
of major importance- to the_U,S. safety program. HoweVer, they
have committed., to provide NRC with a variety of nuclear plant
safety guides; standards and safety analyses; and have supplied in-
formation on the selection and training of their research reactor
operators, journals on radiation protection; and some design stand-
ards.

We have received from them information on qualifidations and
testing of their operators of research reactors. Over time we expect
a greater balance and reciprocity to develop in the exchange as
their program grows in size; and' the close contact which this ex-
change encourages_ should enhance the Chinese safety Program at
this critical early stage and provide a solid basis for good communi-
cations between us on key issues in the future.

Mr. Chairman, I believe the NRC-SSTC cooperatioh lays the
basis for better relations between our two countries in insuring the
health and safety of the public for this important area of advanced
energy technology.

For information on how cooperation with China on nuclear
safety matters may relate to a possible trade relationship with
China, I would respectfully refer you to the executive branch;
which has the responsibility fox these matters.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. This concludes my prepared testimo-
ny.

[The attachments accompanying the statement of Mr. Lafleur
are as follows:]
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USNRC - Pft:SSTC S&T COOPERATIVE PROGRAM

The following describes_the prograiii_oi:-.cooperation_between the USNRC and PRC
State Scientific and Technological Commission (SSTC) under its signed Protocol.

le

!Protocol Between-the Nuclear- Regulatory Commi;s4on-of the United States of
America and the State Scientific and_TtChnological Commission of the People's
Republic of China -on Cooperation in Nuclear Safety Matters"

Agencies

USNRC-SSTC:

Ministry-of Nuclear Industry
Bureau of Science and Technology and Nuclear-Power
Institute of Atomic Energy (IAE)

Signed in Washihgton, DC, October 17, 1981, during final plenary session of
the.Sec d Meeting of the U.S.-PRC Joint Commission on Scientific and
Technol ical Cooperation.

Admin-fstrators

U.S. - Dr. Joseph D. Lafleur, Jr.
Deputy Director

.Office of International Programs
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555
Tel. (301) 492-7131

PRC - MrXU_Wanjin
Director;_Nuclear Energy Divislon

: Department of Coordination for Specially_Promoted Projects of the SSTC
--State - Scientific and Technological_Commission

Beijirgr, People's Republic of China

Goal s

Provide for the timely exchange of nuclear safety information and - cooperation
in related activities:, including safety research, accident Analysis, and

.regulations. between the U.S. and China.

1'34
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- Provide for an exchange of information:
regulatory rules and safety guides, technical reports, news releases,
correspondence and visits

- Provide for training and temporary assignments of personnel

Provide for possible cooperation ininuclear safet esearch (activities to
be limited to those useful in the development of nuclear safety regulatory
program)

Background Information on Negotiation of Protocol

The- Chinese Nuclear_SocietY LCNS) firit raised the question of how to set uP an
exchange of_technplogy, information, and personnel in the reactor safety area
during_a_visit_to_NRC shortly -after U.S. normalization of relationsiwith China.
NRC indicated at_that_time_that_it_would discuss_this further as China
developed its_plans and_organization_for a_nuclear power program, When_the
CMS renewed their_request_in 19130,:NRC developed and_forwarded_for
consideration an Arrangement_proposal narrower in scope than_those_it has_
cOncluded_with countries actiyely engaged in nuclear_power_production, but
which still_allowed for the exchange -of important reference_documents_and_the__
provision of technical assistance; if appropriate; _Thp Chinese_then_identified
thi_State_SCientific and Technological Commission as fhe_group_responsible for
nuclear affairs in China_and,moved to resolve outstanding issues_(most of.
them minor) so -that the "Prot000l" could be- signed during the_Second_Meeting
Of the U.S.-PRC Joint Commission on Scientific and Technological Cooperation
in October 1981.

Att4evements

The following exchange of technical information has taken place under the
terms of the Protocol:

- eight Bilateral visits to exchange information (Attachment 1)
- three USNRC computer codes sent to the-IAE (Attachment 2).

- three technical assignments of PRC nuclear engineers to Work with thp NRC

safety program (Attachment 3)
NRC Documents - Regulatory Guides and NUREGs (approximately 1;300 documents
requested by the Chinese)

Problems/Comments
-

The PRC power_ reactor_ program is in an early stage of development and_at_thiS

time the PRC is not able to exchange any information of substantial signifi-

cance to the_U.S. program. However, the PRC Ministry of Nuclear Industry has
agreed to provide NRC with as man Yr applicadle reports as possible (Attachment 2)
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Although NRC recognizes that the present exchange of reactor safety information
under the signed NRC-SSTC Protocol is not balanced, the exchange is important
because it contributes to the worldwide safe use of nuclear power.reactors.

Furthermore.

1. The supply of the basic set of NRC safety documents should help the PRC
get_a_clear understanding of nuclear safety as it is practiced in the U.S.
at this early; critical stage of nuclear power development in,the PRC; and

2; The clbser_contact!which thiS exchange will encourage between the PRC
program and ours will_contribute to better relations between our countries
and hence to better communication in the future on key nuclear safety and
nonproliferation issues..

Future Projects

- Continue the exchange of technical reports and computer codes:

- Continue to develop technical- assignments-for PRC nuclear engineers to work

with the NRC staff on safety issues.
.

f
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CHRONOLOGY OF VISITS, UNDER THE TERMS OF THE PROTOCOL

December 2-10, 1981

January 4 21. 1982

Attachment -1

_ _

.Dr _Yong Suh Tong, Chief Scientist. OffiCe of-Nuclear
Regulatory_Researdi, _NRC.; visited-PRC to get familiar
with full scope of PRC nuclear safety activities and
resources to provide NRC-with background for proposed
PRC visit to U.S.

Ebert, Delegation from PRC, headed by the P _Prot0C01
Administrator WEI Zhaolin, met with NRC Commission and_
staffLto_discuss implementation of Protocol. January 4
discussions followed by Site visit to Government and
industry-,facilities.

January 16-20, 1982 James R. Shea, Director; Office of International
Programs,'NRC visited PRC for discussiOns 0f_tbe_statut
Of their nuclear power program, their nuclear safety
organization. and implementation of the NRC-SSTC Protocol.

-
- .March 2-6, 1982 DenwoodiF Ross,_DepUty_DireCtO:i Office of Nuclear

Regulatory ReseirChi_NRC, visit- PRC to present a
series of lectures on the licensing and regulatory
aspects of nuclear power plants and the potential
application to the PRC program.

May 16-23; 1982 NtrOld L. Sullivan, Chief Experimental Programs Branch,
Division of_Addident Evaluation, Office of Nuclear
Regulatory_Research; NRC; visited PRC to present series
of lectures onrNRC reactor safety computer codes.

July 30-AUgust 4, NRG Commissioner Victor Gilinsky._accompanied_by
1982 Joseph O. Lafleur, Jr., visited PRC to meet with

nuclear officials to discuss light water reactor safety
issues and program of cooperation under the NRC-SSTC
Protocol.

May 8-19, 1983 Lawrence C, Shao._DeputyDArector._)ivision of
Engineering Technology, Office of Nuclear_Regulatory
Research, NRC, lectured in Beijing on seismic
design criteria for nuclear power plants, structural
thd hiedhAnial designs and on U.S. operating experience
related to reactor Vessels.steam generators and piping.

July 15, 1983

(

Energy Delegation from PRCi_headedby_then PRC Protocol
AdministratorJIA Wei Wen. met with_the Commission
and NRC Protocol Administrator Joseph D. Lafleur.Ar.
to discuss cooperation activities under the Protocol,
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Attachment 2

EXCHANGE OF NRC COMPUTER CODES.

The following,are NRC reactor safety computer codes idehtified by the NRC and
SSTC (IAE) to be needed in the PRC program at thit time All are publicly
available, not subSect to anyexport restrictions; and were reviewed by DOE-
for any Part 810 or other sensitivity:

1. RELAP5_MOD V - Thermal- hydraulica COde;Uted-to calculate an operational-
transient and loss-of-Coolant_acCident-(LOCA) in a pressurized water
reactor. (Sent to the PRC 3UTy 19; 1982),

,

2. FRAP.J6 .- Transient fuel in analysis code. (Sent to the PRC December 29.
1982)

3. CONTEMPT - -LT VerSiOn4li - Predittt the pressure and temperatureresOonseof.
84 and PWR tontainMentt-at-a result of a LOCA transient. (Provided to
PRC Embassy; yasnington April 22, 1933)

.

EXCHANGE OF DOCUMENTS

NRt has agreed 4o supply about 1,300 documents on reactor safety (listed in
NUREG-0304) in exchange for the following 'information on the Chinese program:

1. Nucleaf power plant safetyguides and standards.

2. Other industrial- guides and standards applicable to the, construction and
fabrication of nuclear power plants.

- 3. Chinese standards and experience_on nuclear energy radittion.exposue.a;

4. The safety analysis of the Ws 'WR being. designed at the 728 Institute:

This moozh,we completed deliv ry Of:the NRC reports;
g

, From the_Chinese we hayeithu far received information On their easatecn,,
reacforowator_selection and parerKg programgjoUrnalt on their radiation
protection,exPerigces; and des gin standards for industrial prOsure vessels.

4

. ,

J

.,
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Attachment 3 k

PRC ASSIGNEES TO NRC

. XUE, Inttitute of Nuclear_Energy_Technologi; work on NRC contract

with BrookhaVen NatiOnal_Caboratory in areas of probability and risk

assessment; September 1983-September 1984.

2. LIN, Cheng*-Institute of-Atomic_EnergY; work with_the NRC staff irithe

accident evalLation-branch Which_developsimodel;_for and_performs

calculation and evaluation Of4otential_accidentsand event scenarios.

(Proposed 6-month assignment November.1983-April 1984).
.-

3. YOJ, Erjun; cling Hua,UniversitytIWOrk with NRC_staff_in_the reactor systems

branch which has,review responsibility for reactor thermal7hydraulic-

systemsi-coolant systems, emergenCy core cdolantssystems_and associated

auxiliary systems. (Proposed 6-mbhth assignment Novembee1983-April'A 1984).

Mr. Swiirr. Thank you; Dr: Lafleur.
Let me talk a little bit abbiit,the satellite communicatiOn syStein.

Mr. Pederkiii, you indicated that technology trlinsfer guidelines ".

were worked out in mid-1979.
Are those guidelines stilLapPlicable? .

Mr. PEDERSON: Those guidelines were worked out Mr. Chairman,
in the context of the original request of the Chinese which was for
a particular type of satellite whiCh was to be delivered in orbit._

The Chine-Se have come and indicated to us in their discussions
recently that ibey now have in mind a somewhat different satel-
lite; that is only the direct broadcast portion.

They have also indicated two other things to us:
No 1, that they foresee or are interested in substantially more

technology transfer or transfer of know -how and direct experience
than they had contemplated earlier:

&tend, they have indicated to us that they are discussing the
possibility of this hardware being supplied bk_Other countries and
indeed, appearances are that the French and the German indus-
tries, perhaps ethers, have,-indeed, been contacted.

Given these developments in the interim; my guess would -be that
those guidelines, which did not foresee; I think, a degree of technol-

-ggy transfer that the Chinese now indicate they are interested in,
may not be applitable.

Mr. Swivr: So, you may have to renegotiate then?
Mr. NOES-6614. Yes, indeed; ht response to the Chinese request to

enter into discussions with them with respect to this new interest
they have we_ have, indeed, convened an interagency group to look

at that request not only in light of the new Chinese interest, Mr.
Chairman, with respect to the amount of technology -the would

like to see, but also in light of the new_developments that have

in the overall relationship to China in the export control

area.
I should have added early on that thoSe were of course; drafted

in a period before these recent modifications were made by the ad-

ministration.
Mr: Swim YOU answered my next question.
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Clearly; when.everyth4 there is finalized on the new approach
that the administration has proposed ;. maybe that will make your
life a little easier.

Mt. PEDERSEN. I welcome anything that makes my life easier;
Mr._ Chairman,

Mr. Swirr. Let us talk about the direct broadcast satellite a bit:
First of all; I presume that the Chinese are interested in that as

a way of getting television programing out to the far reaches of
their country.

Is that their primary concern? Is it information and entertain-
ment and that kind of thing that they are looking to DBS for?

Mr, PEDERSON. It is certainly information. How much of it is en-
tertainmea, I don't know.

Mr: Swirr. I saw some programing. I know what you mean.
Mr. PEDERSON. Their definition of entertainment may be slightly

different from ours; but it is dissemination of information.
What they foresee, as we understand it, is something slightly dif-

ferent than we think of when we see DBS here when we visualize a
small roof-top antenna on each home. ..

They foresee a powerful satellite which broadcasts to 1.8 to 3
meter dishes in various localities, perhaps in each county, which
would then be transmitted from these dishes by more conventional.
means to homes and villages, and so on.

Mr. Sivirr. They would really be using it as a means of getting
the signal out into the hinterland and then would distribute it
from that point?

Mr: PEDERSON. That is our un rstanding.
Mr. Swam One would think t there would be an opportunity

there for the U.S. private sector o provide some of that eguipmerit.
Mr. PEDERSON. Obviously, the opportunity is there and the Chi-

nese. have indicated to us that they are interested in discussing
with U.S. industry not only the satellites; but some of the ground
systems.
_We do not know, at least they have not informed us, how much.
They have indicated in the past in their discussions with us they
feel they have some indig_enous capability in this area which may
suggest in some of the areas they may feel they can do some of
th But certainly an opportunity.

r. Swim We have discussed in the hearing earlier this week
the value of feasibility studies which help define a problem and -N
design the solution. The provider of such a service has some advan-
tage then*when it comes to implementing.

Do you think there is an opportunity for a feasibility study, that
type activity in this regard? I would appreciate a comment on that

Mr_FEDERSON. I would answer that in two ways:
As I mentioned in my testimony; the satellite they are talking

about now appears to be very similar to a portion of the satellite
they talked about earlier. They have certainly dropped the point-to-
point communication aspect of it and kept the DBS portion to the
extent it appears to be similar to part of the satellite they talked
about with us earlier,

_Much of that feasibility study had been done as part of the 1979
effort. Indeed, they engaged Comsat to serve as consultant to them
and others to look into much of this.
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I don't want to be presu ptuous and indicate I can say that the
Chinese are wholly satisfied bit I do know that a great deal of the
work that we would normally, think of as feasibility study has prob-
ably been done. -

SiVikr. I Wondered if that was the case.
Do U.S. firms; so far as the information youhave, have the capa:

bility of providing the ground station equipment that the Chinese
might need.at a competitive cost?

Mr. PEDERSON. Yes. My hesitation only related to the question of
competitive cost. Certainly the answer is yes, they have the cape=
bility. Certainly they have the ability to compete competitively at
world market prices.

What you encounter oftentimes in these moms where countries
and industry are looking to break into a big_new market; you are
not always quite sure- what other countries or industries in other
countries might be able to or might be willing to price their prod-
uct it in order to break into what one might see tobe a very large
and lucrative market.

Competitive -with market prices; no questiOn about it. flow cbm-
petitive it might be in light of what other countries might be will-
;Mg to -do in terms Of subsidizing their industry or providing very
favorable funding and financing terms, I don't know. We have no
indication that there will We difficulty.

SlivikT. Who would be our major competitors? You mentioned
Germany and France. The Japanese, I would presume?

Mr. PEDERSON. The Japanese perhaps. France- and Germany
would probably be; either together or separately, might well be the
most immediate competitors.

They have been developing experience in this area. They are de-
veloping some very advanced communications satellites in Europe

ith their industry now.
We know that the Chinese even in- 1979 have had discussions
'th several of the major firms in Fiance like Aerospaciale in

nce or MBB in Germany.
e Japanese_ certainly have some capability here, as do perhaps

eve the Canadians; perhaps in a teaming arrangement with some
oth r country. I am not sure whether the Canadians would have
the apability to do the whole job, but they would have capability
to d part of it.

r. Swim In specialized areas?
r. PEDERSON. Yes. I think it is fair to say the Chinese would

have o tions.
Mr. WIFT. One last question before I yield to my colleagues.
When we were 't ere jthe first ground station, I- -think it

was installed _u f.' President Nixon's visit. That is still in use
Would the D__S wouldthat China ould own be capable of car-

rying broadcasts f m this country and other countries or would it
be _strictly o at they would use or could use for internal corn-
municati .

Mr. DERSEN. I think their intent was primarily to use it for in-
ter communications. I know of no reason why, it necessarily
wo Id have to be limited to that

Mr. SMITH. Just regulatory reasons. International ground rules.
Mr. PEDERSEN. There is nothing technologically limiting.
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_
Mr. Swirl. Thank' you.

. I recognize the gentleman'from Iowa: , .

Mr. TAUKE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. . ,

Mr. Lafleur, how well do you work under the protocol on 'nuclear
cooperation?

Mr. LAFLEUR. The Agreement on Nuclear Cooperation -is one re-,--
quired under the Atomic Energy Act. Those agreements usually ac-
knowledge and encourage the exchange of information, including
safety and other technology.,

S, there would be no conflict with NRC. The existing coopera-
tion on safety which, as you know, is under the Scientific Cobpera-
tion Agreement would tend to supplement and support this cooper-
ative activity. . .

If we do not come to an agreement on cooperation, then it would
mean that the Chinese are going toward different technology than
we have and would tend to -dampen interest in our ccroperatiorf as
it exists.now. _ ii-.

The people that ell the light-water technolo_gy the Western
World; now the French, German and Japanese; do sell something
very cl9se to what we have. ttitlere would still be a strong inter-
est in safety exchange betwee two conntrieS. .

Mr. TAUKE. Under,y'our current arrangement S you have with
other countries, _formal_ arrangements; is the NRC reimbursed for
its cost in providing information or obtaining techniques and if so,
is there an administrative surcharge included in that cost?

Mr. LAFLEUR. The principle that we apply in general is that the
benefiting side pays. So, the people who come here to work in our
program are paid for by their employing agency at home.

They come here in our program to work and most of the people
who,corne'here end up; I believe, supplying more good man-hours
of work than any costs we- incur. . .

Mr. TAUKE. Therefore, there is no cost? k
-Mr. LAFLEUR. Essentially there is no cost When we want to go

there for our reasons to learn about what they are doing and talk
'to them br to get information from them, we pay for the trips:

When they want tli come here; they pay.
There is one exception I mentioned in the remarks and in the

letter I sent that we have furnished them some report. We have a
policy of distributing important NRC documents under our ex-
changes to the countries that ask for them.

The plan there is in principle that we_ will get back the same
from them. We have received from the Chinese, as I mentioned,
less by a good measure than we- have sent so far.

This is not expensive. It is of 'the order so far of a few thousand
dollars. They have sent back something probably less than a thou-
sand dollars in cost.

Mr. TAUKE. Is this policy that you generally have with other
countries?

Mr. LAFLEUR, -We apply the same: a,

Mr.-, AUKE. Have you discussed with the Chinese thelf plans to
consttu t nuclear power stations near Shanghai and Tenhai and
have any discussions indicated the Chinese are interested in pursu-
ing U.S. equipment?

. i.
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Mr. XILEUR. I liave visited there tviriCe:*Se/eral other people
from NRC have visited there and reported the interest of the Chi-.
nee in building these plants at the two locations,

There have also been several' reports about an interest ),tieindi-
vidual Chinese in working with the United States. Many them
speak Errglish as the first foreignlanguage.

We have reported this through channels to the executive branch
agencies.

will'Mr. TAUKE. The Commerce Department will
.

be getting. that in-
formation and that theoretically would go to the private sector ?_

Mr. LAFLEUR. Reports go to the State De±artment to be distribut%
ed_by them to all the agencies including Commerce.

Mr. TAUKE. Mr. Pedersen, you were talki4ig about some fairly ex-
pensive iterria_with Mr. Swift. .Do you know how the Chinese plan to finance the purchase of
any of these rather large - items? .

' Mr. PX.DERSEN. We don't know specifically. There have been .incli-
cations=-- __ . . . -

.Mr. TAUKE. Perhaps I should follow up and, say have they talked'
about theEimbank? .

.

Mr. PEDERSEN; Yes. In some of our discussions with them and
based upim the discuSsions we understand-they have held with po-
tential U.S. supPliers, the_3, haVe indieated they _may want to use
either Eximbank or a mix of World:Bank; Exiinbank and perhaps
other sorts of funding.

We -have no specifics; to my =knowledge; beyond, -that: In some
cases it is a bit early because' they haven't really had to finalize
those arrangements; but we do -have _indications they have certain-
ly considered the Eximbank and World Bank or a mix of them.

Mr: TAUKE: Is financing _a problem? .

Mr.. PEDERSON. It can be It probably is more so now than it
might have appeared early on_ in 1979 when there was this great
rush of enthusiasm on both sides and perhaps they slightly overes-',
timated what they could swallow as did we make some overestima-
tion. i .- -

_Ithink it could be important: As I indicated iii. -my testimony;,4n
1979 they agreed they would purchase land satellites and commu-
nications satellite systems from US: industry: Th6y"askedepecifi-
cally to have included in that, agreement the phrase "under suit-
able conditions:" . .. -

We had always assumed 'that among those suitable conditions
that they had to take into consideration was a competitive price
and a competitive financing paekage.

I think I have to say it ce-tainly would' be 4i-factor: Whether 'it
would be determinative or not, don't know.

Mr: TAUKE: Mr: Lafleur_, could the same be said about purChases
in the nuclear power area? .

r: LA R. Our discussions with them have been strictly on
safety antiilatory matters.

Mr: TAusg: Thank you very much; gentlemen:
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr: Swim.: The gentleman from Alabama:
Mr. SHELBY. Thank you, Mr:Chairman.
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When several of us were visiting China back in The spring NVe
had several discussions about the purchase of nuclear powerplants.
I think they were talking about: three or four. The gentleman' from

- Iowa got into that a little bit. Lyecognized several weeks ago and I
don't recall where it was that this was going forward.

Do you have a current statuirreport on that? Do you have any
information to that effect of any licensing applied for?

Mr. LAFLEUR. I know the media reported that the construction is
about to begin or has begun on the two large plants which would
furnish Hong Kong electricity.

Mr. SHELBY. That is site 'construction?
Mt. LAFLEUR. I think it is site construction.
The same; I think; is happening to sites; _clearing and prepara-

tion, m the case of a smallerprOtot3rpe that the Chinese themselves
,; will build near Shanghai; That is called the 728 Institute site;

Mr: SHELBY. Of course, we were told in the meeting with various
Chinese officials in Shanghai and also Beijing straight up that
they, of course, were interested in American t&chnology. They men-
tioned Westinghouse stuff; but not solely Westinghouse:

I for one thought, well, we ought to try to do business with them.
They are going to buy it somewhere; They are going to buy
Japan or the French or the British maybe. Why don't we do it

Mr: LAFLEUR". Several of our firms have a strong interest in par-
ticipating in these projects. I believe substantially Eill.of the big
business involved is pending outcome of the discussions on our
Agreement for Cooperation.

Mr: SHELBY-- Do you have any basic money figures about what
the three nuclear power sites of the sizes they are talking about
might bossibly run as far as export, and so 'forth, if it were to cone
about?

Mr; LAFLEUR. A'rough, figure- would be in terms of export from
the supplying country. Feir the three, about $1 billion dollars.

-Mr: SHELBY. Also,a lot of American jobs there.
Mr. LAFLEUR. Involved in producing the equipment here, yes.
Mr. SHELBY. Have Sou been aware of the announcementwas it

a media announcement or official announcement' about- the recent
conclusion of an- agreement? I believe it was General Electric;_ to
manufacture and sell a number of diesel locomotives to the Chi-
nese?

Mr. LAFLEUR. No.
Mr: SHELBY. Anybody?
Mr. PEDERSON. No I am sorry.
Mr: SHeuiv;_Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Swirr. Thank you.
Lhave some additional questions I would like to go into:
l'alking about Landsat for a moment, could you describe some of

the applications that Landsat data might havO_ !or the Chinese
economy and if you feel these applications would help facilitate the -

UnitedLStates-China trade?
Mr. PEDERSON. The applications that Landsat data might have

for China are in many cases the same types of applications that
themight have in many countries that are engaged in an effort to
dramatically accelerate the development.
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In particular, Landsat data can be used for urposes of monitor-
ing crops and aviculture. It can be used for rifanning and planning
of a variety of infrastructure development, roads, railways, pipe-
lines;and 'so forth; in terms of selecting the most preferred routes.

.Measuring deforestation, measuringand monitoring things like
flood damage and water; silt buildup in harbors and at the mouths
of rivers, and so on It has certain geological applications, potential
use in identifying mineral deposits or areas of potential mineral de-
posits.

Mr: Swim You have named a number of ihings. there which we
know are of particular importance to the Chinese as they try to
reach the' owls by the end of the century: Transportation routes;
pipelines, \minerals. ,

Mr:- PEDERSON : With respe& to the second half of your question;
Mr. Chairman, with regard to the trade possibilities, over and
beyond the possibilities related to- the selling or the sale of the
hardware itself, the Landsat ground station, there is. a fairly rapid-
ly developing field of what one might call value added activities in
which companies, particularly a number of U.S. firs, do this in
which they take the raw Landsat data and by -the' application of
certain processing formula, computers, and so forth, they use the,
data and enhancejt and bring out certain features_ and make it
patticularlY attractive for one use rather than another, or inter-.
pret the data to provide interpreting service with respect to what
the data shows or means.

I would not want to imply this is a huge industry, but it is a
growing industry. It is another area where U.S. firms have a very
significant capability and a leg up by virtue. of the Landsat system
being the first and only civilian system flying and making this data
available.

So; it is another area where we could benefit U.S. industry.
Mr. Swirr. You say that the transfer of Landsat receiving tech-

nology is still being reviewed by the administration.
What is the status of that?
Mr. PEDERSON. That is in the very final stages of the export 117

censing process. The Chinese have entered into an agreement, as I
mentioned in my statement, with SASC to provide this station.

SASC has made their proposal to the Government as per existing
regulations for getting an export license to send th&Lhardware and
related technology to China. That review process ig! very Afear its
completion. . ,

It focused in the Department of Commerce and State Depart-
.. ment. NASA is really a technical adviser to that process. My un-

derstanding from talking to them is that it is very near completion
and-that the decision on that should be forthcoming shortly.

M. SWIFT. What is the .nature of the security issue surrounding
Landsat?

Mr. PEDERSON. There are_serveral issues. I do not know whether
I would call them security. Certainly they border on that.'

The Landsat data, itself; is not of the kind-of resolution that rep-
resents a security problem in that regard. What is of. concern or
has been of- concern is that in the station; itself; particularly with
the newest Landsat which has a quite high data rate sensor on it,
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certain tape recorders=of very .high speed; highly capable tape re-
corders are utilized.

SO, bile of the concerns has been to try_ to find an- arrangement
by which they would_ have the tape recorders capability they need
to get Landsat, but that could not be utilized for other purposes
other_ than L.saidsat.

It iS Of the kind of nature, the extent to which the hardware
might have other uses beyond the Landsat program. "

Mr. Swim Can Landsat equipment be used to monitor other sat-

M. PEDERSON. You mean the antenna to track other satellites?
.Swirr: Yes,_ . \Mr. PEnkitSik4. It-is antenna oriented. It can movcand as such it

can be used to receive information from certain Other satellites
transmitting in that same -band that it is designed to receive.

It cannot be used to intercept and monitor communication activi-
ties_of a much more soptisticated sort. ,

Mr. Swirr. Has NASA worked with the Chinese in development
of _their own communication satellites?

.

Mr. PEDERSON. No, not directly: When they approached us initial-
ly; very shortly after normalization, at_their initial request, we had
discussions with them to better understand what their needs were
so that we could help translate these _Elffectively into not only
gUidelineS, but also help them have a better understanding of what °
U :S: industries might be most responsive or most experienced in
areas that thty were interested in. ,,

We have tried to be of that sort of help. We have _worked with
them ih helping them have a bettor understanding of what U.S. in-:
dusty can provide, but we have not provided a consulting service
per se to the Chinese. .

__A have mentioned earlier, there are a number ofiltriiS iti the
U.S. priVate sector who have a great deal of experience doing this

,-..in a variety of cultural and international settings. It has been our
poli6r at NASA to try_ to encourage countries to make use of this
U.S,,private sector expertise where it exists. 7

Ali% .SWit-t. What about propulsion systems for satellite launch-
ers?_ Have they asked for or have we given them anything?

Mr, PEDERSON. Yes, they have indicated An ,interest in it We
have not provided _any expertise in that regard, , . ,

While we were in China, the original NASA group I preferred to
,i-

in my tes *many in May of 1979 todiscins further with thein the`
Landsat tellite system and the .comriTtinication satellites ,and to
get a and look at their capabilities 'Ind facilitieS,Viart of this
was reciprocity for their visits to our facilities;' the principle of reci-
procity is important here; too. ,

They indicated to us several other areas where they would like
to have some type of ongoing° relalionshipceioperation; ghating of
information and the like ''',- ;---- ' *. , , v.

One of those areas did invoIVe certain prObtilsion technolOgies.
So, they have _expxessed_an.,;interest. They ,have; a you know; their

, own launch vehicle program. They hAve launched a number of
their own Satellites. So, they have a demonstrated capability in this

,.
area:

N 1. -
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NASA; as a matter of practice, does not provide, does not nor-
mally cooperate in the propulsion area

Second; our feeling was that we ought to make some very posi-
tive steps in communications in the Landsat area before we take
on_too broad a menu with them:

Mr. Swim Let me examine one other brief area and then if you
will be so kind, we may submit to you some additional questions in
writing and we will hold the record open for replies.

I would like to talk briefly about the patent protection aspect, of
this_We discussed it with some of the other agencies_ as well.

Why has that languagerbeerree4lieacult_to_nail down from your
perspecti4'?

Mr. PEnsitgorc I think there are - several reasons. In part it ap-
pears to be a philoso9hical-difference.

NASA has quite a bit of eXperience in working with foreign na-
tionals in our centers: We have ha international co9perative pro-
grams, extensive international rative programs, for over 20
Xears.-

Wehave quite a record and expenence with this. Our traditional
approach has been to feel that when a f ign national conies and
works at our center or in the sense of ing there on some sort of
fellowship or in some sort of visitin ogram or whatever; that
what he or she develops as a result of working with NASA'S tech=
nology base and training, and so. forth, that NASA, the US; Gov-
ernment with NASA as its agent, ought to have the right to patent
that in their countries.;

Now; we are talking only about third countries. There is no dis-
pute we would have patent rights in the U.S. and they would have
patent rights in China: It is the question of who would have the
first opportunity.

Obviously, if we passed.on it; they would have:a right to do that.
So, this is the way we have ys essentially approached this

problem and we have indicated the Chinese that- that is the non-
discriminat9ry way that ,we ha dealt with all other countries in
similar arrangements and we fe hat. is a fair and equitable ap-
proach for there

have indicated some difficulty with that and have tended to
appiear to favor a process by which the patina right would adhere
to the individual, but I think in this case to China with respect to
third countries.

Our difficulty here has made it a little more hard for me to
answer this question because while we have gone back several
times to them and explained our approach and the rationale
behirid it and then invited them to prease giye us the rationale and
justification or reason why they couldn't accept our proposal or
why they felt t e was a better approach, we have quite frankly,
been unsucc im getting dry information from them other than
that they don' like our approach.

We have recently asked again would they please provide us with
the rationale for why they can't utilize this approach. It it;ii little
hard for me to explain where they are coming from in this particu-
lar regard because they have .not helped us a great deal.

Obviously, it is an area we aim somewhat concerned about. As I
mentioned earlier; we are talk g aeronautics and the value of that
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technology in terms of trade is extremely high. It is a fo ndation
stone of the U.S. economy.

Patent rights and licensing rights in third countries can have
tremeiwieus value to them. So, it -is not a small item _in iir mind:
We are trying strenuously to understands better the C mese diffi-
culty.

Mr. Swimr. Thank_you very much.
We ,will_be submitting some additional questions;
I am going to yield to Tv colleague from -Alabama and also turn

the_ gavel over to him to complete this panel and begin the next.
will return as quickly as I can.

Thank you very much. _

Mr. SHELBY [presiding]. I have a couple of questions.
If and when the United States: and China reach an agreement on

nuclear cooperation, would the safety-related design eatures now
being implemented in China alOw for:the introduction ,and integra-
tion of U.S. reactor technology?

Mr. LAFLEUR. We have very little information sa far on what .
they are demanding in terms of safety of their reactors; We cer-
tainly have no indication_ that they would be more stringent. and
our-technology _would not fit:

Mr. SHELBY. Do you have any judgment on how joint. research on
safety technology_ on nuclear _powerplants might be. conducted be-
tween the United States and China?

Mr: LAFLEUR. The way we do it with other :countries is to define
to

decide -about the- impose__toto impose o meet the d
safety research objectives, for example, to get thaaw needed

_a o a .nucle-
nr _problem we have encountered. Then we go to other countries
and we find other people who Are interested in these problems and
other people who have money to contribute toward our program or
laboratory facilities and progicams of their own _to supplement ours.

The Chinese do have several laboratories that could do some
work of this kind to contribute significantly to our programs.

One of the ways probably could be that they might learn to Start-
to use -some of our calculation codes or some that they would devel-
op independently to calculate safety of their reactors:

The:reports from .them on that will be useful to us in checking
out aur codes and insure that they can be applied successfully to
various design variations in reactors.

Mr: SHELBY: Do they have computer capability there4 to d *gn
these codes? _ _

Mr: LAFLEUR: So far the computers they have are whit t eSt
allowed them to import over the last 20 or -30 years. They are not
the big; fast working_computers that are needed to calculate most
of the reactor safety development.

They are trying to modify some of their existing computers to do
the in a slower way: We are working with them in some cases.

Mr. SHELBY. Gentlemen, I appreciate your coming. I appreciate
your patience,

As the chairman announced, you will probably be getting addi-
tional _questions:

We look forward tong you again, before us.
Thank you
Mr. PEDERSON. Than you.
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[The information follows:]
WRITTEN RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS SUB14-ITAED BY THE HOUSE SPECIAL SUBCOMMITTEE

ON U.S. TRADE WITH CHIRA AT WHICH MR. PEDERSEN TESTIFIED

Qiriestion 1. What type of activities do you anticipate under, the new aeronautics
protocol?

Answer. We believe it is prudent to begin with a modest initial phase of coopera-
-bon, affording us the opportunity to select further activities with the best chance of
success. This initial phase of activities is to involve symposia in structural analysis
iiiethi5da and combustion fundamentals; emphasizing fundamental, theoretical and
experimental aspects. The workshops would provide us an opporturiity to exchange
technical pa rs, discuss technical topics, and explore the prospects. or further4ac-
tivities of tiial interest in the two fields. .

Qiiestion 2. What role could the private sec5or play Linder the aeronautics proto-
col? -

Answer. While we have not identified any specific opportunities .for t-he private
sector in our discussions, with the Chinesato date, we will lie alerttii such openings
in the future, For example, Chinese interest in acquiring equipmentfor aeronauti-
cal research facilities-could present an excellent prospect of sales fcir U.S. firms.

Question .1 Does NASA coordinate -the development Of patent rights language
with other agencies tkit face the same issue under a US.-China protocol?

Answer. Yes. We have worked particularly cloSely with thoi, Department of
Energy, whose- negotiations-with the Chinese are at a similar stage.

Question 4. What role does the State Department play in coordinating patent lan-
guage? What role could it play?

Answer. Our positions have -been coordinated- through the-State Department at
every stage. We have consulted with- the State Department's Legal Advisor as well.

QUestion 5. What new prbposala have been made by NASA for cooperation in
other areas? What proposals have been made to NASA by the Chinese? Is there a
working group to reach agreement on new proposals?

Answer. At the May Joint Commission meeting in Beijing, we and the Chinese
exchanged new lists of proposals for future cooperation in space science and technol-
ogy. From theae, each side selected three to- pics propdaed by the other, for inclusion
in a short list futher definition. We hope to convene a joint working group early
next year to develop a program of Cooperation from this short list, and will be writ-
ing to the Chinese shortly to propose such a meeting.

Question 6. Could you please describe the NASA budget "process- in tering of ob-
taining_funding for cooperative activity under the protocol? In addition; could you
please_p_roVide _a detailed review of NASA expenditures under the protocols?

Answer. NASA's_international cooperative. programs; including those_with_China;
are funded asanintegral part of its overalLtese_arch and development Oograxii_No
funds are earmarked exclusively_ for internation_aL res_eareh_and_slevelopment pro-
grams, which means that programs inv_olving_intern_ational_axaeration must be_jus
titled on their technical merits in competition with all others. There is a small
amountless than $50,000 annuallybudgeted for direct costs of carrying out coop-
erative activities with China and other countries. These funds are used for subsist-
ence, interpKeters, use of facilities and her expenses arising from cooperative ac-
tivities. Typically, in NASP,i's experience with Chinese counterparts, their "shop-
ping" trips for equipment or technology have been entirely at their expense, while
reciprocal exchange activities have been conducted on the basis that the "receiving
side is responsible for the- visitors' -in- country expenses.

Direct expenses incurred by NASA foactivities under the Science and Technol-
ogy Agreement have been very limited. The major items in, the past few years are

Thousands
Chinese Space Delegation 1978779 $30
U.S. Space Delegation 1979 (international travel only) 10
NASA Aeronautics Delegation 1980 (international travel only) _ 16
Chinese Aeronautics Delegation 1980 _ 22-a
NASA Astronauts to China 1982 (international travel only) 10
Chinese Astronautics Ministry Delegation 1983 18

Question 7. What specific-agreements have been reached with the Chinese regard-
ing launch services-provided by NASA?

Answer._ The 1979 Understanding -on Cooperation ,irt Space Technology- provided
that NASA would launch any satellite system acquired by the Chinese from U.S.
industry, on a reimbursable basis. We have recently reiterated this commitment in .
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respect to the new direct broadcast_ stem the Chinese are expressing interest in
currently. We would also not exclude the possibility of launching Chinese payloads
or experiments on the Space Shuttle as part of a cooperative project, but not such
opportunity has yet been identified.

DR. JOSPEH LAFLEUR, NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION, RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS
SUBMITTED BY THE SUBCOMMITTEE

Question. Could you describe the status of China's: nuclear energy program? For
example, how many reactors exist, are under construction,. or are planned? What
type of technology, froth which countries, is Lteing used?

Answer. The Chinese have no operating nuclear power reactors at this time They
have announced plans to construct two 900-MW light- water reactors in the Prov,
ince of Guangdong (near Hong Kong). Authorities are now discussing -with several
foreign companies the construction costs? loan terms, technology transfer, and par-
ticipation in the project.

The 7g8 Reactor Design and Research -Institute is designing and starting to build
a proto*pe 300-MW LWR. The plant will be sited on the north bank of the Hangz-
hon Bay.

Question. Could you describe -the reactor safety- program in China? Could you
characterize it in terms of the Safety programs of other. nations? The US. safety
program?

- Answer. China's nuclear power program is in an early stage Of development and
does not have an NRC-type organization or safety program. Through the Protocol
China has with the NRC, they have received many NRC regulatory safety guides
that are being considered for their nuclear program.

Question. Please describe the role of computers in reactor safety programs. What
is the significance of computer codes?

Answer. Computers permit safety analysis using simulated models (codes) er-
ating conditions. Thus, very complex safety analyses can be performed with an-
ageable amount of effort.

Question. So far, you have provided three computer codes to the CWnese program-
Mow will such computer cades be used in the Chinese program? _Are these cedes
compatible with Chinese computers? Or will the codes be models for the Chinese?

. How many axles does the NRC expect to provide under the protocol?
Answer, The-Chinese have informed us that they have successfully installed the

thread/NC safety computer cades on their CYBER-I2 computer. They aria_currently
running the codes to check then- results with numerical results provided in sample
problems and-pi-miring input-data for using these same codes for safetyanalysis of
.their 300-MW reactor design. The exact number of codes to begiven to_ the Chinese
isolot -yet determined.-although six additional technical analytical _areas have been
identified for which VIC codes are available. Before any code is_sent; it is reviewed
by the Executive Branch for compliance with I0 CFR Part 810; for non-proliferation.
sensitivity, and for altother policy considerations,
^QUestion. Are the Chinese developing a regulatory, framework for safety in their

nuclear energy program? If so, what role has the NRC _played?
Answer. I have.been told that within China's- nuclear- organization, consideration

is being given.to developing a regulatory framework for the nuclear safety program.
The basic set. of NRC safety documents which-we have supplied, the several lectur-
ers sent to China; and the training we are supplying should help China get a Clear
understanding- of nuclear safety as it is practiced in the U.S., and of many of the
technical problems being faced.

Question. Based on the Chinese documentg you have received regarding design
- standards for industrial pressure; how would you characterize Chinese tech-

nical achievements in these areas ?__
Answer. We are unable to characterize Chinese technical achievement in this

area on the basis of documents NRC has received.
Question Does the NRC cooperate with the Chinese on resolving issues in the

PRC program_like: Wh_ether to base the accident standard in the design on the melt-
ing_of th_e_core as_i_n the U.S., or on the melting of the fuel rad shells? how to calcu-
late earthquake probabilities? and how to calcuaathe "maximum Reed level"
above which alYstations must be located?

Answer. NRC's cooperation with China's developing nuclear program has not in-
vclved jointly_ resolving technical issues.

Question. Youzsaid that there is no indication that safety features in the Chinese
program will be more stringent than in the U.S. There are, however, press reports
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thatthe Chinese will use a "'three train" or triply safeguarded cooling system,
which_is_a higher level of safety than customarily used in the U.S Is this correct?
lias the NRC been inYolved.in helping the Chinese analyze alternatives in cases like
this?

Answer. I am not familiar with the press report you have cited that describe the
cooling system_being_designed by the Chinese for their reacter. NRC has not 'been
involved in helping the Chinese analyze alternative reactor designs.-

Question. Could you elaborate on your comment that failure to reach an agree-
ment on nuclear cooperation between the U,S. and China would result in reduced
activity under theNuclear safety protocol?:

Answer. What I mean_is that if_Chinifbuilda a rector That is not similar to ours,
then their safety problems will be slifferent from_ ours; atvd their official and tom-
mercial ties will be with other countriesZUnder this corAtion; the be4ieflU3 of our
cooperation will be less'im_portant to blith sides; and there would be less incentive
for each side to cooperate than if U.S. technology_antlequipment were Mvolved:

Question. Does the protocol incltide cooperation on the safety matters concerning
waste disposal? -

Answer.,Yes. The Protocol does include cooperation on safety matters, concerning
waste disposal.

Mr. SHELBY. Our next panel will be Mr:' Fitzhugh Green, ASso-
ciate Administrator for International Activities, U.S. Environmen-
tal, Protection Agency; and Dr.__Thomas Malone; _Deputy Director,
National Institutes of Health, Public Service, U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services. __

Mr. Green will be accompanied Dr. Gary Waxmonsky, U.S.
Coordinator; United States-People's Republic of China Environ-
mental_Pro don Protocol.

Gentleme , your written statements will ,be _Made a part of the
record with ut objection. If you would just briefly summarize orally
your remar , it will give us a chance to ask you some quesitons
and maybe come up with additional comments.

Mr. GRE N. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr, SHELBY. If you_ will identify yourself.
Mr. GREEN. I am Fitzhugh Green; U.S. Environmental Protection

Agency,
WAxmoNsKY. Gary Maxmonsky, U.S. Coordinator, United

States-People's Republic of China Environmental Protection Proto-
col:-

= . MALONE. am Thomas E. Malone; Deputy Director of the'
National Institutes of Health.

Mr. SHELBY. Go ahead.

STATEMN/r OF MR FITZHUGH GREEN, ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRA-
TOR FOR INTERNATIONAL ACTIVITIES:, U :S; ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION AGENCY ACCOMPANIED BY DR. GARY WAX-
MONSKY:_U:S;_C_OORDINATOR, UNITED STATES=PEOPLE'S
PUBLIC OF CHINA ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION PROTOCOL
Mr. GREEN, Mr. Chairman; we are happy to testify before you on

the subject of the United States-China agreement in terms of the
EPA involvement in it.

Dr. Waxmonsky-, who is with me, has been singlehandedly direct-
ing this program for EPA for the last couple of years:
_ zWe_ described our program to you in some detail in a letter that
Mr. Ruckleshaus sent to the chairman this-June. I will>just touch
base on ho it came about and a few details or the program.

AS you k ow, the first United States-People's Republic of China
Environme tal Protection Protocol was signed in February 1980.
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The full text of the environmental protection. protocol has been
submitted far the record.

Basically it boils down to three annexes. They are set forth on
the b&is that three principles will be adhered to; equality, 'reci-
pracity and mutual benefit.

We feel that these principles show t14:protocol was designed to
promote. cooperative activities and benefit to both sides. That is
thatvli-oth Sides ought to benefit; although not necessarily in identi=
cadegreds and identical ways. .

The three annexes we are working with them on are annex 1,

environmental health; _annex 2, environmental, pollution control;
and annex 3; environmental processes and effects.

Until -1980 we communicated, EPA and- the Chinese; only at --
high-level policy_talki After that a team of sciaAtkts and manag-
ers from ojur Office of Research and -Development visited China to
get acquainted at the working level. Because of each Side's primary
concern for public health, we settled on annex 1 as the first compo-
nent to get a project started on.

The Chinese water quality analyst visited EPA's research lab in
Cincinnati for 10 weeks in April _1981, one of our scientists re-
turned the visit a year later: Meanwhile; we translated, studied
and revised a Chinese proposal for joint research on health effects
Of organic combustion products.

For reasons beyond us, the Chinese have never shown further in-
terest in annex 2; environmental pollution control. It is too bad.
For the purpose of this meeting, that is the one we feel is the most
likely area for increasing trade; although we dontt think it it at
high level. .

,

We have seen the pace of the cooperation pick up considerably in
the past year. In September of 1982 three of our specialists visited
Beijing: They made plans for a 5-year study on possible 'relation-

betWeen organic combtist.on products like smoke from the
blirning- of .coal and respiratory diseases, particularly lung

ftiincer, "
'We ha a considerably detailed requireinent of getting their ofi a °.

iban.basiseqUipment and supplies for this study.
I knoW.you are aware of delays, but all of these materiali have

been shipped including one item which was subject to Department
of Commerce export license. It took about three months to get that.
through with a lot of _cooperation, in spite of rules and regulations,.
by the people involved at Commerce and State.
Throe EPA specialists are in'China

This
now on 1=Mtinth.trip.

They,are at a place called Xuanwei. This is the research sitayhere
they are -going to work_ on the_ explanation to our Chine* col-r es on how tb work this equkpment anclocollecting data.

e have invited the Chinese to send specialists to the United.
Statet next year to work with our scientists_ in processing and ana-
lyzing the data that, they are_generating. We think- this is a good
solid project and it As=well underway. t

Early next month_we are expecting a team of eight Chinese sci-
entists to come here; to discuss specific research activities under
annex 3, environmental processes and health effects.

Then we are going to send a couple of specialists__ to China for
joint Work monitoring air pollution, transport and transformation.
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On the basis of data acquired in China, we hope to evaluate and
refine mathematical models we use to understand the physical and
chemical properties and processes of erivil'onmental pollution.

We feel that the Chinese in turn will derive valuable inforthation
from us in terms of their planning and control of specific localities.

I am looking forward to meeting my 'opposite number on the pro-
tocol, Mr. Qu Geping when he gets here next month. I'think that
Chairman Dingell met him in Beijing in April..

We feel that maybe this meeting coming on the heels of the joint
research- in the field in China on coal combustion and Wealth ef=
fects will dispel any real concei-n on his part that the EPA is not
sincere or able to cooperate effectively.

The Administrator will certainly get behind this effort: When
Mr. Qu Geping. comes and his team comes, of course we will be
happy to arrange any meetings with any of your committee mem-
bers who might want to make themselves available.

Mr: Chairman; we realize that the Chinese did complain during
the visit of Chairman Dingell and members of the committee in
April in .terms of progress under the protocol. We tried to address
these concerns that they expressed in detail in our letter that Mr:
Ruckelshaus wrote on June 22.

I was not personally involved in the problems beforehand. I re-
cently returned to EPA, but apparently from the beginning there
has been a problem_ of our stressing to them that we didn't see that
the protocol would be a vehicle for the transfer of funds and equip-
ment: -

They -see it the other way and the argument goes on: We are
going to try . to work. this out when Qu Geping gets here next
month. Although the argument continued it has not stopped us
from working with them. We hope to resolve it soon. .

I should mention that there are a lot of people involved in this
agreement at EPA, both in my office and in the research and,de-
velopment office and the laboratories.

There are several agency people, I think five or six; who are
ethnic- Chinese, either born in China or raised with that back-
ground. They are enormously helpful 16) us.

In terms of the protocol's potential for enhancing our ability to
expand trade with the Chinese, L am not sure how far we can go:
We will do everything we can within our own constraints, as a reg-
ulatory agency-.

We have talked to Chris Phillips of the National China Trade
Coun017 Dr: Waxmonskyhas been in touch- with a couple of their-
committees and we have responded, to a number information re=-4
quests from individual firms.

We certainly1 will facilitate, when requested, contact between
them visiting Chinese and American business interests. We want to
be helpful. But we need to obey the law in terms of being a regula
tory agency.

That is the substance of what we want to say to you:
[The statement of Mr. Green is as follows:]
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STATEMENT OF FITZHUGH GREEN, A880CIATE ADMINISTRATOR, OFFICE OF
INTEENATIoNAL AcTIVITIES, ENVIRONMENTM. PROTECTION AGF:NCY

Mr: Chairman; I value this opportunity to report to

the Special Subcommittee on our bilateral program with the.

People's Republic of China. At EPA we consider this; of

course; as one of our top bilateral environmental ventures.

Our Administrator; Mr. William D. Ruckelshaus; has frequently

. stated hiS concern that EPA's international efforts help to

speed mankind's ability to protect the quality and safety of

our physical environment; With me today is Dr. Gary Waxmonsky

who has been serving very ably for almost f;rd yeare as the

U.S. Coordinator of EPA's agreement with China.

As you know; Administrator Ruckelshaus described our

program with the PRC in a letter to Chairman Dingell this. past

June. Our program has progressed well since then; and q am

happy to'teII you the latest dev,elopments;

Let me first review our EPA's cooperative relationship

with China; The US-PRC EnvdrohmentaI Protection Protocol

was signed in February 1980. It was the thirteenth in a

series of US-Chinese protocols in the field of science and

technology cooperation; more than 20 such protocols are now

In effmt; The full text of the Environmental Protection

Protocol has been submitted for the record. Its substance

Is contained in three annexes agreed to in May.1980. Both

the Protocol itself and the agreement on the three annexes

state three principles: equality; reciprocity; and' mutual
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benefit. These principles:show that the :!rococo_ was designed

to promote cooperative activities of interest anc benefit to

bpth sides. That is; both sides must benefit; although not

necessarily to identical degrees or in identical ways;

The May 1980 agreement also outlined cooperative research

in three fields: environmental health (annei I); environmenl'aI

pollution control (annex 2) and environmental processes and

effects (annex 3). The two sides also agreed in principle to

add, annexes on environmental impact assessment and preservation

of nature. (Since then; the Department of the Interior has

talked to the Chinese about,a separate protocol on nature

conservation.)

Wit]. October 1980; EPA and the Chinese lommunicated only

in highl-level policyfialks; Then a team of scientists and

managers from our:Office of Research and Development visited

China to get acquainted:at the working level; 'Because of each

side's primary concern for public health; Annex 1 became the

first component of the Protocol to realize actual collaboration;

a Chinese water quality analyst visited EPA's research laboratory

in Cincinnati for ten weeks in early 1981. One of our scientists

returned the visit a year later;

4
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Meanwhile; we translated; studied and revised a Ch `se

proposal for joint researd an the health effects of organic:

combustion products; I wi'lloome back to this later; We

also discUssed with the Chinese how to implement Annex 3;

Environmental Processes and Effects'Research.

For reasons beyond us; the, Chinese have never shown,

further interest in Annex 2, Environmental Pollution Control;

At the same time this is the least developed of thekhree

signed Annexes% More on this point discuss the

Protocol's potential for stimulating commercial contacts in

pollution control technology;

The pace of cooperation has picked up considerably inth4AkC1
past,year; In September 1982; three EPA specialists visited

peiJing-a- They finalized plans for a five-year study on the-

possible. relationship between organic combustion products

like smoke from indoor burning of coal; and respiratory

diseases - primarily:lung cancer; Mr; RuckeIshaus' June 22

letter to Chairman Dingell explained the administrative

details of loaning equipment and supplies to the Chinese for

this important study; I am happy to report; Mr. Chairman;

that all these materials hare been shipped to Beijing; including

fne item which was subject to Department of Commerce export.

license. (In this case; the entire licensing process, including

COCCM review required about three months; and we are grateful

for the assistance provided by; the Department of Commerce_

and State in expediting this action.) 107t
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Three EPA specialists are now in China for approximate

one month, working at the research site to assist our Chinese

colleagues in setting up the equipment and collecting data.

We have invited the Chinese to send specialists to the U.S.

next year to work with our scientists in prpcessing and

analyzing these. data. This solid research effort is now

well underway in China.

We are also planning for a visit by eight Chinese scientis s

and officials due early next month to discuss specific joint

research activities under Annex 3, Environmental Processes

and Effects.

We expect that this will be followed by a visit of two

US specialists to China for joint work in modeling air pollution

transport and transformation; On the basis of, ata acquired

in China; EPA hopes to validate and refine the-mathematicaI

models we 'use to understand the physical and chemical properties

and processes of environmental pollution.

The Chinese, in turn, will derive vaIUabIe information on-

planning and managing pollution control in specific localities.

This sort or mutual benefit makes for effective bilateral

cooperation. We will do everything possible to make it

successful.

k
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When the ChinesepdsIegation comes next month d look

forward to greeting my opposite number unoiler the Protocol,

Mr. Qu Geping; I believe you,.Mr. Chairman, met him in

Beijing last April; I trust that such' a meeting, comingon

the heels Of the joint fiM research in China on coal

combustion health effects, will dispel any geniune concern

On Mr; Qu's part as to EPA's sincerity and ability to cooperete

effectively; :I-know that the Administrator will want to

reinforce this point directly to Mr. Qu, assuming their schedules

are compatible; We would.aIso.be happy to incl e'in Mr Qu's'

program a meeting with any of the Members or e Energy and

Commerce Committee who May be:ava4ble while the Chinese

delegation, is in Wa'shington.

Mr-... Chairman, we recog'nize that th'e Chinese expressed to

Committee members during your visit to China in April some

dissatisfaction with progress under the Protocol. Since

their specific concerns were addressed by Administrator

Ruckelshaus in his June 22' letter to Chairman Dingell, I will

not burden you with a detailed response here. However., I

would like to Make one general comment regaing the background

to the Protocol. From the very beginning of our negotiations

on the Protocol, we made clear to the Chinese that we did not

envision the -Protoc l- a vehicl' for the transfer of funds

or equipment to Ch 1 na-indeed, that,we would be unable to do

so. Rather: we envisioned cooperative research and Other

58
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activities which. Would be truly hiIattraiAnd provide benefit
. . .

to both sides. Nevertheleat, the Chinese Side understandably

has hoped to obtain maximum benefit frOt the PebtddoI in

terms of financing and transfer Of equipment.. Thp have used
_

a variety of means to try to get us to accept their view Of

the relationship, and we haVe continued-rightfy, I think--

to disagree with them. It ts'iMpbrtant to assess the progress

of our c6operation in the contelt of these diffeiyIng views.

. Let me add,Mr, Chairman, that. I cannot;' help but be4_

impressed by the time and energy. which our EPA staff - those

in my office, managers:in ORD'S headquarters staff, bench

scientists and adminiserative 6ffidert in the laboratories

-- have contributed to make thit program work; It takes

genuine dedication on the part of talented profesSionais

Working close concert to prOdUed results in this yrogram;

-/ -can assure jou, Mr. Chairman, that our people hal them

qualities, and will do their best to produce worthw474

results.

Finally; just what iS the potential Of the Protocol for

enhancing commercial opportunities in:the field of pollution

control and environmental engineering? This has been a

goal strongly supported by the Adminittration from the very

beginning. I have raised this aspect.Of our program with
.

Ambassador Chris Phillips of the NatiOnaI Council for! US-China
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Trade.. Dr. WaxmOnsky has addressed two of the Council's trade:

committees; and We have responded to numerous information

requests from individual firms. I don't know how useful these -

1
. contacts have beep so far. But as the frequency of contact

with our Chinese colleagues increases; we should know more

about their needs and interests in pollution abatement controls;

Wewill ask our specialists to be alert to such information;

which could be passed to the Department of Commerce or made
-.

directly available to a trade association such as'the National

Council.

Second; we will be .happy to facijitate; through any organiza-

tion such as the Natienal Council; contact between Visiting ChineSe

delegations and U.S. private sector representatives. (In fact;

we are in the process or doing this for the PRC delegation expected

DeceMber.) By the same token; we would welcome appropriate

private sector participition in EPA-spontored delegation visits

to China.

Third; I will raise with my Chinese counterpart in December

the question of Annex 2; Environmental Pollution Control; and

attempt to assess the level of Chinese interest in activating

thiaannex. If his response is at an pos-NIVe; we would

have at least a framework for further communication, on teohriicaI

aspects of pollution control; such dialogue might well serve

.eVentuany to foster business contacts in this field. It

would then refflain to develop specific guidelines for private sector

involVement, bearing in mind-the Agency's obvious role in the

re8uIatony process as impartial custodian of the public in;erst.
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Mr. SHELBY. appreciate Your testimony.
It seems to meand I was on the trip with Chairman Dingell and

Congressman _Swift and others, there are so many iniPedimenta
that we have had to overcome: Not all of it is our faultA think _we
are going down the road to some;,understanding and I hope that
your agency will cooperate in that area.

You have. a new Administrator, and so forth. I like to think-
something will come out of it.

Mr, GREEN; He is determined that we do what we can to support
theenvironmental protection movement around the world,

Of course; as part of this administriation,-ireiTte not adverse to
being close to the private sector.

Mr. SHELBY-We will next hear from -Dr: Thomas Malone, Deputy
Director of the National Institiites of Flealth.

Dr. Malone:welcome to the committee.

STATEMENT OF DR. THOMAS E. MALONE; DEPUTY DIRECTOR;_NA-
TIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH, PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE;
US. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
Dr. MALONE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SHELBY. AS I said earlier, your written statement will be

made a pail of the-record.
Dt. MALONE. I will simply highlight the basic content of my

statement and then be subject to questions by you;
It is a _pleasure to appear before the subcommittee on behalf of

the_Assistant Secretary for Health; Dr; Edward N; Brandt; Jr:
There har Wen' a -rather long history of interaction between

Chip& and the Whited States in the health-related fields ; but
formal agreement between the two governments occurred only in
1979 following the agreement signed by President Carter and the
Vice.Premier at that time.

Subsequent to that, then Secretary of HEW, Mr. Califeno, led a
deleg4tion to China and signed the protOcol which is now the basis
for cdoperation in the health and medical field. I was privileged to
be a member of that delegation.

The goals of the protocol, I should reiterate here, were to Pro-
mote health and control .of disease; advtuice of knowledge in areaa
that were common to not only the United States and China, but to
all mankind; promote cooperation in science and technologyn
areas under our consideration, and develop better communication
with the People's Republic of:China;

I might say parenthetically that this protocol came at a time
when T think we had made the greatest contributions to civilization
in our own bithnedical research effort, certainly in the time subse-
quent to World War IL I think it is important to embrace all scien-
tists throughout the world in the unprecedented opportunities in
science, in what we now call the biological revolution;

The health protocol specified the specific areas in which we
would cooperate with the Chinese._ These were: Infectious and para-
sitic diseases, cancer, cardiovasctilar diseases, Public health and
health services research, medical information science; immunology;
and medical genetics.
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This protocol established a joint committee which meets_ in alter-
nate years in the -two countries. The joint committee is cochaired
by the Assistant cretary for Health on our side and initially the
Vice Minister of Public Hefith on the Chinese side; Although it
has varied from time to time, the joint committee consists of four
senior scientist - representatives irLeach country; -

Since the signing of the prot%1 we have had two formal meet-
ings and one visit from the Minister of Health of- China in 1980, at
which time an ancillary agreement was developed. This aueement
added several new areas for cooperation:, Foods and drugs including
pharmaceuticals, mental health, and productive physiology and
family planning techtliques.

At the various joint meetings there have been progress reporti3 of
what has been accomplished by the coordinators for _each area on
the Chinese and.-, the American sides. Subject to their report, the
joint committee generally approves of what is being proposed for

al.the future.
I should like to give you very briefly some idea and sense of the

thrust of the activities and of what we have accomplAhed over this
period of time.

Right off I can say that there has been a good deal of excharge
between the two countries. Our scientists have visited science labo-
ratories in China. We have discussed potential research areas and
in like manner the Chinese scientists and health officials have vis-
ited our laboratories, and have learned from us. They have learned
new technologies for example. This exchange amounts to approxi-
mately 150 of our own people going to .China and about 100 Chi-
nese scientists visiting and working in this country. a.To highlight some oftthe results of these activities; almost every
component of. the_ Public Health Service has been involved in this
work and they are specified in our formal report.

In the area of infectious and arasitic diseases I would point out
just two examples. We have h a good deal of collaboration in the
testing and development of v cine for hepatitis B, which in addi-
tion to producing hepatitis is sometimes associated with the poten7
tial for causing cancer of the'liver.

We have been testing those vaccines in China, comparing them
With th same tests conducted here, particularly investigating
whether protection of the mother will prevent the transmission of
the virus to the child. We also have been looking at the effects of
thevaccines produced in the two_ countries.

There has been a great deal of research work in the area tof Ma;
lariat polio; schistosomiasis and other infectious diseases, and there
have been simile research papers published. We also have worked
with the Chinese to establish a breeding colony of primates that
can be used in long-term research primarily in the area of cancer,
which is clearly of great import to both countries. Overall, we have
had a great deal of cooperation.

Just prior. to the time we visited China, the Chinese had conduct-
ed a massive survey of the prevalencevand incidence of various
types of cancer throughout the country, mobilizing, I understand,
some 2 million workers. When we got there we saw a marvelous
display of epidemiological studies of where cancer occurred and
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Wheto the hot spots were presenting a marvelous natural labora-
for the study of this dread disease. .'
e have now deyeloped'a number of studies u the protocol,

some of these involving our own universities and som which are
direct grants to institutions in China.

For example_, in ,a grant to Cornell, a study will be con-ducted in
cooperation with the Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences- on The
relationship between selenium and cancer. This study will also con-
sider the effects of other dietary components such as beta-carotene
and the minerals zinc and molybdenum, on the incidence and
treatment and prevention of cancer.

So, we see a number of such activities taking advantage of large
stable population areas where-there are particular types of cancer,.
esophageal and other types. There hal been an excellent combina-
tion of activities between our scientists and the Chinese in this
area.

There has been a similar type of collaboration in the area of car-
, diovascular disease. It is a major killer in China as it is here. There

are some imPortant differences between the incidence and types of
coronary problems, and we now have mounted several epidemiolog- -1
ical studies in the area of cardiovascular disease. These are Out-
lined in the testimony.

In the area of public health and health services research there
has 'been a very detailed collaborative study carriedout by two
American scientists working with Chinese scientists. They have
studied the health care delivery system in Shanghai County and
out of that study came 26 paTers and a special supplement to the
American Journal of Public Health. The study has been said to be
a landmark addition to the literature on how health care is orga-
nized provided, and financed in China.

There are many lessons we can learn from the Shanghai study.
It his going to be of great use to developing countries. It is envi-
sioned that other- modalities_ of health_ care in Shanghai will be
studied such as elimination of measles, In addition; we plan to con
duct nutrition and pregnancy outcome surveys. The incidesce of
loW birth weight in Shanghai is much lower than here and we
want to find out what we can learn from this. .

In the area of biomedical information science, I think -one can
imagine as a result of the tremendous explosion in _knowledge; that
scientists have to be close to the literature:to understand what is
going on in order to .conduct research.

Obviously, this is an area of great interest to the 'Chinese:- We
have, had two schcaarS become residents in our awn National Lebo
ratory_of_Medicine: They have_cafaloged
a medical collection of some 800 articles. T

- In return; we have trained Chinese library 'expel-Cs-in-In-Mein in
dexing and cataloging methods. WO are discussing access to
computerized Medline system for the dissemination of informa on
ta- scientists and laboratories. We would expect in the future at
they will develop their own computerized hardware systems so t at
they can link into our system.

In the area of immunology we have conducted a great deal of
training in the various techniques in immunology; and some publi-
cations have resulted in that area.
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= We have also collaborated in the area of mental health. One of
our scientists has been resident in China and has performed some
rather interesting studies on schizophrenia, looking at markers. for
it and methods of treatmera.

The other three areas have reached the exchange stage, but I
cannot report to you- specific activities at this time. We would
expect that there will be future collaborative 'Studies in those areas.

I would like to point out that there are_a lot of ancillary activi-
ties that have Mushroomed ar a result of the protOtol. There are
now some 44 Chinese scientists studying in our own laboratories at
NIH:

We know that the National Academy of Sciences has-cooperated
to the extent that there are many students studying in universities
across this country. We also have signed a new agreement, as I in
dicated earlier, so that we can have additional cooperation in the
basic and biomedical sciences. .

I should say that4, although. fostering -of trade opportunities'is not
one of the direct goals of biomedical research, obnously,t there
must be some fallout from that because in cooperating dnd collabo-
rating on these various projects the Chinese will have to develop
their own technological infrastructure. We know that in working
with us they will have to improve their facilities, they will have to
acquire some of the latest equipmentfrom basic supplies and re-
search,equipment to the most sophisticated instrumentation.

So, we see that there is an area for growth here and that out of
this collaborative work we should get some positive benefits.

I would say in conclusion that -we believe we have; an excellent
record of collaboration .up to this oint. We have achieves a great
deal of cooperation in biomedica research activities and we _feel
that these developments will incre and the benefits will accrue
both to the citizen of China and to his country.

Thank you very uch.
[The statement Dr. Malone is s follorrs:]
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STATEMIINT RY '#HOMAS E. MALONE. PH. D.. DEPUTY DIRECTOR. NATIONAL INSTITUTES
HEALTH, PUBLIC FIE/MTH SERVICE. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

Mr. Chairman and_members of the Subcommittee, it is a pleasure to appear

before you today to discuss cooperative activities in health betweeen the U.S.

Public Health Service (PRS)and counterpart institutions in the People's

Republic of China. I am Dr. Thomas E. Malone, Deputy Director, National

Institutes of Health (NIH). I have bar asked by the Assistant Selatary for

Health, Dr. Edward N. Brandt, Jr., to represent the Department at Oaf;

heating.

Ractground-of-R-frte-ime-c-Cooperati Health

There is a lOng historyof interaction between China and the United

States in health-related fields, but a formal relationship in these fields

between the U.S. GOVernoent anS the People's Republic of China dates only from

1979. The foundM406 ft that relationship was established when President

Carter and Vice yremier Deng Xiao-ping signed the Agreement on Cooperation in

Science and Technology on 'January 31, 1979. . That event was followed'by;

negotiations for7a cooperative relationship in health.' In June 1979, 'the

Secretary of the U.S °Department of Health and Hunam r4ices (HHS), led a

U.S. delegation to -tha,PeopIe's' Republic of Chine and signed the Protocol"

Cooperation in theSclance4142ech-nelogy of Medicine'and Public Health. I

WAS privileged to be avinemtkOit4tilet.delegaiion and pertiCipate in the
A,

'

discussions which led to th6.si Oif the Health Protocol.

The goals of the Hea,16.1 Proto453:include:'"

The promotion of lie

.

0

And _c9ntEta of disease,
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i. The adeitide of knOWIedgi in resolving Common problems in medicil

science and public health fpr the benefit of all mankind;

The

4

promotionpromotion opeeeporation in the science and technology of medfcine

and public healiff; and ,

The development of bettii communication' and understanding between the

medical, and public health communities in both countries.

The Health Protocol, specified the subject areas in which cooperative

activities initially would be undertaken: iaectious and parasitic diseaces;

cancer; cardiovascular di public health and health ilereicee eeeee rnn4,.

medieil information 6dt/thee; immunology; and-medieel genetics. The Protocol

SIC() established a Joint Committee for Cooperation in Medicine:and Public

Health ys a mechanism whereby the two countries would determine overall

policies and procedures for carrying out the cooperative program.

The Joint Committee 'is co-chaired by the Assistant-Secretary for Health,

wis, representing the U.S side, and the Vice Minister Of Public Health,
. -

representing the Chanel'. ;side, and includes five Senior representatives from

:1;,'

each country.'

At the time ofithe signing of the Protocol in June. 1979, the Joint

Committee had its first meeting in which I participated. During that meeting

the discussion focused on potential areas for scientific 'cooperation and

agreement was reached on a specific set of booperatilA activities within these

areas. It was also decided that the cooperative activities for each-area

would be planned and overseen by coordinators di:141011E6d by the Joint

Committee Co-chairmCn.

a
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This Protocol governs only the cooperative activities agreed upon between

the components of the U.S. Public Health Service and the Chinese Ministry of

Public Health. kin our side, it does nos govern other-cOoperative activities

that ;tight be undertaken by the PBS or by nongovernmental parties, such as

universities, foundations, indUstry, and individoallie

Since those initial events, cooperative activitfee have proceeded

vigorously. Coordinators' and theircolleaguese two countries have

exchanged visits; shared ideas on important researdPiesueaffor joint pursuit,

formulated cooperative program plans, and pre.441:wit active ieplementatiOn

of those plans after approval by the respects sides:
, !

cooperative relationship was enhanceds visit;to he United
r,!v,

Statgs by the Chinese Minister of PubliCigisltb-ien x1P in June 1980,

'

when he and hill delegation were received/n .'by the Secretary,

HAS. The MiniSter Visited a numbet of 1;i 141041.110!.004hit jn various
_

parts of the United States and_alscreade'bera in the private sector,
.

During this Asit, Minister Qian LndiCated is Government wtshed, ,65. .m /.
1

:t

acceler to and expand the cooperatiVe prwparin!'healtill .Accordifigly, 11!e-..;:_4.3,,,,,

(Adeci ion was made to extend cooperative titivitime,inb three new areas:_.5.',

666ds and drugs, including,pharmaceuttc;is; mental health; and E4;ikrbetti;h

physinIagy 'And, family planning techniques. Coordinators were subsequent/y

designated; and planning in the three new areas was indated.

At the second meetipg of the Joint:Committee; ehicA, took place in Tian-,

jin, China, November 14.v20, 198.04 representative0Or each of the ten areas of

.evperation discuss4,progreas in their joint work and also participated in a

.scientific sympo4fum on the epidemiological aspects of'the various areas of

cooperation. The Joint Committee approved plan6 for cooperation in the ten

areas, including a new initiative in health services 'research.
ai

ial
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The third meeting of the Joint Health Committee, in which I also

participated, took place in November 1902 and was held at the NIB campus in

Bethel:1i. At thid Meeting plans fed' -h and Seientist exchanges were

reviewed by the scientific area coordinators and the Joint Health Committee.

An updated progrms,of_roiearch activity and exchange visits was epprOAd by

representatives'Orkoth sides and that program is now being carried out

To givw.you some idea of:the level of activity that has taken place under

the Health Protocol 'abritigIthe pant four we we estimate that approximately

150' 0.S. health officials and scientists have visited and worked in China

while approximately 100 Chinese health officials and scientists have visited

and worked in the U.S.

Status Report

I would now like to briefly summarize the various areas of; scientific .

cooperation under the Health Protocol and indicate the status of exchange

activities and research in each area. The components' of the PHS involved in

this work include the:

Alcohol Drug Abuse and Mental Health Administration

NetiOnel Institutes of Mental Health

Centers for Disease Control

*theid and Drug Administration

Health Resources and Services Administration

168
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National Institutes of Health

National Cancer Institute

National Heart, Lung. and Blood Institute

National Library of Medicine

National enstitute of Allergy and Infectious Di

National InetitUte Of Child Health and Human Development

National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences

tious and Parasitic Di

_ .

oopeation'in the area of parasitic di ; through the exchange of

ibientists; has advanced plane for a national primate center in China

to serve research' needs 'in malaria, polio, and other infectious
_

disttBou. iDuriog the Past three years, cooperation has led to the
/4-

I,
development of a kity, from tbe.conceptual'stage to full.

4.1°
operation,' iong-terktegis for research animals.

.1,_

Collaboration-DV hepatitis has been especially active; with projects

in Cbiria for testing the efficacy and delivery system for vaccine an

developing and testing Chinese-ma factured vaccine. Cooperation,

64; made possible an ongoing study of ther to infant transmission of

hepatitis "B and testing whether use of the vaccine alone will

inarrupithre transmission. Cancer of the liver, wHichNhas been

linked epidetioldjidialv witht,i1Or hepatitis B infejtion, is a

leading cause of death in males in the P.R.C. This research has

great pAential significance for both countries.

sl '39



II. Cancer Research)

-..

io4z , yioderfUi end,iddine. CNin4lEtecent completion of a comprehensive _

4,4t4;..nai;Onal cancer mortalit;TOurinrySoppIed: with the population's stable

O''fCo6dIn:ial(A And low migraeion make such studies in China a
V..-f:f:"..'t ;_ '' ''..:',- ' . .1/4 .....!;,'

.

to
ikrozipktiipeirturkLky that can proisidlirkboth U.S. and Chinese scientists _

with 1114r44.ttt400:;?!**Oterpki_49, tailielt of cancer which would be far
'a,k-'-' ' bi%);,:i,,

'more cOatplea to discern if ¶tudied in the U.S. population alone. The
. ,

research team will also investigate the correlation between cancer'and

- cotinine; serum high density lipoprotein. dietary fiber, and several

4
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.,Under the Health Protocol, the successful culture of human esophageal

and hepatic tissues has been used in the study of possible carcinogens

such as-afiatoxin HI., an etiological factor:in liver cancer, And T2

tOxin, a mycOtoxiW which is possibly involved esopbageaicancei. A

new screening test for Huainan T cell LeUkemia_virus (HTLV) using sera

from Chinese monkeys with anti -HTLViMitibodies will result injoint

publications in the internalkWal literature.
. . '

As a result of contacts fostered under the Health Protocol, major

epidemiolalicakinvestigations are now under way in China. directly

supported by NIK's National Cancer institute (HCI). /n a grant to

. .
' Cornell University, a study will be conducted on As;000 persons in

Chine.in coorration with the Chinese Academy.of Sciences.

.

The reseatch will evaluake the relationship between'selenium and

v-
cancer, aa.well as the effects of other dietary corponents, such as

_ .

-, been-pevoten.:N;itmirtns and E, and the minerals zinc,

enzymes indicative or diet.

e .
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Ih a separate contract betWeen the NCI and the Chinesedaniegai

Jam!
InetitUte; case control interview studies of lung csbei;FLStienlhai,

esophageal cancer in Linxian, stomach cancer in Shenyang Province,

chOriocarcinoma in Beijing, and developmental work for a case - control

study of penile cancer in South Centril. China, are now beiag

initiated. '

NJ; Cardiovascular Di

Cdbpetitli*in-this $rea under the Health PrOtocol focuses on a

comprehensive program of joint research on the epidemiology, etioIdgy,

and natural history of the major adult cardiovascular diseases;

7.21.

particularly hypertensive and atherosclerotic di in Chinese
*

popadtiona, epidemiological dateon approximately 8,000 urban and

rural residents in North and South China will be collected. These

data will be compared with existing data On the U.S. population, thus

enabling unique comparisons between two countries that diffel vas Ely

in cultural, socio-deMographic, genetic, dietary, and other-lifestyle

: characteristics. Several joint publications in the international

literature have already resulted frail this collaboration.

. .--
Cooperative activities outside the Health Protocol in the aria of

cardiovascular di include a grant by the National Heart, Lung,

and Blood Institute (NHLBI) to-Shanghai Children's Hospital. This

study on hemoglObin abnormalities will provide new information on the

understanding of thalassemia and other hemogIObin disorders. Access
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to blood specimens from China is a unique and important contribution

to understanding these disorders.

TV. Public Health and Health Services Reseer ch:

The first collaborative investigation oiiiriod out'in the area of

public health and 'health services research was a descriptive study of

_AL
.0;,0:11;glit services research in Shanghai County. To carry out this.study,

two American scientists, one from the Centers for Di Control

(COO -lnd one from Johns Hopkins School of Hygiene mold PublicHealth,

spent three months in Shanghai working with counterparts from the

Sth661 Of PUbIiC Health of Shanghai Picot 'Medical COIIege, and the

Shanghai,CoUnty Bureau of-.Health. Their studies were summarised in a

workshop held in Shinghai in July 981, and subsequently published in

both countries. The version in English was published as a special

supplement to the Ane-r-kcan-Jeurnal-of-Publ-icHnealth in September

1982. In an editorial about this publication 1n the same journal, Dr._

Myron *legman characterized the work as a 'landmark, in\the U.S.

literature on China' with the papers on health-Care organization,

financing; and,costs being singled out as containing 'significant

information not previously available.' The editorial concludes that

the variety of content and perspective achieved io the wide ranging

-series of articles in health services in Shanghai County are a major

achievement and will constAtute an almost unique resource not only for

students of public health in Chins hutofor III interested in adapting

lessons to bre learned from abroad for Ulle'44, home.'
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Puther.studies in the Shanghai County area are now being developed -to

include:

1. Measles Elimination

2. Nutrition Survey

3: Risk PaCtOr Survey/Health Risk Appraisal

4; Pregnancy Outcome

5. Update on Health Services
.

The possibility of eliminating measles in China is very much Of mutual

interest to the U.S. and the P.R.C., especially since the U.S. has now

almost completely interrupted dOMettie transmission of measles.

Importation will soon be the only source of measles in the U.S.

Also included under this area are studies related to environmental and

, -;4000APational health. Exchanges of personnel and collaborative -44,'

,projecte are being discutsed this week.

V. Bid:ladle:II Infra-Nation Science

In this area, two Chinese scholars have assisted N1H's National

Library of Medicine (NLM) in identifying, verifying, and.cataIoging

NLm's ancient Chinese traditional medicine collection. In rOtatn, NLM

has trained two Chinese library experts in MOdern indexing and

cataloging method!. Discussiona are continuing to.develop_the

COMOUter hardware and software in China needed for them to be able to

use NLM's on-line medical information syitem (MEDLTNE).

1'73
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ImmunoiogY

A series of seminars were conducted in Beijing in August°1983 to

identify areas for collaborative research. The areas chosen for

cooperation are.

Epidemiological studies of asthma and allergic di aaaaaa under

differing socioeconomic, geographic, and environmental

settings;

Study of the linkige betWeen parasitic and allergic diseases;
e

and

Study of certain types of immunologic diseases. such as lupus

erythematosus, in relation to environmental and genetic

factors.

.Mumerous rallies-Cob publications have resulted from the several Chinese

scientists' who Save worked t NIH with U.S. counterparts in

Immunology.

VII. Mw.4.-..1 Health

In this field there,has been A Pettietiletly productive exchange of

scientists working in each other's laboratories over the past few

Veit.. Chinete scientists et the National Imstitute Ef Nental.Sealth

474
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. (NM) in the U.S. are learning techniques for essaying genetic

markers for schizophrenia. A scientist tram NIMH 'Gorked for over a

year in Beijing and Shanghai where he_heIplad to establish laboratory

facilities and to initiate clinical studies of- psychiatric ditordeid.

Joint publications on this work are now being prepared.

4
- _
VIII.-X. Remaining Area!

In the three remaining areas Human GenetiCS, Reproductive Physiology

and Food andkrOgai. there have been

reciprocal exchange visits for the purpose of establishing initial

contacts and to define areas of cooperation. The current focus is on

arranging for research experience in the U.S. for a cadre of Chinese

scientists for future c011abOrative studies, and in exchanging

information and research reagents.

Additional Activities

In addition to the cooperative activities described above, most of which have

been develped under the Health ProtbcoI,.there Are a-variety of exchanges and

collaborative research activities that take place between the PHS and Chinese'

counterparts under other mechanisms. For example, there are more than 40

Chinese scientists working in the NIR intramural laboratories under our

Visiting Scientist and Guest Researcher Programs:

48,
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Me also have recently signed a new agreement between the National Institutes

of Health and the Chinese Academy of Sciences for cooperation in the basic
P

biomedical sciences.: This agreement is intended to foster collaborative

research between some of the best basic h laboratories in our two

,dbuntr e . A sub-:agreement links the Shanghai Brain Research Institute and

the N onaI InetitUtt of Neurological and Communicative Disorders and

Str e. This program is just getting under way.

On August 1, 1983, the Ministry of Public Health of the P.R.C. established a

tional Center for Preventive Medicine (NCPM) in Beijing with features

similar to the U.S. Centers for Disease Control (CDC). The NCPM employs:about

L500 persons and is constituted from the Institute of Health, the Institute of

Epidemiology and MicrObiology, the Institute of Virology; the institute of

Parasitic Di and the Laboratory of Industrial Hygiene. The World Bank

is assisting the NCPWwith financial support, A Memorandum of Understanding

regarding cooperation between the NCPM and JIUC is now being discussed.

Relationship of Hearth Protocol Activities to Increased Trade

Although fostering of trade op ortunities'is not one of the goals of the

Health Protocol; from, the start of the relationship, both sides recognized the

need for China to develop a technological infrastruOture which uld enable

A
active participation in state-of-theArt biomediCal research and lead to

improved health care delivery. buring our exchange visits, we have learned

much &Wilt what the Chinese have _accomplished in improving the health of their

people with relatively little in the way of high-tethhology and equipment but

Cr;
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e
,

with much hard work end organi.zation. Om their visits to the U.s. Chine

.
,

health officials and scientists have been exposed to the best facilities and

eqlkipmentwe have to offer There is much, from basic supplies and research _
_

equipment to the st sophisticated autdanalyzers and brain scanners: that the

Chines 'have indicated an interest in acquiring.

The tr iniMg ofllarge numbers 'at Chinese health scientists in this country

will do ch to estabtish long-term potential for trade and exchange.

Purthermor our collaborative work often neCiiiiitat.s the use of Identical

equipment sg t techniques and results are more easily compared and

analyzed.

Conclusion

The U.S. Public Health Servic is proud of its record of cooperation with

China and we believe that we h e achieved much in working toward common

goats. We have asehelped to es blish any useful contacts and relationships

that go beyond the scope of our t. mal agreements.

By the end of 1981, the National Acad y of Science's Committee on Scholarly

unication with the People's Republi -of China was already reporting over

nth between U.S. and Chine academic institutions. We under-

many of -the 'Wing U.S. medical school's ribm have direct relation-

Chinese institution; and NTH is beg ing to See more grant

China. The Health Proto-applications i'slated to research to be conducted

cot ha served_a very useful function in bringing a ut this collaboration and
_ .

in help no t1e private"%sectof We a pleased by these

development' and feel

reaChing benefits to

at our cooperative activities in health will have far

e citizens of both countries.

I will be pleased to respond to any questions.

a

.
, I
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Mr: SHELBY. Dr. Malone; we appreciate your ' timony:
Congressman Swift, do you have any questio ?
Mr. Swim Thank you very rrigh. .4s.,-,.

Let me talk a little bit about environmental health research with
EPA.

First.of all, 4 am sorry I was not here for your entire testimony
a _I apologize for_not being_ here: -

When we were in China, Congressman .Ottinger lead a subdelega-
tion to meet with Qu Geping,_ Deputy Director for Industriakual on-
struction and Environmental Protection, he raised ws in f irly
strong terms that they feel there had been a commitment o the
part of the United States to move ahead vigorously in this a a and
that it hadn't happened.

We, in fact, had intended to hold a hearing of this subcommittee
on this issue alone. We understand, however that some progress

- has been made in this regard and, as a result, we decided -noti.to
hold a hearing on this issue alone.

But I would like to explore with you a little bit at the present
time. The complaint, as I understood it, was that the United States
was only going to spend $700,000 in 5 years while the Chinese will
spend $11/2 million each year.

Could you explain for me why the United States is spending so
little and are the Chinese really spending that much. .

Mr. GREEN. It._ is startling to be told by the Congress that we are
not spending enough money. ,..,:

Mr. Swa-r. There are a few of us left.
Mr. GREEN. I wasn't there, of course, during these complaints, I

Ihave heard them translated in this way. .

What, we don't really know is how they figure the amoklkof
money they are putting 'into it. I think that our total expenditure
in this direction is going to be something probably totaling another
$190;000 before we are through on this project.

Mr. Swirr. Which would bring it to a total of --
Mr. GREEN. $800;000 plus.
I think it is important that we sit down and respond to the com-

plaint they have made to you in a specific way.-4A4re will have s
time with them next month, as I mentioned in my testimony: i

We are very concerned that they see that it is a two-way str
We certainly do. c

Mr. Swirr. I know Chairman Ottinger feels strongly-that this is
an important area for cooperation intrinsically, in addition to the
trade potential,.and that reneging or dragging our feet in the area
of environmental protection would not be appropriate:-

I must say we are please&p ,see indications that that policy is
reversed and that you are marrng ahead. I gather this is still an
Issue between EPA and the Chinese, the amount that we are
spending versus the amount they say they are spending:

What you are telling me is that it is your intent to explore that
With them and try to find out with a little more specificity exactly
what their concerns are and to evaluate that after you have had
those talks; is that correct? .,

Mr. GREEN. That is right, Mr. Chairman. We certainly intend to
do that:
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ee4- -Mr Swirr. I-Iasi/the 2- to 3-year_.-,,delay_ ni_getting _their...work on
eitiri _. .

research started been due primq,lilkto this funding 'disagreement?
__ Mr: GREEN: I don't know hours' mush has been caused by that
facter. Other- factors may have 'been bureaucratic, in both coun-
tries: In the. period- from 1981 tlreugh- the early part of this year
there were changes in personnel in our agency. There were also
changes in the organization of the Chinese Government organize-

. tion. -

'During-the troubles in our agency,_giere.were redu4i ns in our
research budget which curtailgd.seed money -for this:j '0 of ven-
ture. I think it is understandable that these delays too _place, but
we foresee no- excuses ahead of us: We don't intend to make any

It is a.lengtf, process; as I am sure you know, Mr. Chairman at
this distance; both culturally enck in terms- of miles; to get sensible
projecttgoin_g. They will come over here, for example next month

. and normally that would signal_a proposal, for a nft. project:
We would then study it and send back a counterproposal and

. they would study it and we would meet again and try to implement
the Project.
_ We have a project going right now on_ the _relationship of the
burning of coal to lung disease.. We are well underway on that.
- A number of projects have been discussed; 7 out of 19, whiCh
have not reached the active cooperative stage envisioned in the
protocol. We hope to speed up the process when they.get over here.

Mr. Swim We want to look on this very positively: We know
that it_is a problem.

.f gather from what you are saying; -and I don't mean _ to put
words in your mouth, but you are committed to follow up with this
protocol at EPA now? '..

Mr. GREEN. That is correct.
Mr._ Swzm Is -there any chance that the unspent _funds could get

ptil-led back__ for budgetary reasoriS by the program office? -

Mr: GREEN: I am not sure which unspent funds you are talking
ut..__________________. : . .

. Swim That are used for this project. .:_._ .._1.,_Mr. GREEN. We intend to speridthe amount of dollars: -trwlikve
been _reserved_ for this project. _There are not any unspent.'`fundt
that I know of,that are -being_ held back. _We are not:impotinding

. , .any funds;ifthat is the drift of your question. ,

'Mr. Swim -This- committee would very much like _toknow if in
fact you find out that money that _you anticipated- using to be able
to- pursue this projedebegins to ditappear on you? - .

-Mr. GREEN._There has been no indication ,that that is going to
*happen:

Mr. Swii.r. We are _pleased to hear that If you get any indica-
tions; will you let us know?' '.

Mr. GREEN. Yes, sir.
Mr. Swim One last question.
-W1-)en does the annex to this protocol expire?
Mr. GREEN. _I don't knowi.but Dr. Waxmonsky does. .

-.Mr. -WAXMONSKY.; The entire protocol Ixpires_in February 1985.
It would then be up for renewal in February 1985.

Mr: Swim.: But this particular annex 1; does jt expire with the
protocol?:

-
,
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1,1Mr. WAXMONSKY. Yes, sir. `._

What you may be getting at is the fact that research fqr thOtfrig
cancer study is scheduled to proceed for 5 years fro itiation
which would-take it beyond the termination date of the?, proto-
col, but° we fully anticipate that are protocol and its- anrfeles will
be- renewed at -that time ,

Mr. Swirr. We have lost-a lot of valuable time It seems to me
that the greater the vigor with which it is puisued,now; the more
lost time we regain.

I want to compliment the agency for a much more positive ap-
proach on this. We will be watching with care. We want to give
you as much support as we possibly can in pursuing that vig-
orously. .;,..

Mr. WAXMONSKY. Thank you Mr. Chai lin. -,

Mr. SHELBY. Vik have a vote on the floor. We;aie going to sten&
in here fbr about 10 or 15 minutes. .,-,

entlemen will stay; we will have some-More questions.

wirr. Thank you Very` much for` waiting while we had that
vote_ appreqiate your cboneration-githat regard. .- . .''.

L thin 10 'Vial_ go_ ahead and ask 'some _more_ questions of the EPA.
We talked,:dlittle bit abouannex 2 that dealS 'with the environ-

mental pollution control. This,- a.sPiinderStand it; is:the .portion of ..
the pror where there h-- peen no activ

M[:M, G EN:_COrreCt: - . . . ii6

Me! Swirr. Why is that? --- 7

- - Mr: GREEN We don't-know, We arXfoin to explore what possi-
ble reasons there may be wham the Clti'nese arrimtin Decembe

Mr: Swit-r. That is area i n which there Actfght to be some
rgiareallygood trade oppo tties for American business. =

Mr: GREEN: It -is the on y logical-area for immediate payoff. -. .

Mr. Swirr. We found in our discussionspver there that while
they are structured economitally vet differbntly than we are they
have some of the same, _problemsi-N-anklYi:if you are the head of an

4 industry -whose responsibility is to up_ production; you don't take
very kindly to pollution controLrestrictions wIlich reduce your abil-
ityto do it A . ,ii-t'

Hence, there is -tension within the Chinese Government in __this
very area; too, with those-,,charged"with trying tottiresetve the envi-
ronment; trying very _hard,tq do it and meeting resistance frOm

' those in charge of productitin..I',:z \ .

It may be that one ,skje ig>winning right now and that is the
reason tkera. hasn't _been any Movement:

Why dd_yOu think the 1980 Trade Fair on-Pollution Equipment
was-a failure?' . ..

G
_

:,-

Mr. GREEN._ Again, I wasn't around at that time but my under-
standing is that we really -don't knoeV the reason other than the
fact that possibly for the points you have ist rnade,-Mr. Chairman, .
pollutidn.control activity has not risen totfhe sophisNated levels it
has in this country because it is too exnsive. .

They tend to respond to the problems of environment at a less
sophisticated level. Wh ver possible they simply tecycle Materi-
-els that we would dis of; for example:

o.



Mr. Swim Without knowing jiprecisiOnhy that didt't work
out .well, there is no way of ihrscibOthoi_in 1983 or 19840
repeat would be:any-_more iticcesaftil.: sp

Mr. GatiN.This is a question that we can with them
when they -.conie fiere. happ to raise them. Pre-
sumably they have some thntigbeS on it.

Mr. Swig.. I understand both. from the committee visit to China
and from recent descriptiting-of the Chinese environment that they
face enormous problems with air and water' quality, waste disposal
and _virtually every other ,environmental protec4on area. Certainly
the haze in Beijing is something to behold,'

PQ wehave _a good*nse-Of how thChi;ieSe axe addressing_tffese
problei.0 -as they laii6411 this new effort to get into a posit4in to .

massiVely*iriiprnve-industrial development? _ _ _
Mr.-':GaSEN:-The_ only thing we can say with any firmnesis that

having - determined to quadruple their production byrthe
lOnking at the _Yellow;Dragon as I gather some of them
pollution to which 35U refer,they say, well, maybe we a
start thinking. on how we protect ourselves: .is we: go towald,theSe
goals,and that is the reason for having theenvironme-ntal bureau
forMed_a&this time. _ . _ . 55Ali

_'_ Frankly, I personally_ hope to get -to know a lot more abont how
they intend to.._ go about this. Our office -is sketchy: If -Di: Wax-
monsky can add anythingil am sure he will try.

Mr. SWirr. Please.
Mr. -AXmoNs4Y._Thank 'You, sin_
On the basig.idiely of reading of the Chinese press on this- rob- .

lem, it seems that their_ stated goal for the current ..5-year p n
simply to. keep the problem from getting worse and then tO try to
focus on. certain key localities, the big cities and the touristenters,'
if you will, and try prove the environmental situation in tho*
particular places.

The do. realize learly if they are going to quadruple their
agriddltural and L Production by the end of Air ,century,
they have. to _get t w. Otherwise the ehvironmentat prob.,
lems fa-C6' in the year t 14- will be fal_worse ttilan they,are
presently: It v.Kill_go lip in geome 1proportion. _ r 5-

Tliey reallg deny th ey have to. tackle t problemg__ :,;
Swirr.-Thank ypirfVery m4cli.

i

_ -
I understand, you; you are essentially saying tha we really

don know why we have not made any progress on that ,annex.-It
is es ntially because the Chinese have!not shown4nter6st to date
and y u are going-to 'explore with them.whether oenot we ban ffet
somet ing goingon annex 2 when yowhave an opportunity? 5t. _

Mr. GREEN: That is correct; Mr. Chrman.
Mr. SWIFT. We will be very interested in talking with you after

that meeting either informally or if not in a hearing.
Mr. GREEN. If you wish Mr. Chairman, we'con report later how

we discover answers to these unanswered_queStions. .5;09°

Mr. SWIFT. That would be very good. We,would appreciate that
Very much:

,.
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I understAd that Mr. Qu is going to be visiti :, Unitedtedieil
States at the end of this month including a stop in Washington
next montli; that coryect? "

Mr: GREEN;" That is cd;rec4iThere will be eight of them all told.
Mi. SwlFr. Can yottinIWO/Us'of their specific schedule? I don't

know if -that is-set yet 4 .

Mr. GitEEN. We are in touch with; your staff on this, Mi. Chair-
inan: _

It lookS as though they are only doing to have one. workin_g day
while they are in Washingtdp. We will certainly'- tr-kYto dividE.,the
schedule in any way that is &IPful tO you. i _.,- ..

Mr: Swim If it is .possible t9 have a meeting with thein. in so
"' brief a schedule, we would like to examine it. I am sure we want to;

be sensitive to vithat would get dig-FtaCed if we met with them, bin
we at least would like to talk to you.

can you comment a little bit oh I-10% such visits as that result in
new research projects and how these Projects can then be proposed
and approvedwithin the EPA? -.

' I arn_just asking for the proless tha:you use there:. _

Mr.. GREEN. What we try to do in all these cooperative research
efforts is-to minimise' paperwork 'ceremonial activity and stick to .

getting something done. . ' , ,- ` ,

With,the Chinese; because of all ofithe difficulties icgettilig any-
thing done, our intent is to have effective prOposals:,

Normally, the waylit workS is that the visiting team or their host
willAniake a proposal; the other side Will take it bask to their coun-
try; study it; make a counterproposal; get 'e*Ommeilts.from the pto=
poser, and then gebitogether for a final meeting to fix, the details dit

-*Atatilactual project. An warnple is the current one on the health ef-
fects of burning coal inlaloors. ,:,' : '

. . - -._. .

Wiri,.Swat. Thank you; Mr. Green.andDr,,Waxtrionsky. We ap-
:, ppetiate your. help. We will be subtifitting,seMe questio?is in writ-.

ing and holdihg the reobrd open for. your Written responses on .

those. ; , .
i 4. :>'.If you would like to*eave at this time; you are free. to go..,-e,4

have just a few more questiong-for Dr. Malone.. t ",;,-1.Thank you very much for your participation. Y-

Mr. GREEN. It is a pleasure, Mr. Chairman..
Mr. Swivr. Dr. Malone; we will also be sending you some ques-

tions in writing. . .

.,. Al-
. Do you expect to collaborate on projects related to envircumentar
and occupational ,health ?' Can you tell us the target industri0 and
the odatpatihns in those studies. .

Dr. MALONE. Yes. The environmental health ane'occiipational
health portion of the protocol is under the public health researCh
and health services area.:e

We have .had some exchanges since 1980. 'Two of oeff scientists
have visited China and four environmental scientists have come to
us to discuss possibl collaborative projects. x

Those proposed activities which are not yet underway, but which
are in planning stage, will look at the impact of and fix on tine de-'''
tails of an actual project such as this one we are at work on no
the health effects of burning coal. ,

i,
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Mr. Swirr. Thank_youi Mr: Green and Dr. Waxmonsky. We ap-
preciate your-help. We Will be submitting some questionS in writ-
ing and holding the "record; open for

your_wr- itte

n.

responses on
thofe.

-_ If you_ would like to leave at this-(tuna = to -go. We ,
},lave just a fevr-more questions forDr. Malone,
- Thank ynu'i4ty much fpr;you_r

Mr. GREEN, It is a pleasurei Mr.tfhtir. .

[The following was .te6eived for.
t

rd..]

EPA REspoNsits- DDITIONAL ESFONS FOLLOWING THE DER 3,1983
HEARINCI*11 UNITED STATES-CHINA PROTOCO

_ Question 1: What; specifically; de you expect the _SS: wi!l learn from he coopera-
tive research under Annex 1? Is the Chinese air pollution problem that bad, and are
the advantages fromain, epidemiological standpoint of doing this work in the PRC
great enough tojustify_the project on scientific merits?,

Answer:. The Xuan Wei study offers a number of aavantages which would be .diffi-
cult_or impoasIble to find in the: U.S. First of all; we have in Xuan_Wei a population
-which is :exposed_ to the risk: factors we're concerned about in this country,__but
vhichP is_larg,e enough to offer alood sample; and far more stable; less mobile; than

popultltions available in this country: This makes for much greater confidence in
the ulta obtained: __

is_ project also .offers a .uniqug and important opportunity to hioassatests
on samples from the same region which is being studied epidemiologically - It livery :

unustiat for epidemiologic data and bioassy samples to be collected at the same time
and place. __

Even by themselvelt epidemiological _studies are expensive _and_ do _n'ot_ typically
offer shOrt-term payoffs: We will benefit from the Chineee te do the
actual sampling and _rnonitpring work over 'a period of_sederal years._ T_he__s_u_c_c_ess_of
this projectdepende less kidavily ini_high_ technology than on diligence; patience, and
ingenuity. The_Chinese are well endowed with thelie qualities,

In Xuan Wei._ we can study _ the interactions of _several_specific_Icey_risk_ factors
without having to be concerned about a large number ofgother!factors_which_would
confound 11 similar analysir done_in the U.S: The environment in this country tends
to _be, triplex. forauch finely -taped studies:

:;!the'XuatkWei research will generate new and_ iniprov_ed_bioessy and sam-
plinf. thods which_May prove quite valuahla to subsequent_ researclidone in this
country. In short_ di& project willgeners4egood_tests as well as good data.

Are_ there_ any spiaific annex 3 projects now Older discussion; such
that yoti_c,orildanticipate research programs that will result from the December

pheric transport and
ides. Additionally, our

tidy on modeling envi-
nts in the water supply 4.

strategies. This Project
4htal progeas and expo-

sur odelsatgreat savings.- .
"..1.

ver..the visit of Mr. Otu and colleagues, is not ideally timed, in terms of
th 's fiscal year 1985 budget planning cycle. It would, therefore, be difilf i, cbmniit to pecific joint research projects during the delegation's.s
the U.S. Of course, this will not prevent our scientists from discussing speci
search topics of mutual .interest. Indeed, this is how meaningful joint research
forts are bord.

Question 3. As Part-of the.work done under Annex 1, EPA exported to the PRTa
Finnigan Model 4510 gal; .chromatograph/maes. spectrometer -which- needed an
export license from.the 1:kitirttnent of-Commerce. How king did it take-to obtain
this license? Do you belieVe:the. delay,4 any; was at, the Department of Commerce
or becausd of the controls process ?"

Answer. -We are-qujt- kinItiafi with our-experience in securing the export license
for loan of the GCMS to Chinese under the Protocol: It our understanding
that the Ccicom review hyAtifelf can normally be expected to take 60-90 days. In our

. case, it was ccimpleted in about seven weeks, and thewhole licening process, from
"subriussion of the request to notification of approval, took over three months. I must

Anwar - We are close: _to inttiatinga joint *tidy on a
transformation, whichbas_aready ieenateed kipo n by_
spelists have been.tilk_ the-Chinese sotit a jo i
rpdental concentrations ventionaland toxic _poll
of Changzhou tity in.ordertO .entrolo_p optimum -many tem
would permit ufti to field test our-State-of-the-art environ
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. I. .

say that the diligence and thoroughness of the principal EPA researcher-may have
played a role in facilitating the-ultimately happy outcome.-.Considering their work-
load, we found the oflicia ut thn Offlee of ixport AdMinistration to be agreeable
and res ve-to our concerns. . -.Quest- In December 1982, Dr. Charles Chapman ' of F.PA tried- to get a
project- c file at Commerce- for all export licenses for -Annex 1 work.-Commerce

,g. refused. to set up such a file, but did attempt to informally coordinate the applica-* . tions. Did this informal coordinating process work?
Answer: We are satisfied that-inmerce/Office of Export Administration did all

it could to accommodate our specific case without disrupting;its licensing system.
Again, judging from the final outcome, we must say that the informal coordination
process was effective.

Question .5. How much of a problem s it that Commerce could not give EPAA
pre-clearance advisory opinions as to which equipment and materials would requite

. export licenses?
Answer.. Obviously, from the standpoint of the export license applicant, it would

..-- be most helpf1.11 to know5eforehand precisely which commodities require a validat-
eddicense,and. which do not. At the same time, one can understand that this may
no be practical considering the volurnof paperwork such an arrangement, would
generate. In our expetience to date, the non-availability of a pre-clearance advisory
opinion has not been a significant problem. ...e .,..Question 6. Could u please describe the EPA budget process in firms of funding
for cooperative activity under the protocol? tp addition, could you provide a detailed
review of EPA expettditures under the prottkol? , ' - ,

Answer 'The question of budget process for cooperative activity under the Proto-
col is rather difficult in that only one major project has benn funded to date..On the ,
basis cif this limited experience, -it seems fair to say that the process is a' function of '
coordination among the particular ORD lab involved, ORD headquarters (office di-
rectors and the ASsistant Administrator for Research, and DevelopMenti, and th ,41
Office of International,Activities fOIAL After face-taface discassions with Chinese-
colleagues, a scope of work and budget are submitted by the-lab: The level of fund- ' .-
ing is revie at ORD headquarters in consultation with the OIA, whereupon the
China resea0i,iactivity becomes a part of ORD's normal budget isSiom Subse-
quint fusiding increment are initiated and processed- in simile? hion. Funding
withdrawals or "taps--; h e .not been a problem. Giv&ti the Mm' ation's strong
and consistent uppctrt or scientific and technological .cooperation with -the PRC,
once . a proposal has been aPproved within ORD an fimding allocated, such moneys

5'-remain securely -dedicate4.1±4.:f:- ,

EPA experidittirest-14-ilnt?tinder the Protocol ate pirpsented below:......

.
. 1

udget account/program budget

Vano Pax!) 'a ccourit s ( estimated)

Vanolit ORD' travel accounts (estimated)
Drinking water/health 'ettectS'.. ... .

ir'i-. Drin,Iiing water/health effeds .; ..,

. .. . _ ... . ... ....

i
.

. ..,
c

19 :2 -

r 500
.400

t 2,f00
1,790

"rows health effects 1982 . d.2 6O0
Gases and' particles/health elle ., 1982 76,000

Gases and particles /health etqc ;. ;1983 340 ;100

Oxidants/heapxyjfects. . . .i ''' 1983 ; 83,00
Wateriilualitii/env processes andafle& 1984_ . '.r.- 12,000

Drinking Nterienv processes and:tftectsz .,,., 19_84,:-,- -
-.-

Hazardbus waste /env processes and eTtec4........-- ,"'' 13W ...,
OxiCarts/env processes and effects 1984- ....;
Gases amtparticlesienv processes and-effeets 1984 5,800

01A travel account . 1984 "'" 8,900

Gases and particles/health effects 1984

Total. 591,100

Mr. Swim % Dr. Malone, do you expect to collaborate on prwcts
related to environmental and occupational health?

Note: Dr. Chapman 's given name is Robart, not Charles.
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Can y6-0-17.,11 us the target industries and the occupations in the
studies.

Dr. MALONE. Yes. The enviropmehlal health and occupational
health portion of the protocol "is- under the public health research
and health services area.

We have had- some exchanges since 1980 Two of our scientists
have visited China and four environmental' scientists have come to
us _to discuss possible collaborative projects: ;

Those_propOsed activities which are hot yet underway, but w_= h
are in the planning stage; Will look at the impact of coal dust in
producing diseas,e, cotton dust and heavy metals and toxicology
studies on effects of production and development.
.Those are the areas that will betsubjected to study in the inimeT,'

diate TutureiFliey are in, the planning stages .

I would suspect that there will be other projects. At the momdrit
it involves only the areas cited earlier.

Mr. Swivr. How will the public health service coordinate this
work with the EPA? ;

Dr. MALONE This will_probably be_coordinated through the State
The State DepartMent ExecUtive Secretary periodical-

ly calls together all of the involved agen 'ell:Wunder the agreement;
and we would expect in Ilicise sesgions tothave some exchange. But
in additionj iihink that our scleittiSts would_ have some direct con-
tact with EPA" scientists as-they develop- -these projects.. But we
would rely rather heavily on .the formation at the State Depart-
mept level. , -

Mr. Swirl% Essentially going through State as the coordinating
agency?

Ds. MALONE, Yes.
Mr._Swirr. And then- some limited direct contact ?`
Dr. MALONE. Scientist to scientist.
Mr: SWIFT. Do you have- to OK that with State? How..dn you

know when you can do that?;
Dr: MALONE: We have actually had no constraints'qifi the scien-.

tist-to-scientist contacts at all The Department of State generally
calls its meeting periodically to try,-'to .lidndle ,_the problems we ..
have such as-in t ort area export" regulations,` a$1 things of
that sort; 0 ,ad. no constraints in terms

±

of, scientist to--to
scientz. _ .

M ou h e no Prolileha interfacink with EPA?
A ,. Di. qidig. We do not. . ,..

Mr: .?-r. It gets taken care of one way or another"?
Dr. Ifil4orm: Yes:
Mr..Swirr. Are' there any implicatiohsfor environmental control,

equipment based 'On thiS plan? By implications- i-nI-ean long-term..future needs. ,

Dr. MALONE. I would_ say, our interests in' th Public- erv-
ice is on the impact of the agents cauSing.disease. Nae_can demon}:
strate that. environmental controls are _needed; -I_ tild think that

e that would be an area in which the EPA would life to prouiide
Some adyide to the Chinese Government, just as ike%,,h4ve th4tkis-
.tinction in tlitistountry: ' . ..1.

Mr.;Swirr. What can we learn from the .health care organization
financing in China?
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.A e-One thnig we leamed is don't get sick there- if you are a foreign

dignitary-or they will keep you in the hospital forever to make
sure you are well because they delft want anyOne to suggest they
weren't well, taken care of while they were in Chin

What can we 'learn from them in terms of the ucture?
Dr. MALONE. As I pointed out during the tes ony, we have only

had one.: rather excellent study of the entire health system in the
exchange Shanghai district: That study has produced 26. papers,

The results hate run all the way from how the Chinese finance
their health care system to how they are able to manage to get-im-
munizations, the utilization of health workers, and the eradication
particularly of infectious dipeageS. . . -

They have done very well ith.thip, We hope there-may-be some
lessons that we can t nssfer from "these studies. The Shanghai'
study, as one example;'. revealed throudi its - survey that there
is igible low birt# ght problem in anghai County.

irr. By b*rth weight problems, what d you mean?
t3 . ALONE. IAA birth: weight babies. They aye a much lower

incidence of low birth weight babies than we d ere; significantly
lower. This came oukpf looking at their health care system. We
want to find Out tvhfft causes this, what are the factors and dayi-

41,- ously transfer that to our loWn health care system because it is'vek
i,

significantoroblem witillua: i 'AW"

While many of their techniques may be more applicahlip to devel-
oping countriesoknd4we feel a responsibility to share th4 with the
developing_ countries as yell, there are many things from such
studies that wg cai'llfarp and also adapt tea: our own system be-
cause we don't have the best health care system in the world in

mi.4 some secOd in certain sers. gments of our. society. 6 ...

Mr. SwiEr, One I suppose has toLask about&cupuncture. I know'
that we are doing some work on fligt in this -4ntry 4

Do We have some tgs to learn there?
Dr. MALONE. Yes;'' think we do. Aciipu

,

back quite Et few centuries. One of the interest
might see in a given commune in China is tha vai
themselves oof, both western ortbpdp,cinoito v gig

.Owell as traditioniiiiiiiedIcine.ne sees it being -'u for riety of
ailments; many diseases, for hearing loss, and things o that sort.

I think the legitimacy of that has to be examined on 4a scientific
basis. Our discussions with the Chinese have led to their willing-
ness to have acupuncture examined frons_that standpoint. Indeed; a
few y.ears 'ago at NIH,, we put out a call for applications in this
area; btikwe didn't get a large response. .

One of'the things I am personally certain of is that acupuncture
anesthesia does work: I have seen it work and watched an open
abion on a young lady whose tubes were being tied for antifertility
purposds_and acupuncture needles were applied for 5Q minutes and
enhanced by solve electrical stimulation: -, .

I had my camera poisej, to look at the incision . to watch the./..
lady scream. The operafildh was- carried out in 15_ '',' nutes on each
ovary: with no drugs and no pain. She was sewed Up and Wteeled
away in quite good comfort instead.

I think there are some scientific reasons for this. Undoubtedly,
the acupuncture releases antipain substances in the brain, the so-

-; 6
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Owcelled-endorphins End:
'.,-ri--:'' oing. on in

China to validates t. Pecr that it
ykiti lliC iulbti op,,;would not.be II :. ".. . ; ' /

4eration,.2 or 3 hours . A. but
short!term basis. I think et inlfwitt,
taro parts of this country and i. e- some scienti .01:.N;
dation of the mechanisms of at linoturq yOliere it issuc-
cessful. - -1-.7;r, i ' ._,... ,

-Mr. Smitrr. They are cooper ite .

. 'MALONE. Very coopeia tine' of the things that I have
been impressed by in the are of s 'rice is that the Chinese scien-
tists have been absolkelLopen. 'file have shared the research
papers with u4. They have discusieeir activities. They have
opened their laboratories to us. We hafd4helliad very few Problems in
communications with the scientists or with those who are in charge
of the health institutes.

Mr. Swirl. Dr: Malone; I am going to yield the chair to Mr. Si-
korski who has a few questions. .

I want to thank you personally 'for spending so much time with
us.

Mr. SIKORSKI [presiding]: Or Malone; we had occasion to review
the aspects of the Shanghai County health system which was irn,
pressive; everything from the bare foot doctors to the sophisticated

. practice or provision of medical care.
I am wondering if perhaps related to the low birth weight4iittia-

tion is the extetsive prenatal care system that they have They are
very effective in: terms of family planning and from that point on
they are 116 ectiye iix terms of their, health care.

"' , , I am wo ,.? g; on the whole their preventative care system
*0ms to be g . i .

I am wondering_ also if Shanghai is representative of the Nation
because it is Wealthier, it does have extensive agricultural interests

"` that are now the wealthiest apparently in the Chinese society and
it hag historically been accessibly. to *kid food4fiber supplement;
and everythinggese. ''' _'

.,..: ..... Drk,MALAN,TritrAti:i w.Quid._ceitainly...agree. thaLthe,husiness of
prenatal care is something that Ave can learn from the and
determine if there are applicable technologies that can be applied
here. ). _ ..

When .I was in Shafig_hai I had' same impression that wej
might have been_ looking the Waldorf Astoria of some of the
communities in China. However; when one looks at the data; say;
from the World Health Organization in terms. of their successes- in
meeting infectious diseases, it turns out to be sort of a countrywide

- phe enon; perhaps exaggerated ili Shanghai: They- are able .to
r i the system of immunization to large segments of the popula-

tiohi Something which we have not been entirely successful in
doing in this country. x

I_ would certainly agree both in ter of living accommodations
and provision of medical care that 411hanghai is undoubtedly a
model area. 3

Mr. Sixousici. Our review of health programs and medicine in
China suggests medical care depends on a large and regionalized
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pharmac al' industry. The Chinese use drugs intensively in the
practic icine.

Th are?still many untested &rugs currently being used in
China. work on the hepatitis project provides some interest-
' insights irk this regard:

Can you tell us about otheopportunities. to collaborate wirc fi the
Chinemaken drug research? an .such research lead to trade and
ventuir opportunities for our American pharmaceutical industry
and how do patent laws and concerns for patent laws relate to
this? '

Dr. MALONE. First; I would say that the area of food and drugs is
one of the relatively recent additions to activities under the Health
Protoeol and most of the activities in this area have been explore-
toty.

- , The Chinese have made their own hepatitis vaccine and we are
in the _process of comparing it with the quality of the vaccine here.
They have exported_some__bulk pharmaceuticals to this country,
such -as analgesics. The FDA is lotking at the quality of those
drugs.

thatI would suspect that as we improve our research capa 'ty in
China; as there is a greater demand for reagenta, for vaccine , fel-
antibiotics, things of this sort, that there should be an incr ing
market at least initially for this country. I would also suspect how=
ever, that over time,t4ie Qhinese will develop their own cap bility
to develop their own supply of drugs, but will require, even i that
happens, a large amount of consultation with drug house§ in this
country

Mr. SIKORSKL Will they perhaps gain this expertise at the ex-
pense of-American pharmaceutical company patents? . ,

Dr. MALONE.. I do not know of any patent problews at- the
momentCertainly our projects have not gone to the pint Whef!`e,.there woulfindeed be a patent problem:

0,nepf the things that we are looking at, though, is some of the( : ancient traoKiprial herbal medicines that; fond exanwle; may have
anticancer s;drrects.--There is one such drug_ call4d7:Harringtonin
w4icl the Chinese claim has ,ery stre s l., jantiturnor'elfect/rhey

--'alie using this ,drug and we teatly!, 'at here. QbVidualy,-_, thew.
drug belonga to the Chinese; Ali t hey 'at 'Iling to ke_4.us use;it: I,.

suspect we can deverop n agteement wherloy we mil trtinuracture: .it as fell as the Chinese? ;, . ,;,,, ,, -1 -'
0 ii agreement at the irlp s that *Win eith@rartY de- -:'

.. ,- velops,a patentable subs:talc in i!.- ;7 try that they. - ....: .
:1 it?

can exploit it in thelloWipcoti II. The Pro )tin determining
rights for commercial sal& to third count 044 area we have
agreed to have further discussion.

We have not had a problem yet; but your q stiot indicates that
- we do need to have some discussion among ourselies with the Chi-

nese in this area. . 4

Mr. SIKORSKI: Also the patent issue and copyright issue are_
,Peculiar Vo thia iss . With the development of computerized infor-
jration- systems, in strialized countries have been able to,share
-irniyoktant heglth i oVnation resources of the Natio Health Li-
ttrary of Medidine throughout the world. " s
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Information on toxicology of chemicalsi3ecomes invaluable when
designing a new industrial process to protect workers in theieenvi-
ronment.

What is the requirement to permit the Chinese the use of POD-
LINE and their export: control proms .regarding the computer
aspect of their service?

Dr. MALONE. At present the Chinese, have sent some library-:est=
pests_ over to review our system to look at our cataloging --pr
and computer systems. We supply some searches from MED
but th y have not linked into it electronically because of a' ..,

comp ter hardware. .

I= ould suspect that when the Chip are ready to devel
a Stem that they will have to be St.tbalkted to export regu at-king.

the moment we have not had to deal with that: :r

We are cooperating with 9W tO.the extent we can We are
training and providin earches; but that is the ext.; n <-f
our- cooperation at the

Mr. SIKORSKIA'hat is
Dr. MALONE. yes.
Mr. SIKORSKI: Min y c
Mr. Bosco. Dr. M e, lino- ing at the potential trade opportuni-

_ties that, nay wist in the health protocol, you indicate in your
instateent ,hat the Chinese have expressed an interest in acquiring

U.S.-prod supplies and equipment. 10,!

Has th specific interest been communicated to the private
sector and the Coinmerce Department?

Dr. MALONE. We have not directly made such a communication
to _the Department of Commerce.

What we have discovered is when the Chinese come to this coun-
try, they have their own agenda and often make theit own con-
tacts. However, if there is a specific piece of equipment needed in
conjunction with a specific research_ protocol, then we do make
some suggestions.

This Has occurred in the ar as of the diovascular epidemiol-
oky studies where we Want to udS, certain concentrations of lipids

uorb cholesterol in Chinese s jects thessame way as we are doing
here: We suggested tha the same instrumentation leas to be
bought and used in China as it is here.

So; this is exactly what has been done to look at cholesterol and
teiglscceeides. The Chinese have bought an analyzer, an ABA=200
instrument produced by Abbott Laboratories. They also have pur-
chased an AutoPacer instrument from the Aims Co. here in this
country to perform analyses.

I suspect that as qudies of this sort inefease and we want com=
paratiVe_ delta, that we will refer the Chinese to the same types of
instrumentation that we use. Otherwise, comparisons of the data
are sometimes more difficult.
_.But we have not made direct overtures__ to the Department of

Commerce. This has been done among the scientists themselves,
Mr. Bosto. In the example that you_have just given us, has there

been any problem at all with our export control regulations and
nsing_Of these sales to China?
Dr. MALONE. So far; I know of no such problem with the arrange=

merits we have been talking about.

189
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-_Mr. Bosqo: If so reqUested, would your peoP w ave inarted
Chihli be ab to assemble a list of items or processes t t thd-Chi-
nese require at his time andmay be able to liurchas from the
United States

Dr. MALONE: am sure we could do that:because; with each pro-
tocol; with each research activity there "is generally some,_
mentation needed by each project. We don't have a long likt
but that could-be done.

Mr. Bosco. One final question, Dr..:Malone, if I may.
Has there been any interest at all from the private sector; from

the pharmaceutical industry, to participate direcbly with your De:.
partment in any of these health _protcol aetivitiettfAllf«

Dr. MALONE. Atthe moment I know of no intethction and inter-
est beyond the types that 1 have just described eirriler.,.

If we_get to the point of developing, say, an anticahcerilrug that
shows great promise; I would be very surprised if`we did not have
some interest expressed by private industry. ..

Mr.- Bosco. Would this type of participation by the private sector
be welcomed by your agency and how do you think the Chin
would _react to this type of proposal?

Dr. MALONE. Let me answer it this Way:
At the National Institutes of Health we arft ju,St beginning to

grapple with -the problems connected with this sort o' relationship,
' the nature of the --EIS, icipation, who owns 'the dataewhen the data

shall be released 011Prhings of that sort.
-We are developing some policies which have niyee-comenff the '-

Preps: I would sgspect we would have tb loOlgwery.closely at those.
same kinds oLproblems because they would obvieutly be escalated
to another dimension at an international level. So;,I can only say
at this moment that we would have to give this very close scrutiny.
It would 4have to be something that we agree to, that the Chinese
agree tO, and that would be in accord with whatever policies we es-
tablish. Obviously that would be under, the watchful eye Of the
State Department andsucurrent regulations.

Mr. Boscp. Thank you, Dr. Malone. -'7.:

Mr. SIKORSKI. One final question. ' ..
You state bbth stiles _recognize -the need for China to develop a,*

technological infrastructure touensble state of the art research.
How can the' activities under these protocols .we have talked

.about 4iadity help achieve this? - ,f

Dr: -MALDNE. Since the - mornent of normalization of 'relations "

with na, I believe one of. the greatest 'needs that we have
d is of developing a cadre of capable resf*chers in fields

.undet consideration.
'Already we see a large number of ehin*Ncientists being

trained in this country. I think that number will escalate'and as it
doeS so, we will"be able to join with them in larger and more re-
search projecta. ::' .

So; we see coming, to fruition gradually the developrrient of a
cadre of research maIrPower. That is a priority requirement in this
country as well. is iil Gina. a

-..,-As we get More trained researchers; obviously we can engage in
more research projects and in vore and higher technology: I think
quit eventually; having looked at the aggressiveness and the intel-

,
Ik't!41k, -i) 1G0
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lect of they scientists;_we will hbve developed a tremendous
partner in research in just a few year§.

I think all of the benefits of resear& will accrue there as has oc-
curred in this country.

Mr. Sixoasxl. Again, thank you and the other panelists for assist-
ance in the hearing this afternoon.

The next hearing of this Special Subcommittee on U.S. Trade
with Chiim willbe on Navember-I4 at 2 p.m. The room will be an-
nounced later.

It will deal with thultilatVral export controls and their effects on
U.S, trade.

If there is nothing else, we are adjourned.
[Whereupon; at 4:45 p.m.; the subcommittee adjourned.]
[The following was received for the record:]
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The text of the. 1979 agreement and the various protocols and re-
lated annexes discussed in the subcommittee hearings are repro-
duced in this appendix;

AGREEMENT BETWEEN
TRE GOVERNMENT OF. THE UNITED STA OF APERICA

AND
THE GOVERNMENT OF THE PLOP=

ON COOPERATION TEN= OLOGY

.. The Government of th States' of rids and the',
.,;_

Government of the ,Peopless Asp %ic of China (hereinafter4
referred to as the Contracting Pastier):

Acting in the spirit of the Joint Communique' on the
.

Establishment of Diplomatic Relations: between th 17I..:.ed' Stateti..;'
-ii ..

.5(6
of America and the'Peopleis Republiecf China; ., o.f

,AtcognizAg that cooperation in the fields qi science and
'. 111,

technology tan'prombte the_ well-being:and prosperityof,both
! i".

--...Je :

.

A.
Countries; :'

400e-
Affirming that such cooperation ten itrengthen friendly

relations herrn both Countries;
i

Je,
.* .Al_

iiiehing.to establish cloSer and more regular cooperation t

"Ortween aciehtIfit End teChniceI eqtities and personnei in tmt.h
-.,

, . . .

J

f:14.":ocasOtrieet

ito4;, agreed as folltieS4

a-
AR:4,ti

2. The Contrac.ing Parties shall devel

this Agreement on_ the bailie of ignelity) rec
-

benefit. A --r- l
A

-1,-.-
2. The principal ve of_..th refitment

broad'opportubttlee tbs.- ration Intec Ihrtific4'
.

fitada of OnitiVtnteilkste .thereby _ tin; the pr, evia*
.

*. .

mnd teChnoIcogyfOr th4ititiOtof, both; countriesend.Wt-eanhind.

(187)
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AMTICIZ 2

Cooperation under this AqreaSnt may he underteken in e

fields of astricUlture. energy. pace. health. nvircomenti

Mirth scienCes. engineering an such other areas of science

and technology and their LIPnag4irrntas may be mutually agreed

as veil as educational and scholarly exchinge.
;

JLRTI4CC 3 ;

CO-Operation under this Agreement may .include

a.: Exchange of scientists.-scholars, specialists and.

,--

students; 1

,

III-
Exchange of scientific echoIarly and tenhhOlOgical

information and documentation;

S.

,
-

t. joint planning and implementation of programs and

projects:

d. Joint research. development and testing, and skewing,

of research results and experience between cooperating entities;

S. Organization Of joint coUrses conferences and pymposia:\

f. Other forms of scientific and technological cooperation

as may be mutuaily.agreed.

. :ARTICLE 4

Pursuant to the objectives of this Agreetett. the Contracting

Parties shall encourage and facilitate. as appropriate, the
_ .

development of contacts and cooperation between government

agenCies. universities, organizations. institutions. and-other

entities of both countries. and the conclusion of accord i between

such bodies for the conduct of cooperative activities. both sides

will further promote, consistent with such cooperation and where'

appropriate. mutually beneficial bilateral economic activities.

-, '

193
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ARTICLE 5

Specific accords implementing this Ag aslant may cover

the subjects of cooperation. procedures to a followed.

treatment of intellectual propertuiri&Crig and Other

appropriate matters. With respect to it. costs shall

be.borale as mutually agreed. All cooperati .activitiea uadei
.

shethis Agreement l be'subject to the avail Lilt? of funds..

ARTICLE 6
. ,

=. CooperatiVe activities under this Agreement she= be

subject to the laws and, regulations in each Counry:
. .

1

-,_
ARTICLE 7

Each Contpicting Party shall. With rem ct to cooperative

adtivities under this Agreement. use its stifforto to

ilfacilitat 'prompt entry into and exit from its.territory of

equipment and personnel of the other side. and also to prOvide

aecgss to relevant geograp
/
hic areas, institutions, data,and

materials.

ARTICLE I

Scientitic and schnological inforMation derived from

.000perative"actiVities under this Agreement be be made

eVaiIabId. unless otherwise agreed in an implementing accord

Under Article 5; to the World icientifie COMM=ity through

customary channels and °in accordance with the normal ProcedUres

of the participatingentities.

ARTICLE

SOLI-Mt/eta. tiChreicai eiperts, and entities Of third .

countries or international erganizationa may be invited; Upon

mutual consent of both sides. to participate in projects and

piigrams being carried OA under this Agreement.

29-568 0-- --13
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'ARTICLE 10

I. TbeCOntracting Parties shall establish US-PRC Joint

cOmoission on Scientific end Technological Cooperation, whidh

ahall consist of United States and Chineie pre+tt, Etch

COntracting Party shall designate a co-chairman and its members

of the ComtlitiOn% The Commissionjshall adopt procedures for

its operation; and shall ordinarily meet once a year in the

United States and the People's Republic of Cht0i site ate

2. The Joint commission shall plan and Coordinate

Cooperation in science and tedhnoIogy; and monitor and

facilitate such cooperation; The'Commisslon shall also consider
_

proposals for the further development of cooperative activities

in specific areas and recommend measures and programs tO both

sides.

_ 3. To carry out its functions; the Commission may when

necessary create temporary or permanent joint subcommittees or

working groups;

4; During the period between meetings of the comaission;_
411,

'additions or amendments may,be made to already approved

cooperative activities, as may be mutually agreed.

S. lib assist the'10int Commission; each Contracting arty.

shall detignite;an Executive Agent. The Executive Agent on the

United States side shall be the Office of Science And nicht:elegy

Policy: and on the side of the People'i Republic of China, the

State Sciiintific and Technoledical commission.. The Executive

itents shall collitoorate closelyto promote proper implementation

04 all activities and programs. The Zsecutive Agent of each

Contriating Party shall be responsible for coordinating the

LapIementation of its side of such activities and programs.

195
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ARTICLE II
es.

I. This Agreement shall enter into force upon signature

and shall remain in force for five years. It may be modified

or extended by mutual agreement of the Parties.

2. The tartlhation of this Agreement shall not affect the

Validity or duration of any impIemaiiting accords made under it.

DONE at Washington this 3/St day of IdLox.......t.dr /97%

in duplicate in the English and Chinese languages. both equally

authentic.

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:

MIR THE GOvERNMENT_OF_THE
PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA:

196
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% PROTOCOL
STHE GOVERMENT OF THE UNITED OF AMERICA

AND
THE.GOVEMMENT_OF_TBELPEOPLEIS_LiekiLIE_OF CHINA

ON COOPERATION IN HYDROELECTRIC POWER
"' AND

RELATED WATER RESOURCE_MANAGEMENT

. . .

The"Govornment of the United States of America and

the Geeernment of the People's Republic of China (hereinafter

referred to as the Parties), pursuant And subject to the

Agreement between the Government of the United States of

Neetife and the Government of the People's Republic of China,

on Cooperation in Science and Technology, signed in WashingtOn,

D.C. on January 31, 1979, for he purpose of establishing

and promoting cooperation in She field of hydroelectric power

1
and related water resource management, have agreed as follows

ARTICLE

The Parties agree to establish and promote cooperation in
'e

the field of hydrbelectric power getleratitn andireIaSed ;attar
.

.

resource management on the basis of equality, rebiproOity and

mutual benefit.

ARTICLE

,
46e Parties shall'ericourage and faCilitate the development

of contacts and cooperation betweenlikernment &raise, uni-
.

'versities, industrial organizations and other entities, and

\ 4'9 7
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private Wividuals, and the conclusion of appropriate

arrangement* for the conduct o f spec/fie activities:

ARTICte 3

_

The parties agree that cooperation under this Protocol

.msYinclude the following forms:

(I) Exchange and provision of information c1( mutual interest

.

on scientific And tOdlinidaI decals, ; acacias* and

Practices; K

(2) _Pasaarbh and development Activities in thO 'form of am..

Periments, trests, studies, apolyees..and other technical

'collaborative activities;

(3) Uchengt, or assicenment by one Party, of scientists, ensa

neer*, other specialists and.personnerfor training purposes

to the facilities of the other Party for visit and studYi

(4); ;Adhinge and provision of saMples, materials ; instruments,

equipment and components for testing.and evaluation;

(5) greements for the provisiOn of specific services, AUfb it

plmnnihq and project design, consultation- on wrifif tech -

nical problems and oonstruction managebent7 lk -

(6) Such other forms of cooperation at ate mutually agrsodi for

example. cooperation.in acquisition ofsquipment and

materials.
p
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ARTICLE 4 _/
I

:e

Specific undertakings, obligations and)6onditions with

c-resioect:tb the COOdUct of eaFh activity under Article 3,

including responsibility for the payment of expenses, shall'

be agreed by Adthorized entities Of the Parties on.a

bitif. For the Bnited Sates of America4the authorized

entit$te+(hersiWter;referred to fs the Farticipating.Agancies)

Shall include the. Department of Enem, the Bureau of Reclamiticin

of the btpartmot of the Interiori the Corp, of Engineers, and

`the Te ValIey_Authority. For the People', aepublic of
43,

China the Participating Agencies shall include the Miastry

of Electric Power and the Ministry of Water Canservency.

ARTICLE 5

_
.

(I) For the purpose of promoting proper conduct of activities

of the Farticipating Agindiel pursuant to this Prot000li

each Party will designate a national coordinator.

(2) The coordinator-4 of the Partite each year shall develop a

listing of joint activities: They shall be responsible for

coordinating and Artalgibgi as necessary; the Ample%enta-
,

tion of activities Of the respective sides.

1'99'
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4(3) Each Party shall designateoits national coordinator

within two month' of the effective date of this ProtOCOI;

The coordinators or their deputies shall meet AS mutually

agreed, alternately in the United States of AVarita and in -

the People's Republic of China.
ig

ARTICLE 6

(1) This Protocol shall enter into force upon signature and

shall remain in forci for a five -year period. It may be
_ ____

amended or extended by mutual agreement of the Parties.

(2) The termination Of this PrOtOcol shall not affect the

validity Or dUratiOn OfprOject agreements entered into

hereunder.

Wile at Beijing -this 28th day of August, 1979, in duplicate
,___,

...-.

tithe English and Chinese languages, both equally authentic.

FOR-THE_GOVERNMENT or THE
UNITED STATES O AMERICA

I
_

FOR'THE GOVERNMENT OF-THE-
.

PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA



ANNEX '11

TD THE PROTOCOL IETVEEK THE t1014ANKENT CI INC

MID STATES OF A!..ESICA AND THE COVERMENT OF THE

PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OP CHINA OM COOPERATION IN
i

NYPADELECTAlC OwER Al RELATED WATER RESOURCE

MANAGEMENT

6

The AmeriwaNydropower DelegstIon led by Mr. S. David Freeman; Chairman of that

Tennessee Walley Authol. whicb visited the People's lepublIc of China (PAC) from
t

n4rCh1-17. tros, held dl ions with the Chinese Hydropower Delegation on possible"'

brass of tooperatioe during 19e0 -19e1 to line Kith the Protocol. In addition. the

Parties also eschengett views'on projects to'be built.

The Parties reeched specific agreement as ?Olio:a:.

1. Cooperative activities on, hydroelectric Gower and related water-resource

management of the Nongshui River In Chin:

1.1 _The American side will send a delegation of ten specialists to China for one

Month in August 19% to stutly the NongsNui River and to di he multi-purpose

development program. and Datengxi and_Longtan hydroelectric power projects whith will
e

be built in the near futuli.

-1.2 The Chinese side will Opetch mission of ten specialists to the United '

in Septemder-Oet011er 1986 to study forsbne month Ins multi-puree'ie development

planning of the Celuebia River, estuary regulation and large scale hydrbelectric power

' projects,- In the Columbia valley and the adjoining area.

1.3 Based en these mutual visits, the Parties will further di he alter

A
of multi-purpose development planning of the Nongshui River and will decide on

cooperatiVe activities concerning multi-purpose development technology for the

Datengxl and LongtanohydroelectrIc power projects.

Z. Cooperative activities on_the Langton hydroelectric power project to Chine!

2.1 A: requested by the RC Ministry of Electric Penner. the U. S. Arts, Corps of '

° Engineprs will send ten to fifteen specialists to China for variable periods, depending

on need, over six month period beginning in July 1980 for the purpose of Itiodying

the economic/feasibility of, and reviewing Nye engineering design and ion

41ennittifo; the Longtan project.

201
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2.1,1 if the_t_ .ebove study'by the U. S. specialists discloses p1. need for further work

the Krrystry of ElmstrIc Power desires further assistance, the details of such

assistance will be negotiated separately between the ministry of Electric Power and

the.Corbs of Engineers.

2.1.2 During the ,conscruction phose:o the tongtan project. the Corps of Engineers
.

will provide on-site assistance in construrtion engineering and management If desired

1rthe Ministry of Electric Po.er. The details of such construction assi

be negotiated settritely between the Ministry of Electric Power mnd the Corps ofd

Engineers siarmonths prior to the beginning of construction.

2.2 As requested by the Corps of Engineers; the Ministry of Electric Rower will

sane; gin to ten specialists to the United States for a period of sin to twelve months

to be assigned to various U. S. locations for the purpose of participating In speCifit

engineerin; Planning, design and construction work. Tees exchange will begin after

October I, MO.

3. . Cooperative activities on multi-purpose development technology of:111, Three-

Gorge project in Chine:

3.1 The American side will dispdtch a delegation of ten specialifts to China in

September MD for one end half months to the den sites of the Three-Gorge

project and to discuss the planning end design alternatives of the Three-Dirge

project and designs of high dams, large scale power houses, gates, steel PiPs,

opening end closing eschanisms, large high heed navigation st ructures, large size

111,
diversion works end entre high *voltage AC end DC transmission tefhhology as well

as the selection of large size water turblemgenereting sets.

3.2 The Chinese side will send a delegation of ten specialiste4ue the United

States in May 1500 for one month to study the multi-purpose utilization of the

Tennessee end Colorado_Rivers and operatitonal control of river systems and hydroelacteld

power Stations in cascades and to makee study tour of the Engineering and A sssss ch

Center of the Pater end Power Resources Service of the U. S. Department of interier

end the Va 000 ways Experiment Station of the U. 4. Army Corps of Engine s as well as

diversion in the western arid 00000 of the United Stat

3.3 Eased on these mutual visits, the Parties will discusi and define sCientifli

A
and technical cooperation in the field of multi-purpose utilization of wester resources

anc the TnreeDorPe project and dill eepiere the design.iternativesof the Three-

Gorge prcjece.
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As recested by the PAC MinlItry of Electric Rower. the 8onnevIlle POwer'

Ad-inistretic-, of the U. S.. Departme-.: of Energy .4111 receive e.titew of seven Chines'

10sclalilts in the un;tad-statts for One month in Move-der-Dect,beer 1980 to stud)*

p3 sr gr.d technology,ond related,modern test and experiment methods. The Ministry

of Electric Power and the bonneville Power Administration will dlecuss further end

decide on additional scientific end technical areas. -f cooperation In the development

of transmission al iris.

5. Cooperative activities on the Ertan ydroelectric Power project in China:

5.1 As requested by the PAC Ministry of Electric Power. the U.S. Water and Power

' Resources Service .111 send a team of five specialists to China for three montht

from A:gyst to October' 1980 to study jointly with Chinese specialists the design

alternatives for the Erten hydroelectric power project. including navigation

feasiblIty, end to make study tour to the den slut.

I
If the above joint study disfloses the need for further work and the Ministry

Flect.;c. Power desires further assistance. the details of such assistance will be

negotiaied separately between the Ministry of Electric Power sod the Voter and PO Weir

Resources Servis:t .
.

.

5.1.2 Durinirthe construction phase of the Erten project. the Watley and Power

Resources Service wile provide on-site assistance in construction engineering and

r4'19Ammr!t if tissirld bY-the ministry Of Electric Power. The details of such

'
construction.aellstance will be negotiated separately between the Ministry of

Electric°Power and the Water end Power Resources Service OA months prior to the

t
beginning of construction.

5.2 As requested by the Water and Power Resources Service, tfm,hinistry of'ElectriC

ft ,

Power w;11 send five specialists Co the-united States for one month to visit the

Engineering and Research Center of the With and Rowe:. 'Resources Service and other

facilities of relevance to this project.

5.3 The Ministry of Electric.Power and the end Power Resources Service will

hold further discussions aftir.t-hese visits And may decide on further cooperation

on the comorehensixe development of the Erten project end ',Eloped scientifjc and

technical th
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'cooperation on the regulation of the Chandler; River Estuary in

- China!

6.1 As requester by the FRC MiniStry of Com,un.cations, the V. S. Army Corps of

Engineers will sand a teem of six to eight specialists toChina for one month sifter

July 1580 to mike a study (including. h. design and construction) of

the estuary or the Ctandiang ;liver and to review the regulation prOsbm (including

SedirantetiOn) with Chinese specialists experienced In the functioning of the

Changjiang River and its estuary.'

6.2 As requested by the Corps of Engineers, the ministry of Communications Will

send a team of six to eight specialists to the United States In October 1980 for one

month to visit and Study the Mississippi and other similar estuaries in the United.

States and alio.the.experimental centers involved in estuary research.

6.3 If the above study discloses the need for further work and the Ministry of

Co,-unications desires furiherassistance, the datins of such assistance will be

negotiated separately between the MiniStry of Comnunications and the CorpS of

Engineers.

7. 14 nu-ber.of specialists and thedatel and duration of visits under this

Annex are understood to be epproximations, subject to case by call, resolution,

according to the needs of the project and the availability bf funds end personnel.

Details regarding specific personnel, expenses end living conditions will also be
.

resolved on Casa by case basis.

8. In order to make the stony. exchang. visits as productive as possible, each

Side agrees -to supply the other with pertinent technical informmtion regarding the

subject of the visits at least one month prior thereto.

9. The Ch'ineSa side will dispatcn to the United Statis In l'eo-lov fifty

specialists in hydroelectric power, transmission and transformation:, water

conservancy, Navigation end other related fields to gain practical experience

In corresponding U.S. governmental departments and research institutions. The stay in

the United States for most Chinese specialists will be six to twelve months.

10. 'The U. S. side noted that the. Chinese side AO had experience In nvdroelectrit

power and water resource management which is of interest to the United States` The

par,:., a;ree :c xchaete inforration regardin5 these $$$$$ and to visits 'by U.S.

',trial is:s to study the Chinese experience. "

2J4
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The Pertims 'recognize that ihetemaybe a need for subseqUentcohsultstions

cr additional activities as .ell as on modifications of those activities specified

in -this Where such 'related activities are identified, It is understood Our

new Items under this Annex will be added by actual consent.
.

12. j The cooperative activities carried out under this Ann.. 6:111 be subject to

the fundS and 'manpower available to the Parties." -Thit specifie missions. obligations

and conditions with respect to the above-mentioned activities, including the

responsibility for.the Payment of costs:shall be decided Zpon by mutual agreement

on a case by case basis. For the purpose of implementing the cooperative activities

of this Annex, the sources of the funds shell be sought in accordance with the

relevant laws and'negmlatiOms of the parties.

Done it Beijing this 15th day of March., 1980, in du Heats in the. English

arc Chinese languages, both equally authentic.

CHAIRMAN OF THE

AMERICAN WORGF06.1R DELEGATION

-d (9°-"? -7144

THE AMERICAN NATIONAL COORDINATOR-
._

EmAIRMAN OF TM

C!'INESE HYDRO!, 'ER DELEGATION

THE CHINESE NATIONAL COORDINATOR
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ANNEX II

To the Protocol between the Government_of the United States_of
America and the GoverhMent of he PeOpleS_Republio of China
on Cooperation in.Hydroelect Power'and Related yater
Resource Management.

The U.S. Rational Coordiriator__Eugene_L;_Lawson held
discussions with the Chinese NationaI_Coor-dinator_Zhu JinIgde_
on possible_areas of further cooperation during 1982 -8f under
the Protbcca September 16T20,_1982, in Washington, D.C.
The parties reached specific agreement as follows:

1;_trintinuation_of_imPlementation of uncompleted activities
under Annex r (paragraphs 2.2 and 9 of Annex I):

1;1_ As_provided in paragraph 9 of Annex I, the Chinese
side_will_send to the United States fifty specialistsin
hydroelectric powers- transmission and transformation,
water conservancy, navigation and other related fieldi to
gain practicikexperiehce, as appropriate, in
corresponding U.S. Government agencies,.research
institutions and private companies. The stay- in -the-
United States for most Chinese specialists will be six to
twelve months.

1.2 The Chinese side will provide -the' U.S. side as soon
as possible a list of Ghinese spedpilists to_bcpIaCed_in
the U.S.: under paragraph 9 Of Annex I. -The Iist_shouId
incldde infOrmation on-the eduCationhl background -and work
experience of the specialists, their primary -areas of
interest, the-nature of the_training in_which_they_are
interested and-the nature of -the projects_that_each
specialtit will be assigned -to upon return_to_Chins.
Specialists should be fluent in- the English language and
properly qualified for their assignments.

'2. cooperative activities on the Tianshenggiao hydropower
project (TSP):

2.1 The US. Trade and' Development Program (TDP) will
provide a grant of four hundred thousand U.S. dollars
14400400) to the Ministry of Water Resources and Electric
Power for obtaining profespional and technical services
performed by a U.S. firm in preparing a technical-
alternatives study for optimum construction methods for
two tunnels for the low dam, providing guidance for
preparation of tender documents for the low dam to meet
World Bank standards and in carrying_Out preliminary
conceptual design studies for several technical aspects of
the high 'dim. The U.S.-PRC Grant Agreement for the
Tianshenggiao Hydropower Project, Signed on June 104_1982i
which covers these activities, forms an integral part of
the Annex.
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2.2 It-is expected that further operative_activitiei_on
THP will-be carried_out under thi Annex. The details of
Such activities will be negotiate separately between the
Ministry of_Water Resources and lectric Power and the
U.S. Side, including TDP. .

3. Cooperative_activities on the Longe4a4nd other Bongshui
Rivet Basin hydropower projects in China:

3.1 _As_requested by the PRC Ministry of Water Resources
and_Electric_Power. the U.S. side will send approsinately
four_lipecialists to China for eight weeks.in the fourth
quarter. of 1983 for the purpose ofcm joint study, with
Chinese specialists of the general

facilities,dam type, associated transmission facilities, the
possibility of getting the units into service in advance
by staged or non-staged construction and construction
engineering and management of the Longtan project. The
specialists will include, as appropriate, represe tatives
of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and U.S.-priv te
companies.

3.1.1 If the above study by the U.S. specialists
discloses the need for further work-and the_MibiStry of
Water Resources and Electric Power desires_further_
assistance on the Longten-ot other_BOngshui River Basin_
Hydropower 'projects, the details of such_assiStahre_wiII
be negotiated separately between the ministry of Water
Resources and Electric Power and the U.S. side;

3.2 During the construction phi-Ise of the_Longtan_and _
other Hongshui-River Basin hydrOpower_projectS. the_U.S.
side will provide on- site - assistance in construction
engineering and management if_desired_by the Ministry of
Water Resources and Electric Power. The details of such
construction assistance will be negotiated separately
between the Ministry_of Water Resources and Electric Power
and the U.S. side prior to the beginning of construction.

4; _COoperative_activities on multi-purpose elopment
technology of the Three Gorges project in China.

4:1 The_Chinese side will send a team of seve to ten
specialists to the United States in the third uarter of
1983 for one month to study relevant hydropow facilities

and_ research institutions and to iscuss_with
their American colleagues the specific sub ctii_Of the
Three Gorges project, such as develop plan in stages,
gonerfl layout, Resign of hydraulic- ructures, seIectiOti

of units construction sequence, sociated transmission
facilities and benefits of power eneration.

1

207
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4.2_As requereed by the Chinese tide, the U;s;_side Will
send_a:team of seVen to eight specialistli to China in the
firSt,halt_of1984 for six sweek to provide assistance. in
the technical aspects described ifiwveragraph 4.1. The
U.S. Specialists will include, as appropriate,
representatives of the Bureau of Reclamation and U.S;
private companies.

4;1 If thelabove activities disclose the need_for further

work and the Ministry of Water Resources and-Electric
Power'desires further assistance, the details of such
assistance will be negotiated separately. between the
ministry of water_Resources and Electric Power and, the
U.S. side.

4,.4 During the construction phase of the Three Gorges
project, the U.S. side will-provide on,site_assistance_in
construction engineering and Management if desired_by the
Ministry of Water Resources and Electric Power. _The_____
details of such construction assistants wilI_be_negotiated
separately between the Minittry Of water Resources and
Electric Power and the U.S. side prior to the beginning of
construction.

Cooperative activities on the Erten hydropower project
:BP) in China:

5.1- As requested by the_Chinese side_i_the U.S. side will
send a teat_Of_six specialists to China in the fourth
quartet of 1982 ter one month. to study_and discuss with
Chinese-- Specialists the following technical aspects of
EHP:-itietie_designi_high velocity flow and hydraulic
model testsi; lock mechapic44-stability of dam - abutment,

Stress analysis on dam body, foundation treatment;
generating units and gates4 associated distribution
facilities_and construction engineering and manayement.
The specialists will include, as appropriate,
representative; of the Bureau of Reclamation and U.S.

private companies.
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5:1:1 If the abOve joint study_disclosen_the_need for
fuither work and the Ministry_of_Water_ResouKces_and_
Eledttit POWer desires furtherc_assistance,Ahe detaIrls Of
such Attinthhee,QiII be negotilted_separatsly_between the

.
Ministry of Water ResoOrces and Electric Piwer and the
U.S. side.

'5N1.2 buting the construction_phase of!_the_Ertan
hydropower ptnject-4 the. .U_.S._side wrll provide on-site
Astittande'in construction-engineering_and management if
.desirtd by the Ministry_of_Water_Resources and Electric
PoWtt; The dretiiIs of Such_cOnstruction assistance will
be negotiated separately_between the Ministry of Water
Resnutnes and Electric_Power and the U.S. side prior to
the beginning:'of construction.

5;2 The Chinese_iide will,send a specialist team of six
to the_United States in the.fourth quarter of 1983 for one
month_to_study the design and construction- technologies of
high arched daqs,and underground works.

6. U.S.-Chinese hydropower development seminars:

6.1 Beginning'in the second quarter of 1983, the U.S.
side and the_Chinese side will jointly sponsor_a series of
hydropower development technical semihart Which' wiII_Oe_
held once a year. in the U.S. or-the People's Republic_of

The details of such seminars will be negotiated
separately between the two sides.- It is_understood_tbet
the first seminar'will bt hosted by the_Tenmessee_Velley
Authority and will fOCUS on MUlti-purpose river basin
development and planning.

6.2 The u:s. Deparththt Of Commerce_will organiZt_s__
Technical Seminar on- hydropower--engineering-and-equipment
which will be sponsored by the Hinistry_of Water Resources
and Electric-POWet, The seminar will take place in China
during May 1983;

6.3 The U.S. side will organize_a seminar on_methods of

financing hydroelectric power_proJects._,The seminar will
take place in China during the second half of 1983.
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?.__Upon request,,,,the U.S. side will, under appropriate
financial arrangements (possibly including reimbursable
funding), advise on and review.PRC multipurpose river eosin
development includingi but not limited to, hydroelectric
power, irrigation, estuary regulation, electr.ic power
transmission, environmental jectorso navigation, florid
control, posts and harbors and relifted water resource
development. The U.S. side will arrange- for technical
assistance to the Chinese side in the following areas of
multipurpose river system development:

a. Conceptual master planning
b. Feasibility studies (technical; econn and financial)
c. 'Engineering design/tender documents

-)

d, Project management, including constru p arming
and management-,

. e. Maintenance and operation
f. Project-criented training

The number of specialists and the_dates a tion of
visits under\this Annex are understood. 'o -be imations,_
subject to case -by -case resolution,- according- the needs of

!,,:

the project an subject t, the availability of uhOS and
personnel._ Ho ver, the intent_of the parties s that the
following fundi

7
pattern be followed:

For activitie connected with 6.2, the U.S wide will pay
al; expenses; \

,

For_activities_airrscted_with i.li_the U.S. side ITDF)
wal_pay_expeniea in accordance with the U.S:..-PRC Grant
Agreement for the Tianshengqiao Hydropower /Project.

For_activities conheFted with paragraph9 of Annex I, the
Chinese side will have the responsibility to arrange
funding. The U.S. aide will assist the Chinese side in
attempting to arrangefunding and support'from other
sources, including U. . private companies. In ady case,
the U.S. side will not charge any training fees for
activities under paragraph 9 of AnnexI.

For activities connected with 4.1, the U.S. side will pay
local costs in the U.S., while the Chinese side will pay
international travel expenses.

For activities connected with 3.1, 4.2, 5.1 andN)3, the
Chinese side will pay local costs in China, whike the U.S.
side will pay international travel expenses.

29-FAN 0-84 2 1 0
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For activities connected with 2.2, 3.1.1, 3.2; 4.3, 4-4,'
5.1.1, 5.1.2, 5.2, 6.1 and 7, 'payment 'shall be.decidid
upo hrough- friendly discussipns between the two sides.'

The sourc of funds shall be -sought .in accordance with the '-

relevAt laws and regulations 'of the parties.. For most
cooperative activities under this Annex, it is understood that
both U.S. governmentand private sector specialists should
participate. The composition of U.S. delegItions to China ..

u2pe: .paragraphs 3:1, 4.2, 5.1 and, 6.31wi be ayreed to by

ft
'tn- National Coordinators after consort 'on between U.S.
Government agencies-and private compani --It is expected
that each delegation will be headed by a . government-
official. Similarly:. the specific agend and itinerary for
each visit by a U. delegatLon.to China or a Chinese

I' delegation td the. S. will be agreed upon by tne National .

Ccordlna:ors After- agreement as_reacOed, however, details
an: -.:,ianning_nay be tarried out through direct conmunication
1)..::.:een t7,e Chinese _and U.S. gove;nment agencies involved.

__°

Dcne a: '..ashir.gton, D.C. this -20th day of September,. 1982,!in
-.-..7l...:,e in tne Ens.Ish Ind Chinese Ianyuages, both egL:aIly

If
a

J.S. National CooldinetOr The Chinese National COordinator

N7.

Eugene R. Lawson

17$9-it
Zhu Jingde



PROTOCOL BETNEEN

THE DEPARTMENT OF COPmERCE_
Or TIM UNITED STATES or AMERICAt a

.AND

THE STATt_SCIENTIFIC_AND_TECHNOLOGICAL COMMISSION
or.Tuz PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA

ON_COOPERATION_IN_mwr_FIELDS
MKNACEMENT or scmcrm, TvammoGy

AND SCIENTIFIC ANOTECHNICAL INFORMATION

Ths DePertMent of Commerce of the United States of America

and the State goientific'and Technological CommissiOn of the

People's Republic of China (hereinafter referred to as the

Partieh),...in accordance wi and subject to. the AgrAement

Between the Cove of ,e United.States of Aberica and theI
Government of People's Republic of dh on Ctiaperation

in Sciatic, and Technology, signed in Nesbitt ', D. C. on

January 31, 1979; for the purpose Of promoting cooperation and

collaboration in the field* of management of sciemrs and

tedhnoIogy. and scientific and teChnidai Information have

agreed as #011-6,i4-0

ARTICLE

The Fartits agree to establish this framework for

cooperation and collaboration in the fields of management of

induettial science and technology and scientific and technical

information.
_A

The Parties'agree to conduct exchanges And collaborative

activities cn the basis of equality, reciprocity And mutual

benefit.

212
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A,RTICLZ 2

Cooperation under Article I of thiT,Protocol In the

field of management of industrial science and technology may

inclUde the following formes.,

(1) ExChange and provil on of publications and

literature on the management of industrial science and

iethnoIogy;

(2) Exchange of specialists and scholars in the penagement

7Uf i-ndUstriaI science and technology for lecturing purposis;

(3) Exchange of personnel in the management of industrial

science and technjillii for training purposes;

(4) Joint organisation of conferences, symposi., and

courses:

-(5) Such other forms of cooperation as are mutually

agreed.

ARTICLE 3

Cooperation under Artlas I of this ProtocolAn the field

of scientific and technical information may include the

folloWibg forms:

(I) Exchange and provision of varietal kinds of available

scientific and technical information;

(2) The facilitation of utilization of available information

systems and data basest''

(3) Cooperation for the development and refinement of

such data bases and information syitamel

213
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(4)* Exchange of personnel for training purposes:

(5) Stich ogler forms_ of cooperation as are mutually

a*.kad.

The application or use of any information exchanged or.

trpAsferrekbattween the Parties under this Article shall be

thf. responsibility of the Party receiving it, and thi

transmitting Party does not, warrant the suitability of such

information for any particular use or application.

ARTICLE 4

il . .

Tfie.specif tasks, obligitions, and conditions With
.

respect to each activity under this Pr?tocol, including

responsibility for the payment of costs, shell belacided

by mutual agreement!, on a case-by-case basis. -

ARTICLE 5

_ -

In order to coordinate the related activitiep under this

Protocol, each Party chill designate a representative to-be

responsible for determining the particular directions of

cooperation and for ensuring the effectiveness of the exchanges.

The representatives of the Parties or their designated

coordinators will, by correspondence, consult with each other

and define the cooperative activities and other related matter*.

When necessary, a meeting may be convened by =ritual agreement,

to consider matters related to the iMpIamentation of this
4TER 0

Protocol. The representatives shall be named by the Pasties

within thirty (30) days of the effective date of this Protocol;_

214
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ARTICLE 6

.Specific arrangements relate A to the cooperation as

mutually agreed upon are embodied in Annex 1 to this PrOtocol..

New cooperative programs wiil be agreed upon by correspondande

between the representatives of the Parties, and such new

agreements will be attadhed as annexes to'this Protocol.

ARTICLE 7

All activities under this Protocol obeli be conducted-
.

under the -guidance of the US/PRC Joint COMMissAon on

Scientific. and TechnoIogipaI coopetatioa;

All questions related to this Protocol at activities

carried dut hereunder, unless settled by virtual Agreement

of the Parties, shall be referred to the Obove.mentionid

Joint Commission. 0

ARTICLE-Al

(1) This Protocol shall enter into force upon

signature, and shall remain in force for a five -year period.

It-may be amended or extended by mutuil agreement of the

Parties.
t

40
(2) The tettination of this Protocol shaII.not affect

the validity or duration of specific activities being ----

undertaken hereunder. ii
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Done -at Peijiing this el day of may; 15179; in duplicate

in this Znollish_and 4inese languages, both equ'Ily authentic.

t.-
rolt_Taz STATE SCIENTIFIC AND

FOR THE DEPARTMENT_OF_COMMERCE TECHNOLOGICAL COMMISSION gr
or THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA THE PEOPLE'S-REPUBLIC OF CHINA

!

1

I I
216
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AMERY

TOT 4

PROTOCOL

THE DEPAATNENT_OF COMMEACE__
OF THE UNITEDATATES OF AMERICA'

AND ;
.

A
TEE BTATE_$C1ENTIFIC_AND TECHNOi04IC7IL COARISSION". OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF =INA

AINCOdBERaTION Int= TIE= or

t7, Aft scimrtiric AND TECHNICAL
.ismaqempr or SCIENCE AND TZOLOGTow

. .

!

In accortance With the Protocol between the Department

lo mg Commerce of the United States of America and the State
A,

ScientiFicand Technological COMmission of the People's °

'Repub. rC of China on Cooperation in4thedirieldt of ?management

Sciancelind:TeihnoIogy and Scientific and Technical

Information, signed in Beijing; on may erbi 1979; the Parties

haveegreeito conduCt the activities set forth in Annex I.

ge

petlattias described in Annex 1 have been agreed

'upon in principle, but the details for the arrangements for

implementing these activities, including scheduling and payment

of costs., must be. made final by the coordinators before final

commitments can be undertaken. The. Parties agree that as

soon as the coordinator* are designated they will itewsdiately

begin work td makefinal arrangement*.

I. Delegations of expert* will be exchanged between

theFarties. Dr. JoAan Baruch, Assistant Secretary for

Science and Tedhno10 'of the U. S. Department of Commerce

217
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_

will lead a delegation comprised of experts in the area of

industrial science and technology managenrant'-to visit the

People': Republic of China a, a mutually agreed time. The

Chinese Wegation of experts will pay a reciprocal visit

to the,-0. S. at an appropriate time.

1

7-1. Two to three experts from the U. S. ii-the /Area of

manbgament of indtstriai science ana technology will deliver'

lectures in China in 1910-over a one to two month-per/ed.-

'Primary emphasil of the Iedturerowill be upon sue:

as the fOIoWingi *Akin; rndnetriAI science and technology

policy: aping long-term and short -term plans for .indim_jrtial

science d technology developments determining the prioiities

for indust.rial res arch and development programs and their

interrel net 4k ting and reviewing accomplishments in

industzia1 science and technology,. and, forecasting/ development

of industrial science and technology, etc.

III. A symposium, participated in by about ten experts

from each Party, will be held'in China during 1910 to discuss

related topics on the theory,,and
*

pradtice Of systems engineering

and its economic iboiatig;

iv; Two Chinese working groups; each consisting of not

more than five administrators of-industrial science and

technology management, will pay a study trip in 19$0 to

appropriate research institutions and enterprilil, etc. of

the United States, to learn about the experiences of ton whole

process. from basic research to industrial production for one

to two months.

218
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V. Five Chinese'lecturers or higher in the fields Of

the management of industrial science and technology and

systems engineering and its economic impacts will visit SS

1980 appropriate institutions of the United States to work

or for advanced study.

VZ: 1s Inititute Of Scientific and Technical information

of ahina (ISTIC) add-the National Technical information Service

(NTIS) establisCrelations is direct' provision of scientific

and tethlical information;

-irom the. beginning of-1980. NTIS will furnish ISTIC with

two current sUbSdriptions to its comprehensive journal

GOVernment Reports Announcement* and.inlex (CRAW. All Of

the technical reports announced in GAM' as avilable froi

. XTIS approximately 70,000 new techniCal reports each year

be available to the ISTIC at O. S. domestic prices. *bleb

represents a SO percent reduction from prices norMaIly.cherged
. .

by NTIS to all foreign buyers. The ISTIC will select and order

indiVidual NTIS reports or categories of NTXS__reports by

originating.agencies and a-eh/4ft*.

ISTIC will provide NTIS with list* of available journals

and other information-- iSTIC will providkto NilS,:those

selected at favOured'prices. .

4

ISTIC will send-in 1980 four Chinese lethniciams

specialised in scientific and technical information to NTIS.:

and other appropriate institutions for tr./Lining:in their

-
sciontific'end.technical information

two months. .

219

for one to
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-WZZ;r, NTIS will work with ISTIC .to determine the
Ak-1_

most appropriate-method for ISTIC ti obtainAhl full

bibliographic citations contained in the NTIS data bases.

NTIS will then assist the ISTIC in making the necessary

arrangements.

Annex I shall enter into force upon the signing by the
4

Parties of the above referenced Protocol on Cooperation in

the Fields of Management. of Science and Technology and

Scientific and Technical. Information.

220



ANNEX II

TO THE

.PROTOCOL BETNEEN

THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

AND

THE'STATE SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL COMMISSION

OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC' OF.CHINA

ON COOPERATION IN THE FIELDS OF

MANAGEMENT OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

AND SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION

FiOm February 8; 1982

to February 19, 1982

1982, Representatives of the Department of Commerce

of the United States of Ametica and the Delegation of

Scientific and Technical Cooperation from the State

Scientific and Technological Commission of the

People's Republic of China (hereinafter,referred to

as-the Parties) discussed cooperative projects of

mutual interest in management of science and

technology and have agreed to carry out the

activittes set forth in Annex
S

221
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The activities listed in Apnex II naysAesn

agreed:upon in prOcipleibut detailed. arrangements

for implementing these activities; including'

stheduling and payment of costs, will be made final

in writing"through -consultation between the

coordinators of the Parties.'

I.- The US Department of-Commerce will send i

delegatiorijof about 10) to visit China for two to

three w s at an app late.time. agreed upon by the

Partie . The PRC Sta Scientific and Technological

Commission will Ui respanSible for the reception of

the,deleganon. 'The elegationwill study China's'

scientific and-techn logical development and hold

discussiont on pOtJ1 ial new activities for bilateral

cooperatio.n.

II. In 1982 and 1983, joint symposia on

management of science and technology will be

condbcted separately in the US = nd the PRC: Ten..

expertaang.specielists from e Party will

participate in each symposium to discuss topics

relating to theory and practice of management of

science and technology;
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III. The PRC will dispatch a group (of about 5)

to study thi entire process from basic research to

induS-trial production at appropriate US organizations

tor a period of 1-2 months in 1982;

rv. Ten Chinese specialists in the fields of

program formulation,"project examinati)on, and

Management of.large-scale scientific end technical

projects Will be selected and :.the US Department Of

Commerce will' assist in placing them in appropriate ).

US organilations for work and investigation for.;.

periods of 3 -b months in 1982:
r

This Annex shall enter into force upon signing of

the document in-Washington this first day

of March : 1982; in duplicate in the EngII;POrnd

Chinese languages, both equally authentic.

FOR_THE- EPARTMENT
'OF_COMM CE -OF -THE
UNITED S ATES OF'
AMERICA

FOR THE_STATE_SCIENTIFIC
AND_TECHNOLOGICAL
COMMISSION _OF_THE-.
PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA
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i ANNEX III
0

TO THE

PROTOCOL BETWEEN

THE DEPARtMENT-OF COMMERCE

-OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

AND

THE STATE.SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL COMMISSION

OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC DF.CHINA

OWCODPERATION IN THE FIELDS-OF

MANAGEMENT OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

AND SCIENTIFIC AND tCHNICAI INFORMATIONi_

From February 8; 1988'

to February 19; 1982 .

1982, Representatives of the 07partment of Commerce

of the United States of Amerlca and he Delegation of

Scientific and jechnicel Cooperation from the State

ScienhifiC and lechnological Commissioffof the

People's Republic of China (hereinafter referred to

as. the Parties) discussed cooperative projects of

mutual interest in scientific and technical

information and have agreed to carry out the

activities set forth in Annex III.
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agI
The activities listed in Annex III have been

ed upon imprInciple, bit detailed arrangemenes

for iMPlementing these activities, including
.

scheduling and payment of costs, will be made final

in writing through consultation between the

coordinators of the Parties.

I. The National Techhical Information Service Of

the United States (NTIS) and the Institute ter

Scientific and Technical Information of China (ISTIC)

agree to have communication between' managers of the

two organizations at appropriate times to reviow and

implement the cooperative activities herein agreed

upon and other cooperative projects agreed upon

afterwards; This communication should include 6

reciprocal personnel visits; correspondence, and

participation in national and regional infOrmatiOn

activities.

II; NIS and ISTIC will continue to provide

scientific and technical information from their

respective institutions at favored prices as

prescribe) in Article 'in of Annox I to the Protocol

on Cooperation in
i

the fields of Management of Science

and Technology 'and.ScIentific and Technical

Information signed by the Parties in 197.,I4
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III- NTIS end ISTIC Will initiate a joint

work-study program at NTIS. At the invitation of-:

NTS, two Chinese specialists in scientific and

technical information will arrive in the United

Stites to begin the program in December 1981 and the

other two participants will be invited in May 1982.

A. ig,The objective of the program is to enable the
i

Chinese personnel to obtain advanced executive

training on scientific and technical information and

increase the exchange of information between the two

organizations.

B. Scope of the Work-Study Program.

NTIS will facilitate for four (4) Chinese

informatioh scientists to be assigned to NTIS

operating unitp for work-study activities; make

arrangements 'r or heir participation in the NTIS

Information Systems korkshop; provide access tb,

facilities required in carrying out the program;

--Osovide basic living expenses, hospital and accident

insurance for the.four Chinese scientists, and assist

in arrangements for lodging throughout the period of

- assignment in the United States;

29-56S 4- 84 --15.-15 r
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ISTIC will assignan December 1981 two

technicians and in May 1982 the other two;pers1-1S,FOr.....

,work -study in the following areas:

- A6stiactinb; indexing and.bibliogTaphit Searching

-Acq sition, evaluation, packaging and w

diisemina ion of "appropriate technology"

=Computer processing and data base management

- Selection and acquisition of technical

information from foreign sources other than US.

The Chinese technicians selected should have the

equivalent of a university degree, practical

experience, and English proficiency-.

Iv: The Chinese side will pr.ovide translation

services to NTIS through the China Scientific and'

Technical Documentation Translation Company. Both

_sides agree to perform these services initially on
o-

pilot project basis for Chinese and Japanese ta_

English trtnslation.of information. Dependin on the
.

progress of this pilot project, a long term contract

may be considered by both sides.
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This Annex shall enter into force upon signing of

the Cocument in Washington this first

day of March ; 1982; in duplicate in the English

and Chinese languages,-both equally authentic;

1 FOR_ HE_NATION L_TECHNICAL
INFORMATION- SERVICE OF
THE UNITED STATES,

FOR THE INSTITUTEfFOR
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL
.INFORMATION OF CHINA
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ANNEX IV

TO THE

PROTOCOL BETWEEN-
.

THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

AND

THE STATE SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL COMMISSION

OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA

ON COOPERATION IN, THE FIELDS OF

MANAGEMENT OF SCIENCE ANO7TECHNOLOGY

AND SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION

From February 8; 1982

to February 14; 1982

1982, RepreSentatives of the Department of Commerce;

of the United States of America and the Delegation of

Scientific and Techn cal Cooperation from the State

"Scientific and Techn logical Commission of the

People's Republic of China (hereinafter referred to

as the Parties) discussed the cooperative profect of

the tional Center for Industrial Science and

Tedh y Management.Oevelopment (at Dalian; China)

ave agreed 'to carry out the activities set forth

in Annex IV;

S
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The activities,lieted in Annex IV have been

agreed upon in principlei but detailed arrangements
_ .

for implementing these activities; including

scheduling and payment of costs, wil e made final

in writing through consultation between

coordinators of the Partlas.

I; fn accordance with the Protecbl between the

and the:PFIC on Cooperation in the Fields of

'anagement.of Science and Technology and Scientific

and Technical Informationi the Parties agree to the

establithment of the National Center for Industrial

Science..end Technology Management Development (et

Daliani-China) (NCIOAD) for the training of

managerial personnel in industry and science

the

USA

and

technology. The Center is to be jointly sponsored by
_

the' US Department 'ofCommerce and China's State

Scientific and Technological Commissioni the state:

Economic Commission and the Ministry of Education;

II; The Parties recognize that the Center, with the

`attention and support' given to it by the governments

of both countries and through the joint efforts of

the teaching faculty from both sidesi has
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successfully completed'the teaching assignment for

the first two sessions in 1980 and 1981.i exchanged

information and experience of Management of industry

and science and technology of the two countries, and
AP

strengthened friendship. The Center is of mutual

.benefit to both sides. The Parties agree to set the

period of cooperation for the program to a total of

five years, beginning 1980 through 1984: During the

period of cooperation, the US side agrees to assume

the major responsibility for teaching. Curric-61UM

design will be jointly 'decided by the Parties.through

consultatiOn. The US faculty will be assisted by a'

Chinese faculty to be recruited by the Chinese Side.

The objectives of the Center during the five
_ -

years are as follows:

1. The Center will complete the training of

approximately one thousand (1000) enterprise

directors and managers, government Officials

involved in the management of science and

technolOgy and industry, responsible persons of

research acciemies_and institutes, and teachers-
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-of management at institutions of higher learning

to enable them to get acquainted with the basic

theory and methods of.modetn management of

industrial enterprises as well as of science end

technology in the United States:

2. To bring into full play the role of the

Center, the US faculty will, while continuing the

training of the above mentioned personnel,

reinforce the special training of Chinese

teachers,.beginning from 1983.

IV. The US.Aide will assist the Centerfin the-

collection of books, literature; and other reference

materials in the field of management, with.particuIar

emphasis on management of industry and science and

technology.

V; The US side will assist Chinese teachers and_

computer operating personnel to improve the handling

of computers and their application to management.

VI. In order to accelerate the buildup of the

Chinese faculty at the Center, the US side agrees to-

assist the Chihese side in seeking scholarships', nd

fellowshipt for outstanding Chinese teachers to be

selected and sent by the tenter to theUnited States

for advanced, study or research. ,
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7 VII; -In order to establish the Center as one -of the

national- training basesi'the Chinese government has

allocated capital construction funds fpr classroom

and office buildings, dormiioi

facilities. The US side ag

other'

make an effort to

t011ett appropriate teaching eau nt for the Center;

VIII. To further the exchange o management science

and Management education between the USA. and PRC and

to extend the Center's influence, the Parties agree

to organize academic symposia in Chi o topics of

management of industry and science and technology.

Details of the symposia shall be %forked out later

through consultation between the Parties.

IX. China Will, to the extent possible, organize

investigations and case studies .to be carried out by

Chinese and Ameriltan teachers at appropriate

industrial enterprises;



This Annex shall enter into force upon signing or

the document in Washington on this first

day of March , 1982 in duplicate: in. the English

and Chineie languages, both equally authentic.

4t_a_

FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF
COMMERCE, OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

e

FOR THE STATE ECONOMIC
.

COMMISSION OF THE
PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA

2 3 4
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.IMPLEMENTING ACCORD
BETWEEN ME

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY OF THEUNITED STATE; OF AMERICA
AND THE

STATE SCIEBTIFIC_AND_TECINOLOGICAL_COMMISSICM
OP THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OT CHINA

ON COOPERATION IN THE FIELD OF HIGH ENEMY PHYSICS

The Department of Energy of the ()Sited State. of America and

.
the State SCientific and Technological Commission of the PeOple's

Republic of Chiba (hereinafter referral, to'as theParties),for

the purpose of'promoting cooperation and collaborailon in the
.

field of high 'energy physics subject;"to 'the.Agreemerm BetWeem the

Government of the United States Of 'Americi and the Government of

the People's RepUbIiC of China'on Cooperation in &steno: end

TeChhoIogyi.signed in Washington, D.C. on January 31i 1470:

have agreed as followst..

ARTICLE

The objective of this Accord is to further the energy .

programs of the Parties by establishing a framework for coopera

tion in the field of high energy physics, including theoretical

and experimental research, accelerateir design and construction

techniques: and relaxed technology areas as may be mutually

agreed.

ARTICLE 2

Cooperation under this Accord may include the following

forms:

Exchange and provision of information on scientifid
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and technical velopmen activities, and practices;

2; RA ear eveIopment activities in the form of

experiments, tests, ei_technical collaborative activities;

-3. Exchange of cient ts, engineers, and other sPecisl-

1st.; including visits by specialist teams or individuals to the

facilities of the other P4rty; and exchange of personnel for

training purposes;

4. Exchange and proirision of samPles, materials, instru-

ments, and components for testing and evaluation;

5. Stich other forms of cooperation as are mutually agreed.

ARTICLE 3

Specific undertakings, obligations and conditions with

iirspect tO the conduCt of each activity under Article 2 inCluding

tesporisibility for payment of costs ehAII be agreed by Authorised

entities on a, use -$y -case basis.

ICLE 4

1. For the purpose of rdinating activities pursuant

to this Accord, Committee on High Energy Physic.* is hereby

ittAblished; consisting of representatives of the Parties

and such other persons from each Party's national research

community as it may designate. Each Partf shall designate

one, person to act as its co-chairperson on the Committee;

2. The COI:mitt', will oneourale contacts between scien-

tists, universities; and laboratories of the two nations.

3. The Committee each year shall develop and maintain

a listing of joint activities 4o be carried out, arid, as

236
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requested by the partIcipaiing-institutions and scientist*. f.ti

shall assist with arrangludents for the listed activities.

Items say be listed by consensus at meetings of the Commit-

tee, or, between meetings, by agireement of the co-chairpersons.

4. Each Party shall designate its members of the Co ttee

within two months of the effective date of this Accord. .T

first meeting of the Committee should be held, if possible,

within throe months thereafter at an agreed site. Subsequently,

the Committee shall meet in the united States and the People's

Republic of China alternately at intervals of about 12 months or

. as agreed by the co-chairpersons.

S. The Committee shall be sublect to the direction of the

-1213-PRC Joint Commission on Scientific and Technological Coopera-

tion established under the aforesaid Agreement of ,January 31i

1979, and shall periodically report the Status of its piogrpm to

-ifthat Commission.

6. The Committee may assume other duties as mutually

agreed by the Parties.

ARTICLE S

The application or use of any information exchanged or

transferred between the PartieX under this Accord shall be tbe

responsibility of the Party receiving it, and the transmitting

Tarty does not warrant the suitability of such information for

' any particular use or application.

ARTICLE 6

The Parties recognize de need to agree upon provisions

r



concerning protection of copyriahts and treatment of in-

ventions or discoveries made or conceived in the course

of or under this Accord in Order to facilitate specific

eCtiVities hereunder. Accordingly, tie Parties shall

appoint experts in thesetwo fields who shall separately.
4

recommend to the Parties detailed provisions abidb, if the

Parttli agree, shall be made an Annex to ibis ACCOrd;

ARTIC1.Z 7

Both Parties agrea.Shat.in the event equipment.is to be

exchangedtor sapplied by one'Party.to the other for use in

cooperative activities, thOy_shaIl.enter '110,a7fre
1

unlarstandings on a case-by:70e basis. .

ASTI=

1. Whenever an'attachment of staff Is contemplated under

this Accord each Party shill 'Mina that staff with necessary

Skins and competence are selected for attachment to the other

Party. ,

2: Zech attachment bf half shall be the sdbject of an

exchange of letters between the participating institritions,

covering funding and other matters of interest not otherwtes

specified in this Accord.

3. .Cach 'Party shall provide all necessary assistance

to the attached staff (and their families) of the other Pa as

regards administrative formalities, travel arrangements and

accommodations.

4. The staff of each Party ihall conform to the genera!

.rules of work and safety regulations in force at'the host stab -_a .

k



lishieni, or as Agreed imseperais ittachient'of staff
. _

agk moots.

ARTICLE 9

1. All questions related.to this Accordor activities

-
cartied out heretinder Shall be settled by mutual agreement of

the Parties. -*

2; tach.Party will accept liabill.tyoto the 'Stant author-
,

ised by its national lays for damages arising from Coopera-

tive activities under thit AttOrd;

ARTICLE 10

'1i ThisAccord shall enter into forte upon *iihathee., And,

unless terminated earlier in accordance with paragraph 2 of
_ .

this Articlii, shall'remainlii_force firNlifive-yer-period: It

may be amended or **tended by mutual agreement of the Parties.

2; This Accord.may be terminated at any time At the

diScretion of either Party, upOn 6 months advance notifica-

tion in writing by the Party seeking to terminate the Accord.

3. The termination of this Accord shall.not affect the

validity Or duration of specific activities being undertaken

hereunder;

239
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DONE it Waehington this. 3/2day of 94 4LA.....4r; 47;
in duplicate in the En0IiSh,and Chinese languages, both

jequally authentic.

mit TEE DEPARTMENT OF ER!*
_OF_THE

UNITED STATES or AMERICA:

FOR THE STATE SCIENTIFIC
AND TECHNOLOGICAL COMMISSION

OF ,TEZ.
PEOPLE'SREPUBLIC OF CHINA:

A-

4
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ANNEX= THE IMPLEMENTING ACCORD

BETWEEN THE

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY OF,-THE UNITED-STATES OF AMERICA

AND THE'

STATE SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL COMMISSION OF

THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CBINA.

COOPERATION IN THE FIELD OF HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS

In accordance with Article 6 of the Implementing Accord

between the Department of Energy of the United States of

America and the State Scientific and Technological COM-

Mission of the People's Republic of'China on Cooperation

in the Field of High Energy Physics (hereinafter referred

to as the Implementing Accord); signed in Washington, D.C.

On January 31; 1979 by the Department of Energy of tiro

United Stttes Of America and the State Scientific and

Technologiral commission of the People's Republic of China

(hereinafter referred to as the Parties), the Parties

agree as follows:

ARTICLE 1

All information of each Party provided to the co-'

operitiVe programs under this Implementi- ng Accord and ell
_ _

inforMation arising from this Implementi- ng Accord' may be

published throUgh scientific journals and other channels

commonly used for diaseminatian of scientific and techno-

logiCal inforMatiOn; If there is a need to introduce

241.



in the cooperative- =gram* information which is owned

by a third party' and which is to be protected, a diaCiainh

to introduce such information shall be made through

consultations by representatives of the two side* of ths

Each Party shall give protection to the aboVe-

44fitioned information in Accordance with-the'laws,
Aw
regulation* and practices of its own country.

ARTICLE 2

In this Annex,. information to Be protected *hall mean

information of a confidintial nature as trade secrets and

know-how which. is appropriately marked and which meets

all of the following conditions:

(a) it is of atype'custOmarily held in confidence

by commercial sr:au-cos; ..7

(b) is not generally known or publicly avai4ble

from other sources;

(c) it has not been previously Made available by the

owner to others without obligation.concerning

its confidentiality;

and

(d) it ii not a'ready in the possession of the,:,,

recipient Party without obIintion concerning

its confidentiality.

,

$6e8 0 e4--le
. .

_;t
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, ARTICLE 3

Either Party should communicate to the other Party

information regarding inventions or discoveries on which

pStent or other protection is to be obta ed, and may ask

the latter to delay publication Orpub ic disclOsure of

such.information, provided, howeyer, at this restriction

on publication orlpublic disclosure2Shall not extend

beyond six months from the date of the communication of.

such information.,

rACLE 4 4

As to inventions. o discoveries made or con ived

during exchange of personne34 design; devefopment

or fabrication efforts of loomponents r systets between

the Parties; or as a result of joint experiments between

the Parties; -or such other forms of cooperation as are

mutually agreed:

(a) each Party shall be 'entitled to all rights to

and interests in such inventions or discoveries

in its own country; and

(b) the Party on whose technolOgXthe invention or

discovery is principanybased; as determined

by the Committee shall be entitled to all

rights to and interests in any invention or

243
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discovery'in third countries, subject to

noneXclusivei irrevocable icense

to the other'Partic its government and the

nationalt of its country designatedloy it.

4 .

ARTICLE

If:in the course.ofexicution of the cooperative

programs, one Party procures frOm-tources other than the

other Party or its labOratOries, directly or 'through

the other Party omits Iabbratoriesi services for the

design, development or fabrication of,coMponents or

systems and thereupon makei or conceives an invention

or discovery, the treatment of the rights to such .

invention or discovery shall be determined by that Paity

itself.

ARTICLE 6

Copyrights may be obtained by either Party on works

originated under this Implementing Accord in accordance

with the laws and regulations of its own country. Howeveri

the other Party must be granted a nonexclusive and royalty--
A

free license to reproduce and distribute such works for

-any purpose.

244



ARTICLE 7.

Each Party will take all necessary steps to pf-ovide

the pOoperation from its ,authors and inventors required

to carry out the provisions of this Annex. Each Party

shall assume the responsibility to pay awards or
r--

compensation required to be paid to nitiOnias of its
. _

`country according to theIaws of its country;

ARTICLE 8

Other questions or, issues regarding the tfeatMent

of information or inventions or discoveries not covered

this Annex shall be settled through consultations by

the Committee.

ARTICLE 9

This Annex is made applicable to the Implementing

Accord andis not made applicable to other agreements ov

_protocols entered into pursuant to the Agreement between
_

the,Government of the United States of America and the

Government of the People's Aipublic of China. on Cooperation

in Science and Technology signed January 31, 1979; without

express agreement of the two governments. This Annex

shall enter into force upon signing and its term of
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validity; manner of termination and means of modification

and extension are the same as' the 'Implementing Accord.

Done at' Beijing this tWelfthday of June l979, in

duplicate in English and Chinese languages:, both equally

authentic:

FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY FOR THE STATE SCIENTIFIC AND

OF THE ltCHNOLOGICAL COMMISSION

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: OF THE

PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA:

/
7./2





PROTOCOU.BETWEEN
THE DEPARTMENI_OF ENERGY

OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

AND,

THE STATE SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY COMMISSION
OF, THE

PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC.OF CHINA
ON COOPERALIQN IN THE FULDS OF.

NUCLEAR PHYSICS AND CONTROLLED MAGNETIC FUSION RESEARCH

TheDepaitmentoc'Energy of the United States of America aro
the State Science and Technology Commission of the People's
Republic of China (hereinafter referred to as the Parties)for
the_purpose of prbmoting cooperation in the fields of Nuclear
Physics_and_Controlled Magnetic Fusion ResetrChi and, according
to_the_Agreement between the Governmentof the United States of
America_and the Government of,the People's Republic of China on -
Cooperation in Science and Technologyi-signecrin Washington,
D.C., on January 31; 1979; have agreed asfollpws:

Article 1
L.

The Par esAigree; on_t4i_basis of equality,- reciprocity and
mutual enefiti to cooperate with each other in promoting each
other's programs in Nuclear Physics and Controlled Magnetic
FUtiOn

Article 2

Coope ation under this Protocol may take the following forms:

I.. Exchange- and provision_df information and data on
scientifIc_and_technical_development4 _activities'and
practices_io the fields of nuclear physics and controlled
,magnetic fusion;

2. Research and_development_activities in the forms_of
experiments; tests; and other technical collaborative
activities;

3. Exchange Of scientists;_engimears_i_and Other
specialists to the facilities of the other Party for visits

short-teim work;

4. Exchange and provision of samples, materialsi
instruments-; and components for-scientific research;

5. Such other forms of cooperation as are mutually agreed.
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Article 5

Ttte,Parties_shalI encourage and_facilitate_contacts,..coopera,
tion_end specific_cooperative_activities_between universiti.es,
research_ institutions and scientists of the two countries.

Article 4

'.A-Wbrking__Group_shall be_set_up_to coordinate_the_activities
under_this Protocol and its Annexes. Each Party

shall disignate_three4Dersons_to be_members_ofthe_Working
Group, one as Co- Chairperson for overall coordination; one as
Coordinator_for_Nuclear_Physics_and_one_as_Coordinator_for
Controlled_Magnetic Fusion. The Cooxdinators shall; by

-correspohdencer:vonSult with_each other define the
cooperatiye activities and other relevant me -= When
necessary, a meeting may be called_by_mutual_agreemeht to
consider matters related to the implementation of this Protocol;

Article 5

The_specific tasksi_obligations;_and conditions;-with respect
to the_stipulated_activities of_this Protocol_and its_Annexes,
iheludihg resdonsibility_for_the payment of costs; shall be
decided through mutual agreement by the Parties on a case-by-
Case hasis;:

.

The specific-cooperative activities, as mutually agreedi_shelI
be eMbodied in Annexes to this Protocol; ,The_specific arrange-
mentsincIudimg financial arrangemEnts_/orthese_activities,

_shall be confirmed by_correspondencsibetween;Coordinators or
-"their representetives: I

ArtiCle 6

AIl_attiVitiii stipulated_under_thisnProtocol_end_its_Annexes
shall be'conductad .under:the guidance of_the_US,PRC_Joint
Commission qn Scientific eon Technological Cooperation;

es. `iArttcle 7:

The,ipplicition.or use -of eny_information_excnenged_oi:trans-
miqed between the Parties under_this Protocol_shall be the_
responsibility of the Party receiving it,. andthe_transmittimg
Party does not warrant the suitability of such information for:

'.any particular use or application.

Attitie 8
.

TRe Parties agree to reach an accord,cOncerning protection of
copyrights and treatment of inventions or discoveries made=or
conteiwed under this. Protocol-in order to-undertake-spetifid '

activities. Such accord shall'be madaiiaSion Annex to this
ProotoCol.

24
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Article 9

The Parties agree-that in the-event equipment is-to be
exchanged or Supplied by one Party to the other Party for use
in-cooperative activities,;ther.shall enter intospecifkc
understandings on a case -by -case basis.

Attieli 10
*

1. Whenever an attachment of staff is contemplated under this
Protocol, both-Parties shall be satisfied that only/staff with
necessary skills and competence are selected.

2, -Each attachment of staff shall be- made through an exchange
of letters between the participating institutions-concerning
funding_and other relevant matters not specified in this
Protocol.

3.- Each Party shall provide all necessary assistance to the
attached staff (arid their familieS) of the other party as
regards administrative formalities, travel arrangements and
accommodetions..

Article 11

All cooperative-activities under this Crotocol shall be subject
to the availability of funds and personnel and to the laws and
regulations of the respective countries.

Article 12

1. All issues relateeto this PrOtocol or occurring In the
activities carried out hereunder shall be settled by agreement
of the Parties. .

2. Each Party-will accept liability to the extent authorized
by its national laws and regulations for damages arising from
cooperative activities under this Protocol.

',Article 13

1. This Protocol shall enter into force upon signature, and;
unless terminated earlier in accordance with paragraph 2 of
this Article, shall remain in fprce-for-a five-year period. It
may be amended or extended by netuaI written agreement of the
Parties.

2. This Protocol.may be terminated at any time at the-disT
cretion of either Party, upon six months advance notification
in writing by the Party seeking to terminate the Protocol.

:3: The termination of this Protocol 'shall not affect the
validity or duration of the specific activities initiated bul
uncompleted wider this Protocol.



Done_at_Deijingi-vn_the_EIevehth'_.day of May of 1983-; in
duplicate in thscEnglish and Chinese languages; btith equally
authentic.

For the . .For the
Department of Energy State Science and
of the Technology COmmissidn
United States of America vf the _

_ People's Republic of China
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PROTOCOL BETWEEN': _..
THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

OF THE
UNITED STATES OF' AMERICA

AND--
-THE MINISTRY OF-COMMUNICATIONS

OF THE
PEOPLE'S' REPUBLIC OF-CHINA

ON COOPERATION IN SCIENCE -AND TECHNOLOGY OF
TRANSPORTATION

The_Department of Transportation of-Ge United States cif-
America and the ministry of ComMunicatiOns of the People's'
Republic of China (hereinafter referred to es the Patties), in
accordance with and subject to the Agreement between the
Government of the United States of America and the Government
of the Peonies Republic of China an Cooperation in Stience and-
Technologyi signed in Washinoton, D. C. on 3anuary.31, 1979,
and -for -the purpose of promoting scientific and technical coop-
eration end_collaboration in the-field-of transportation, have
reached agreements as follows:

Article 1

Thejlerties agree to-undertake cooperation-and collabors-
tion in science and technology of transportation on the basis
of equality, reciprocity and mutual benefit.

Article 2

The Parties agree that cooperation may include sclenceland*
technology in the following field*:

1. Port engineering;

_

2. Waterborne transportation;

Shipping management;

A. Highwayengineering;

3. Traffic management systems;

6. Urban transportation;

7. Other fields as mutually'agreed.

Article 37

....... +4nri mow inelude the felleidhe
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1. Exchange of scientific and technical inform"
(in the-language of the proqding Party) on subjects of
common interest;

2. Exchange of specialists, .scholars, delegations and
pientific and technical perionnel; . ...

3. Cooperative research on subjects of mutual interest;
. . . - . .

.

.

4...Join organizstion-of_sympoSimand seminars;
.,-......,,,imr-.:.

5. Exch nge and provision Of simplest miterlalotr date,
instrum is and components far' tang, evaluation -and
other .purposes;....1 :Tglift:-:77-:7=1:7 :..---

. . .
.

6. Other forms of cooperation as mutually agreed.

Artic10'4

CoOperation-under this Protocol will be subject to the avail-
ability of funds and manpower for the Parties. The specific
taskst obligations and conditions with respect to the activi
ties under Article 3 of this Protocol, includihg t e responsi-
bility for the payment of expenses, shall be dec d by autual
agreement on a case-by-Fase basis. : 4

. Article 5

Scientific and technical information derived from the coopera-
tive activities under this Protocol may be made available to
the world scientific community, unless otherwise agreed.

Article 6. .

.All activities under this Protocol shall be conducted under the
guidance of the US-PAC Joint Commission on Scientific and
Technological Cooperation.

In order to coordinate the cooperative activities, each Party
shall designate a representative to be responsible for deter-
mining the particUler directions of cooperation and for

. ensuring the effectiveness of exchanges. The representatives
of the Parties or their designated coordinators will, by cor-
respondence, consult with each other and define the cooperative
activities and othor related matters. When necessary, and as
mutually agreed, tbey shall meet to consider matters related to
the_implementation of this Protocol.

The. Parties shall name their respective representatives within
thirty (30) days of the effective date of this Protocol.

252
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-..
Artitle 7

Specific activities as mutually agreed, including the financial
arrangements, shall-be embodied in the Annexes to'this_Proto:,
col, -The-Annexes will be concluded by the representatives-oU_
tOth Parties through correspondence. -... _...

Artitle

1. The Parties sgree that eoy.Infoisetion of a confidential_
nature exchanged underthis_ProtOCOI:Or Annexes_(auchestrade
secrets-and-technical know-hdw or information -with obligations=
concerning Its clpfidentlaIity requested by either Part--) shall
be protected. . . .

2. Any information transmitted by one Party-to-the-other Party
under this Protocol- shall -be accurate and_reliable_te_the_beSt
knowledge and belief of the providing Party; but the providing
Party does not warrant the-suitability-of such 'information for
any particular use or application by the receiyillg Party;

Artitle 9

1. -This Protocol shall enter -into force upon signature; and
shall remain in force fpr_a five-year period. It may be
amended r extended bydbutual agreement of the Parties;

2. The rmination of *us Prot0001 shall holt/affect the
Validity duriation of the specific activities heing under-
taken here rider.

Done-et-Beijing, on-the Eleventh day of-May_1983;-in_duplicete
in the English and Chinese languageri both texts being equally
authentic.

} or the
Department of Transportation
of the
United States of America

_

253

Fos -the
ministry of Communications
of the_;
People's Republic of China
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UNDERSTANDINa_ON_ COOPERATION;
_124 SPACE- TECHNOLOGY BETWEEN
THE UNITED STXPESOP AMERICA

THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OP CHINA

-:-.

_ _

DUring a visit to tba United States in November

-:And December 1978 by .a delegation hUled by Dr; Juni

Rein-min, Director of the Chinese Academy of'SpaCe

.Technologyi. an understanding in principle V&A toe-chid

with a delegation headed by Dr. RobertA, roach.

and Space

Adritistration, on U.S.- Chinfse cooperation in the

peaceful-utilization of spice technology;

This undarstanding includes -i

1. Cooperation in the development:of the civil

broadcasting and communications system of the PRC. The

Administrator of the National Aeronaut

PRC intends, under suitable conditions, to purchase a

U. S. satellite broadcasting and comonnicationssyStani

including theiagsociated ground receiving and distribution

e quipment; The space portion Of the system Will bit

launched BY NASA and placed in geostationary orbit by:a

CIE S. contractor, with continued oplvtion to be carried

out.by China; and

2. The intended purchase, under suitable conditions,

byte PRC of . S. ground station capable of receiving

e arth'resources information frOft the NASA Landsat remote

254
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sensing,satellitesr.indlUditg tha Landsat now under

development.

It was also agreed that, through further diecussions

-4 correspondence, both sides would-develop the dettilS

of the understanding described above and consider other

fields of civil space cooperation which -could be

mutual interesteand benefit.

25
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MEMORANDUM_OF_UNDEASTANDING
BETwEss THE

UNITED STATES NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
AND THE

.:

CHINESE ACADEMY Or SCIENCES

The united States National Aeronautics. and Space Adminis-

tration (NASA) and the Chinese ACademy of Sciences (CAS) note' .

that NASA is now conducting an experimental Landsat PrOgram and

under certain conditions; provides fdt diteCt reception of data

ftbil these satellites by stations operated outside the United

States. Further; both aideadette'that CAS plans, under st-j'Atable

conditions, to establish a station to receive; process; akchive

and disseminate Landsat data. Both,parties have decided to

enter into this Memorandum of Understanding WhiCB; adkjact to

turns and conditions mutually agreed upon, p "Willifor (a)

direct reception of data from the NoitIsped alicahler,

Thematic.Mapper and other instruments on 's currently..
_

operating and potential fUtUte eXpatimental Landsat satellites

by CAS's ground station and (b) availability to NASA and &theta of

Landsat'data acquired by this CAS station=

1. For its part, CAS will:

(a) Set up and operate the ground station at or near

Beijing for the reception and facilities for

processing, archiving and dissemination of Landsat

data at its own cost; intIuding the cost of the

necessary 'communication links witk.the NASA

Landsat Operation. COntrolCenter at the Goddard

Space Flight Center; Greenbelt; meryiabdi

fb) produce Landsat Computer Compatible Tapes and

image products:

25



(c) if and when PrindipAI Investigator"( are salivated*

for research ac4vities invoicing data from the

Seijing.ground station; kiln/Iin processed Landsat

data (imagery and digital products) to those Whose

. research sites are within range of. that station, -

fOr the period of coverage_wpwisagedi

(d) during a spacecraft emergoncy cOnditiOn, if

regneitted by MASA; furnish reasonable support such
_el

as the provision of station tapes or high density

digital tapes, Shenild VASA have problems with

data_tranamission;

(e) :provide at no charge to SKSA and the D.S. mos

Data-ctintsr monthly catalog listings in agreed

format of all the Landsat data nOqUIted,by thi

Beijing ground station; These catalog listings

will be made publicly available thro0Shthe 5110$

Data ciabtarl.

e(f) (flak* available to NASA on request, for U.S.

Government experimental purposes, on-Coast-trite

basis and in reasonable quahtities, spifind

oprocessod or unprocessed as at data including

the Original station tapes acquired by CAB..'

2. Per its part, MASA will:

(a) within the technical parameters of the satellite

System, progran the Landsat MuItispectill Scanner

and Thematic Mapper instruments, as r sted,
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for orriaratoli of the: rea within the tegOisition

'ratline-of theBeijing grOdnA Station-and transmit

the data Iagu.V.r$ dixoetly to this station; Pro-
_ _ _ -

grammlbg datailaWill be arridigod by mutual agree-'

ment of the Projeot Managers:
i

(b) provide the Beijing ground station with orbital

elements for calculating the antenna pointing

eagles badman to acquire the Landsat transmitted

signal and for ;processing the data acquired:

(c) procili it no charge on a time-availabld basis

and, AS agreed by the designated technical rep-

resantatiVaii, a Iimited number of CAB data tapes

for initial evaluation and Calibration of the

Baijing station's perform/Infs. CAS will ensure

that such data tapes are fully Obapatible with

MASA!. data processing equipment and related

softWaraj

(d) make. aiaiiable to CAB idle comparison purposes,

cost-free, t limited amount of Landsat data .

acquired -by NASA eoverbag seISttad portions of

the Beijing statiOn' coverage zone.

3; 'NASA and CAS will ath dais/gnats technicalrepresehta-.

tives to ha rospensible
for coordinating with each

other the agreiid functions and responsibilities. bp-On

request, NASA and CAS will facilitate visits to their

.

Landsat ground stations by Mich other'l represantatives.

.
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The technical repribentitiVee. Ottheit pu s, and

edVisers, by mutual agreement. will participate in

meeting, of the Landeat Ground Station Operators

WOrking Croup. This Working Group; established by MASA;

meets every air MOhtbiand serves as a forum for exchange

of technicalinformation among station operators:
..

4. The following additiUnaI Undetetebdings are confirmed:

(a) CAS, in conjunction with other Chinese agencies;

will use its best effOrtb to ensure that any radio

frequency problem occurring in relation t6

'reception by the-Beijing station is resolvid

to the satisfaction of the parties to this Memoran-
,

dum of Understanding. Questions concerning radio

frequency interference by the Landsat spacecraft

raised by parties in third. countries will be

referred to the 134.tGovernbabt And NASA for reply.
.

NASA plans to use the following frequencies for

sensor data transmission from the experimental

Landsat-D spacecraft:

MuItispectral Scanner S-Band (2200-2300 Mar)

and Z-Band (8025 -4400 MHz)4

.Thindtic Mapper -- X-Band (8025 -8400 MSO.

(b) CAS and other related Chinese agendies will pursue
.,

A Landsat open data policy similar tip'tbit of NASA.

and other related U.S. agencies. CAS will openly .

and uniformly provide at a .ftir'und reasonable

pride "42 Landskt; data riteivable pa*Oing

ground station.

5
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(C) it is understood that-the MASK Landsat program

is expArleintel is Character and therefere subject

tb change in acoordance with MOdifications in

technical requWie-f4ta and opportunities; NAIIA,

beinever gildertakei to keep CAS Warned in lived

time( of any moifidetiOSS to
the satellite or to

its plans for future eatellites WhiCh say affect

the implementationof teals
Memorandum of Undei--

standing;

(d) MASA and cAp will ex0angn,:Upon request, such

teChnicaI infOrhatIOn as- is
mutually-agreed to be

necessary for the iMplementititel of ;,this Memorandum

of Undirstandieg and'In consistent with the export

regniations of the two countries.

(e) MASA and CAS say &Aft release public inforiUtton

.regarding their own activities Wider this Memorandum

of Understanding end,: after snitableconsUltatien,,

regarding activities involving
mother party.

(fi
ConstructiOn of the Beijing ground station will

be oaiititWiii. oitolo
fifteen months of the

of this Memorandum of UederitebdIng. in tee( event

that construction of the Beijing station is not
t

Undiredi within fifteen monthe Of the signing of

this Memorandum of Undsrstanding, NASA, after

consulta tion with.CAS, shall ink04 the option to

terminate its activities under thie.Memoraodeb of

Understanding;

26
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(g) MASK wil/ retain responsibility for spacecraft

control; hdaIth; and status throughout the

execution of this Memorandum of Underitandibg.

(h) Khan thaaxpected coverage of a prospective

Landsat ground.station overlaps with that of

4-
the Baijing station; MASA will inform CAS xhi.

> f
will advise the prospective station operator

of this MASA-CAS Memorandum of Understanding

which provides for the °pan sAk uniform public

availability of da acquired of areas within

range of the Baij Station at a fair and

reasonable charge Should the: prospective

station operator chtOse to pursue plans for a

station with substantially overlapping coverage,

NASA w li encourage the prospective station

Cgkaa and CAS to consult with a view toward

rsaching a mutually satisfactory understanding

on-reaponding to requests for data of the over

lapping coverage area..

(c) With ill respontes to requasts for dsat data

acquired in the saijing station's coverage zone,,

the S. EROS Data.Center will include a state-

mans p9441471g)14, the Beijng station should have

availablieMIXa" Snot and/or more complete

data In the 'that the EROS Data Center
',..-

receivesiegesstie:rMr. specific Landsat scenes.
'

products.; cr.: &stalled information an their
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holdings, EMOS will supply the data and/or

information regulated.

,.(1) Tar. ability of NASA and CAS

Teiponeibilities under this

Understanding is sObieet to

of appropriated funds.

tocarry out their

Memor&addX of

the availability
4Lt

.

In considerStiOn of the costs NASA is bearing fat the

Landsat space stgment. CAS will provide to NASA the

sum of $200,000 per annum beginning six months after

the data the Beijing station begiht to acquire LandsAt

data. CAS will pay thin Sum in quarterly installments

at the end of each quarter. AfterJanuary 1981, RASA

may, after consultatihn with foreign ground station

'
'operators; revise the rata and arrangernints. Sddh

revised financial arranglmenti Will be applied to all

non-US Landsat stations on an'equitable basis.

Thix..ipssorandum of Undatetanding shall enter .into,

force ftar signature by both parties and confirmation

.4, Govmrnment of the United States of America and

the GovittAant of the Pedple's Republic-of China through

an exchange of diplomatid notes. This Memorandum of

Understanding Shall continue in force for a jyaiodi of

four years, subject to esti/Inaba* AS may be agreed by

the.parties and their respective governmsnts.
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Dona at ESijinsi, this 24th day of Uannaky, 1980, in
dnplicate, in the Endiiith and Chinas* languagnai both Until
bi-ing oquAiIir authentic,

TOE TEE RATIONAL AERONAUTICS
AND SPACE AD INISTRATION

tr./-..

4.

SOA-THZ CSIRESE ACADEMY
, SCIIMCES

2 3
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PROTOCOL
ON COOPERATION IN AERONAUTICAL SCIENCE AND

TECHNOLOGY
BETWEEN THE

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
AND THE

_
_RI:(INESE AERONAUVCAL ESTABLISHMENT.

A -0 THE
,PEOPLEIS rulpuBLic OF CHINA

The Netional:Aeronautics_and Space
Adtinittratiqp of- the United

States of /Uteri:48_8nd the Chinese
Aeronautical-EitebIfshment of

the PeopleS Republic of_China
(hereinafter referredto as the

Parties), in- accordance -with the Agreement between the__

Government of_the_United States of Amerida and the Government.

of-the-Peeples Republic__of China on Cooperation in_Science and
CTedhnolegy, signed in Washington, D.C., Oh JahUary 3 1979,

for the pOrpoSe of promoting cooperation and COIIaba ion

civil aeronautical science and technology, hai,76 agre as

follows:

Article 1

The Partils agree to_conduct exchanges and collaborative__

activities on the basis of equality, reciprOCity and mutual

benefit.

Article 2

The Pariies agree_that cooperation
may include; but is_not

limited to these fields: :theoretical, compUfational_and_ex-

perimental aerodynamicst_basic jet propulsioh technologies;
aircraft structure and materials; and aero-Siffi(lIation

techniques.

Article 3

The Parties agree that cooperation may ihdIUde the following

forms:

(A) Ekehange the provision Of information and_documen-

tatiee on scientifidyfand technical_deVeIbpMentSi,activities

and pradtices_relevant_to
joint endeaVort or areas of mutual

interest to be defined;

(B) EX-Change of scientists, specialists and_delegattOns.to

lecture, surveyor participate in the.,4otk of the other

Party;

VA)
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(C) Exchange of scientific and technical personnei4

(D) Joint organization of scientific conferences and
symposia;

(E) Cellabbrative research on subject of mutual interest
_end
and

joint research programs including
technical facilities;

he use of stientifi-c

(F) SOdh other forms of cooperation ae are Mutually agreed.

Article 4 rc---."

The perative activities carried out under this Protocol will
ject_to the availability of funds and manpower Mthe

et: The specific tasks, obligations and.conditient.With
et to_the above-mentioned activities, including

.nsibility for the payment of costs,.shall'be embodied in
xes to this Protocol. In the case of mutual exchanges; it
greed that the dispatching Party shall cover international

Undtrip)travel expenses and that the receiving Party shall
'1i*0; the expense cf lodging, board, and transportation withinitp:territery. In theacase of non-reciprocal exchanges, the
Patties Shall deci(le to share the costs thrOugh consultation on
a case -by -case basiSsccording to the extent of benefits.,, Article 5

order_to coo irtivities.under this ProtocoI a
.working Group,0-eir-1.!..Ss cull -,be established. Each Patty

tiObe'.members of the Working
Group .'ode -o whom' from each Party-will act as Co-ChairpersOn.

- The Co-Chairpetsons designated-by each Party may, by corre- _

spondence or:drther appropriate mean4,...negotiate new or revised
AnnexeS to thins PrOtocol encompassing new or significantly
revised cooperative projects for approval by the Parties;
coerdinite and implement existing agreed projects; and dimputt
other related-matters.

Article 6

Scientific and technical information transmitted by one Party
to another Party undergArticle 3 cf this Protocol shall be
accarate_So,tbe best'of the knowledge and belefvof the trent-
_mitting_Party, but the tttnsmitting Party does not warrant the
*.Suittbiliqk of the scientific and technical information trent-
Mitted-for any particular'Use or application by the receiving.
Partyor by any third Party.

Article 7

Scientific and teehnical information derived from cooperative
activities under this Protocol-may-be made available, unless

4
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otherwise agreed in Article 8 of this__P.cotocol, to the world-

scientific community through
customary_Channels and in

accordance with the normal procedures of the Parties»

Article 8

_
The-Parties agree to.rAAch an acCord-concerning the. protection_

of_copytights and confidential information and the _treatment-of

inventions or discoveriet- Made or_conceived under this
PrOtocol

in order to undertake specific activities. Such accord Shall

be made as an Annei to this Protocol.

Article 9'

All activities
underOpiProtocol_shall be conducted-under the

guidance of the us--Padint Commission_on Scientific and '

Technological Cooperation
established pursuant to the Agreement

on_Cooperation in Sciende and Technology between the two

Government's, signed on UahUary 31, 1979.

Article 10

(A) The Protocol
shall_enter_intoforce upon signature, and

shall. remain in force ,fOt a five7Year period, It may be

amended. or extended by mutual- agreement --of the Parties.

04-iTheptermination Of this Protocol shall not'affedt the

'W.aliOpi or duration Of Specific,activities-being 'undertaken

hereunder.

a,t-.'Se17-4-pg,---on.thsrAleventh day of May_of 1983,
EngliOtand Chinese languages, both

y'. authentic.

in --

equally

For the
National Aeronautics and
Space' Administration
of the
United States Of- Ameri$

For the ,

Chinese AeronautiCaI
Establishment
of the _

People's Rgpublid OfICh'ina-
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_ _PROTOCOL BEIWEEN
THE-NUCLEAR REGULATORY bbAktttidiV"'.
OF THE'UNITED STATES OFAMERICA -

AND
THE STATE SCIENTIFICAND_TECHNOLOGIC.AL COMMISSION

11F__MIE__FlOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA ___;5,

ON COOPERATION IN NUCLEAR SAFETY MATTERS

The NUclear Regulatory Commission Of.the United States'of

America and the State Scientific end' Technological Commission
-

Peple's RePUblic of China (hereinafter referred to as the Partie00--

in accordance with an9ubject to the AgreeMent between the
414,p

Government of the United Statet of America and the Government of the

Pebble's RepUblit Of China on COpperation in Science and Technology,

signed in Washington, D.C. on 3anuary 31, 1979, and with the intent

of promoting cooperation and C011abOration in nuclear safety

Matters, have agreed aifollois:

ARTICLE 1

On the basis of equality, reciprocity and mutual benefit, the
. _

Parties agree to co'ndUtt exchanges and collaborativtectiVities. in

the fieldof nuclear safety, including as dettribed herein, Safety,

technology research for hutleti 06Werplantsi:analysis Of accidents

end regUlation if nuclear safety (e.g. examination and appriovil,

regulations and inspections for nuclear power plants).
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ARTICLE 2

To theextent that it is permitted to do so under Its laws,

regulations, and policy directives, the U.S side shall provide the'

follows types of information ContAbuting to the safe regulation

Of peaceful nuclear
powerinataIlitions to the Chinese side: ,

COde of Federal Regulations and examination and approval

_
process and regulations:for nuclear power plants;

2. Sifety Regulatbry-GUides;

3....Publications which 'describe the regulatory process, as

they ere available;

A. 'Technical reports of a generic nature;
- -

51 Weekly compilation of news releases;

6. Power reaCtor'current events andconstruction and

.

operating experience:bulletins. -

To the extent that it is permit ed to do so under its laiti

regulations and policy directivei,:the:Chiniat side shall rroolfde;

thi following types of information 'Contributing to the safe

regulation of peaceful nuclear power installations to the U.S. side:

1; Nuclear regulatory reports;

2. copies of safety guides and standards;

3.
PublicitionS4whiCh describe construction and operating

experience, safetY research and regulation of nuclear power

plants after their completion:



ARTICLE 3

1, Within the limits of available resources and legislative

authetity; the U.S. side shall 'assist the Chinese side in providing

certain training and experience for the safety, personnel. The

following are typical of the kinds of on- the -fob training and

eZetienCe that may be provided:

(a). Chinese inspectors accompaniment of U.S. Inspectors on

operating reactor and reactor construction inspections in the

U.S.;

(b) Participation by Chinese personnel inU.S. NRC staff

training courses Conducted in'eethesda, Maryland;.

(c) Assignment of permanent Chinese personnel to work 4thIn

the U.S: NFL staff to gain experience fh the prictices and

proCedures followed by the 'U.S. 1.413C in its regulation of U.S.
_

.nUclear reactor safety and environmental impact.

To the extent that the documents and other:technical

assistance provided by the U.S. NRC are\rnot adequate to Meet the -J.,

needs of the Chinese side for technical advice,.the Parties will

consult on the best means for meeting such needs.

2 The Chinese side shall welcome U.S. personnel in specific

fields to visit 'China and hold joint discussions on nuclear safety

rsoulatory activities; The Chinese side shall make every effort to

assist the U.S. side in meeting its requests for information on

nuclear regulatory activities.

26J,
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ARTICLE 4

The execution of joint programs and projects of safety .

r.-earch and development, or those programs and projects under-which

activities are divided between the Parties including the use of test

facilities and/or .eomputer programs owned by either Party, will be

agreed upon on a case-by-case basis. Kai/ever, each Party, based on

its on research, will transmit immediately to the other Party

information concerning research results known to have urgent safety
.

implications for nuclear facilities operat1.00 in the cointry of the

other_Party.

Temporary assignments of qualified personnel by one Party in
.1

the other Party's agency will also be considered an a case -by -case.
.

basis:

ARTICLE 5-

It is understood that exchanges of information and technology

undertaken in connection with these cooperative efforts shall be
. . .

limited to those which are useful. in the development of a nuclear

eafety regulatory program. Neither° Party is required to take, any

kction which would be Inconsistent with its"zaws, regulations and

solicy' directives; No nuclear information related to proliferation-

mnsitive technelogies shall be exthanged.

29-56* 0- g4 IS 2 0
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ARTICLE 5

This Protbcol shall be subject to the availability of funds

and manpower to each. Party. The payment Of costs shall be decided

by mutual written agreement on a case-by-case basis. In pr1661.016

the shbring of costs between the Parties shall be decided according

tia
to the extent of benelr dh Party.

..c -,

ARTICLE 7

'All stipulated activities undit 'the Protettil Shill be -rf
_ .

46.cleted under the guidance of the US-PRC Joint Commission on

Scientific and TeChnoIogii!l Cooperation;

In order to coO'rdinati the stipulated activities er this

Protocol, each Party shall designate a representative. The

representatives designated by each Party may, by correspondence,

decide ppanthe adoption, coordination and implementation of

cooperative activities and on other related matters. When

necessary, the representatives, by mutual agreement,. may call

Llmeetings on an irregular basis to consider matters mist to the

imPIementatien of this Protocol.

iet
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ARTICU 6'

Scientific and technologicalinformation derived from

coupe tive activities under this Protocol may be made available,

unl rwise agreed in writing between the two Parties, to the

scientific Community through customary channels and in

accorftnte with the'normel procedures and domestiC laws of the..

Parties.

PFtTICLEIO

Thp application or useof.any infommtionexchanged'or

transferred betwein'the Parties under this Protocol shall be the

'responsibility of the receiving Party!anA the transmitting Party

does not warrant they Suitabilityof stiChinformati for.iny
. -

particular use or application.

ARTICkE 10

1;' Thii PrOiocol shall enter into force upon signatwei and,.

unless :terminated earlieein,aCcordance with paragraph 2 of this

,
Article' ;hall iemainim forte for a five-year period. It may be.

:amended or extended by *mutual written agreement .

2 Thls ftotocoi may be terminated at shy lizskst the

discretion of either Patty, upon 6 months advance notification in

writing by the Party seeking to terminate the Protocol.-

2 72
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3. The te;sanitiOn of this Protocol shall hot affect the

Validity or duration of spedific activities being undertaken
- .

er.

ne Ift Washington this 170 day of October 1981; in Oplicste.

i -the griglish'and Chinese langulgesi both equally authentic.

For the- ear_ Regulatory

COMMittiOn 0 the Utited
States of Ater

_ .

For the State Scientific and
:Technological Commission of
The People's Republic of China

27j
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ricarixpoL HETWEEN

TEE

. -

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY OF..THE

UNITED STATES or AMERICA

AND

THE OFFICE OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

LEADING GROUP OF THE STATE COUNCIL OF THE

110PLE'S-REPUFLIC or CHINA

FOR SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL COOPHRATION IN

-THE FIELD or ENVIRONMENTAL' PROTECTION

Or

The Environmental Protection Agency of the United

States of America and the OffLme of the Environmental

?--eroteetiOn Leading Group of the State Council of the

..:-.eople's Republic of China (hereinafter referred to

the Parties), in accordanceWith and subject to the

Agreement Between the GOvernment ofthe United Stated

of America and the GovernAnt of the People's RepOblid

of China on Cooperation In.Science and Technology,

signed in Washington,' on:January 31, 1979;°and

in Order to promotescientific and technical cooperation

and collaboration in the field of environmental protectiqpi'
:4"

have agreed as follows:°

Artidll 1.

The Parties agree to conduct_exchanges and coopera-

tive activities on the basis of equality, reciprocity, .

nd nutuartinifit;
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The Parties agree to cooperate with diachol*az.in
.

of the scieoce'and tachhOlogy of environmental

protection. Cooperative activities may be undertaken

in such fields pollution, water pollution, soil

pollution; marine pplution, effects of eilminmental

protettion on human health and. ecological. systems, in= ;

prALint to urban environment, preservation of nature,
/

environmental legislation, environmental management,

environmental edonomics anA other areas' Of mutual
401.

interest.

!
Article 3'

The Parties agree that cooperation under this Protocol

may include the following forms:

1. Exchange of scientists, scholars, specialists and
-

delegations;

2. Exchange and provision of scientific and technical

,information 'in the field of environmental protection;

3._ Cooperative research on subjects of mutual interest;

4. Joint organization of symposia, seminars, lectures.

and training courses;

. Exchange and provision of samples,,1reagents, meter-
.

!nisi data,, instruments and components fror'testing, evalna-

.tion and other purposes;" r_.

- 3 . .

6.' Such other forms of cooperation is are mutually

agreed.



ArtiCIs t
i t.

PSrtiee *ban encoura4e and facaitite,

.

-7:4wwwlopsnaot of contact* and cooperation-betweeitmoVern-
-

ment-igencies, ressarCh'institUtions, industrial enter-.
-*-

prises, univerelties and other entities concerned with

cooperative( activities and coordinate the implementation

of these activities.

The Environmantat4rOtection T1gfnIPJ of the *tted

States of A4sica shell .coordinate coOPerative
ttfik4ka_ ,

- _

ties under" this 'Protobol of ,....e participating:

as on dk United104atiis sid.S:' and tb °Mei -Of

-
Adm brvixOnmental. Protection-3 ading Croup of .t4Sfate4
CounOil of'the People's Ricublic of China coordi-

nate the cooperative aetivitles'inder thi OtOCOI.Of

the participating agenbies on the.Chinss s is 0

*It

Articli d . `.4

The cooperati: +Atlas carried*out under this

Protocol will be subject to the lianas and manpower-aveil-
4.

-.able to the Parties.
..

The specific tasks, obligations and conditions, with

'respect to the aboie- mentioned activities, including the

responsibility for the payment of costs, ihalA4 decided
_

by mutual agreement on!S:cessbyr-case basis

All written materdafend information, reference standards;

reagents and samples ateceasery-fOr the impIemanfetion of

-*

cocpseative activitiei'ihall ;lex-many be-exchanged at no

charge except as may be otherwise, agreed.

.0P
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7),

rr'1.3

.In order tm, cOoraihais the ac

4riotmcol, a 0Orkince.:GrOup of the P

4.5.;;:-.

Tinder this
.

obeli be

--:Tfiebed. Each Party will dasignatethrei persons t0 be

members of theyOrking Group, one of whom wiles act as

co- chairperson.- The co-chairperson ssignatad by eedh

..party mayikby correspondence, -,decidi upon the adoition, 44

. .

- -.

::.COOndinit4andimPlementation of cooperative L4tvitiii;
. .

and on other relevant matters.; When necessareet))0'e-?.
,C _ _

:' ',;;:ett:''edheirperibons, by mutual agmeament, may tail:

Oftim Working -Group amon irregular basis to
el.

'''' matters related to the implementation of thie PrOtbd01.;..
e:.:, .0 * 04

Article 7

The specific activities and .the terms uniir which_

they will be conaucted,ae mutually agreed, Including

financial arrangements, shall be embodied in nnejINS

to this Protocol. New cooperative programs wilof be

confirmed correspondence between the two_co -chair

Peribns, bob new agreementOwill be attached as
v

Annexes - Protocol.

. .----
cle

. , . . . - 4 C
s.Sefietific and t ital

.

information derived from
,.-.

cooperative aotivities:undir this ProtOcd1 may be made

available, unless otherwise agreed upon in aS Annex to''

this Protocol, to the world scientific paTmunitythrough
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.customicry cnanneis and in accordance with the normal

procedures of tlici..ats.
1.

Article 9 .

activities under this Protodiol' shsll-be condumted

undet the guiAance of tall '17SifiRC Joint-X=01410n on

Scientific and Technologenel 'Cooperation, eitabliihelt

scant to the aforementioned, cience and ,Tochnology.:Asrgeement.

Y.

This Proisncolsheal enter into force upon signature,

and s a22 remain law force for 'edfive-year period. It may

allkioded or. extended by Mutual ;kgriament.of ...the Parties.
. ;;1 "

2;.. The teratiation of this Protoeol, ,shixl not. iiffoOt

validity or duration. of sp.ebifie activitieaabeing

iiisZertaken hereunder.

Done at ,3titr.,." ,th.dar of February 19110, ,in

idnplieite is the EtigIiSh and era.USe Iirguages, both .

. .

11'4 ,
equally anthent.ic. ...

. .

For the Environm I. , For the Office of the '''s1 '44. ',;,

Protection Agency of inyironmentik Protection' cii%.,,:

the United States of mica, Leading Group Of the .

. State Council of the

People's Republic of China.A 4
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%-

--ROTOCOL-SiTWEEU THE _lklikp TATES EIVIROWIENTAJ4iPROTEM011 AGENCY_AND

-.. THE ORFICtRE THE, ENYIRO*15) Y. PROTECTION LEAMID-ORINt=OF THE STATE

.i.0117f;Cf6 Or THE PEOPLE'S REP OF CHINA..COWSCIENT)FWVANO-TECHNICAL
COOPERATION IN THE FITLD OF ENMOPPENTALIOICTICti

,-
ANNEX 1

ENVIRONHENTALHE44414 RESEARCH

- i'' .: 1
7,-,Y. ,_

. _

I; GENE
v: b :a,

_a

This Annex resents selected studyereas for c Watts* research
1.

,

on environmental health research: A detailed joint'proposai for each
. .

sOiCifiC. prOjeCt.5111 be approved"by the working group. Joint proposals

for each project will. be prepared by the performing institution and/or

..:scientists and their-,correspdhding counterpart. The stlecttd study

:areas below do not exclude afiee cooperative activities or projects

Which Might be deemed desirable Orthe parties for inclusion under this
r

'Protocol.
°

IL ITEM FOR CCiOPEPATI-Olt
_

A. The influence of air 0611atiOn fen, Coal combustion on the.

mor,bidityof lung cancer and upper respiratory tract:

1. Identi4 the metabolites of pOlycyclic. aromatic hydrocarbon'

.
jsc:ch.asbenzo=.e-pyrene) in animals and humans exivsed in situ to COO 1

v.

spoke at selected site in China. el,

T1# rind an arlIptical chemist to work

It the InstitUte Of"Hygiene; Chinese Academy oiiledical Sciences. on or

about My 1931 fOr'twer:;Months. TI U.S. 010 11pay the international

trevel'cotS% aeieia 70'11 ;.*.ai.fgethe 10- '16f.board.lodging.

trSnsporlfition and-eiergenty teditil pcurrea by the U.S.

Vv iexcerts while thly are as allotred by Chinese ;laws. and regulation,e

4Y:

tvY:. .-

279
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b. The Chinese side Will send an analytdial chemist to

a.designated U.S. institution on -or about Januav 13810for two4

mend to Stay the stand i;ed monitorinOlethods of air pollution.

particularly in the estab shment of the analytical methods of fine

particulates. The Chinese side will pay the international travel costs
4--

and the U.S. will pay for expenses.(such as travel, lodging, board and

emergency medical costs.) incurred by the Chinese experts.While they are

in the'7United States; as allOwed byU.S. laws and regulations.

2. The Chinese side5Iill measure indoor and outdoor levels of.
pollutants in the foal consbustion area, including polycyclic-aropatic

hydrocarbens'(such as benzo-tftoyrene),,heavy metals, sulfur dioxides

MAN aerosol and fine"particles.

The U.S side will provide thirstandard referenda =WW2:

"'where appropriate to the study objectives and

3. Studies on acute and Oronic inhalation toxicity and

carciiiigenesis; teratogeneiis, and mutagenesis on animals. ith coal
' I

woke extracts

. . The U.S. side will send_ :toxicolOgist to work in The

Institute.pfdlyg%miChinese Academy oft iCal Sciences on or about

-Fay 1981 foroo months. The U.S. Side will'pay the intilmition0-

travel cost d China will pay for the expenses (of

transportation_ and emergency medical
A

services) Plc ed b

experts whYle they are in China, as allowed by Chinese lars &Lions.

T,-
b. The Chinese side will send a toxicologist to a del1natedi

or about Uctober 1980 for 'two months to study the currentinstitution

techniques f
_ -
rap14)deatification of carcinStens.and mutagens, and

444
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, .cht -experimental proceduretiof the inhalation tests. The Chinese side

the international travel costs and:the U.S. will pay for

expenses (such as travel. lodging. board and emergency medical costa)

incurred by the Chinese experts while they are in the United Statisip as
. . ,

allowed by U.S.laws and regulations.

4. A heavily polluted 'area caused by coal combustion in-China,.
....-,,.

will be selected for study ip the area -of environmental epidemiology on ;-'

lung 4ser. the rate of occurringincidence. and mortality of lung
X o

cancer and upper respiratory diseases. -

a. The U...side will send an epidemiologist to-kwork in
r
.-

the Institute of Hygiene, Chj.mbie Academy of rkelical Sciences, on or

aboUt Illy 1931 for one, month.
f

Papers relevant t the special pollutants
-.....0--Eand reagents used in theepidemttaogical;Anvestigation will be brought

over.- rip U.S. side will pay the international travel costs and Chine.. .

will pay for the expenses (of board, lodging, transportation and emergency

medial services) incurred by the U.S. experts while they aririn Chtna.

as allowed by, the Chinese laws. and regulations.

b. The Chinese side will send anpepidemiologist nO work

in a designated institution on or about December 49E0 for one month to,

exchange experiences in epidemiological Inethcids.ftati?tical ciethMdt;-

and methods for detecting scecified pollutants.
,

The Chtdise side will

pay the international travel costs.and the tt.S. will pay for expenses

(sucb e a 14 board and emergency medical cosTts incufd by

whlie they are n the United Statii, as al 1 oi-ied'

3, and regulations':

.281
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B. Health effects of drinkinvater contamination:
:

; Conduct wnitoringi. conduct data collection, and determine

trace element and organic compound concentrations in drinking water in

some ``cities of China:

a. The U.S. Sidi Will send a water quality analysis

expert fo work at the Institute of Hygiene; Chinese Academy of Medical

Sciences; The U.S. side will Pty. the international travel costs and -

China will pay -for the expenses'(Of bOnrcl lodgin -transportation and

emergency medical iervies) inCurrea expeks while they art
.

iket .

hina, as aliowed'by the Chinese laws and ulations.

e. The kine.mr.Side will send a water quality analysis

expert to work in tt designated institution on or about August 1980 for
1.

two months to Aa-rrt water analytical methods, especially the analysis tf.

trace ,orgerhic chemical* lit WeUr;. The Chinese side will 'pay the internatC

travel COSti end the U.S. will pay for expenses (such as transportation,
A- 4lodging, board Idicremergency medical costs) incuodeed by the Chinese

7v 4'
experts while they a re ik the United States, as allowed byli.s. laws and

regtati3Ons. a

'2.- Both sides will engatiOn joi.nt cis 'to develop

-certain population'AVdies in both countries that Could

between occurrence orcirdiovascular and otiler sepia

water contaminati with` rganic chemicala and iaeirll

will begin Map with theldeVelopment of an invite: atida

specialists of the two sides.

282
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Kt) Od-

Umen

methods for'mercury, hlorinated4Ydrocar
/

pesticide residues,'

a. The U. send an expert t6 work at the

Institute of Hygiene, Ch nese idemy of_Hedical Sciences, on or about

April TWIT- for two mOnths. Thlifiliide will pay the:fiternational

travel costs and China will pay for the expenses (of board,.00dging.

transportation and emergency medical services) incurred by the U.S.

.expertt while they are in China, as billowed by the Chinese laws and

regulations.

b. The Chinese side will send an expert to work in a

designated institution on or about February 1981 for two months to

exchange experiences in the analytical methodt of heavywmetals and

organic chlorinated pesticides in biolOgical media; The Ghinest side
R

will pay the international travel costs and the U.S. will pay 'for
-.4

Eteic (such as travel, lodging, board and emergency medical costs)

411incu"$ by the Chinese experts while theyare in the United States, as

allowed OyU.S. laws and regulationt.

C. The U.S. side will provide standard' reference materials'

for the analysis of pollutant004mant:andoimals where appropriate

to theStudy objectives and availability.

1
and accumulation of pollutants in human, animal, and plant tissues, and

also the background

)-4

lue of iiiiktants in the human body in soma. areas
.

2. Joint stndieeeto predict the degree Of'abi4ption, distribution;

283
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etst
.., ,, 7, a. Both. sides particiditet'in the prOttte_planning.

_.!

.0n04pg the analytical methods, samplitg methods, pollutant selftlipn.

. "-The:study is tm be 'conducted in both countries and the aChiivemen40111

angel;

a

Tr

side has

b. These studies could be assisted by data that the U.S.
. .

collected in the specimen bank at the Oak Ridge Rational

Laboratory and ai the,U.S. EnvirOnmental Protection Agency-OttiOnal

Bureau!Of Standards Joint Specimen Bank. .

c: These projects will be started in 1981.

III. GENERALPROWS-1CW

A. 'A U.S. team of scieyetsts trill visit China in October 1980 tO

explore and define the proposed studies in detail and identify institutes

appropriate for the assignment ofj;S; scientists'. The U.S. side will

ipay the internationa travel costs and China will pay fOr the expensis

(such as transportithon,pdgintoard and emergency medical costs)

incurred by the U.S. experts While they. are in China, as allowed by the

Chinese laws and regulations. A Chinese team of scientists will Alit

the U.S. in 1981 to further:define proposed studies and identify institutes

--- =-Ati

appropriate-for the assignment-of Chinese scientists. The ;Vase side .

t

wilt pap the international travel costs lid the U.S. Will mit& 7!"--

.,,expenses (such as travel, lodging, board aA$ emergency medital cpses1'
g_

'1^0irrie*,theZhinese4Apertsighile they are Th theighOtedStates*414

4141b.e,d,hy lives
.

end rep) ions: The_delsiations'vf_VOditis,
." "

from each coulitrY will be sire. uraticm.

, 8.-ihe inveitigition flan trill be nego ted by sptkCillst:groUPs;

Itfrom bbth sides who would identif hi apprOprAt qol nerix f-- the

inoirith"°01:.research study. jooptrA
IP

majo Chin .-,

rI
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luipment and facilities provided mainly by the Chinese side; he 11..4.

'._;s1Iiewtflactively.consider provOing *pp priate equipment (to nAyde;
- ...,

..:,- : .,

:blit-not restricted to. HPLC with'fluoresee detector. GC/MS equipment,
. - i

ind atomic absorption spectrophotometer with high-temperature fuA..,;.1_
,. ,4

IA*:
..r-

....

that cannot be provided by the Chinese side for the duration,0

cooperative research study: For thOse equipmene$ provided

the property tights belong to1.441. These discussions

continued in the future as the implementation plans and studies are

defined.

C; The detail

related to implemen

discussions between

tlon of research costs and other i4ahset

is Annex will be decided in future

des on the basis of equality, reciprocity,

and mutual benefit These details shall be eabodied as amen&ents to

Ahilux; a

D. Both sides will share the data acquired-and the results the

dita analyzed.

IV. DESIGNATION OF PROJECT LEADERS

The ProjectsLeaders designated at this stage for the United States

ere!

A. Health Effects of Air Pollution from Coal Combustion

Dr. Vilma R. Hunt
Deputy Assistant Adminibtretor.
--for Health Research
Office of Research apd Develowent:.
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Washington; D.C. 20460. 4

Dr. Gordon Hueter
Director
Health Effects Research Laboratory
U.S. Environmental'Protection Agency
Research Triangle Park, north Carolina 27711

2



He atth EffeetS of Drifting Hater Contaminatilet

W. 'Hunt
Deputy Assistant Administrator

for Health Research
. Office of Research and Development

U.S Environmental-Protection Agency
Washington, D.C. 20460

4 4

Dr; John Garner
Director
Health Effects Research Laboratory
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Cincinnati, Ohio 45268

-

C. Biological Accumulation of Environmental Pollutahtl

Dr. Vilma R. HUM
Deputy_Assistint_Administrator

for_Health_Research
Office of Research and gevilopment
U.S. Environmental Protkction AgenCy
Washington, D.C. 20460

Dr. Courtney Riordan-
Deputy- Assistant AdMiniatritor for
HOnitoring and Technical Support
Offi-- Research and_Development!__ "

onmental_Protection Agency
Washin oni'D.C. g0e60

Tfi i Project Leaders designated at ttics.Stege.fd;Chilik ere:

A. Health Effects of Air Pollutien frocbel.COMbUstiOn

Bi Zhi-Xiin
Deputy Director
Bureau -of- industrial Health
Hipistry'of Health
Beijing, People's Republic of China -

Hr. Cao Shou Ren ,- 7::
Deputy Director of Envirdnmental Health
Institute of Hygiene =

ChintSe,AtedeMY_OfAMedical Sciences
Beijing; People's Republic of China

r!,8 0 84 --- 19

ca

'9.V!

t19.
9 . 9ro JIA

,

Its

:
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Health Effects of Drinking Water COhtiMitifitidti

Mr: Bi Zhi-Xiin
Deputy ree tir

_ ----Bureau of Industrial Health
Ministry of Health-

__Beijing. People's Republic of China

MlniChen_Ciangjie
Deputy Chiff,;
Division of Health

. Institute of Hygiene
Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences
Bkijing. People's_Republic of. China

C. Biological Accumulation of Environmental Pollutants

Mr. 8i. Zhi-Xian
Deputy Director
Bureau of Industrial He:1th
Ministry of Health
Beijing. People's Republic of Chin;

Mr; Wong_Zi Si
Deputy Director_
Institute_of_Hygiene
Chinese Academy of_Medical Scien
Beijing. People's Republic of

t



I. GENERAL

TOCOL BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES EINIROVENTAL-PROTECTION
_...

NCY AND THE OFFICE OFTHE-ENVIRONMENTAL PRO ECT1ON LEADING GROU)
-WE-STATE C.OUNCIL-OF THE_PEOPLES REPUBLIC MINA FOR

SCIENTIFIC_KID_TECHNICAL COOPERATION IN THE FI OF i '.
ENVIRON/SIITAL PROTECTION ' .

ANNEX 2 .

ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTION CONTROL

This Annex pres&ts selected study areas for cooperative ruearch on ,

environmental pollution control. A detailed joint proposal for each specific

project will be approved by the Working . Joint proposals for Ott

project i,11 be prepared -Pe = ,t to on and/or scientists and ,

the corresponding coon tudy areas.below do not ILclude

. Other cooperative acti projects which fight be deemedvdesirable by . v..

i
,..---.
- the parties f6r inclusion un it this Protocol. .

U. ITEMS FOR COOPERATION

.A. ntrol of fine piarticles from coal combustion:. .

1; The US side will provide information on baghouire._

include theory of collecticin, range of applicatiot; efficiency of operaitiOh.l-

and measurement techniques.

'The Chilleat side will provide information on: Venturi par'

terubberi An operation; and information Oil pilot plant eiperience. with bigh-.

voltage electrostatic precipitators. 6
'14

B.. Control df Pollution from Fluidized Bed Combuttors:'

1. The Chine.te Sidi W1.11, proVidt assembly drawings for the 130

v ton per,Hour f1Uidiled bed O=&11klk`iIest units and information on s Lion

;
Xeit data On coal condArstliOn and actual performance daia.

#.
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Z. The US side will provide assembly drawing& fcir the 136 ton

pe hour,fluidized bed combustor from Foster Wheeler Company. This will
_

igclode.information on testing. operation, and sulfur removal..

C. Other Pollution Control Techniques:

1. The US side will provide information regarding regenerable

scrubber technology for the control of SOX.

2: The Chinese side will provide information on pilot plant
.

use of the Wellman Lord process for removing sulfur from coal combustion.

D. The US hopes to be able to visit pollution control facilities

in the People's Republic of China before July 1981. The Chinese side

[rill givegive active consideration./he detailed arrangements will be determined

by the US and China Working Group through correspondence.

III; DESIGWATION OF PROJECT LEADERS

The Project Leaders designated at this stage for the United States

are:

. Control of Fine particles from Coal Combustion

Dr. Steven R. Reznek: _

Deputy_Assistant_Administrator for Environmental
Encineering_and_Technology_fRb681)

Office of Reiearch and Development -

U. S. Environmental Protection Agency
Washington. D. C. 20460Y

E. Control of Pollution from Fluidized Aed Combustors

Dr. Steven R. Reznek -

Deputy Assistant_Adminis/rator for Environmental
Engineering_and_Technology_tED-1-681)

.Office of Research and Development
U. S. Environmental Protection Agency

.Washington. D. C. 20460

BEST COPY

28
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C. Other Pollution Cohtrol Techniques

'-
Dr:- Steven k. Reznek
Deputy-Assistant Administrator- for- Environmental

Engjneering and Technology (RD;GBl)
Office of- Research -and Development__
D. S, Envirehiaeatal_Protection Agency
Washington, 20460

The Project Leaders; designated at this stage foiChina art:
6

A. Control of Fine Particles from Coal Combustion

Ar. Chen Guo Qu
Engtneer
TiAtitate Of Thermal Engineering
Ministry of Electric Power
Beijing; People's Republic of China

B Control of Pollution frma Fluidized Bed COMbusters

General Bureau of Electrid_POWeM
First Ministry of Machine Building_
Beijing, People's. Republic of China

C. Other PellUtion Control Techniques

J
Mr,_Xu_Zheng Zhong

4 Engineer
Institute of Thermal Engineering
Ministry of Electric Power
.Beijing, Peoplet Republic of China

a

296
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PROTOCOL BETI:EEN THE UNITED STATES ENVIRDMIENTAL PROTECTION
AGENCY KNO THE OFFICE_OF_THE-ENVIRONaENTAL-PROTECTION-LEADING GROUP OF

THE STATE COUNCIL OF THE,TIDPLEiS_REPOBLIC OE CHINA
FOR SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL COOPERATION IN THE

FIELD OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

ANNEX 3

ENVIRONMENTAL PROCESSES AND EFFECTS RESEARCH,

This Annex presents selected study areas for cooperative research on

environmental processes and effects research. A detailed joint proposal

for each specific project will be approved by the Working Group. Joint

proposals for each 'project will be prepared by the performing institution

and/or scientists and the corresponding counterpart. The selected study

below do not exclude other cogiArative activities or projects which Sight

be deemed desirable by the parties for inclusion under this Protocol.

II. ITG15 FOR COOPERATION --

A. ANATIC EFFECTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTION.

1. The U.S. side will provide information on the methods and results

of laboratory testing programs for determining the toxicity of pollutants (especially

carcinogens) to aquatic life; methods will include static (P) bioassay; flow-through

bioassay. and chronic bioassay techniques "for both marine and aquatic systems,'

2. The Chinese side will provide information on its aquatic toxicity

testing pro;rams and on field Studies of aquatic pollution.

3. The U.S. side will provide information on the use of models; micro-

cosms, and field ecology studiet'to validate the significance of laboratory results.

4. The U.S. side will provide information on its approaches to the

problem of establishing water quality criteria to protect aquatic life.

5. The U.S. side will provide information on biomonitoring and

assessment techniques in which aquatic organisms are utilized to measure the

'Aiildup of contaminants in the environment, including its mussel watch program.
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6. The U.S. side will send a delegation of experts to China in

AO or 1981 to facilitate cooperative activities on ehVitanmental prOiesses

. .
_

wand iffittS research:- This delegation will-visit the Beijing Institu4 of
==1-7

_-_

/Oology, Chinese Academy of Sciences; the IiittitUtt Of Atmospheric Physics;

Chiheti atadeMy of Sciences; the Institute of Environmental Chemistry, Chinese

Academy of Sciences; the Institute 'of. Hydrobiology. Chinese Academy of Sciences,

Wuhan; the Institute of Oceanology. Chinese Academy of Sciences, Quingdao;

the Beijing Municipal Institute for Environmental Protection Research; and

other research Institutes as appropriate. This.delegation will also make

arrangements for subsequent visits of U.S. specialists or information exchanges

With thete facilities as appropriate. The U.S. side will pay .the internaional

travel costs and China will parfor the expenses (such as board, lodging,

transportation and emergency medical services) incurred by the U.S. experts

-while they are in China, as allowed-by Chinese laws and regulitions.

/--.
7. The Chinese side will send a delegation of Experts to the U.S.

to visit the facilities of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Gulf Breeze

Environmental Research Laboratory, Narragansett Environmental Researth Laboratory;

Corvallis Environmental Research Laboratory. End other research institutions,

as appnopriate. The Chinese side will pay theinternational travel costs and

the U.S. will pay for expenses (such as travel; Todging; board, and emergency .

Meditil expenses) incurred by the'Chinese experts while they ace in the United

States, as allowed by U.S. laws and regulations.

B. In addition to infbilnation exchange, the exchange of delegations is

aimed at exploring the opportunities for joint or parallel studies. e.g., the

toxicology of common pollutants in fish, which are designed to extend and supplement

the information base. These may include parallel studies of the same pollutants.

using different aquatic species to extend the range of inforMatieh Of tOXic effects;

tint ;studies of different classes of themitils using the same or similar aquatic

CPEtiel; and joint biomonitoring studies.
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POLLUTION OF SOIL AND GROUND UATER. 1

1. The U.S. side will provide infornationvon its studies of ground

.47iter pollution. including development of ground water transport models.

_ 2. The Chinese side will provide information on studies of the contami-

nation of soil, ground water, end food crops stemming from the use of municipal

oesage for farmland irrigation.

3. The U.S. tide will provide information on studies of Contamination

of soil by bacteria, metals, viruses and other pollutants stemmIng from use of

'toil systems for municipal waste disposal::

4. The U.S. side will provide tect1/41iques for the separation, identi-

fication. and determination of trace quantiti4s of organic pollutants. ,

2C
5. The U.S. delegen of experts to China will visit ground water research

facilities in Beijing, and will make arrangements for Subsequent working exchanges

of experts or information exchanges_..9s appropriate. The U.S. side will pay the

.nternational travel costs and China will; pay for the expenses (such es board;

fodging, transportation and emergency medical expenses) incurred by the U.S. experts

while they ay in China; as allowed by Chinese laws and regulations.

e. In 1981 the Chinese side will send r delegation of experts to

visit the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency laboratories at Ada; 00shosa and

Athens. Georgia.. The Chinese'side will pay the international travel costs and

the U.S. will pay, for expenses (such as transpor\ation, board; lodging. and

emergency medical expenses) incurred by the Chinese experts while they a7tin

the United States; es allowed by .U.S. laws and regulations.

C. MODELING OF AIR POLLUTANT TRANSPORT ANO TRANSFORMATION.

1. The U.S. side will provide informs:ion ol.meeiures for the'detection

of short-, medium- and long-range air transport and local detection of horSiontal-
N

floc fields for particulates; sulfur dioxide; oxidants, and aerosols. and on the

.stablishment and use of models in developing co:trpl strategies.

2. The Chinese side will provide infc-71Non on (ts studi'es of atmospheric

IMO

v9 1

a
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3. The U.S side will provide information on t)e techniques for characteri-

) zation end modeling of the atmospheric transformation of contaminants Lparticulates,
- -

,--svlfur dioxide. OnlYnUeliar aromatic hydrocarbons, and oxidants, particularly

, 7
chemical oxidants).

4. In 1980 On 1981; the U.S. delegation of experts to China will visit the

Institute of Atmospheric Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing and other

appropriate research facilities ankwill make arrangements for subsequent working

exchanges or information exchanges as appropriate. The U.S. side will pay the

international travel costs and China will pay for the-expense (such as board, lodging.

transportation and emergency medical services) incurred b t experts. While

they are in Chine, es illoWed by Chinese laws and regulation

5. In 1980, a delegation of Chinese scientists will visit the

U.S. Environmental Prbtettion Agency's Environmental Research, Monitoring and

Support Laboratories; several Department of Energy National Laboratories currently

participating in the deVelOPMent of sulfate transport models for the Environmental

Protection Agency; and the NatiOnal Ctnter for.Atmospheric Research. The Chinite

side will pay the international travel costs and the U.S. will pay for expenses

(such as travel, lodging, board. and emergency medical services) incurred by the

Chinese experts While they are in the United States, es allowed by U.S. laws and

regulations.

D. MODELING OF PATER POLLUTION TRANSPORT. 11

1. The U.S. side will provide information on techniques for bedilihg

pollutant transport and trinsfortation in surface water, including thl EXAM model,

urban storm water modlls, and other hydrologic and sanitary engineering Modell.

2. The Chihete side will provide information on their experiences in

modeling pollutant transport.

3: The U.S. delegation of experts to China will visit the Institute

1.

of Environmental Chemistry, the -Chinese Academy of Sciencei and ()thee facilities

conducting Work on pailutarit transport and behavior in surface water, and will

294
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ke a--zn;ements for subsequent working cxchanges,or information eaz,anges as

The U.S, side will pay; the tnternational travel costs' and China

try for the expenses (such is board, lodFing,,trensportatiet and

Medical se vices) incurred by the U.S.. experts while they are in China, s

tr.owed t.',e Chinese laws and regulations.

A. The Chinese side will send a delegation of experts to visit the

Envi-trimental Protection Agency's Athens Environmental Research Laboratory ''and.,.

several academic institutions active in water pollution transport modeling.

The Chinese side Kill pay the international travel costs and the U.S. will pay

for exnenses (such as travel, lodging, board and emergency medical services) (

incurred by the Chinese!experts.while (hey are in the UnitedStates, as illbwe\d by

U.S.

1

lets and regulationt.

C'EERAL pRovisions

The exchange of expert delegations as described in Sections II.A, B,

znd G of Annex 3 will be of equal size end duration.

IV. DES10NATIn OF PROJECT LEADERS

The Project Leaders designated at this for the :fitted States are:

A. ).quetic Effects of Environmental Pollution

Dr. Allan Hirsch
Deputy Assistant Administrator for

Environmental Processes and Effects Research
Office of ResearthNend Sevelopment

EnvironmentalAProtection Agency
Washington, D.C. 20460

6. Pollution of Soirand Cound

Or. Allan}iirsch
Deputy Assistant-Administrator-for
Environmental Pgocesses and Effects Research

Offite_Of_Relearch and Cevelopment
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
..:ashington, D.C. 20460
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'C. flodelihg Of Air Pollutant Transport and Transformation

Dr. Allan Hirsch .

Deputy Assistant Administrator for
Environmental Processes and Effects Research

Office of Research and Development
U.S , Environmental-Protection AgenSY
Washington. D.C. 20460

D.' Modeling of Water Pollution Transport
.

Dr. Allan Hirsch
Deputy Assistant Administrator for
--Environmental Ptocesses and Effects Research
Office_of_ResearCh and_DevelOpment__
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

. Washington. D.C. 20460

The Project Leaders designated at this stage for China are:

A. Aquatic Effects of E lronmental Pollution

Hr. Li Xian Fa
Deputy Director-,Environmental Protection Institute
Municipality of Beijing
Beijing; People's Republic of China

Institute of Hydrobiology
Chinese Academy of_Sciences
W.Jhan; People's Republic of China

Pollution of Soil and Ground Water

Hs. Wu Peng 'Ring
Deputy Director, Environmental-Monitoring Station
Beijing. People's Republic of Chine

C. ;I:odelinc of Air Pollutant Transport and Transformation

!Is. Liu Jing Yi
Deputy Director
Institute of Environmental Chemistry
Chinese Amademy_of_Sciences
Beijing; Pepple'S Republic of China

D. Modeling of Water PollutiOn Transport

Ms. Lit, Jing Yi
:eputy Director
lestitute_of_Environmental_Chemistry
Chinese Academy of Sciences ."

000ple's Republic of hint

e.

a
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AGREEMENT CONCERNING
THREE .APPEXES OF THE PROTOCOL

An eight-man Chinese Environmeptal Delegation headed by

Mr. Li Chaobo, Director, Office of Environmental Protection

Leading Group, held discussions with an AMerican delegation led

by Douglas Costie; AdministriatOr of the Environmental Protection

Agency, and representatives of, the Environmental Protection

Agency, the council on Environmental Cuality, and the Department

of,',..the Interior; in Mashirigton; D.C. during the period May l2--l4;

4e.980.

During tfie discussions agreement was reached on annexes ,

regarding
- .

Environmental Health Research -

Environmental Pollution Control

Environmental Processes and Effects Research

These annexes are hereby incorporated.into the D.S.-PRC

Environmental Protection Protocol. Agreement in principle

was also reached on _activities in the areas of

Environmental Impact Assessment Studies

Preservation of Nature

Discussions_on the Environmental Impact Assessment Studies are

continuing. Both sides are seeking respective governmental

approval to complete agreementOn the PreserVation of Nature

annex.

2 9 7
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The ttwo sides further agreed that they would continue to

1.173sc:ss the conditions and methods of 8S,nancing future new

Cooperative projects on the basis of egtality. reciprocity,

and ritual benefit.
it
Sic'hed thit fourteenth day of May 1980 at Washtngton', C:

Li na0D0
Director, Office of
Environmental Protection
Leading Group_ - _

People's Republid Of China

w.

Doug as M
Adm istr

otect
United S'

Cost a _

tor, Environmental
on_Agency
ates of America



THE

2i4

PROTOCOL BETWEEN

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION.-

AND WELFARE OF THE.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

AND

THE MINISTRY OF PUBLIC HEALTH

OF THE PEOPIZ'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA

FOR

COOPERATION IN THE SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

OF MEDICINE AND PUBLIC HEALTH

The Department of Health. Education, and Welfare of the Unite'

States of America and the Ministry of Public Health of the People's

Republic of China (hereinafter referred "to as the 'two parties"):

Implementing the Agreement on Cooperation in Science and

Technology signed in Washington on January 31, 1979, between the

Governments of the United States of AMArica and the People's Republic

of China (hereinafter referred to as the 'Science and Technology

Agreement');

Recognizing the existence of mutual. interests in the promotion

of Health and the prevention and control of di

Realizing the advantages of international cooperation in

,.....plivancing knowledge and in resolving comm problems in medical

science and pUblic health for the benefit Of all mankind : .

Desiring to promote Cooperation in the science and technology

;)

of medicine and public health; and
1

Desiring to develop' better communication and understanding

between the medicine and public health communities in both countrieir°

Have agreed as follows:

5

29
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ARTICLE I

GENERAL PRINCIPLES

1. All activities pursuant to this Protocol shall be conducted
.

in compliance with the terms of the SCionce and Tedhnology Agreement.

2. Cooperative activities; where appropriate, will be co-

ordinated with the goals and activities of the World Health Organi-

sation. .

ARTICLE II

METRODI Or COOPERATION

The methods of cooperation under this Protocol khan include:

I. Exchange of scientists, specialists;- delegations and

scientific and technical information in the health and biomadical

sciences:

2. Coordination of scientific research projects and programs

for cooperation:

.3. Joint organiiition of seminars, conferences and lectures:

4. Exchange and provision of biological standards; bacterial

and viral strains, ragents and samples, and other materials for

laboratory tests and control; and

S. Other methods of cooperation mutually agreed by the two

parties.

ARTICLE III

AREAS-OR-COOPERATION

1. Tho following areas hav been agreed upon for initial

cooperative activities:

A. Infectious and parasitic diastases;

S. Cancer,

C. Cardiovascular di
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D. Public-health and health services researcn;

E. Medical information science;

p. Immunology; and

G. Medical genetics.

2. The f6II.O4ihg areas were agreed upon for subsequent co-

operative activities:

A. Reproductive physiology and.fabily planning techniques;

B. Pharmacology;

C. Industrial hygiene and environmental health;

D. Organ transplantation;

E. BUIMS;

r; MiCrosurgery;

G. Biomedical engirieering; and

H. Mental health.

3. Cooperative activities may be undeaken in such other

Areas as are mutually agreed by the two parties.

ARTICLE IV

ORGANIZATION OF COOPERATION

I. The two_parties agree to establish a joint COMAittee for

_
cooperation in medicin and public health Which shall be responsible

;for the implementation of this Protocol; subject to the guidance of

the ILS:-Plic Joint Commission on Scientific and TechnoIdgiCeI Co-
_

operation established under the SCience and Technology Agreement.

2. The Joint Committee Shall be co-Chaired by the Assistant

Sedretary for Health; Department of Health, Education, and Welfare

of the United States of Amer#67, and the Vie' Minister, Ministry of

Public Health...of the Pipbpilve Republic of China, or equal officials

designated by theft.
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3. The Joint Committee shall be compored,of an equal number

of up to five representatives from each country and shall meet,

at times mutually agreed; in p14, United States of America and the

'People's Republic of China alternately.

4. The Joint Committee shall hold itiNE4rst meeting 464 soon

as possible at .a mutually convenient time after the'entry into

force of this Protocol.

5. The joint Committee shall be responsible for:

A. Establishing the policies and procedures for its activities

to bw carried out under this Protocol; and consulting on the dis-

position of the resultant intellectual property and other appropriate

matters:

B. Identifying specific areas of cooperation;

C. Planning, coordinating and evaluating cooperative

activities;

.D. Determining the Initiation and termination of cooperative

activities

E. Determining the appropriate documentation for activities

of the Joint Committee:

F. DetarMining the forms of organization and means of com-

munication for each cooperative area.

ARTICLE V

FINANCING

Cooperativt aCtivitieS Shall be financed as agreed upon by

the Joint Committee.

ARTICLE VI

ANNEXES

All understandings of the Joint Committee with respect to

the conduct of specific activities under this Protocol shall be

set forth in Annexes to this Protocol.

302
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ARTICLE VII

ENTRY -INTO -FORCE DURATION- AND,AMENDMENT

This Protocol shall enter into force upon the date of signature

and shaII.remain in force for Live years. It_may he'extended or

modified by. mutual agreement of the two parts.

Done in duplicate in Beijing on June 22, 1979, in the English

and Chinese languages, the two texts being equally authentic.

0 /7

//Por a Department
and_ eIfare

Oni -d States ofV AMeriCa

3

For the-hanistry of Pyiblic Health
People's Reptiblic of China

5.5
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ANNEX ONE

TO THE PROTOCOL BETWEEN

__THE_MINISTRY OF PUBLIC HEALTH
OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA

AND

THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH; EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
OF-THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

FOR

COOPERATION /N THE SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
OF MEDICINE AND PUBLIC HEALTH

I. In- pursuance_ of_the_Protocol between the Ministry of
PUbIicHealth of the People's Republic of_China and the
Department of Health_,_Education and Welfare of the
United:States of America for Qboperation in the Science
and_TechnoIogy of_Medicine and Public Health, as signed
in BAIjing_on_June 22,_1929 the US-PRC Joint Committee

mil

fox/CoaperatioiL in Medicine d Public Health held its
first session in_Beijing on une 25-26, 1979. The list
Of members of the Joint Co ittee and participants of
the First Session is attached (Appendices land 2).

II. The -Joint Committee expressed its great satisfaction
-with the signing of the Protocol and the opportunity
it has provided_to implement an effective program of-
cooperation in the health sciences for the benefit of
both*countries and of ail mankind. During the first
session of_the_Joint Committeei discussions were focused
On scientificareas for cooperation and on matters of

organization_and_finance. The Joint Committee agreed
upon the_initiation of aCtivitiesi as described below,
subject to -the approval_of corresponding authorities of
the respective countries.

III; Both sides_agreed to consider the f011owing.subjects
for cooperative research in the initial stages of
cooperation:

6.1

3 4
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A; In ectious and Parasitic Diseases

I. ViraI_Hepatitis:__Experiments, trial production
and clinical application of vaccines for
hepatitis; type B;'

2; Schistosomiasis:_ Studies of immunology and
anatomical pathology;

3; Influenza: Experiments and trial production
of sub7unit vaccine and inactivated vaccine'
and epidemiological surveillance;

Maiaria:__Controi_of_vectors_;_researckon
more- effective treatment methods; and development
of vaccines.

Cancer

1. Laboratory approaches:

a. Chemical carcinogenesis; including:

(1) Diet and nutrition;

(2) Precarcinomatous treatment;

(5) Fungus toxins;

(4) Rolelof nitrites in pathogenesis of
carcinoma of the esophagus.

b. Biochemical aspects, such as cancer-
inhibitory substances in urine;

c. Cancer biology, including genetics;

d. Tumor virology and immunology.

2. Clinical approaches:

a. Diagnostic, including radiology and
pathology;

b. Combined therapy of cancer.

3. Epidemiological approaches; including field
studies and prevention activities in relation
to selected, impqmtant types of cancer.

3

6:2
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C. Cardiovascular Diseases

Research relating to arterio-sclerosis:

a. Biochemistry and_geneticsi such as
carrier lipo-proteins;

b. Pathology,_suohss mechanisms of plaque
formatinn_on_artery walls; including
animal models;

c. Epidemiology, such as the relation of
risk_factors to severity of diseases,
and controlled_clinical trials to assess
preventive or therapeutic interventions;

d. Research relating to the physiology and
biochemistry of the heart, with special
reference to the prevention of heart
anoxemia and anoxia.

2, Research relating to pulmonary vascular
diseases, such as cor-pulmonale and micro-
circulation.

D. Public Health and Health Services Research

1. Biochemical and epidemiological.research
relating -to silicosis, fibrogenesis and
collagen;

2. Nutritional and environmental factors facilitating 4

mental and physical development;

3. Health of children and adolescents, including;.

a. Comparative studies of child growth and
development in the two countries;

b. Endocrinology of growth, and biochemistry
of brain development;

c. Prenatal and perinatal care;

d. Promotion of oral health and dental care
in children.

4. Toxicology of Pesticides:

a. Biochemistry of pesticides;

)

6.3

v.
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b. Short -term; rapid methods of detection
Of carcinogenesis, teratogenesis and
mutagenesis;

c. Envirofftehtai toxicology, including
effects.of occupational exposures and
preventive interventions.

S. Primary Health Cate; of Batid-LeVel Health
Services, Including:

a. Organization; financing and management
of- services.

b. Health manpower policy;

c. DeireIopment of a basic-IeVel_health/-
services network for the entire population;

-

d. Development of date_baSe as fetindition
for guiding research cooperation.

6. Ways of integrating research and health care:

E. Medical Information

1. Exchange of medical information;

2. The Chinese side -to send technicaLpersonnta
to_thy U.S._to take_posn7graduate_trainingin
modern methods_of_handIfig_medical information,
including uae_of_computer systems; and the
Chinese side_to_assist_11_.S. side in_deveIoping
capability for cataloguing Chinese library
materials.

F. Immunology

1. Immunological studies_to_be_pursued_in relation
to a variety of problem_areas_,lincluding_
infectious and parasitic diseases;_cancer;
chronic diseases; and_skin_and organ trans-
plentationi.and to involve:

;. Basic immunology;

b. Genetic immunology;

c. Immuno-biochemistry.

S

6.4

3 0t
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Medical Genetics

l; Genetics -of somatic cells, such as the locali-
zation df human genes;

2. Genetic diseases; sucti as_immunodeficiency
diseases; hemoglobinopathies;_hemolytic
diseases; and in-born errors of metabolism;

3. NIH_will_maks available to the PRC its documenta-
tion_relating to the guidelines on recombinant
DNA research.

V Detailed arrangements for the implementation of these
activities, including tine of activities, number of
participants involved in each activity and methods of
cooperation, shall come into effect after specific
proposals have been submitted by the Coordinators in
each of the seven cooperative areas, and after approval.
by the Joint Committee chairmen of both sides. The
Coordinators in each cooperative area shill communicate
with each other at the earliest possible date and-
decide the optimum manner for developing a-specifid
proposal for cooperative activity to be submitted to
the Joint Committee chairmen for approval.

V. Th'e Coordinators in-each cooperative area shall be__
designated, generally in equal numbers,_by_the_Joint
Committee- chairmen on each side.;__The_Coordinators
designated at this stage from China are:

A; Infectious and Parasitic Diseases

Professor Mao_Shoubi
Institute_of_Parasitic Diseases
ChineseAcademy of Medical Sciences
Shanghai

and

Professor Huang Zhenxiang
Institute of Virology
Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences
Beijing

6;5
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Dr; Wu HUanxing
Director
Institute_of:ancology
Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences
Beijing

and

DrLi Bing
Deputy_Director
Institute of Oncology
Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences
Beijing ^

C. Cardiovascular Diseases

Professor Wu Yingkai
Fuwai Hospital
Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences
Beijing

D. Public Health and lieal-th Scrvicm,s4te-slt.lh

Professor Yang Mingding
Shanghai First Medical College
Shanghai

E. M J" Information

Professor Li Sigiao
Associate Professor
Institute of Information
Chinese Academy of Medical
Beijing

F. Immunology _

Sciences

Professor Liu Shilian
Associate Professor
Institute of Basic Medical Science
Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences
Beijing

G. Medical Genetics

Professor Wu Min
Associate Professor
Institute of Oncology
Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences
Beijing
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The Coordinators designated at this" stage from the
United States are;

A. Infectious- and -gar ,wi-tdc Diseases

Dr:4William ege
Director
Center lor isease Control
Department of Health, Education and Welfat,e
Atlanta, Georgia

B Cancer

PT:. Vincent DeVita
.Director
National Cancer-- Institute --

National Institutes of Health
Bethesda; Maryland

C. Caridlavascular Diseases

Dr. Robert Levy
Director
Nati9nal Heart, Lung and Blood Institute
National Institutes of Health
Betl, sda,- Maryland

1

D, ealth and Health Servides Research

Dr. Joh =10 ant
Deputy_Assistant Secretary

for International Health
Director, Office of International Health-
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
Washington, D,C

E. _Medical Information Science

Dr. Martin Cummings
Director
National Library of Medicine
National Institutes of Health
Bethesda; Maryland

6.7
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F. Immunolofy

Dr. Richard Krause
Director
National Institute -of Allergy

and Infectious Diseases___
National Institutes-6f Health
Bethesda, Maryland

G. Medical Genetics

Dr. Donald Fredrickson
Director
National Institutes of Health
Bethesda, Maryland

VI. Substitutibt of -a Coordinator in any cooperative area

can be decidedby the Joint-Committee chairman from .

either sidpr The Opposite_side_thall be notified
promptly.- The number of Coordinators can be increased
or reduced it necessary; subject to the joint agreement
of the chairmen of both sides.

VII. Dutiei and responsibilities of the Coordinators are:
-

A. The Coordinators shall exchange views and informa-
tion on SUbjects_of common interest in the
cooperative areas;

_

B. The_COOtdinatort_shall identifypecific research
topics and activities to-be under ken in the
areas of cooperation and submit plans and prOpbtd

i

t

for cooperation to the Joint Committee. chairmen;

C.' The-Coordinators shall be familiar with the progress.

of COOperative_activities, and shall submit progress
reports as established by the Joint Comtitted

Chairmen;

VIII. The adMinistrative body for implementing-thit AnneX on
Chihi't Side_is the Bureau of Foreign Affiiti Of the -

Ministry of- Public Health; on the U.S. side,- the-Office
of International. Health of the Department of Health;
Education; and Welfare.

6.8
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IX. The_Joint Commilitee also agreed to institute an "Individual
Specialists Exchange Program" to provide the possibility
of reciprocal exchanges in scientific areas not included
in the cooperative Activities listed in paragraph 3 on
pages 2-5. The terms of this program will be decided
by theJoint Committee chairmen through consultation on
a case-by-case basis.

X Financing the cooperative activities shall be carried
out according to the principles of reciprocity and
equality.

A. In reciprocal exchanges, the sending side shall
bear the round -trip travel expenses to/from the
entry/exit city of the host side, while expenses
fo:4 board, lodging, travel within-country, emergency
medical and dental services, necessary allowances,
costs for participation in scientific meetings,
fo he use of interpreters, and for related costsrhof research- shall be borne by the host side.

B. For\-flon-reciprocal exchanges of personnel,-the
benefiting side shall be responsible for all
costs.

y

C. Egpenses for board and lodsing, and nekssary
allowances shall be establisjied by the Joint
Committee chairmen through correspondence.

D. Al! material and information, biological standards,
reagents and samples necessary -for the- implementation
of cooperative activities can be regal-ded as a
gift without charge.

E.J The responsibility for any- other -costs associated
with the cooperative activities (e.g., costs of
specialized stientific\equipment or- material
necessary for joint activities) _will bedetermined
on a case-by-case basil by the Joint Committee
chairmen. .

XI The date for the next - session -of the Joint_Committee__
shall be jointly decided by -the chalrmen:of both stager
After certain progress has been.reathed in cooperafIVe
activities.

4
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Chinese Members Attending the-First Meeting o -

THEJOINT COMMITTEE

Dr. Guo Ziheng' (PRC Co-Chairman)
Vide Minister
Ministry of Public Health
Beijing

4
*Dr. Gu Fangzhou
Vice President
Chinese Academy of, Medical Sciences
Ministry of Public Health
Beijing

Dr. Chen Haifeng
Acting Director
Bureau of Medical Science and Technology
Ministry of Public Health
Beijing

Dr. ,Cheng Keru
Deputy Director
BuTeau of Foreign Affairs
Ministry of Public Health
Beijing

Prof.-Wang-Yilin
Associate-Professor
Shanghai First Medical College
'Shanghai

4

313
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Other Chinese Participants Attending the First Meetimgof

. THE JOINT -C-OMM-1-17-E£

Mr. Wu Yikang
Chief-Division
State Commission of Science and Technology
Beijing

Mr. Jiang Fuctiao -

Chilf-Division
Department of Treaty and Legal-Affairs
Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Beijing

Dt.-Liu YUnaheng
Stiff Membot
Bureau of Medical Science and TeChnologF
Beijing

ong Zh ug .

ate Comm' svon of Science and Technology
eijink

*Dr. Huang Jiasi
President
Chinese-Academy of Medical Sciences
Beijing_ _

((Will be the regular member of the Joint Committee)

6.11
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APPENDIX 2

U.S. Members Attending the Firs-tMee-t-im-gof

THE JOINT -COMMIT-TEE

Dr. Julius Richmond (U.S.Co,Chairman)
Assistant Secretary for Health

and Surgeon General
U.S. Public Health Service
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
Washington, D.C.

Dr. John Bryant
Deputy Assistant Secretary

for International Health
birector, Office of International Health-
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
Washington, D.C.

"Dr. Thomas Malone
eputy Director
National Institutes of Health
Bethesda, Maryland

Dr. David Hamburg
President
Institute of Medicine
National Academy of Science;
Washington, D.C. .

Dr. Lester Ifre-sloW \S ''

. y ,

Dean f.

School of Public Health ,.

'Linivers,ity of- California at os Azigetes,
Los Angeles, California

ep

"Dr. Donald Fredrickson
Director
National Institutes of Health.
Bethesda, Maryland
(Will be the regular member of the Joint Committee)
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ANNEX TWO

TO THE,PROTOCOL BETWEEN

THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
OF THE UNITED STATES-OF AMERICA

THE MINISTRY OF HEALTH OP
THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA

FOR

COOPERATION IN THE SS IENCE AND:TECHNOLOGY
OP MEDI

is

PUBLIC HEALTH

Tianjin, China
Wovember 19=20, 1980
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ANNEX 1110

Introduction

in pursuance of the protocol between the Ministry of- Pudic Health_Of the _

People's Republic of China and the Department of Health and !Mean BerviCee Of
the Ignited States of America for COdperation_in the Science and_Technology of_
Medicine and Public Health, as signed in Beijing on June 22, ISM._ and_amended
by the Agreed Minutes of Discussion between 94Cretary Harris And Health _

Minister Wan in Jun., 1980, the U.S.-P.R.C._Joint_COMMittee for Cooperation
in Medicine and Publio,13 Ith held its second session in Tianjin, China, on
Noveiber 19-20, 1980 The meeting was co-chaired by the Vice Minister for
Public Health, Dr. g Shure, representing- China, -and
Dr. Julius B. Ri ond, Assistant-Secretary for Health, representing the 0.9.
(Attachment A lis s the melhers of the Joint CoMeittee and SCientifid Artie
Coordinators) .

_ /
The_Joint Health Cedeittee confirm the three new_areas agreed upon in -June;
I980_bY_Secretary air is and_Mini er_gians _RApreductiVi Physiology and _ _

Piedly Planning igues, Peed d Drugs, including PharMACOIrogy) and Mental
3611th.

_ _ _ _

The Joint Health COmmttee reviewed the status of tbe_Cooperative activities
th4 plans for the ten scientific - areas: seven_apecified in Annex One to the-
Protocol and the_three_additional_ones agreed to by_Secretary_Harris and
Minister Oian. The Joint Health ComMittee expressed its great 'Satisfaction
With the reciprocal study visits of Wee Coordinators, the_dieCUeeion on the
cooperative areas, and_the propoeala_f= future_cooperative activities
1UbMitted_by the COordinatOrs._ The Joint_ palth Comittee_nOted_that the
NUCtearfUI implementation of the cooperative_ plans- in the Science and
Technology of Medicine -and Public Swath will contribute to improving the
health of the people of our two nations.

8 0- 8.1--21
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Summary Status Reports and Plant

The Joint Health Committee reviewed and approlted the following proposed
collaborative activities which are briefly suaarized below.

I. Infee41ous and Parasitic Di

A. idbjects for Cooperative Research

I Viral Hepatitis I

PieId trials oehepatitis B vaccine

SChistoldliasil and Malaria_

A; Ekjtangs of scientific visits -and information relating to
IabOratory 'method' and control trysts:4N

19

_ _ 0

: EXChange of Scientific visits and Equipment Required

I. Viral Depetitia

a. One to two U.S. epidemioIogists_And I,2_0.9.-vircIogiata
(total_3) tO visit Chins in 1951 for 2-4 weeks to adepts on
study'dssign and hAboratOry diagnosis:

One to -two technitaI_SpiciaIiSts_from China_to
for 1-3 months at NIH to study the preparation of hepatitis
D vaccine.

c. The_U.S. side to- provide equipment and_reagants_as_SPecifilld
in_the_protocol for diagnosis of_hopatitie. The Chinese
side to bear the cos and equipment needed fo field trials.

SchistOsomiasis and Ma is

a. Exchange of scientific visits: two CDC staff to travel. to
China for consultation for 3 -4 irks in 1981.

b. Collaborative Research and Consultations: 'one entomologist
from China to spend one year in the U.S. for training in
physical, chemical. and biological control methods. One
scientist from China to :Tend six months in primate centers
in the U.S. One scientist from China to travel to CDC foci

8 three months for consultation on the purification of
schistosome antigens.

3
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c. Seminars and workAhOPO_Ln_Cbine_in 19811 One for. biology
and oontroliof A._Salatmcensis_and A. Sinensis, including
travel of three_Mecialists from the U.S. for about tan
days. one workshop on purificition and characterization of
sch_istosome alkigens to include travel for four 'medalists
from the U-.S./for three weeks.

A. Subjects for Cooperative Research

1. Cancer epidemiology, including computer zapping, use of cancer
registries, and casecontrol studies in high rate areas.

2. Cancer detection and diegnosis, including use_ of new techniques
for biologic or imenmologic markers and ultrasound imaging.

3. Cancer treatment.

. Studies of esophat:al canceripin China.

S. Exchangesiof Scientific Visits and Materials

1. Four medical scientists from the FRC to be considered for one
year visiting fellowships at the NCI beginning in 1981 to gain
experience in the Wow, subject areas.

2. 'Your medical scientists from the NCI to visit the high rate area
for esophageal cancer in China for one month in 1981 or -'1982 to
evaluate progress on the binational research efforts there.

3. NCI to provide new chemotherapy drugs and methods not yet
available in China for the treatment of esophageal cancer.

III. Cardiovaiqular Diseases

A. Subjects for Cooperative Researdh

I. Cardiovascular epidWitioIogy

a. Major stUdy of epidWAiology of_cardiovaSCUIar diseases,
including risk factors, Lb selected areas of China.

2. BietheilaIl and 64LIUIlk studies of human atherosclerosis

3. SYPertension and weritIon; 4
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D. Exchange of Scientific Visits and Information

1. Two medical scientists from thevPRC to.spend one year in the
D.S. beginning in 1981 for joint work on the biochemistry of
atherosclerosis and cellular studies of human atherosclerosis.

2. A small group (2-3) of Chinese cardiovascular specialists to
visit the D.S. in March, 1981 to discuss details for further
cooperation.

3. Pour O.S. scientists to visit China in April 1981 for
approximately one month to initiate discussions and to plan the
joint O.S.-P.R.C. studies of the epidemiology of cardiovascular
diseases.

IV. Public Health and Health Services Research

A. Health Services Research

I. Subjects for Cooperative Research

t,

M

a. Descriptive stUdies of defined population areas in Shanghai
COunty, according to detailed plans mutually agreed upon,
eluding health_services to be provided with particular
attention to health status outcomes.

The ChiId_NetIth and Nutrition sthgroup be include in the
abaft study_an spideMiologictI analysis of pregnancy _

outcomes_ and_ associative causative factors, with emphasis on
low_birth weight infante. A liaited, exploratery Study to
be dens in Ye Hien at an appropriate time.

e. Descriptive studies of detailed_popuIstion areas in the
0.S.. following the parameters listed above under (a) and
(b).

d. Evaluative research_projecta_involVing developing methodsi
and - implementing and evaluating aroproachos to priority
Problems such as_hYPertensioni canceri bronchitis and
prenatal diagnosis in the above geographical areas.

e. Eltension of study findings to other areas of China.

2. Exchanges of Scientific visits and Information and Other
Resources Needed.

a. Twoto O.S. scientists to visit China for 3-5 months
in early 1981 to cooperate in the descriptive study of
Shanghai County, in a limited study in Ye Alan County, and
in the training of local medical workers.

32i
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b. Workshope.An China in the eummer_or fall of 1981 to_review
resUIta of descriptive study 4-8 O.S. scientists will
participate).

c. A Symposium to be held in the U.S. at an appropriate fir*
bailed _- (2a) and (21,1.;

d. Delegation of Chinese eciontiats_to visit the_U.S- in 1981
for three week' to plan_ descriptive study in the U.S. i and
for other purposes related to the area of health services
research.

a. Beginning in 1981, up to four.Chinese scientists to be
train 1p in the U.S. for OM year periods in health services,
resseerh, epidemiology and related fields:

f. Beginning in 1981,'viaiting U.S. scientists to be provided
necessary office facilities.

B. Child D. elomo.nt and g.,tzltion

C.

This section L coordinated closely with health services research
and human genetics. See those sections for details.

Subjects for Cooperative Research

a. Toxicological and epidemiological research related to
asbestosis, silicosis, bysainosis, coal workers'
pneumonoconiosis, and other pneumonoconioses.

b. Toxicological and eiidemiOlogical research related to
pesticides and metals in the work place and community.

c. Development and validation of short-term test methods for
carcinogens, mutagens, and teratogens.

d. Application of standard toxicologic methods and
extrapolation of ,animal data to man.

e. CooperatiOn in the development of pollution standards (air
and.water) in the work }ace and general environment.

2. Exchange of Scientific Visits and Information.

a. Exchanges/visits of 4-4 U.S. and FRC scientists in 1981, to
define scientific areas of joint cooperation. During oats.
visit to China, a symposium or workshop to be held on %
selected subjects taken from the above list.
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b. Visit of 2-1 Chinese Scientists to the U.S. fgr 3-4 months -

in 1981 in the areas of short -term'testing, environmental
toxicology and asbestos and metal epidemiology.

c. Increase- availability and exdhange of tithnidil
information in the field.

V. Biomedical Information Science

A. SubjecrM.for Cooperative ACtiViby

1. The-,Chinest_Academy of_MedicAI_Sciences CAMS) to_ assist the
Mabional..Library of Medicine_ (141.1) in cataloging its old Chinese
traditional medicine collection

5 The MIX to assist the CAMS in training in modern library
management and cooperation.

B. Exchange of Scientific Visits

1. The CAMS to send two persons to the U.S. in 1980-81 to assist
the NLM in cataloging.

. The CAMS to send two persons to the U.S. in 1981 for training in
indexing and cataloging and the management of a modern national
library Of medicine.

a

C. The CAMS and NIX to continue to exchange their publications, as
appropriate.

VI. -Immtmology-

A. Subjects for Cooperative Research

1. Cooperation in immunology to inclu the following approaches:

a. tmmunobiology
4

b. Immunogenetics

c. Molecular immunology

d. Immunopharmacology

e. Clinical immunology

2. Specific Subjects for Cooperative Researdh

323
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a. HLA tissue typing and disease associations

b. Allergy (Specific topics to be discussed)

c. General area of immunity to infections (further plans to be
discussed).

a; SOICific problems of clinical iMiunology including
rheumatoldgy (further plane to be discusied).

B. Mientific Activities and Exchange of Information

I. tiO=t0=four Chinese research fellows to 64 trained in the O.S.
in 1981 in the areas of Lasunogentics and allergy.

2. Lworking_group_of 3-3 scientiste_frcm eath country tb_meet in
the=0;8;. in_1981 65 outline specific areas of cooperation in the
field of allergy.

3. 80th sides 65 facilitate exChange of in3ormation and biological
material/ related to the field of LakunoIogy.

4; Both sides to eloiaore_possibie P.R.C. participation in
Conferences in LarandIogy held in connection with O.S. bilateral
programs with other countries.

9I/; Raman Genetics (end Report on Child Development and !attrition)

A. Subjects for Cooperative Activity

1. DevoloPeent_of cellalar_genetics.
using somatic all hybrids.

2. populaticm_geneticsi_including: hemoglobin variants in China, G-
6 -Pp variants_in_defined_PoPelatirc groups, protein poly-
morphism and lactose tolerance.

including human gene mapping

3. Initiation _of mass screening programs including phenylketonuria,
hypothyroidism, and maple syrup urine disease.

4. Nutrition and genetics, including rickets, hypothyroidism and
nutritional treatment of genetic disease.

5. Epidemiology of the outocme of pregnancy to be carried out in
the health services research study sites (see Health Services
Research section).
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_ 7

B. Exchange of Scientific Visits and Information

1. in early 1961, a delegation of Chinese scientists to visit the
U.S. to emphasize the abOtni. --; A workshop to be held in the

U.S. at the conclusion of the visit;

.
Training programs for Chinese scientists in U.S. laboratories
and institutions in_the_a7zove subject areas bz be_started as
moon u possible. 1-2 Chinese scientists to begin one year

training in 1981.

3. A-Acientific symposihm_to_be heldi focused on human and cellular
ginetics, in China in 1981 or 1982.

VIII. Reproductive Physiology and Penile Planiting-Techrtiouss-

A. Subjects for Cooperative Activity to be decided by both sides at a

later date.

H. Ekdhahgea Of Scientific Visits

A delegaticn_of_four scientists from the U.S. to visit China in the

Spring of 1981 to explore opportunities for collaborative

rx; Mental Health

A; Subjects for Cooperative Activities

I; Clinical_pharmacologYr including a cross7aitional ceawimett of

blood levels of psychoactive drugs.

2. Genetics and schizophrenia, including an implotation of_poesible

genetic markers through focussing on Chihlie fMilies identified

as having schizophrenia in at least three generations.;

3. Clinical assessment and diagnosis, incldding_comperative___ _
diagnosis and ant of schizophrenia and major affective

disorders.

B. Exchange of Scientific Visits and inforlatite

1. Two Chinese scientists to reside at_tbe Mstionsl_Institute of

Mental Health (NIMH) beginning.in 1981; for training in

laboratory methods related th the above subjects.

4
L
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2. Scientists from NEM to visit China for_pericds of to 8 weeks
to discuss the above ch areas as well as to ooniider
further subjects for research.

A. rood and nruge

A. Subjects for Cooperative Activity

1; Al tbii subject is a new one for cooperation, the specific
topics will be identified during forthcoming exchanges of
delegations.

B. Exchange of Scientific Delegations and Information.

1; A delegation of Chinese to visit the U.S. in ear1y1981 for one
month and_tO_Viiit headquarters and field stations of the Food
and DtUg AdMinistration (PDA).

2 4 delegation of U.S. scientists to visit China late in 1181 to
develop specific piens far collaborative ch activities.

3. Information to be_exChanged. FDA to compile a catalog of
POtentialIy_usefUI in3ormation for China, and the Chinese
Naticnal_Inatitutt for the CtotfoI of Pharmaceuticals and
Biological Products to provide PUN with_a 'copy of its treatise
on the identification of treditionaI Medicines.

v."
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MEMORANDUM -OF- UNDERSTANDING
BETWEEN THE

NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH
_ OE .THE

UNITED STATES--OF AMERICA
AND THE

CHINESE ACADEM_Y_OF SCIENCES
_ OE THE- -

PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF _CHINA
ON COOPERATION IN -THE

BASIC BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES

The- Nation Institutes of Health-of the United-Statei of_
America and t Chinese Academy of Sciencet of the_People's
Republic of_C ina (hereinafter referred to as the Parties)
Consider that cooperation in the basic blomedical sciences will

strengthen the iriendship_between scientists of both Parties
and enhance knowledge in_the biomedical sciences, thus i
contributihg_to_ ne_health and_welfare of all mankind,. ACting,

in the Spirit_of_ e Joint_Communique on the Establishment of
Diplomatic Relation -_between_the United States of AmeTica and

the People'S_RepUbIi Of Chino._and the Agreement :between the
Government of -the United States of America_an0 the Government
of the People'S RepDbIic of China_on Cooperationin Science and
'Technology, tne Partiet_agree_to_the following. Understanding
for the promotion of further cooperation in the basic

biomedical sciences!

Article 1
P

The Parties agree to-conduct cooperative_activities Ond
exchanges in the fieldt of the basic biomedical sciences on the

basis of equality, reciprocity, and mutual benefit.

Article 2

The Parties agree that cooperation and exchanges may include

the following forms:

I. Exchange of scientists, specialittS, scholars; and

delegations;

2. Cooperative research, joint organization Of symposia
and lectures; and other collaborative activities;

3. Exchange Of technical information, documentation, and

scholarly publications;

3



4__Exchange an sion -.of samplesi materialsi.
instru ' b moon for testingi evaluation, and for
Othcr_purPos Sre ed cooberative'activities. Title to
any instrbm ntsi_cOmponentS or other equipment sent by one
side to the other,sideshaII "remain wIth_the_sendir4 side;
any_change, In title of instruments, components; or_other
equipment shall be made by mutual written agreement;

5. Such other forms of cooperation as are mutually agreed.

ArtiCle 3

Cooperative activities carried out under this Memorandum shall
be subject to the availability of funds and manpower to the
Parties. The specific tasks, obligations and conditions with
respett to the above-mentioned activities, including responsi-
bility for the payment of costs, shall be decided by mutual
agreement on a case-by-case basis and shall be confirmed in
writing.

Article 4

The Fogarty International Center of the National Institutes of
Health and the Bureau of Foreign Affairs of the Chinese 'Academy
of Sciemces shall be responsible for facilitating and coordi-
nating cooperative activities between the Parties under this
Memorandum_ The Fogarty International Center shall be respon-
sible_for coordinatimg the participation in activities under
tbis_Memorandum_by_institutes affiliated with the National
Institutes of Health and, whenever possible and appropriate;
other American_participantshe_Bureau_of_Foreign_Affairs
shaIl_be responsible for cooktInatIng the participation in
activities under this_memcrandum by institutes affiliated _with
the Chinese Academy_of Sciences and, whenever possible and
appropriate, other Chinese participants.

To facilitate communications between the Parties for coopera-
tive activities anol related matters, each side will designate;
-within lone month of the effective date-of- this- Memorandum, -one
person to act as Program Coordinator for its side. The
officials of the Parties and the Program Coordinators desig- 1!

nated by the 'Parties shall, by correspondence or by meetings as
the need arises, consult with each other and discuss matters
related to the implementation of this Memorandum and to review
accomplishments.
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Article 5

L;Scientific -and technicarresults achieved from cooperative
__activity under this Memorandum may_be made available, unless
'otherwise agreed-in writingi to the world scientific community
through customary channels_and,.1.0 accordance with the normal
procedures of the Parties.

Article\6

In accordance with_Article 5_of_the aforementioned Agreement on
Cooperation In Science and Technologyi the Parties agree to
reach an accord with respect to treatment of inventions
discoveries, -and information subject- to- copyright_arising under
this Memorandum. The_Partles_shall_endeavor to reach such an
accord within _six_months of the entrie_into force of this
.Memorandum and thit accord shall\become an Annex thereto.

ArtibIe 7

In case of inconsistency between this Memorandum and Annexes
thereto, the provisions of this Memorandum shall govern;

Article 8

This Memorandum shall enter into force upon signature by _

representatives of the Parties and-shall remain in force for a
five-year _period. It may be automatically renewed for
succeeding five-year periods unless six months advance notice
in writing_of_intentiono terminate is given by either Party.
The termination_of this Memorandum shall not affect the
cooperative projects being carried out under this Memorandum.
The MemoranOum may be amended.by.w.rItten agreement of the
Parties.

Done at-Beijing,_on the_Eleventh_day of May 1983, in duplioate
in the English and Chinese languages, both texts being equally

authentic.

For the
National Institutes of Health
cf the .

United States of America

For the
Chinese Academy of Sciences
of the
People's Republic 'of China


